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INTRODUCTION:
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY:
Better Times and
Worse Times

Since The Information Paradox was first published, we have helped many organizations across the world better select and execute investments in IT-enabled change. The adoption of the Benefits Realization Approach, as described in this book, has enabled these organizations to make better decisions and to drive greater value from their investments. However, across the board, it is clear that investments in IT-enabled business change are still not being consistently translated into business value. If anything, the problem has gotten worse. Four years ago, Enterprise Resource Planning packages (ERPs) were the highly publicized failures. Since then, the dot.com bubble has burst, implementation of Supply Chain Management systems has slowed, and significant challenges have cropped up with Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Systems. Overall, the lemming-like rush to the e-business cliff of the dot.com era has slowed to a more rational crawl.

The transparency of the digital world makes failures increasingly visible. Household names such as FoxMeyer, Hershey, National Australia Bank, Nike and Whirlpool, and public sector organizations such as the IRS, UK Passport Office, and NZ Police, to name but a few, have shown that the potential for costly and highly visible failure is high. Such failure can severely damage an organization’s reputation, or even threaten its very survival.

While the link between large-scale IT-enabled investments in business change and business results continues to be unclear, our experience in working with many clients across the world implementing the Benefits Realization Approach has led us to understand that the issues with IT are merely a symptom of a larger problem. The reality is that the link between any investment in change and business results is unclear. The success rates of major changes including Business Process Re-engineering, and mergers and acquisitions are no better than those of IT investments.

This edition of The Information Paradox includes an Afterword that introduces a new approach called Enterprise Value Management. Enterprise Value Management goes beyond the challenge of realizing IT value — the Benefits Realization Approach — to address the essence of overall organizational governance. Enterprise Value Management builds on and extends benefits realization with a value-driven strategy process. It integrates Enterprise Architectures in structuring programs of change, and it identifies a dynamic, “sense and respond” Strategic Governance system to help organizations manage what is, in most cases, “an uncertain journey to an uncertain destination”.

At the heart of the problem is the fundamental change in how organizations are using information technology and the information provided by that technology. The early applications of IT were primarily automation of routine work — an extension of industrial-age mechanization. They processed data, hence the term electronic data processing, but produced very little information, and what information they did produce was not widely used. As technology evolved and became more accessible, its application to
managing information increased. Initial applications provided information to support existing work but subsequent applications provided information to fundamentally redesign how work was done or, to use the more popular term, to re-engineer work. Today, with the availability of ever-more sophisticated information handling systems, we have moved beyond the simple implementation of IT applications to an age of IT-enabled change — dramatic change in the very nature of businesses and indeed of entire industries.

**The Information Paradox**

The rapid pace and scope of IT-enabled change continues to create dilemmas for management. More and more information is being delivered by more and more technology, to the point where many people now feel that they are drowning in information — or being forced to work with the wrong types of information. An increasing amount of money is being spent on new technologies that will deliver even more information as time goes on. Yet, neither the information nor the technology dollars are being consistently translated into business value. This is the Information Paradox, a phenomenon that has been drawing attention since the late 1980s. It arises from the conflict between the widely held belief that information and investment in IT to provide that information is a “good thing,” and the all too frequent reality that we cannot demonstrate a connection between money spent on IT and business results.

To understand the Information Paradox, we need to explore the relationship between information and information technology. A long-standing business mantra is that information is good. The belief arising from this is that if information is good, then more information must be better. There is a hidden assumption that information is cheap, even free, so the demand for information grows. On the supply side, new technologies are now able to produce and distribute vast quantities of information at apparently little cost. This in turn stimulates demand even further. More money is being spent on IT, and more and more information is being produced, but the link to business results is not clear. It is hard to demonstrate how a dollar spent on IT, or on producing another piece of information, translates into economic value.

The Information Paradox can be viewed through a number of lenses. One of these shows the information overload that is troubling front-line workers and managers. Although they may be drowning in information, they often do not have the specific information they believe that they need to do their work. While the frustration is evident, the costs of this information overload are hard to pin down and rarely measured in dollars. Looking at the Information Paradox through another lens reveals what we call the “IT value view.” This has historically been the view seen by CEOs, CFOs and senior management. With the IT value lens, the costs are easier to pin down and measure. These costs are coming under increasing scrutiny and will continue to do so. In this book we have chosen to view the Information Paradox primarily through the IT value lens. We believe that while the application of IT will continue to evolve, and trends and fads will come and go, the question of value is an enduring one. An approach to answering it will be of long-term value to managers. More importantly, viewing the Information Paradox through the IT value lens, using the approach we present in this book, will be of practical importance to managers whose performance is still measured more on how they manage dollars than on how they manage information.

In order to better understand the question of value, let us take another look at the evolving application of information technology. In the early days, when the focus of automation was manual production operations, the problem of measuring value was less acute; the benefits were usually clear, predictable and measurable. The problem has become more serious with the growth of the capabilities of information technology: capabilities that are used to capture, create, manipulate and distribute increasing amounts of information. Networked computers and electronic commerce via the Internet are more exciting than an automated payroll processing system or a stamping unit in an auto parts plant, but they are also more risky IT applications, with broader business impacts. The benefits are potentially much richer, but at the same time, less clear and harder to predict. They require significant changes that go well beyond the implementation of technology and the availability of information. Similarly, transforming the infrastructure of a factory-to-store supply chain is far more ambitious and requires far more significant changes than automating a few operational islands, such as a manual assembly line at the factory or the bookkeeping at the store.
While the application of technology has evolved, and as its impacts have become far more dramatic, our management mind-sets have unfortunately failed to keep pace. They have remained rooted in the industrial-age mentality of work automation, with its clear and predictable benefits, requiring little more than the plugging in of the technology for results to be achieved. This is a far cry from the challenges presented today where benefits are neither clear nor easily predictable.

It is the heightened risk and lack of predictability surrounding business applications of information technology that is the key practical facet of the Information Paradox, with major implications for all business managers investing in technology. Seen from this standpoint, the paradox revolves around a basic statistical fact: to date the increasing amounts of money invested in IT do not appear to have produced corresponding increases in economic value. There are striking success stories, but there are also spectacular failures, and there is no consistent statistical relationship between IT spending and various measures of value over time.

In the case of the economy as a whole, professional economists remain divided about whether huge investments in information technology across virtually all sectors have actually increased economic productivity. This is a visible management issue since, in the 20 years preceding the burst of the dot.com bubble, IT expenditures have grown at rates of 20 to 30 percent annually and, despite the recent slowdown, still account for about 50 percent of annual business equipment expenditure in the United States. In the case of individual firms, a number of experts have noted the surprising lack of correlation between high spending on IT and various measures of business performance such as profit margins, return on assets and return on investment. Both top performers and poor ones spend a great deal on IT. Indeed, some highly profitable firms spend less on IT than their lower-ranked competitors.

As you might expect, there is much learned debate about the precision of the numbers, exceptions to the averages and future trends. While there are many plausible explanations, the Information Paradox as an abstract statistical phenomenon does reflect some commonsense observations about the track record of IT.

The Best and the Worst of Information Technology

Taking a quick bird's-eye view of how information technology has been applied in the business world, what we see is both the “best of times” and the “worst of times.” At the best of times, IT works productivity miracles and produces logistical breakthroughs. Examples include the automation of manual paper processing and manufacturing functions, the number crunching feats of supercomputers and the silent efficiency of the airline reservation and credit card systems. IT has transformed entire economic sectors, including telecommunications, air freight, banking, global payments processing and retail distribution. In these and other sectors, a variety of information technologies have proven their value many times over. Their main contribution has been to solve production problems, driving down costs and massively upgrading basic service standards. In a number of cases, including organizations such as Dell, FedEx, UPS, and Wal-Mart, the adoption of IT has fundamentally changed the business model.
At the worst of times, information technology falls down on the job, sometimes disastrously. Most visibly, and to many people's embarrassment, mission-critical systems fail and not only in Apollo 13 films. There have been blackouts of utilities and banking machine networks and trading halts on major stock exchanges. Less visible, but far more important in economic terms, are the many cases where perfectly good technology is poorly applied to business problems. For example, a Customer Relationship Management system is installed in a company without adjusting the ground-level work processes that service representatives follow every day to solve "live" customer complaints, and the required adjustments force an expensive redesign of the software interface. Or, in another case, a corporate Internet site features the latest in expensive graphics to attract shoppers' attention, but it is not integrated with plain-vanilla transaction processing systems, so the site generates no sales and no revenue. As well, top flight information systems are designed with the users' every need in mind, but they don't make it to market on time. They are delivered years late and over budget, lessening their economic value. The IT world has its share of "runaway" projects and white elephants.

Finally, there is the gray zone of information technology, a large basket of everyday problems that fall in between the best and the worst. A perfect example is the mundane but expensive problem of technology that is not used or is misused. People don't know and are not effectively taught how to use new software interfaces and information systems. Often, they do not understand what to do with the information that these provide. As a result, expensive new technology and intelligent software sits on their desktops, producing zero — or worse, negative — economic value, while they learn what to do with it. Time is lost and in business lost time means lost money.

The trend toward the increasing use of information technology across the economy is relentless. The demand to provide more information about more things in more ways to more people in more places, and to provide this information in real-time will continue. The technical potential to deliver this information, as measured by sheer memory, processing power and network capacity, continues to grow and become cheaper. Yet, the commonsense observation, confirmed by experts looking at the Information Paradox, is that buying expensive IT tools will not make you more productive unless you know how to apply them. In business, we are still learning how to apply IT and how to manage the information that IT provides. That is the central challenge.

The Odds of Success in Information Technology Investments

The biggest practical problem for managers confronted with the Information Paradox today is the dollars and cents issue of how to manage large information technology budgets and justify new IT spending. Based on our experience, we find that many executives today, despite the supposed inevitability of technological change, are increasingly hesitant to commit funds to large-scale IT investments. All too often, they feel like gamblers in a casino when making these investment decisions. They may not be winning, but they have seen others win, and may have occasionally won themselves. So, they keep playing the odds, albeit more cautiously in the current economic climate. Similarly, organizations may not be sure that they are winning in the casino, but they have seen, read or certainly been told by vendors about the stories of other organizations that have placed successful bets. Often they have at least one good win to show for it, especially if they automated a major manual process some years back. Or, they may conclude that their competitors are in the game, so they can't afford to disappear from the table. So, just like our gamblers, organizations keep playing the odds of the Information Paradox, which are 50-50 at best and more often in the 20 to 30 percent range. Gambling with these odds is an expensive proposition.

The challenge for organizations is to move from the gambler's world, where risk can be managed to some extent but luck remains the major factor, to a world where the dependence on luck is reduced to improve our odds to those more normally associated with business risk. In doing so, it is important to set realistic expectations. The risk associated with technological change cannot be eliminated, but it can most certainly be better managed. By this we mean it can be reduced system-atically and brought into a stable relationship with expected rewards. A reasonable goal, we believe, is for business decision makers to learn how to bet more intelligently and with better knowledge of the odds. We must get rid of the old
unquestioning faith in technological infallibility. Trusting to the gods will not improve the odds. Business managers must improve the management of risk associated with IT investments.

When it comes to managing risk, there are encouraging prece-dents in business going back hundreds of years and there are numerous examples of how businesses have been transformed through risk management. Actuarial science has made modern life insurance possible. The development of insurance syndicates made it feasible to insure ship-ping and many other types of commercial transactions. The modern banking system is able to finance and assume liability for international trade processes using risk management methods. And modern portfolio selection and management methods have, with the exception of the dot.com aberration, transformed stock and bond market investing, replac-ing seat-of-the-pants stock picking similar to a casino model, with more rational management of risk/reward relationships.

Managing the risks of investing in information technology is a business risk management challenge which can and must be met. It is similar to basic financial risk management in many ways. Consider these two points of comparison:

■ Investment professionals can improve their earnings through better knowledge of individual firms, indus-tries and stock market perfor-mance histories. Similarly, business decision makers can develop better knowledge of various technologies and how they actually pro-duce business results. In both cases, investors better understand the odds of success through insights into key risk/reward relationships.
■ In finance, risk is diversified through portfolio selection methods. Businesses can diversify IT-related risk by investing in a variety of technologies at the same time. In both cases, investors avoid “betting the com-pany” on a single investment. They can maxi-mize rewards at any chosen level of risk and choose to diversify away unwanted risk.

The Information Paradox introduced the idea that the methods used for monitoring and managing financial portfolios from day to day and adjusting portfolio composition as market conditions change can also be applied to IT and related business investments. With the current economic slowdown, and increasing focus on value or, more often, cost reduction, the portfolio management approach to IT investments has gained considerable momentum. Unfortunately, much of the writing and talking about portfolio manage-ment is missing the point. The pri-mary focus still appears to be on the technology project, and the major activities are selection and tracking of these technology projects. In real-ity, value does not come from technology projects. Technology only provides a capability. Value is only realized when this capability is applied and managed as part of a program of business change, including changes to business strategy, business processes, how people work, organ-izational structure, and technology. If organizations are to seriously tackle the question of value with a portfolio management approach, they must focus on programs of business change, and apply all the fun-damentals of the Benefits Realization Approach, as described in this book. The end result will be better risk/reward relationships and a much better overview of an organi- zation’s IT-business investment portfolio. We will be able to move from today’s world of casino gambling, with its associated odds, to a new world of managed business investments.

How can organizations invest intelligently — like a financial portfolio manager — in information technology? They can start by pro-viding consistent answers to several important questions:

■ How can our organization’s information technology investments produce measurable benefits?
■ What are the processes that link “upstream” IT investments with “downstream” business results, such as productivity gains, increased revenues, market advantage, better job performance and improved product and service quality?
■ How do we determine which IT-enabled business transformation projects are the most important for us?
■ How do we ensure that our IT projects and other business initiatives support each other? How do we make sure our technology, people, processes and organization work smoothly together?
■ How do we get more bang for our IT buck?
These questions used to be of interest primarily to a small group of IT specialists who spent a lot of time talking to each other about possible answers. Today, the Internet, and electronic commerce have become a part of the everyday vocabulary of business. In some way, almost all managers now have responsibility to manage IT, or at least to manage the intelligent use of the information that IT provides. So it should come as no surprise that more questions are being asked about IT by more people more often, and senior business executives are doing more of the asking. The pressure to find credible answers is intensifying as we move inexorably towards the Knowledge Economy.

**Managers Confront the Knowledge Economy**

Management’s growing interest in technology is not just a matter of “management by magazine” or vendor-driven hype, although over the last decade hype has played far too large a role. Today, organizations can touch and feel the Knowledge Economy. They see technology more often, in such forms as a new intranet or desktop software. More managers are technologically literate, and the range of information technology choices and applications is getting broader.

Much more is being attempted with information technology. Much more is being asked of IT. Often, much more is promised as well. And, naturally, there is more complexity and more risk. This is especially true of the large-scale investment projects and major IT-enabled initiatives such as electronic commerce, Customer Relationship Management, and Supply Chain Management. To produce results, these initiatives require further supporting investments in long-term change initiatives such as Business Process Engineering (BPR), quality management, continuous learning and change management. We are learning fast that much more is involved in the Knowledge Economy than technology.

This is a scary picture but one that is also full of opportunity for organizations that learn how to apply information technology intelligently. This will require fundamental changes in our approach to investing in IT. Organizations must recognize that they are no longer making IT investments — they are investing in IT-enabled change in the overall business system. There will be many opportunities for such change. The challenge for organizations will be to:

- Pick the winning opportunities
- Understand all that must be done to realize the value from those opportunities
- Manage the opportunities through to the delivery of value.

To do so, they must recognize that while the availability of evolving new technologies fuels our apparently insatiable appetite for information, the information provided is only of value when it is used intelligently. Increasingly, beyond having the right information in the right place, this requires a clear understanding of what business outcomes an organization wants to achieve, what information supports the attainment of these outcomes and what changes are required in how an organization operates in order to achieve these outcomes. Only when these requirements are understood and managed will the true value of information and of information technology be realized.

In the Afterword, we explore how our thinking has evolved beyond the challenge of IT value to the essence of overall organizational governance. Our experience has led us to the realization that organizations must both recognize and deal with a number of critical issues if they are to realize value from their investments, both IT investments and any other type of investment. These issues include:

- Recognizing that the leadership challenge today is one of continually implementing change ... major cultural change
- Defining and articulating clear and focused strategies to set the direction for change ... with clear understanding of the value driven business outcomes that the strategies are striving to achieve
- Acknowledging, surfacing, and coming to grips with the complexity of strategy execution
- Implementing governance processes to effectively manage what is, in most cases, an uncertain journey to an uncertain destination.
The new approach, Enterprise Value Management, builds on and extends our original Benefits Realization Approach to include a value-driven strategy process, to integrate Enterprise Architecture in structuring programs of change, and to introduce a dynamic, “sense and respond” Strategic Governance system.

The Information Paradox is not a technology challenge, it is a business challenge. To deal with the Information Paradox, organizations must treat it as a full-bodied business management problem. This is not just a challenge for the CIO and the IT department, it is a challenge for all business managers, from the CEO down. Business managers must recognize that they all have a responsibility for successfully managing investments in IT-enabled change. It is only with this recognition that organizations will be able to successfully resolve the Information Paradox.
THE INFORMATION PARADOX AND THE BENEFITS REALIZATION SOLUTION

In Part I, we introduce our Benefits Realization Approach which has been developed in hundreds of consulting assignments with clients of the Fujitsu Consulting in response to their asking us: “Where are the business results? When will we reap the benefits from IT investments? And how?”

Chapter 1 describes the Information Paradox as seen through the IT value lens, focusing on the questions surrounding the business value being produced by the ever-increasing investments that organizations are making in information technology. We look at four viewpoints: the economy at large; industries and individual organizations; knowledge workers; and information technology projects. We discuss the evolution of the application of IT from automation of work through information management to business transformation. The Information Paradox is explained in terms of the management mind-set having lagged behind the evolution of the application of information technology. This lag has resulted in a failure to understand and manage critical dimensions of complexity and the increased risk associated with the application of IT to enable business transformation. The implications in terms of the emerging Knowledge Economy are explored, and the case for a new approach is made.

Chapter 2 introduces a new benefits realization mind-set and the cornerstones of our Benefits Realization Approach. These are the three fundamentals: program management; portfolio management; and full cycle governance, and the three necessary conditions: activist accountability; relevant measurement; and proactive management of change. Program management moves you beyond the project world into the broader universe of blended investment programs, ensuring that all actions required to deliver business results are identified and included. Portfolio management broadens your view further, moving from “free-for-all” competition for resources to selecting programs clearly aligned with your business goals and desired results and diversifying risk. Program and portfolio management represent significant shifts in the management mind-set. Full cycle governance operationalizes both program and portfolio management, continuously monitoring performance and adjusting portfolio composition through a staged process, premised on progressive commitment of resources. These three fundamentals can only be implemented by organizations that meet the three necessary conditions. Effective benefits realization requires activist accountability, supported by relevant measurement systems. Successful management of the entire benefits realization process requires, and must be introduced by, proactive management of change.
Managers at all levels in organizations confront the Information Paradox every day. It takes a variety of practical forms. Expensive new information systems are delivered, but they don’t work properly; or people have not learned how to use them effectively; or, most often, the technology is working smoothly on the surface but, for some reason, it does not produce the expected business results. Sales are not increasing, customer complaints are up and the organization is still being managed pretty much the way it was before. All this, while increasing amounts of time and money are being spent on new technology.

There is a growing body of evidence that new and improved technology has not consistently produced business results over a period of several decades. The reality of Information Technology has not lived up to the promise at four levels:
1. Productivity performance of the economy at large
2. Business results of companies and other organizations
3. Workplace performance of individual knowledge workers and work groups
4. Reliability of IT project delivery.

The Impact of IT on the Economy: The Productivity Issue

What's in IT for the economy? In the words of Nobel prize-winning economist Robert Solow, “You can see computers everywhere but in the productivity statistics.”

Over the last 20 years, information technology expenditures — including hardware, software, IT services and telecommunications networking costs — have grown strongly. In the United States, for example, prior to the burst of the dot.com bubble, annual corporate expenditure on IT rose by 20 to 30 percent in real terms each year. Despite the recent slowdown, in many cases, IT and telecommunications spending continues to rank as the single largest capital item and one of the largest operating expense items, after salaries and benefits.

A 1997 Compass report estimated that worldwide spending on IT averaged seven percent of total corporate costs and that about 60 percent of corporate operations depended to some extent on IT systems. A March 2002 Forrester Research report estimates United States spending on IT in 2000 at approximately $587 billion, and forecasts that it will continue to grow, albeit at a slower rate than in the past. The Aberdeen Group, as reported by Antone Gonsalves in Internet Week, estimates global IT spending in 2003 at $1.26 trillion. Despite this continuing strong growth in expenditures and in the use of IT, economists and other experts are at best divided as to its economic impact and have difficulty in correlating this ever-increasing investment in IT to growth in productivity.

A 1996 Gartner Group report by B. Stewart suggests that the net average return on investment from information technology from 1985 to 1995 was a mere one percent. In The Corporation of the 1990s, Michael Scott Morton notes that “no impact from information technology is yet visible in the macroeconomic data available. A very few individual firms are demonstrably better off, and there is a larger group of isolated examples of successful exploitation in particular individual functions or business units. However, on average, the expected benefits are not yet visible.”
In his book The Squandered Computer, former CIO and consultant Paul A. Strassmann states: “It is safe to say that so far nobody has produced any evidence to support the popular myth that spending more on information technologies will boost economic performance. The presumption that more IT spending is better remains one of the most cherished beliefs of computerdom. It took experimental science to dispel the dogmas of the ancients. It may take better research and better metrics before executives will come to recognize that IT is a subtle influence where an overdose of what works can also disable.”

Experts have advanced a number of explanations for this phenomenon which are summarized by Pam Woodall in The Economist, “Survey of the World Economy: The Hitchhiker’s Guide to Cybernomics,” and a Scientific American article by Wayt Gibbs called, “Taking Computers to Task.” The four most commonly mentioned explanations are:

1. Measurement Error
2. Small Installed Base
3. Poor Quality Software and Information Systems
4. Learning Lags.

Measurement Error

Some economists advance the argument that conventional productivity statistics fail to take into account many of the improvements in economic output brought about by IT such as faster service, more varied products and services and better access to business information. If this is true, productivity growth over the years may be underestimated by the figures. Moreover, productivity is notoriously hard to measure in the service sector where IT has been extensively applied. Historically, productivity measures across entire economies move at glacial rates. To make a very long story short, the jury of econometric experts is still out on the measurement issue.

Small Installed Base

Rapid growth in IT spending by business has created an optical illusion that IT is “everywhere” in today’s organizations. In fact, it may not be. Economic measures indicate, for example, that computer hardware accounts for only two to five percent of U.S. firms’ capital stock. That figure is disputed, since it does not include the costs of software, telecommunications and IT experts’ salaries that are a big part of IT spending and could bring the amount to 12 percent. Here again, the jury of measurement experts is still hearing the evidence and deliberating. But nobody is seriously questioning the figures on growth in IT spending.

Poor Quality Software and Information Systems

A growing body of literature points to examples of new technologies and software interfaces which people find hard to use and hard to learn to apply at work. This obviously can delay, or even cancel, applications of IT to increase business productivity. Examples of such problems have become much more visible in today’s organizations as IT has been applied across more and more functions and as new software has been introduced with increasing frequency. More IT applications produce more problems with IT, a trend to be expected. Measuring the extent of this family of problems and their long-term impact on economic productivity will be a primary focus of attention for many years.

Learning Lags

Many economists and IT practitioners agree that the newer generations of IT — including all those desktop PCs, workstations and Internet connections — will only produce business results when organizations restructure to take full advantage of them. True electronic commerce, for example, is not an add-on to conventional retail bank branches and storefronts. Restructuring organizations, even figuring out how to do so, takes time. This leads to what the economists call a learning lag. While this emerging IT phenomenon is hard to measure at
the moment, there are instructive examples from economic history. Electric motors, first installed by Edison in 1881, took more than 40 years to boost U.S. productivity growth appreciably. In fact, only half of American plants were wired for power by 1919 and it was later still that most factories reorganized their production lines to exploit electric power fully. The first commercial computers were introduced about 40 years ago and the first personal computers appeared in the early 1980s, so a similar learning lag may be at work today.

As practicing consultants, we will not attempt to take a position in the measurement debate concerning the Information Paradox. Rather, we will try to use it to gain insight into the practical issues facing decision makers and managers. While all explanations of the productivity paradox have some truth, the one that we observe firsthand most often is the learning lag. People are still learning about information technology and what it can do. Across the economy, we are still low down on the learning curve about how to apply IT to create business solutions.

As Michael Scott Morton says: “One major explanation of this lack of impact lies in the enormous strength of historical precedence. The Western economies have had more than half a century of doing business in a certain way. These ways are very hard to discard, and it appears to be harder yet to learn new ones.” Our experience confirms this observation. It can take many years, even decades, for business to learn how to fully exploit the potential of new technologies. It is not enough to acquire technology, you also have to learn to apply it intelligently. New ways of thinking, managing and working are required.

It is important to keep the productivity issue in perspective. The broad economic studies do not claim for a minute that all IT is unproductive. They do, however, indicate serious problems with it in a significant proportion of cases. These problems are significant enough to prevent the very real successes from showing when the averages are compiled.

The Impact of IT on the Business: The Profitability Issue

What’s in IT for the company? Here the issue shifts from overall economic productivity to corporate profitability. The economic findings are confirmed when we talk to individual business executives. Chief executive officers (CEOs), chief financial officers (CFOs) and boards of directors all find it difficult to measure the impact of IT investments on business performance, return on investment (ROI) and productivity. Many senior executives have expressed their frustration that they can solve problems in other areas of their business but not with IT.

CFOs have notorious problems measuring returns from large-scale IT investments, whether in a data center or 500 new PCs that were purchased to boost desktop automation. It is hard to link a one-time cost decrease or revenue increase back to a specific IT investment. This problem is partly a matter of measurement methods, but it also reflects several other facts of IT life:

- IT investments blend with many other factors to produce business results, as Scott Morton points out, except in the most simple cases of automating manual functions.
- IT is also being applied to more varied business functions in more varied ways, so it is hard to use old rules of thumb from the mainframe/automation era of IT history.
- Finally, it is hard to allocate costs and revenues when the IT infrastructure supports an entire business, division or multinational corporation. Many user groups complain, for example, about usage fees that appear to make no sense.
In a series of biennial surveys of CEOs, CFOs and other senior business executives conducted in the 1989-95 period, Computerworld asked to what extent they agreed with the following statement: “I do not feel my organization is getting the most for its information systems investment.” The responses over time were consistent. Throughout the first half of the 1990s, about 50 percent — at times more — of the executives agreed, or strongly agreed, with the statement.

A 1997 A.T. Kearney study paints a more positive picture, but in so doing, further feeds the Information Paradox. The study found that 74 percent of senior executives are “very satisfied” or “fairly satisfied” with the return on IT investments, yet, at the same time, only 44 percent of companies say they have been successful in actually measuring IT’s contribution to the bottom line.

The division of executive attitudes about the payoffs from IT investments reflects the ambiguity of actual business performance figures. There can be no doubt that some companies and public sector organizations have engineered major performance improvements with IT. Overall, however, the data indicate little or no correlation between levels of IT spending and various measures of business performance such as return on investment, return on assets and Economic Value Added (EVA®). IT consultant Paul Strassmann notes that spending levels on computers have no consistent relationship to whether results are inferior or superior. High-performing firms do not consistently allocate more money to information systems than low-performing firms, and this pattern holds across many sectors.

A series of statistical studies have begun to show a positive relationship between information technology spending — measured in a variety of ways — and business performance in specific sectors, such as banking and telecommunication where IT has transformed core operational processes such as payments processing and call switching. (Within the banking sector, however, the top performers are not invariably the heaviest technology spenders.) A positive relationship also appears in certain studies when specific categories of IT spending are correlated to specific operational performance measures such as firm-level output, labor productivity and production costs.

There are solid reasons why the relationship between IT spending and measures of economic value is hard to establish. IT changes how organizations handle information, and that information, in turn, is an input to many different business processes, some simple and many quite complex. It is not computers alone that make a difference but the people and work teams who know what do with them. As Strassmann points out: “Business productivity has its roots in well-organized, well-motivated and knowledgeable people who understand what to do with all the information that shows up on their computer screens. It would be too much to hope for such excellence to prevail in all businesses. If computer expenditures and corporate profits show no correlation, it is a reflection of the human condition that excellence is an uneven occurrence.”

In view of the complexity of these issues, it is safe to say that the measurement debate on business performance like the one about general economic productivity will continue for a number of years. In the meantime, business managers will commit billions of dollars more to build, maintain and upgrade the IT infrastructures of their organizations. What do all the statistics around the Information Paradox mean to them in everyday practical terms? On the ground, it means that a handful of IT project teams and their sponsors are clearly picking winners, while a few less-fortunate teams are struggling to bring some losers under control. And the majority just aren’t sure how things will turn out when they deliver the new technology or information
system upgrade they are working on. Will users be happy? Will senior executive sponsors be satisfied? Will business results improve in some measurable way? Will the IT shop get credit or blame? In too many cases, it is just too hard to say.

More troubling than any short-term problem with a specific information technology is the long-term impact of all this uncertainty and questioning around the practical cases of the Information Paradox. The lack of convincing, positive and measurable returns from IT investments over long time periods erodes credibility. While most critics may focus on financial returns and the bottom line of major investment projects, the most damaging long-term impact is on the organization’s collective ability to manage IT effectively. When it comes to positive results, as we have been told many times, “people just don’t believe they will happen.”

Top management is concerned because the amount of IT investments will continue to grow with the advent of the Knowledge Economy. The installed base of IT in most organizations is now large, meaning that basic software maintenance costs can amount to millions of dollars annually, before new investments are factored in. The stakes continue to grow as well. In short, IT will have a greater and greater impact on how we manage.

The Information Paradox and the Benefits Realization Solution

The Impact of IT on Knowledge Workers: The Individual Performance Issue

What’s in IT for knowledge workers? Many individual IT users are not satisfied with their information technologies. They have trouble becoming proficient quickly and then, just when they thought they had mastered an important business application, a new version hits! Reliability, usability and friendliness of the IT working tools are the focus of regular complaints by knowledge workers, not to mention their kids at home and at school.

Beyond the level of individual complaints, software usability is becoming a key business and economic issue because of the growing evidence of its impact on workplace productivity. In a 1997 survey commissioned by SCO, a software company, Harris Research found that every employee who uses a personal computer can lose the equivalent of three weeks’ working time every year as a result of problems with the technology. Two of the most commonly experienced reasons were network and software upgrade problems. According to T. Austin of the Gartner Group, the average employee wastes significant time “futzing” (futz factor) with computers, rather than working on them. SBT Accounting Systems in San Rafael, California, found in a survey of 6000 persons, that office workers average 5.1 hours futzing every week. In our experience, and based on the reaction of other individuals and groups, not only does this indeed appear to be the case, the numbers are likely understated.

Even such successful technologies as airline reservation systems are not immune from these problems. One of the contributors to this book recently had to make a change to an airline ticket. It was a relatively simple change but one that resulted in a different fare. In addition to the computer system, it took three agents and a reference manual, with much use of a pencil and notepad, over 45 minutes to complete this transaction. The frustration of the agents, not to mention our contributor, was evident — and certainly a lot more visible than the usability of the system.

One product of the Information Paradox, as experienced by knowledge workers and work groups, is the seemingly endless debate about “who is to blame” for software usability problems. Is it designers, the people using the system or just the inevitable software bugs? Such debates do not solve IT productivity problems and, in fact, often seem to perpetuate them.

Despite IT marketing hype, there is a significant community of dissatisfied users when new technologies are introduced. It is clear after several decades that technological change imposes significant new learning challenges on knowledge workers every day, in very practical ways. This comes on top of — and in addition to — any “technology problems” that may arise in implementing new information systems. This can prove to be a serious barrier to rapid adoption of new information systems and ways of working. While complaints are to be expected when any new technology is introduced in the workplace, the fact is that mundane user problems may help account for part, and, in certain cases, a big part of the Information Paradox.
Information Technology Projects: The Delivery Issue

As if all that weren’t enough, there’s also the track record of IT project delivery. New business applications do not just appear. They are purchased out of business units’ budgets, developed and customized. The delivery process itself can be expensive and error prone. This problem is intimately linked to the business management and individual software usability problems discussed above.

For years, IT groups have been concerned about the reliability of processes for building information systems. Engineering standards have been slow to develop and even slower to be adopted. Project management performance has been abysmally inconsistent. Now, business managers are equally concerned, or if they are not, they certainly should be. All too often organizations have sunk millions of dollars into “runaway” projects that deliver less functionality than promised, significantly later and for considerably greater expenditure than planned. In the worst cases, some projects end up being cancelled.

A notable case in point is the cancellation of a five-year project to introduce electronic securities registration and transfer operations to the London Stock Exchange. This cancellation resulted in millions of pounds of losses and the resignation of the chairman. Other examples include long delays in the delivery of complex systems for air traffic control, tax collection and — one of the more publicized cases — the automated luggage handling system at the Denver International Airport. These delays resulted in significantly increased costs.

Unfortunately, these are by no means isolated cases. According to a survey by the Standish Group reported by Julia King in Computerworld, 73 percent of corporate America’s IT projects in 1996 were “challenged” in that they were late, over budget or cancelled. Project failures cost an estimated $145 billion. The latest Standish Group survey, as reported by Scott Berinato in CIO Magazine, found almost no change with 72 percent of projects in 2000 being challenged. While the cost of these failures is significant, the more important impact is the lost opportunities and anticipated business benefits. Assuming that these projects were thought to be good investments at the time, this lost opportunity cost could likely amount to trillions of dollars.

Once again, apart from the dollars and cents, organizations need to be concerned about the impact of these project delivery problems on business managers’ perceptions of IT and everyone’s collective ability to get results from it.

A Balanced View

Up to this point, we have painted a somewhat bleak picture of the IT world. Clearly, this is not the complete picture. We have seen the proliferation of IT into every area of business over the last 30 years in part because it can deliver value. There are many IT success stories in the productivity and profitability statistics, and these are at least as impressive as the failures.

In many cases, including applications to automate high-volume, paper-intensive clerical operations like check or insurance claim processing, IT has produced productivity breakthroughs. Error rates have fallen, processing quality has improved, unit costs have dropped and the bottlenecks of manual production have been eliminated. In other cases, IT has produced logistical miracles, including customized software that automates complex systems for booking airline reservations, controlling in-flight guidance systems, routing truck and train traffic or creating industrial designs. Manual number crunching became history, accuracy and data processing speed increased by quantum leaps and time and distance became less of an obstacle.

The results create varied attitudes and opinions about IT. Both organizations and individual managers tend to divide into optimistic and pessimistic camps. Often, the optimistic camp is comprised of the vendors and IT professionals — the providers of the IT “solutions” — while the pessimistic camp is just about everyone else in business — the receivers of the IT “problems.” Over time, the views of these camps have become so entrenched that in many organizations, they have resulted in the creation of IT and business ghettos. Business blames the IT shop and the vendors for all the problems with information technology, while IT experts complain that business managers do not devote enough attention to IT. In most cases, there is some truth to both of these
views. The resulting conflict, however, often verging on open warfare, has not served organizations well in their search for effective business applications of IT that result in clear and demonstrable benefits to the business.

In our experience, the overall track record of IT investments supports neither the optimists nor the pessimists. When viewed in a balanced way, the history of IT shows extreme variability, creating both opportunity and risk. It indicates, moreover, that the risks are manageable. Most cases of the Information Paradox do not result from technology that is defective or broken. The new generations of IT are more powerful, reliable and capable of doing more things than before. It is not the technology itself that is the issue, but the business application of the technology to achieve clear business objectives. We are still learning how to get the most from IT by reorganizing, redesigning business processes and learning to work in new ways. We must work through the learning lag identified by Scott Morton, just like those factory engineers and assembly line workers had to learn to apply electric power for the first time in the early twentieth century.

To see where today's organizations stand in the learning process, let us consider the evolution of IT applications over the last 30 years.

**Evolving Applications of Information Technology**

As outlined by Scott Morton and other writers, such as Shoshana Zuboff, the application of IT has evolved and is continuing to evolve through three stages:

1. Automation of Work
2. Information Management

This evolution involves major leaps in the complexity of tasks that IT is being designed to perform. As we review this evolution, a consistent pattern of change emerges in the business application of IT. As we evolve from automation of work through information management to business transformation, the strategic importance of IT applications increases and that the amount of organizational change required to realize the benefits of an application is also greater. Specifically, an increasing number of changes are being made to elements of the business system beyond IT such as business processes, organizational structure and even business culture. At the same time, the number and complexity of applications (or potential applications) also increases. The three stages of evolution are summarized in Table 1-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>TABLE 1-1</strong></th>
<th>Three Stages of IT Evolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automation of Work</td>
<td>• Getting work done</td>
<td>• Operational efficiency</td>
<td>• Payroll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Doing the same things more efficiently</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Check processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Basic order processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Basic airline reservation systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>• Restructuring work and work processes</td>
<td>• Operational and tactical</td>
<td>Customer information systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>• Doing things differently</td>
<td>effectiveness</td>
<td>• Airline yield management systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Executive information systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Transformation</td>
<td>• Defining the business</td>
<td>• Strategic effectiveness</td>
<td>• JIT inventory systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Doing different things</td>
<td>and positioning</td>
<td>• Electronic commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Changing the business/industry rules</td>
<td></td>
<td>• OLAP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Automation of Work**

The first applications of IT in business involved the automation of work tasks such as census data calculations, check processing and payroll as well as basic order processing and reservation systems. An automation application, such as payroll, is not a strategic application (see Figure 1-1), and while it is certainly necessary, and failure to pay employees would have serious consequences, it is not an application that provides strategic advantage. The benefits were largely in the area of operational efficiency. A few new jobs were created to program, operate and support the technology itself and some manual jobs, such as pay calculation and check processing, were replaced. There was also limited change to people’s jobs or to business processes, but the overall change to the nature of work was not significant. Learning requirements were relatively simple and narrow, focused on how to use the technology. Change was generally limited to one or a small number of functional areas. In the case of payroll, little if any change was experienced outside of the payroll department. The most important thing was that the payroll application ran correctly. If it did, you were most of the way to getting benefits.

**FIGURE 1-1**

Strategic Importance of IT for Automation of Work

The self-sufficiency of computerization was reflected by the physical reality of the mainframe, where computers were isolated behind data center walls — and operated invisibly by IT experts. Applications were often limited to those conceived by those same experts, with little understanding of technology by the broader business community, or how it could be applied.

**Information Management**

Automation applications created information as a by-product of automating work. In the early years of the automation stage, this information was not generally used, certainly not in any widespread formal way. As we moved into the information stage, the opportunities to use this information began to be recognized. With the wider distribution of desktop computer terminals, IT was increasingly applied to provide information to support improved decision making, to move it “closer
to the customer” and to support new service and product design. Here we saw the introduction of advanced order processing systems, airline yield management systems, customer information systems as well as the start of so-called executive information systems (EIS). Benefits moved beyond operational efficiency to operational and tactical effectiveness. Information could be used to make tactical, and in some cases, strategic decisions (see Figure 1-2). Initially, information was used to enable workers to do their jobs better. Their jobs changed somewhat, but primarily they were required, and had to be trained to take largely predetermined action based on the information provided.

As this information stage advanced, benefits were premised on workers improving how they analyzed and applied information to their work. In the case of order processing, seasonal variations in demand might be noticed, and adjustments made to order levels. In the case of customer information systems (or customer information files in financial institutions), information was used to increase the value of “customer moments” by cross-selling and target marketing of certain services. Airline systems moved beyond basic reservation systems to sophisticated yield management systems. In the later steps of the information stage, automated information bases provided opportunities to design new products, such as today’s multitude of mutual funds and numerous volume-based discount plans for valued customers. It was no longer sufficient to simply provide the application and make sure that it worked as specified. For these benefits to be realized, the nature of people’s work had to change. Business processes had to be restructured and better integrated. Reward systems had to change. Significant learning was required. The changes crossed functional boundaries, and in some cases, changed or eliminated them.

Physically, personal computers emerged from behind the walls of the central data center. PCs began to appear everywhere in organizations and to be operated by nonexperts. The number of potential applications of technology increased dramatically. Many of these were conceived outside of the IT world, by the broader community of business managers and front-line technology users.

**Business Transformation**

Information management applications enable organizations to rethink and redesign their business processes and how they carry out their business. As more and more computing power is distributed, and as advanced communications capabilities continue to erase the constraints of time and distance, the very nature of businesses, and even entire industries, is being redefined. Benefits have moved beyond operational and tactical effectiveness to strategic effectiveness and positioning (see Figure 1-3).
Business transformation applications, such as just-in-time (JIT) inventory systems and advanced electronic commerce, enable organizations to rethink not just how they do things, but also what they choose to do. For example, JIT ordering and inventory management systems are fundamentally changing the value/supply chain and shifting the balance of power among stakeholders. The emergence of Internet and virtual banking is redefining the financial industry by removing century-old barriers to entry and blurring financial product boundaries. Airlines are now offering passengers direct access to reservations systems and more, fighting for ownership of the client with travel agents, and thus redefining the travel agent business. Amazon.com is helping to redefine the book industry. It not only selling books electronically and offering a wider selection than is possible in physical bookstores, it is using the power of computers to repackage — and eventually transform — a range of services that were historically spread across multiple businesses, including the reference capabilities of libraries, the retail display and selection expertise of bookstores, the efficiency of volume discount distributors and the knowledge of professional book reviewers.

All these applications have significant strategic implications. While technology enables these benefits, most of the required change is beyond the realm of IT. Changes are required in the mission, the very raison d’être of organizations. The organizations carrying out these changes will, in many cases, be redrawing traditional industry boundaries or, at minimum, changing industry structures and rewriting industry ground rules. In doing so, they will harness IT with the aim of “competing for the future,” in the sense proposed by Gary Hamel and C.K. Prahalad in their book of the same name.

The potential of transformational applications is tremendous, but to realize it will present organizations with new and significant challenges. Automating payroll processing was primarily an engineering question, whereas creating a virtual bank branch or bookstore is primarily a business one. These challenges will not be met as quickly as the hype would lead us to believe, but it will happen.

The evolution illustrated above has clear implications for the delivery methods embedded in IT projects. As you will recall, these methods are one key element of the Information Paradox. In the era of automation, stand-alone management of IT delivery projects was a necessary and largely sufficient condition for success. As we move beyond automation of work to information management and business transformation applications, sound management of IT projects remains necessary but is no longer by any means sufficient. In the case of financial customer information files, for example, employees have to learn new skills, assume
new responsibilities and accept different reward systems. Cross-selling to banking customers means astutely interpreting customer profile information and cultivating personal relationships, rather than efficiently handling transactions and answering routine questions to shorten waiting time in a branch line-up. Such changes in management practice and workplace culture are just as important as new IT — though perhaps less visible — to any organization's ability to make a successful transition to the Knowledge Economy. Organizations that have recognized this, and changed their management practices accordingly, have been relatively successful with their IT investments. In those organizations that have not — the majority, unfortunately — the failure to recognize these changes has caused management practices to lag behind the evolving nature of the application of IT.

**Management’s Lagging Mind-set**

While the application of information technology has evolved significantly over the last three decades, our approach to managing it has not. When the primary application was automation, management thinking was still rooted in the industrial age. The mind-set meant that you went ahead and built the system, plugged it in and made sure it was running, like a new machine on a manufacturing assembly line or a new electrical appliance. Then, the benefits would flow automatically. Business cases, if required, were one-off affairs, which generally did not include the full costs of the investments, and paid cursory attention to benefits. The subsequent implementation focused almost totally on the IT project, with little consideration of other factors.

This approach was reasonably successful for managing implementation of self-contained automation applications, such as payroll, check processing or even basic airline reservation systems. Unfortunately, as the application of IT has moved beyond automation of work all the way to business transformation, our management approach has remained rooted in industrial-age thinking. Management thinking has failed to understand the implications of the evolving role of IT in business and how critical IT decisions will affect elements of the overall business system beyond technology. Many still think in terms of payroll processing systems that can begin depositing money in employee accounts on day one. In fact, we are delivering customer information systems that will only produce results gradually on day 50, day 100 or day 365, after people are trained and motivated to use the new application when serving customers.

**Silver Bullet Thinking**

The persistence of the industrial-age mind-set leads to what we call “silver bullet thinking” about the business capabilities of IT — and, more specifically, about the power of IT alone to deliver business results. Organizations rush to purchase IT “silver bullets” in the form of customized business solutions, enterprise application packages and other ready-to-wear IT solutions in the naive belief that they come neatly packaged and stamped “benefits inside.” Again, the idea is that all you have to do is plug in the technology and, magically, the benefits will flow.

Silver bullet thinking has been found to be a contributing factor in the failure of many large scale business initiatives. In their 1997 Sloan Management Review article, M. Lynne Markus and Robert I. Benjamin use the term “magic bullet” to describe this thinking and in so doing, state: “The magic bullet theory hides one of the most important characteristics of information technology. IT is a package of ideas about how people should work differently.” They go on to add that “the magic bullet theory does not tell us who should aim and fire the gun.”

Twenty years ago, the “package of ideas” about how people should work differently was simple and simple to apply. The evolution of IT applications, and the shift from an industrial economy through an information economy to the emerging Knowledge Economy — characterized by IT-enabled business transformation — demands a new approach to the management of IT investments. In fact, the term “IT investments” is misleading. Given current trends, labeling investments as “technology,” “BPR” (business process re-engineering) or “outsourcing” investments is misleading in the majority of cases. Any new approach must recognize that investing in IT is no longer primarily buying a piece of hardware or software, it is investing in the process of change itself, a process of change in the overall business system. This is a much more complex undertaking than the relatively simple delivery of an IT system.
**Industrial-Age Business Cases** An industrial-age management practice that encourages silver bullet thinking is the use of one-off business cases to support IT investment decisions. Often, these are based on incomplete data and untested assumptions about the future business environment. The approach is to make a rough stab at forecasting future business trends, win project approval and then — frankly — to forget the forecast as quickly as possible. In the process of approving projects this way, managers embrace a “rite of passage” approach and move away from rational decision making.

This traditional one-off approach was never ideal, but it could be tolerated in the era of automation applications, implemented in relatively stable business environments where the executive peer group knew the business intimately. Today, it is often proving disastrous as organizations attempt to manage investments in major IT and business transformation initiatives, in unstable environments. The business cases for such initiatives need to be more comprehensive, flexible and durable. This will allow them to remain relevant even when there are:

- Moving IT targets that result from rapid technological change and the constant arrival of new generations of IT and new technical standards, which can affect an organization’s entire technology infrastructure
- Moving business targets that reflect shifting markets, organization structures and business strategies
- Increased complexities that result from the wide range of choice in the technology marketplace, the variety of business functions supported by IT and the multiple linkages in large-scale business transformation initiatives.

Traditional one-off business cases simply sidestep the complexity. They radically oversimplify reality. For this reason, they do not help improve the odds of a successful investment in IT-enabled business transformation. In today’s IT environment, they are more likely to produce those runaway projects and software interfaces that real people will not use. These, as we know, are the route to low-return IT investments.

**Industrial-Age Project Management** Another facet of silver bullet thinking is that most, if not all, of the delivery and implementation focus is on the IT project, with blind faith that any other required changes will fall into place. Even large-scale, enterprise-wide projects may be managed on a stand-alone basis, with the primary focus being on delivery of a new technology as quickly as possible. When the new equipment is plugged in, the project team holds a victory bash and walks away. Users show up the next day. But the implementation party is really just starting. Not surprisingly, we encounter cases where advanced information systems were delivered on time and within budget, but the benefits still did not materialize as expected. Truly, as some of project teams have noted, the operation was successful but the patient died.

This way of viewing and thinking about IT leads to investment myopia, which is rooted in industrial-age project management practices and methods. While the engineering components of these methods are advanced in many ways, we believe they are too narrowly focused for today’s world. Bringing major investment projects in as specified, on time and on budget remains essential. But it is only one necessary condition for success and not by any means a sufficient condition in itself.

**Management Blind Spots: Four Critical Dimensions of Complexity**

When we recognize that we are not just dealing with IT projects in isolation, but with the process of business transformation, we can then ask the following questions: What are the key things we overlook when we view the IT world using outdated mind-sets? Where do we focus our corrective efforts? In our experience, current management practice fails to adequately address the impact and resource implications of four critical dimensions of complexity. These blind spots in traditional management mind-sets are: linkage, reach, people and time.
The Information Paradox and the Benefits Realization Solution

**Linkage**
This refers to the linkage between the expected results of an IT investment and business strategy, and between the IT investment and investments required in other areas of the business in order to realize the benefit. Understanding and addressing linkage requires a clear appreciation of the ultimate benefits and of the full scope of the investment required to achieve the benefits.

**Reach**
Reach refers to the breadth of change required by an IT investment, meaning how much of the organization is impacted. It also refers to the depth of change — the degree of impact and of organizational change required to realize the benefit. Addressing reach requires understanding what areas of the organization, other organizations and stakeholders will be affected, what the impact will be and how it will be managed.

| **TABLE 1-2** |
| Management Blind Spots |
| The Four Critical Dimensions of Complexity |
| **Dimension** | **Key Elements** | **The Price of Forgetting** |
| **Linkage** | • Alignment with business strategy  
• Contribution to benefits  
• Integration with other initiatives | • Lack of clear identification and understanding of desired benefits  
• Lack of clear and measurable contribution to benefits  
• Overlap/underlap between initiatives  
• The “project that grew to take over the world” |
| **Reach** | • Areas of organization/supply chain impacted by change  
• Extent of impact | • Underestimating scope and depth of change  
• Failure to understand cross functional process implications  
• Inappropriate/ineffective accountabilities  
• Scapegoating  
• Lack of buy-in |
| **People** | • People affected by change  
• Current competencies  
• Attitudes, motivation, know-how  
• Readiness for change | • Thinking that “one size fits all”  
• “Done to” not “done with”  
• Steep IT and organizational learning curves  
• Significantly underestimated training effort  
• Late, inappropriate, ineffective change management  
• Resistance to change |
| **Time** | • Time it takes to manage all dimensions to realize benefit  
• Change in dimensions over time | • Unrealistic and unachievable expectations  
• Unexpected time lags between delivery of capability and realization of benefits  
• Not “staying the course”  
• Not knowing when to quit |
The Information Paradox

People

A large number and diversity of people must be motivated and prepared to change. This critical factor in business transformation is often underestimated. We need to understand who these people are, where they are today, how they will have to change and what interventions will be required to effect the change. We need to ask how these interventions will be managed for people with different starting points, attitudes and motivations.

Time

In business transformation, time is always of the essence, but realistic time frames are notoriously hard to estimate. We need to ask — and ask again and again — what the realistic length of time is for all the necessary changes to occur and for the full benefits to be realized. We must base these estimates on understanding the previous three dimensions. There must also be a recognition that the dimensions of linkage, reach and people will change over time. This will further affect business transformation time frames. These dimensions are summarized in Table 1-2.

The Management Challenge:
The Evolving Complexity of IT Applications

These dimensions of change have become increasingly complex as the applications of IT have advanced through the stages of automation of work, information management and business transformation.

In the automation stage, the four dimensions were fairly straightforward and posed few problems. In the case of automated payroll systems, for example, there were few linkages, organizational reach was limited and few people were affected. Time was required to deliver the technology, but once it was installed the time to realize the benefits was short or, at least, the time frames were easily predictable in advance. Finally, benefits were easy to measure.

As we moved through the information stage, there were more linkages, not all of which were obvious, and those linkages became more complex. In the case of financial institutions' customer information files, for example, the availability of information did not produce benefits without additional investments in areas such as training, organizational structure and reward systems. These investments required change across more parts of the organization, not just in how work was done, but in what type of work was done and in business processes. More people had to change how they thought, managed and acted. These changes took time, and the precise amounts of time were not easy to predict in advance. As time went on, both the internal and external environment changed and the project delivery schedule had to be adjusted. Benefits did not automatically flow when information applications were delivered, and they were more difficult to measure. Many organizations still wrestle with these issues today as they develop and implement advanced information management applications.

In the transformation stage, there are multiple complex linkages, many not at all obvious. The reach of change affects all areas of organizations, and reaches beyond organizations to customers, suppliers and other business partners. New businesses are defined and, as pointed out above, industry ground rules can be completely rewritten. People from the line worker to the customer have to change how they think and act. All levels of management up to the CEO have to change how they think, manage and act. Learning is continuous. Time to reach the ultimate benefits is unclear. Business transformation is an ongoing process. The growth of complexity across the four dimensions of change is summarized in Table 1-3.

Any new approach to managing investment in IT-enabled change must address these four dimensions of complexity. In doing so, the approach must further recognize that the linkage, reach and people dimensions themselves will change over time. The business environment will change, both externally and internally. Technology itself will certainly change. And, last but not least, the players — and, with new players, the agendas — will change. Addressing them once and then forgetting them, as in the case of traditional one-off business cases, will not cut it.
Just consider a few of the challenges involved in managing IT-enabled business transformation in the banking industry. The automated banking machine networks of the 1980s were fairly simple cases of automating core banking deposit, withdrawal and funds transfer operations. At first, those networks were literally add-ons installed in the outer walls of bank branches, hardly affecting the line-ups and branch tellers’ jobs next door. Even today’s simple Web sites are relatively self-contained. Customers use these virtual channels or not, while the rest of the organization continues with business as usual in the physical world.

What happens, however, as customers catch on and want more and more services to be delivered electronically? Consumer loans, bill payments, discount brokerage and the negotiation of mortgages are increasingly handled via ATM, telephone banking services, PCs and Internet sites. One day soon, critical mass will be reached and significant

### Table 1-3
**The Three Stages of IT Evolution and the Four Critical Dimensions of Complexity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Linkage</th>
<th>Reach</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automation</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>few units within organization</td>
<td>few occupational categories</td>
<td>immediate results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>simple</td>
<td>minimal change in work activities</td>
<td>limits worker job loss</td>
<td>clear time frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>obvious</td>
<td>within organization</td>
<td>obvious organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>easily measurable results</td>
<td></td>
<td>results in # employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>within categories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>simple and narrow learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>limited management process impact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>larger number</td>
<td>large number of units, mainly within organization</td>
<td>crosses occupational categories</td>
<td>longer term results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>more complex</td>
<td></td>
<td>worker job change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>less obvious</td>
<td></td>
<td>mid-management job loss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>less easily measurable results</td>
<td></td>
<td>major impact on management processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>broad learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>many</td>
<td>all organization and extended enterprise</td>
<td>crosses organizational &amp; occupational boundaries</td>
<td>long-term results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>very complex, multiple</td>
<td></td>
<td>job change, loss and creation at all levels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hidden, hard to pinpoint</td>
<td></td>
<td>significant management process change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>many measures of value</td>
<td></td>
<td>complex and continuous learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multiple and variable paths to results</td>
<td></td>
<td>executive challenge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
customer segments will end up conducting the majority of their transactions via PCs, telephones and electronic kiosks. At this point, they will no longer have a traditional banking relationship with a home branch but rather a remote banking relationship with the virtual bank. In consequence, electronic banking technology will no longer stand alone. The virtual customer-bank relationship will drive not only IT investment but the re-engineering of customer service processes, the reorganization of sales and service groups and changes to many bankers’ jobs. Some of the best sales people will be in call centers and sitting in front of PCs. Clearly, electronic banking on this scale raises significant new issues of linkage, reach, people and time.

**Business Transformation and the Knowledge Economy**

The potential risks and rewards associated with such cases of business transformation show what is involved in engineering our transition to a Knowledge Economy. The opportunities include expanding geographic scope, expanding electronic commerce and creating virtual companies. We are moving toward an economy that is online, interactive, instantaneous, inter-networked and knowledge-based. It is an economy that will require new organizational forms and which will dramatically change the nature of organizations and work.

The emergence of this new economy involves business transformation — fundamental changes in value chain management and the application of new technologies to support “networked” organizations that share knowledge, insight and experience effectively. Some experts predict that chief executives will become knowledge capitalists who manage the knowledge assets of their organizations. Knowledge will not just be limited to your organization; it will come from outside it, as well. In addition to managing investments in IT-enabled change in your own business system, you will have to manage change in an extended business system which includes customers, suppliers, financial institutions, regulators and many other intermediaries, all of whom will themselves be in a state of change.

While the opportunities created by business transformation are awesome, the risks can be daunting to investment decision makers. Today’s large-scale IT projects and organizational change programs will be viewed as relatively simple initiatives compared to the sophisticated business transformation ones that will be required in the Knowledge Economy. These will raise significant new issues of linkage, reach, people and time. To manage these dimensions of complexity successfully, business transformation initiatives can no longer be viewed as traditional projects. They will need to be treated almost like mid-size businesses within the business, as programs that are managed continuously and proactively over long periods of time.

**Selection and the Problem of Relative Value**

Another central facet of the Knowledge Economy, which is already in evidence, is the multiplication of ways to apply IT to enable business transformation initiatives. These opportunities, the fruit of technological progress, will far exceed the capabilities of organizations’ resources. This challenge is reviewed in depth in Chapter 4.

Any new management approach must deal with the challenge of determining the relative value of all the opportunities for harnessing IT. In contrast to the mainframe automation era, almost any business initiative proposed today involves IT in some way. This places a great demand on IT resources, and since they are not all created equal, this tends to place an excessive demand on a few key resources — be they gurus with expert knowledge, veteran project managers or project teams used to working together. Even if IT resources can be made available, IT is becoming a smaller part of major business initiatives because much of the required change is in other elements of the business system. Organizations have a finite capacity for absorbing the change required by these initiatives, especially considering that they have a business to run every day while all this is going on.

While, as discussed in Chapter 4, all potential initiatives promise some benefit for organizations, there is a limit to the amount of good organizations can deliver and absorb at any one time. If 20 are proposed, and realistically you can do only five, which five should you do? Which will deliver the greatest value to the
organization? This is a potential “bet your business” decision. When Jeff Bezos, the founder of Amazon.com, was setting up his business, he considered both CDs and books. He chose books because there were thousands of publishers and a wide-open market for new services, whereas the music business was dominated by just a few labels that might not support a new on-line venture. Choosing the right business, in this case, was the primary “relative value” decision to be taken.

Again, our industrial-age management approach fails us here. Decisions are generally made in the environment of a competitive free-for-all among stand-alone IT projects, each championed by an executive sponsor interested in pushing his or her pet project. Too often, lobbying, horse trading and selling skills win the day. While it would be naive to believe that these skills do not have their place, the result is that too many IT decisions are made with no greater chance of success than the average gambler in a casino. Yet, these decisions could determine the success or even the survival of organizations in the Knowledge Economy.

Of course, you can carry on managing in this traditional way, leaving realization of the benefits to chance. It happens all the time. When it does, however, chance does its work, resulting in the 20 to 30 percent success rates characteristic of the Information Paradox. We believe that success rates of 80 to 90 percent, exceptional by today’s standards, can nevertheless be achieved but only through consistent, proactive management. Again, a new management approach is required that significantly improves the odds of success in IT investment.

**Window on the Real World: Client Stories**

A striking example of the impacts of silver bullet thinking is the problems some organizations have encountered in implementing enterprise application packages. These packages, supplied by such companies as Baan, Oracle, PeopleSoft and SAP, are intended to replace automation era legacy systems with new integrated systems designed to provide broad information-sharing capabilities. Such capabilities are widely viewed as establishing the foundation for business transformation and the move into the Knowledge Economy.

Enterprise packages, however, can cost many tens of millions of dollars to purchase and implement effectively. They also require organizations to make fundamental changes to the way they do business. If treated as silver bullets, these packages can actually become silver cruise missiles — packing a lot of power that can become dangerous if their business guidance systems are not properly adjusted. Enterprise package implementations are not industrial-era automation projects. Leading with the IT solution, even if it is the most visible element, can be a costly mistake.

The technology is sound. The primary problem is how it is being applied in a business setting. Integrating data across many applications and business units is more than a technical problem. There are business, organizational and process challenges. It takes people time to understand how to apply these new packages to improve business performance. The active involvement and support of many business units and other stakeholders is essential.

To illustrate this point, consider two recent cases where IT managers implementing enterprise packages understood the issues and applied the Benefits Realization Approach, explained in Chapter 2, to manage implementation successfully. After extensive discussion and planning, traditional stand-alone IT projects were replaced with investment programs which ensured that all the complex linkages between the components of the software package, the supporting IT infrastructure and the other elements of the business system were defined and understood. In both cases, traditional business cases were judged incomplete and were supplemented with comprehensive benefits plans. These are examples of managing IT projects as part of broader information management and business transformation initiatives.
A North American Utility

As the scope of the undertaking became clear, the head of information services saw that his group would have to prepare more than the traditional one-off business case.

A large power utility located in North America had a policy of buying off-the-shelf software rather than building it from scratch. In fact, its IT group had to demonstrate why they should not buy a software package that appeared to meet the company’s needs rather than custom developing one in-house. It was no surprise, then, that the utility contemplated implementing an enterprise application package. Selection and implementation became much more than a technical challenge, however, when the IT group realized that the total cost of the project would exceed that of many of their investments in power lines. It was a striking example of information infrastructure becoming as important as industrial-age infrastructure in the capital-intensive energy generation and transmission sector.

The utility was moving rapidly into the new, deregulated energy distribution marketplace. To prepare for regulatory change and new competitive markets, separate accounting systems would have to be implemented for transmission, distribution and generation. At the same time, business units wanted IT integration to help improve customer service. As the scope of the undertaking became clear, the vice president of information services saw that his group would have to prepare more than a conventional one-off business case for the project. Applying insights gained from benefits realization, he decided that only a comprehensive business benefits plan would satisfy the many stakeholders in the company and secure their commitment.

The benefits plan would clarify linkages between projects and benefits, rigorously test assumptions, assess risk and define accountabilities for realizing benefits. The plan would be used throughout the life of the project. “The problem is that benefits are usually estimated at one point in time — or worse — assumed,” the vice president of information services commented. “Organizations forget to follow up and address ‘how’ to realize them. In this case, we couldn’t afford to assume that benefits would be a one-time event.”

The planning exercise pointed to the need for a full-fledged business program with software implementation as just one component. The IT project was linked to a series of business initiatives to redesign business processes and introduce new ways of doing work. Defining these projects and building them into the benefits plan had the effect of stimulating business groups to jump on the bandwagon.

A number of scenarios were developed for implementing the package where the main variable was the commitment obtained from business groups to change the way they worked. The utility estimated that by taking a completely passive approach to package implementation, it would realize several million dollars in cost savings. By being more active and doing the supporting business projects, it would realize more than twice that amount in additional benefits.

The benefits plan gave the CEO a clear understanding of probable long-term returns on the company’s investment. It provided a valuable decision-making tool, focusing the company’s attention on activities that would deliver the greatest benefits. Just as important, it provided a tool for active benefits harvesting over time, and a new model for business-oriented management of major technological change. The IT group used the plan to quickly retire aging systems, reducing operating costs and scoring quick hits. And because most of the expected benefits were contingent on business initiatives, the plan provided a clear road map for business teams involved in the change to commit and coordinate their effort.

Alberta Pool

A standard business case was prepared to support the purchase of an enterprise software package. The key issues troubling the chief information officer were simple: Will we actually get these benefits? What are the risks?
Wholesale grain handling is a fast-changing global business where advanced IT plays a role at virtually every stage of a complex supply chain that runs from receiving and storing to handling, blending and worldwide shipping.

Alberta Pool, a highly successful Canadian grain co-op located in Calgary, Alberta, offers fully integrated grain handling, marketing and agricultural business services to farmers through a network of grain elevators and agro-centers. The Pool was looking to upgrade its operational and logistics capabilities in order to compete in a global market characterized by price wars. In 1995, it committed over $100 million to revitalize its business processes and technology base and increase efficiencies in an industry where JIT procurement of grain products will become an operational reality. A significant portion of the budget was earmarked for IT upgrades. The aim was to use new technologies to improve customer service and to better integrate operations — tightening links, for example, between grain procurement and marketing operations. A standard business case was prepared to support the purchase of an enterprise application package. Reducing the cost of information technology, addressing the Year 2000 conversion problem and standardizing information systems in such areas as sales, accounting, finance, human resources and materials management were fundamental strategic goals.

The key issues troubling CIO Rand Ayres were simple: Will we actually get these benefits? What are the risks? Ayres knew from previous experience that business processes and people would be affected by the new software. As he says:

Most organizations have seen cases where a large project is proposed, a business case is put together, approval is obtained from senior management and a plan is assembled for implementing the system over, perhaps, several years. But along the way something seems to happen. People get under pressure to meet installation dates, achieve budgetary targets — to basically get the thing done. The only problem is, they forget to manage the benefits over time and keep an eye on all the things that cause the benefits to happen. We felt we had to do better. In addition, we knew that the parts of these projects relating solely to IT are relatively simple to manage when you compare them to the human issues surrounding re-engineered processes.

The answer was to design an investment program, using the Benefits Realization Approach, that linked software package implementation to business process, cultural and human/organizational changes. The organization learned that implementation of an enterprise application package can sometimes trigger very sensitive discussions. Benefits realization made it possible to deal objectively with risks and benefits. When planning was raised to the senior management level, the IT project could be coordinated with other activities in the organization.

“This [Benefits Realization] Approach,” Ayres says, “brings you face to face with a lot of things you have to do to get value.” Building a Results Chain produced a comprehensive road map of all the initiatives that would be required to lever the IT investment and harvest benefits over time. It also brought the business organization to the table with the IT group, so that everyone agreed up front on what needed to be done.
Summary

The Information Paradox is evident in economic productivity, in business profitability, in knowledge worker performance and in project delivery performance. The lack of convincing, positive and measurable returns from IT investments over long time periods is raising many questions. As we enter the Knowledge Economy, managers increasingly ask: Where are the business results? When will we reap the benefits from these investments? And how?

This is understandable. The overall track record of IT investments over 30 years shows extreme variability. As a result, many executives making IT investment decisions today feel like gamblers in a casino. In our experience, the primary reason for this variability is that information technology is not being applied properly to achieve clear business objectives. This huge variability of business results is not a technology problem — it is a business management problem. The immediate challenge for business is to reduce the variability and, in so doing, to improve the odds of getting business results from IT investments. Organizations need to move from today’s world of casino gambling, with its associated odds, to the world of managed business investments.

The answer to the Information Paradox lies in changing our management mind-sets. While the application of IT has moved beyond automation of work all the way to business transformation, our management thinking has failed to understand the implications of this evolving role of IT in business and how critical IT decisions will affect all elements of the overall business system beyond technology.

This lagging mind-set leads to silver bullet thinking about the “magical” business capabilities of IT and, more specifically, about the power of IT alone to deliver business results. In doing so, it overlooks four critical dimensions of complexity — linkage, reach, people and time. Consequently, it fails to provide a context for evaluating choices between a growing number of potential ways to apply IT. To date, silver bullet thinking and its associated behavior has been a frustration and an embarrassment. It has had an impact on organizations’ bottom lines but has not generally posed a threat to their survival. It has cost some CIOs their jobs. The result has been the Information Paradox and high failure rates of IT initiatives.

As we enter the uncharted waters of the Knowledge Economy, these problems will become more acute and will threaten the very survival of organizations. The need for a new approach to the management of IT investments becomes critical. As Peter Senge said in The Fifth Discipline, “Learning disabilities are tragic in children, but they are fatal in organizations. Because of them, few corporations live even half as long as a person — most die before the age of 40.” Today, the need for organizations to learn how to better manage their investments in IT-enabled change has never been greater. The life expectancy of those organizations that do not learn will be greatly reduced.

Solving the Information Paradox should be a business imperative for executives and for all business managers today. It is part of the continuing challenge of reinventing organizations to compete for future leadership of their industries. Those organizations that solve the Information Paradox, including those few that have already solved it, will be the winners in the emerging Knowledge Economy. Those that do not will be history.

****

In Chapter 2, we introduce Fujitsu Consulting’s approach to solving the Information Paradox, our Benefits Realization Approach. We introduce the cornerstones of the approach, three fundamentals: program management, portfolio management and full cycle governance, and three necessary conditions: activist accountability, relevant measurement and proactive management of change. We present two supporting techniques: a modeling technique, the Results Chain™, and a value assessment technique, the four “ares.”
As we enter the Knowledge Economy, the challenge of effectively managing technological change in organizations and indeed across entire industries is becoming acute. This is not primarily a technology issue, nor an issue of interest only to IT managers, it is an issue for all business managers. The traditional industrial-age approach to managing automation-focused projects has become a relic, leading to silver bullet thinking about the new generations of IT and how they can be applied to support advanced information management and enable business transformation. The end result is unacceptably high failure rates in applying new technologies. We need a new approach.

The Benefits Realization Approach provides a new basis for using information technology to deliver business results more consistently and predictably. It proposes two interrelated shifts: in mind-sets about IT and in management methods. Silver bullet thinking is replaced with a new benefits mind-set that focuses on integrating technology into the business system. Its central tenet is that IT alone, no matter how technically powerful, cannot deliver business results.

Before we describe the approach, it is useful to note that while the focus of this book is on investments in IT-enabled change, the Benefits Realization Approach that we describe in this chapter, and all through the book, is applicable to any major investment in organizational change. Our examples throughout the book have a strong IT component, but the astute reader will observe, as many of our clients have done, that the approach and its underlying fundamentals have much more general applicability. And it is important to note that initiatives which at first appear to be dominated by technology, on analysis, prove to be exactly the opposite. The client story of Ericsson is a case in point. There, 80 percent of the work proved not to be IT related.

The benefits mind-set underlying the Benefits Realization Approach is based on the following premises:

- Benefits do not just happen. They don’t just automatically appear when a new technology is delivered. A benefits stream flows and evolves over time as people learn to use it.
- Benefits rarely happen according to plan. A forecast of benefits to support the business case for an investment is just an early estimate. It is unlikely to turn out as expected, much like corporate earnings forecasts. You have to keep checking, just as you would with a financial investment that fluctuates in value on the securities market.
- Benefits realization is a continuous process of envisioning results, implementing, checking intermediate results and dynamically adjusting the path leading from investments to business results. Benefits realization is a process that can and must be managed, just like any other business process.

The benefits mind-set forms the basis for a major shift in management methods and practices that is the main focus of this chapter. The industrial-age approach to project management described in Chapter 1 focuses almost exclusively on the delivery of technology, on time and on budget. In contrast, the Benefits Realization Approach focuses on all the projects and initiatives required to produce business results, whether they involve...
training or technology, change management or software engineering. It focuses on managing the continuous benefits realization process.

**Managing IT-Enabled Technological Change: The Benefits Realization Process**

The benefits realization process includes traditional project management processes, which are well understood and documented, but it reaches well beyond the “design-develop-test-deliver” cycle of conventional project management. Upstream from traditional project design, the benefits realization process reaches to the initial hatching of project concepts. At the other end of the cycle, it includes the ultimate harvesting of end results, which occurs far downstream from traditional project completion landmarks such as the delivery of new software, networks and information systems. Viewed this way, the process includes all phases of investment decision making, project management, delivery, implementation, monitoring and continuous adjustment. In contrast to traditional project management cycles, it reaches from “concept to cash” rather than from “design to delivery.”

All organizations today have a benefits realization process whether they know it or not. It is probably not a formal process and therefore is neither known nor understood. It almost certainly does not work very well. It is a passive process, not a managed one. We have found that, like manufacturing or product development processes, the benefits realization process can be designed and engineered systematically to improve business performance.

The Benefits Realization Approach is designed to provide proactive management of the benefits realization process. By continuously improving the benefits realization processes of many organizations, we can envision the day when the success rates of investments in IT-enabled change will rise to 80 — then 90 percent and beyond – considerably higher than the casino odds prevailing today. Information technology will be recognized as delivering demonstrable business value consistently and predictably.

The Benefits Realization Approach is designed to help people build a shared vision of the benefits realization process. It gives senior management a clear understanding of what business results are to be achieved through a major investment and of IT’s contribution to those results. It gives middle management a clear understanding of the resources required to get these results and of their role in achieving this goal. All employees and work groups develop an understanding of how they will contribute to results and how they will use new technologies to do their work in new ways. With the Benefits Realization Approach, organizations will only embark on IT-enabled change with both a clear road map depicting the paths that lead to beneficial results and the capabilities required to realize those benefits.

The Benefits Realization Approach is not just another academic theory. It is a practical approach, much of which was developed, tested in the field and successfully used in the U.S., Canada, Europe, Australia and New Zealand in organizations that include telecommunications companies, energy utilities, banks, insurance companies and manufacturers. It has been used to meet a variety of business transformation challenges, such as:

- Ensuring that benefits are understood and realized from large, complex and expensive software investments, including enterprise application packages such as SAP, Internet related applications and Knowledge Management initiatives
- Understanding, managing and realizing benefits from major business process re-engineering programs
- Managing complex portfolios of investment programs and projects
- Providing a focus on results to guide major organizational change programs.
Cornerstones of the Benefits Realization Approach

There are three fundamentals that define the core of the Benefits Realization Approach. To implement it successfully, organizations must also meet three necessary conditions. These are outlined below.

Three Fundamentals

1. Shift from stand-alone IT project management to business program management.
2. Shift from free-for-all competition among projects to disciplined portfolio management.
3. Shift from traditional project management cycles to full cycle governance.

Three Necessary Conditions

1. Activist accountability in order to identify business sponsors with active, continuous ownership of investment programs.
2. Relevant measurement systems to measure the things that count in the benefits realization process.
3. Proactive management of change to give people ownership stakes in programs.

The fundamentals and necessary conditions are illustrated in Figure 2-1.
Three Fundamentals

The three fundamentals underpinning the Benefits Realization Approach, aimed at changing the way people think and manage, are: program management, portfolio management and full cycle governance.

First Fundamental: Program Management. Organizations need to make the shift from stand-alone project management to managing blended business investment programs, including all elements of the business system. To understand the magnitude of this change, it is important to make the distinction between projects and programs.

Projects are a structured set of activities concerned with delivering a defined capability to the organization based on an agreed schedule and budget. Major projects common in the IT world include construction of an Internet Web site, installation of a new software package and design of a customer information system and automated response system for a call center. In terms of the benefits realization process, the focus of projects is on the inputs, costs and time required to produce intermediate outcomes. The typical project management cycle ends with delivery of the technology. The capability does not translate into benefit for the organization until it is combined with others delivered by other related projects. Some of these may be IT projects while yet others are business projects which will deliver capabilities in the other elements of the overall business system.

Programs are structured groupings of projects designed to produce clearly identified business results or other end benefits. The projects cited above would form important parts of blended investment programs. Here’s what three of them could look like:

1. The program around the interactive Web site would include all projects required to generate a minimum number of hits and achieve a predetermined sales revenue target within 12 months of the launch.
2. The program around the new software package would include related initiatives to help business units achieve well-defined process improvement objectives in manufacturing, finance and sales within 24 months.
3. The call center program would include staffing, training, marketing and launch projects designed to achieve clear operational, sales and profitability goals over the first 24 months of operation.

In terms of the benefits realization process, the focus is on all the steps required to deliver business results. To reinforce this view, the term “blended investment program” (explained fully in Chapter 3), is used. These programs include many types of projects: IT delivery, training, marketing, organizational change and business process redesign. All these projects are managed and monitored from concept to cash. Consequently, well-designed programs extend, in time, well beyond the delivery of technology to the desktop or data center. Benefits are realized because the process is continually managed from end to end. Program management will be explored fully in Chapter 3.

Second Fundamental: Portfolio Management Organizations need to make the shift from free-for-all competition for resources among stand-alone projects to disciplined portfolio management. This involves managing all blended investment programs as part of a portfolio with clear performance objectives.

Portfolios are structured groupings of investment programs selected by management to achieve defined business results, while meeting clear risk/reward standards. The classic example in business is a financial portfolio which groups stocks, bonds and any other financial assets together into a blended investment, offering a single rate of return. Ideally, the portfolio can be selected to maximize the expected return for any level of risk that the investor is prepared to accept. Investment risk is reduced through diversification. The investor gets a whole new menu of investment choices, rather than being limited to buy/sell decisions on a single stock or category of securities.

The idea is to manage an organization’s blended investment programs as part of a portfolio that produces a stream of benefits, similar to investment returns. Using this approach, the organization seeks to build the best...
portfolio mix of programs. This is happening to a limited degree today. Some companies, for example, manage portfolios of IT applications through the coordination of technology acquisition, development, maintenance and retirement processes. Major information systems may pass through defined life cycles as part of this process. The Benefits Realization Approach goes farther and suggests that the portfolio should include investments that touch all elements of the business system, not just IT. More specifically, and as indicated above, the portfolio will be composed of investment programs that blend IT investments with related business initiatives.

In terms of the benefits realization process, the portfolio focus is on the alignment of high-level outcomes of the major investment programs with business objectives, the costs incurred and the risk exposure associated with those outcomes. The portfolio focus is strategic. In a period of rapid technological and economic change, the portfolio represents the future of the business.

Moving beyond stand-alone projects to blended business investment programs allows organizations to define the full scope of such programs. Few organizations, however, have the luxury of working on only one program at a time or of “freezing” the internal and external environment during the life of the program. In reality, there are many potential programs, some of which will be underway at any given time. As programs are better understood, and as there are changes to the internal and external environment, the anticipated benefits from a program — and, as a result, its relative value — will change.

Organizations need to take the same approach as investors on the stock market. They need to select and manage a portfolio of business assets. This involves determining the desired mix of investments, and monitoring the investments based on changing returns and “market” conditions. Current investments may be increased, decreased or withdrawn, and new investments may be added. The composition of the portfolio will change over time. Portfolio management will be explored fully in Chapter 4.

Third Fundamental: Full Cycle Governance. Organizations need to move beyond myopic project management cycles to full cycle governance, an integrated management system that operationalizes the concepts of program and portfolio management.

Full cycle governance is the actual management process that goes beyond traditional project management in order to implement the Benefits Realization Approach. Like program management, it is distinguished by its long time frame that supports management of the benefits realization process from the conception of projects to the harvesting of benefits — from concept to cash. It is also distinguished by a process of progressive resource commitment in which resources are committed to programs in small increments.

To manage progressive resource commitment, full cycle governance employs a set of defined “stage gates,” decision points at which clear decisions are made to continue, modify or cancel programs. Stage gates are designed to encourage the search for new benefits opportunities as the business environment around a program changes. It also allows for the incremental management of risk, since programs applying new technologies only bet the company one step at a time. Full cycle governance will be explored fully in Chapter 5.

Three Necessary Conditions

There are three conditions necessary for effective implementation of the Benefits Realization Approach, both of individual investment programs and of entire investment portfolios. These conditions require organizations to manage and act differently. The three necessary conditions are: activist accountability, relevant measurement and proactive management of change.

First Necessary Condition: Activist Accountability. Accountability must be assigned in a more active mode to clearly identify business sponsors of the investment programs that produce benefits, as well as the people responsible for specific projects and tasks. Full cycle governance makes business managers clearly accountable for delivering business benefits and IT managers accountable for delivering the right tools and technological capabilities. There must be a strong focus on destroying old ghetto walls between business and IT. We must move to activist accountability that includes the concept of ownership. By ownership, we mean active, continuous involvement in managing a program and, most importantly, clear ownership of each measurable outcome and
the associated benefits. Accountability must be appropriately positioned in the organization, with business accountability for blended investment programs and their target benefits. Accountability will be explored fully in Chapter 6.

**Second Necessary Condition: Relevant Measurement.** Measurement systems must be adjusted to measure the things that count in the benefits realization process and to give the people who are accountable the information they need to make decisions and act upon them. Full cycle governance requires measurement of new domains of organizational performance, moving beyond the traditional measurement of inputs to measuring outcomes, with a primary focus on key business outcomes. Measurements must clearly link the contribution of investments to outcomes, and themselves be linked to clear lines of accountability. Measurement will be explored fully in Chapter 7.

**Third Necessary Condition: Proactive Management of Change.** The third necessary condition applies generally to the success of any attempt to implement the Benefits Realization Approach. It is a condition that is designed specifically to ensure that people think, manage and act differently, and therefore to help them make the transition.

This condition is the proactive management of change. Change management methods must be applied effectively both to introduce the new benefits mind-set and to support all phases of full cycle governance. As with accountability, a far more activist approach to managing change is required for organizations to take charge of the benefits realization process. The major change processes of benefits realization must be actively structured and visibly led by senior management. Their leadership role must be shared with program and project managers. The concept of ownership in major investment programs, introduced to sharpen the focus on accountability, includes the idea of ownership in key change initiatives. It conveys the sense that people can proactively direct the course of change. Managing change will be explored fully in Chapter 8.

**Two Techniques to Support Benefits Realization**

Organizations face two practical challenges when implementing the Benefits Realization Approach. These are designing programs and assessing the relative value of programs. There are two techniques to meet these challenges: modeling and value assessment.

**Modeling:**
- Supports program design through improved understanding of the linkages between investments and benefits in the benefits realization process, as well as many organizational reach issues, and
- Supports dynamic management of the benefits realization process over time.

**Value assessment:**
- Supports valuation and selection of programs, and
- Supports ongoing management of the portfolio, including dynamic adjustment to the programs composing it.

**Modeling**

One of our distinctive contributions to the cause of benefits realization has been to develop a technique to help you prepare a comprehensive and accurate model of your organization’s benefits realization process — and especially of the benefits realization process specific to large investment programs. This technique, known as the
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Results Chain, enables you to prepare “road maps” that support understanding and proactive management of the four dimensions of complexity (linkage, reach, people and time) throughout the benefits realization process. Figure 2-2 shows a real life example of a Results Chain. It comes from the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) story, which is described fully in Chapter 4.

FIGURE 2-2
ODOT Results Chain

The Results Chain technique is used to build simple yet rigorous models of the linkages among four core elements of the benefits realization process: outcomes, initiatives, contributions and assumptions.

Outcomes: the results sought, including either intermediate outcomes in the chain, those outcomes that are necessary but not sufficient to achieve the end benefit, or ultimate outcomes, the end benefits to be harvested.

Initiatives: actions that contribute to one or more outcomes.

Contributions: the roles played by elements of the Results Chain, either initiatives or intermediate outcomes, in contributing to other initiatives or outcomes.

Assumptions: hypotheses regarding conditions necessary to the realization of outcomes or initiatives but over which the organization has little or no control. Assumptions represent risks that you may not achieve desired outcomes. Any change to an assumption during the course of the benefits realization process should force you to revise your map.
The Results Chain for a program isn’t just another externally created piece of documentation. It is developed through a process of extensive interviews and workshops with business stakeholders. The process of developing a Results Chain promotes discussion, consensus and commitment. It develops a shared understanding of the linkages between IT initiatives and initiatives related to other elements of the business system. Understanding of linkages exposes reach and people impacts, which then allows the time dimension to be realistically assessed. Its power is in making implicit thinking explicit, and bringing hidden assumptions to the surface, thus facilitating communication and enabling better decision making.

To illustrate these points, let us review just one small fragment of a program model built using the Results Chain. It comes from the plan of a printing firm that was experiencing a drop in sales. They were also receiving complaints from some customers about the length of time required to fill orders. The company felt that this problem was contributing to their decline in sales and that they needed to reduce their order processing cycle time. To accomplish this, they decided to develop and implement a new order entry system. The initial, simple Results Chain for this case is illustrated in Figure 2-3.

FIGURE 2-3
Illustration of a Simple Results Chain

In Results Chain terminology, the company undertook an initiative to develop and implement a new order entry system. The objective of the new order entry system was to reduce the time it took to process an order. This reduction was expected to contribute to reducing the order processing cycle, an intermediate outcome. The reduced order processing cycle was in turn expected to contribute to increased sales, the final outcome. This expected contribution was also premised on the assumption that, based on customer complaints, order to delivery time was an important buying criterion.

In reality, the true Results Chain behind such a case would be much more complex. As currently modelled, this is a clear case of silver bullet thinking about how quickly the new order processing system can increase sales because it is unlikely that it alone will reduce the order processing cycle.

In the Benefits Realization Approach, this model would become the starting point for fleshing out other initiatives. It is likely that some re-engineering of the order entry process itself would be required. The assumption around the impact of delivery time on sales would need to be tested. Other initiatives that might be included are training, changing physical layouts, defining new roles and responsibilities and designing a new reward system. Along the way, further intermediate outcomes and assumptions would surface. These are all required for this to become a true blended investment program.
Different ways or “paths” to achieve the desired outcome may also be revealed. The Results Chain allows you to model and identify these paths. In combination with the value assessment technique described in the next section, a Results Chain lets you select the best path and to switch paths in response to changing conditions.

The Results Chain model is more than an abstract map of business reality. When completed, it becomes a living model of the benefits realization process. It is not just a one-off model that is used, like traditional business cases, and then forgotten. It is living in the sense that it can be continually revised to monitor and communicate progress and to assess the impact of changes over time. It is also living in the sense that it can be modified to reflect changes in both investment programs and the business environment. The model you build with a Results Chain will accompany your organization throughout the benefits realization process of an investment program.

In subsequent chapters, we will expand upon the development of the Results Chain, show how it can be used, as in the above example, to define programs and demonstrate how it can further be used to support program management, including accountability, measurement and ongoing communication.

In the past, in the era of relatively simple automation applications of technology, such a model may not have been required. Today it is essential. It will become even more so in the Knowledge Economy when organizations are managing the complex web of initiatives involved in business transformation (including such endeavors as the implementation of large enterprise application packages, major IT-enabled re-engineering efforts, implementation of the virtual value chain through advanced electronic commerce applications and the creation of entirely new knowledge-based businesses).

**Value Assessment Technique**

The Results Chain provides the model for benefits realization. It shows the desired outcomes and the possible paths that can be taken to reach those outcomes. It does not, in and of itself, help you decide the relative value, including the opportunities and risks, of the various paths within a program, or of the potential programs within a portfolio. As such, it does not help you select programs. For that, the value assessment technique will assist you in gauging the odds of success for a specific investment program.

**The Four “Ares”**. There are many questions that need to be asked as you develop the Results Chain and try to assess the relative value of paths and of programs. What you need are a structured framework to organize the questions and instruments to provide more objectivity to the answers, permitting comparable measurement of the answers.

The structured framework is in the form of four basic questions — the four “ares”:

- **Are 1**: Are we doing the right things? This question addresses the definition (or redefinition) of business, of business direction and the alignment of programs and the overall business investment portfolio with that direction.
- **Are 2**: Are we doing them the right way? This question addresses organizational structure and process, and the integration of programs within that structure and process.
- **Are 3**: Are we getting them done well? This question addresses organizational capability, the resources available and supporting infrastructure required to get work done efficiently.
- **Are 4**: Are we getting the benefits? This question addresses the proactive management of the benefits realization process as a whole.

The four “ares” are summarized in the Figure 2-4.
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FIGURE 2-4
The Four “Ares”

Alignment Benefits
Are we doing the right things? Are we getting the benefits?
Are we doing them the right way? Are we getting them done well?

Integration Capability/Efficiency

The four “ares” provide a rich framework for assessing value. To be truly useful in the benefits realization process, we have to drive these questions down to a greater level of detail and incorporate them into measurement instruments that are practical, easy to apply and that allow some degree of consistent — and therefore comparable — measurement.

From practical experience, a good approximation of the four “ares” can be developed with more detailed questions and measurements along three dimensions: alignment, financial worth and risk. For example, in the case of Nova Gas Transmission, one of North America’s largest natural gas pipeline companies, the four “ares” have been used to determine how well programs contribute to current business objectives, to achieving the future strategic vision of the company and to supporting the goals of the parent organization. Financial worth is calculated using traditional accounting methods, and program risk is again measured with respect to the four “ares.” In Chapters 3 and 4, we will expand further on these dimensions and their supporting instruments.

The most important thing that organizations must do if they are to master the benefits realization process is to ask the right questions and to ask them over and over again. All too frequently, organizations rush forward blindly, basing their decisions on superficial answers to the wrong questions and never revisit the questions except to lay blame. Taking the time to formulate and ask the right questions and continuing to ask them is critical to an effective benefits realization process.

Tough questioning is also critical to get rid of silver bullet thinking and lose the industrial-age mindset that is proving extremely costly to organizations. Asking the four “ares,” in particular, helps to define the business and technical issues clearly, and thus to better define the distinctive but interrelated roles of business executives and IT experts in the investment decision process. Are 1, Are we doing the right things? and Are 4, Are we getting the benefits? raise key business issues relating to both strategic direction and the organization’s ability to produce the targeted business benefits. Are 2, Are we doing them the right way? raises a mix of business and technology integration issues that must be answered to design successful blended investment programs. Are 3, Are we getting them done well? directs attention to the ability of business groups to deliver change projects as well as to traditional IT project delivery issues.

In the days of automation of work, attention focused mainly on “getting it done” (Are 3), with the IT group deciding whether proposed projects were executable and supported by accurate technical resource estimates. There might also have been discussion of “doing it the right way” (Are 2), ensuring compliance with the technology architecture and standards. To develop information management applications, the questions of integration (Are 2) and benefits (Are 4) became more important. To design business transformation programs, all four “ares” must be asked often. For benefits realization to be effective, business managers — including senior business executives — are needed to ensure that strategic alignment and benefits questions (Ares 1 and 4) are asked and answered. They also need to deal with the business aspects of integration and delivery (Ares 2 and 3). The IT group must continue to take the lead in answering the delivery question (Are 3), as related to IT projects, while participating more actively in discussion of all the four “ares.”
The Results Chain and value assessment techniques are innovative creations. However, it is important to recognize that they are only tools that are used to support the much bigger job of proactively managing the benefits realization process. This approach requires the use of a much more diversified tool kit and, most importantly, the commitment of all levels of management to understand and shape the way that benefits are realized over a period of many years.

Managers Must Have Patience: This is Not a Quick Fix

In today’s increasingly complex world, very few things worth doing are easy. This is no exception. The Benefits Realization Approach is not a quick fix and certainly not a silver bullet. It involves a long-term, sustained change effort for organizations and managers in how they think and look at the world, how they organize and manage and how they act and execute. This approach is not a cookbook. It must be adapted to each organization, indeed to each of its major IT-enabled change programs. To succeed, however, all organizations must apply the three fundamentals and observe the three necessary conditions.

One final word of caution. The Benefits Realization Approach should not be considered as a purely mechanistic process. It is an approach to support business judgment, not to replace it. The future changes every day. It is the continuous nature of the approach that ensures that organizations can detect and react to change as it occurs.

Window on the Real World: Client Stories

The Benefits Realization Approach has been applied to meet a variety of business transformation challenges. Those described in the client stories that follow include: the redesign of core business processes; major IT conversion projects; and the management of IT investments with long-term business impacts that were hard to forecast and control.

Whatever the starting point, however, the path to success was not clear and there were pressing concerns about the risks of failure. The common core of issues included the following:

■ Project scope was broad and unclear, since it included both technological change and business process redesign
■ Contribution of IT was unclear in some areas and not universally understood in the organization
■ Traditional business cases, cost/benefit analysis and project management methods appeared inadequate to deal with these issues.

In all cases, key decision makers and project managers recognized that new game plans, road maps and models were needed.

Benefits Realization Process

Although the exact approach differed from case to case, all the clients whose stories appear here built a Results Chain model of the initial project and possible related projects. The process of building the model included the following steps:

■ Reviews of written strategies, business plans and budgets and the status of projects
■ Interviews with key executives and managers involved in setting objectives and designing programs to determine high-level objectives and outcomes
■ Interviews with a cross section of senior and middle managers to flesh out the initiatives, contributions, assumptions and intermediate outcomes.
The Results Chain models were built through an iterative process of discussion, preparing rough drafts, validation and the progressive detailing of programs and projects. There was a substantial element of consensus building around the model that emerged.

**Results**

As was the case with the initial problem, the specific results varied. But again there was a common pattern revolving around the recognition that the vast majority of project work in all these business transformation programs was not IT related. This discovery by project teams led to several positive results:

- Tighter meshing of Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) and IT projects in blended business investment programs
- Better transition plans built into programs
- Broader value cases and cost/benefit perspectives.

In addition to these technical results, these organizations developed a new mind-set about technological change and BPR. Closer cooperation between business managers and IT flowed from the validation and consensus building process required to build the Results Chain model. At the end of the day, there was universal recognition that the shared vision of change was more important than the paper model.

**Ericsson**

The projects appeared to be dominated by technology, but benefits analysis pointed to the opposite conclusion: almost 80 percent of the work was not IT related.

The telecommunications industry is faced with constant competitive pressures, sophisticated and demanding clients and smaller and smaller windows of opportunity to introduce new products. More than ever, time to market is a critical success factor for players in telecommunications.

Ericsson, headquartered in Sweden with operations in over 100 countries throughout the world, is a global provider of advanced telecommunications technology and the leading supplier of digital cellular systems. The challenge facing Ericsson was dramatic. The high-tech engineering teams at its Montreal development center for advanced cellular system equipment needed to achieve two goals: reduce the time to market for new products by 50 percent, and collapse the cycle time for fixing product bugs reported by clients by 95 percent. These goals were ambitious, to be sure, but they reflected clear messages coming from the sophisticated telecom carriers purchasing Ericsson cellular systems. Time was of the essence in a wide-open market where they had to get new cell phones and services in consumers’ hands quickly, or lose out to their competitors.

Ericsson concluded that a major re-engineering of core development and quality control processes was required to protect its global market position. Testing for software bugs and correcting them appeared to be the major time-consuming activities. The re-engineering planners zeroed in on two key areas for improvement: the product testing process at the back end of the manufacturing process for cellular switching equipment, and the process for diagnosing, solving and deploying software solutions for product bugs reported by clients, a prime customer service indicator.

The question asked by Ericsson managers was how to best design these two business process re-engineering (BPR) projects — known as advanced verification environment (AVE) and modification handling (MH). “These were not clear-cut BPR projects,” recalls director Luc Mayrand. “The road to success was not clearly mapped in advance. We were concerned about risks of cost overruns, delays and failure to achieve targeted benefits.”

The Benefits Realization Approach was used to gain a better understanding of the risks and success factors. The investigation produced some surprises. At first glance, both the AVE and MH projects appeared
to be dominated by IT and changes to advanced technology production environments. In fact, analysis pointed to the opposite conclusion: almost 80 percent of the required initiatives were non-IT related.

As the perspective changed for the project teams, and a benefits mind-set began to shape senior management perceptions, the original BPR projects were expanded into complete blended investment programs. “We focused on business processes, organizational change, technology and people aspects. Scope and timing were key issues,” recalls program manager Patrick Forslund.

The approach allowed them to achieve commitment and consensus, share a common understanding of the changes to be put in place and select the highest value initiatives. But above all, it allowed them to determine the entire sequence in which all projects had to be realized over three years in order to maximize value and speed the realization of the benefits.

The exercise brought to the surface critical new projects that would be required to reduce the targeted cycle times and helped the company plan for an orderly transition to the new environment. Benefits realization showed the most effective grouping of initiatives into action programs and clearly mapped the linkages between key projects. Using this information, the programs were designed to avoid conflicts and delays.

The results were impressive — and measurable. With the two programs six months away from completion, time to market for new products was already down 50 percent, and the time required to deploy modifications to clients was reduced by 70 percent.

**Sollac**

The Benefits Realization Approach made IT visible to senior management and made it clear that “there’s no such thing as an IT project anymore.”

In the new economy, traditional heavy manufacturing industries are under just as much pressure to redesign their core business processes as are advanced technology firms. Benefits realization can be used to help structure blended investment programs that get results from these complex and critical initiatives.

Sollac, located in Paris, France, is the flat-products branch of Groupe Usinor Sacilor, Europe’s largest steel producer, and the world’s third largest. Sollac provides steel products to various industries. Sollac decided to adopt the Benefits Realization Approach when it began to reorganize its business around the automobile industry — its largest client segment. This was a major business transformation initiative with impacts on all major processes, from product design to billing. That meant a major effort by the IT group, as 11 of the company’s 12 information systems needed to be changed. Traditionally, Sollac had used the same systems and applications for all of its clients. Now, within a few years, it would have to tailor systems from one end of the supply chain to the other — including order processing, manufacturing, inventory management and billing — to meet the needs of an automobile industry that was undergoing rapid change.

“This was a large program for us,” says Jean-Pierre Corniou, Sollac’s director of systems and information technology. “We knew there would be risk and a sizable impact on both our systems and the way the organization works. A program like this touches the ‘heart’ of the organization. There is always a risk of rejection, just like when a surgeon transplants an organ into a patient. We had to minimize the risk of rejection of our IT systems. We needed a safety net.”

The Benefits Realization Approach gave the business units and the IT group an integrated, big picture view of how all of the change programs would interact over time. It helped with project sequencing and prioritizing and facilitated communication with all of the stakeholders.

Corniou observes that while historically IT has been a sideline player in many organizations, the big picture view discloses a different reality: “This [Benefits Realization] Approach makes IT visible to senior management, especially as there’s no such thing as an IT project any more. IT is all interrelated now with work processes, the culture, the people, other technologies in the organization etc. IT projects are blended investments, and they need to be viewed and treated as such.”
A Regional Bank in Asia-Pacific

Benefits Realization linked the introduction of new technology with business process redesign, cultural change, bonuses based on results and the transformation of the teller’s role into that of a financial advisor.

Regional banks must compete in a world of global and national giants that have all the advantages of financial and technological scale. To build a competitive position in the Asia-Pacific market and measurably increase shareholder value, a regional bank launched an ambitious redesign of several dozen business processes, combined with an IT conversion program aimed at improving both customer service and cost performance.

Like most banking institutions, this regional bank was critically dependent on information technology to effectively serve its business and retail clients. Not surprisingly, it identified its information systems as the most promising area for improvement: the area most likely to have an impact on the bank’s overall efficiency, revenues and profitability. When the systems were targeted for replacement as part of the whole strategy, management recognized that every part of the bank would be affected, and that the systems conversion could not be managed like a typical IT project.

Benefits realization was used to link the introduction of new technology with a wide range of other change initiatives, including business process redesign, cultural change, bonuses based on results and the transformation of the teller’s role into that of a financial advisor. What emerged, of course, were several blended investment programs.

The new approach transformed the bank’s decision-making and management process by:

- Articulating high-level outcomes with senior executives
- Developing a common language and perspective that could be shared by banking and IT executives
- Defining less tangible, but strategically important outcomes, such as increased cross-selling of bank services
- Getting the executives involved to commit to delivering the expected benefits.

Benefits realization was integrated into the regional bank’s project initiation and management methods. It has been used to assess all new project proposals, define programs, assign accountabilities, measure outcomes and track the delivery of benefits using a benefits register.

National Bank of Canada

The Results Chain model became a powerful communication and selling tool.

One of the classic causes of silver bullet thinking is that many investments in information technology are simply invisible to the business side of the organization, as are the immediate impacts on end users and customers. This is only to be expected, given that in most cases, there is a long and complex chain of linkages leading from the IT investment, through other elements of the business to end results.

The challenge is twofold. First, these linkages must be specified and articulated so managers know how and when they will get the benefits. Second, linkages to supporting business initiatives must be clarified, communicated and sold. Results Chain modeling helps IT groups to meet these challenges. The models are particularly valuable when large investments must be made in so-called enabling IT infrastructure, which are platforms that only technology experts see and touch and that are generally invisible to the rest of the organization.

The National Bank of Canada is the sixth largest chartered bank in Canada, with 637 branches and offices and assets in excess of $66 billion. National Bank of Canada’s decision to invest in a multiyear migration toward a PC-based, client-server development platform in one of its departments was a perfect case in point. The new platform would be far upstream in the production supply chain. Its new hardware and software tools would be used by IT professionals to create the business applications that bankers would
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use. While invisible, it promised to produce benefits for years, many of them hard to forecast with 100 percent accuracy.

To build understanding and stakeholder support, the IT group decided to amplify the standard cost/benefit analysis used to justify the investment. “Even if the budget is secured,” says André Piette, senior project director of payment systems, “you still need a thorough picture of all the things that need to get done to make a success of such a large investment. What about training? What are we going to do with all the applications built with the old platform? What change programs need to be put in place? How do we get commitment from all stakeholders?”

National Bank developed a Results Chain model that provided an accurate picture of the linkages leading to many potential benefits, and identified new paths for maximizing returns on the investment. The model became a powerful communication and selling tool, demonstrating the value of the investment all the way downstream in various units of the bank. Once the program was under way, the bank was able to use the model to make dynamic adjustments to key program parameters, based on changes in the business and IT environments.

Piette says that using the Benefits Realization Approach allowed the bank to clearly map the proposed program, identifying benefits sought, business changes required to reap the benefits, ways of achieving them and obstacles to implementation. The result is the ability to more objectively evaluate and prioritize initiatives.

Quebec Workers Compensation Board

The method solidly supports the concept of “thought before action.”

The Quebec Workers Compensation Board enforces the laws governing the protection, compensation and rehabilitation of workers in Quebec, Canada. The Quebec workplace health and safety plan is a social contract between over two million employees and their employers. When the Quebec Workers Compensation Board began to look at replacing legacy financial systems, it found itself embarking upon a sensitive blended investment program. The two key systems used for budgeting by the accounting and finance departments needed to be updated. The IS directorate wanted to resolve the situation quickly to keep users satisfied and systems performing smoothly. But it needed a reliable game plan and found its standard cost/benefit, PERT and critical path methods to be too static. A more comprehensive method was needed to clearly define the expected results and provide a logical framework that could be used to monitor development and implementation.

The directorate — a recent winner of an award for excellence in public administration — used benefits realization to develop a transition plan that took into account:

■ The consequences of removing the existing systems
■ Scheduling and prioritization issues
■ Interdependencies between the various pieces of the puzzle
■ The need to bring the IT group and users closer together by creating a common vision and identifying the anchor points of the program
■ The need to manage process and people factors as well as computing issues.

The new systems are now in place after a smooth transition. Jean Houde, IS department director, says that one of the key benefits of the Results Chain was that it provided a tool for communicating with users — an effective way of showing what had to be done, and of monitoring progress over time. “Based on our experience,” he says, “this method works well in an environment in which people have to anticipate problems and plan multidimensional implementations — beyond simple computing issues. Indeed, this method solidly supports the concept of thought before action.”
Summary

A strong focus on results is the starting point of the Benefits Realization Approach. This results focus is the energy source that drives everything else. Benefits Realization does not eliminate risk. In business terms, however, it ensures better risk/reward relationships and an intelligent overview of your business investment portfolio, which includes a mix of IT and business projects. It does this by drawing on the financial risk management methods mentioned in the Introduction. Consider these points of comparison:

■ Program management gives investment decision makers better knowledge of how different technologies produce business results as part of the overall business system, similar to financial investors’ search for good information on individual firms, industries and stock market performance histories. The end result of program management is a better appreciation of risk/reward relationships.

■ Portfolio management gives organizations methods of diversifying risk by selecting a variety of technologies and investment programs. They can also tailor their portfolio to suit their own risk tolerance, just as financial investors do when selecting a portfolio. The end result of portfolio management is that decision makers don’t need to “bet the store” on a single stock, industry or IT-enabled change investment.

■ Full cycle governance provides better methods of managing projects, programs and portfolios from day to day. It is an operational system of continuously monitoring performance and adjusting portfolio composition, similar in concept to the systems used by financial investment managers to manage mutual funds. The end result is better month-to-month performance as the future unfolds.

In commonsense terms, the approach to benefits realization helps you understand more clearly the benefits that you are trying to achieve. It gives you a better understanding of what you have to do to achieve the benefits. It provides a disciplined process to help you manage your way along the path to achieving the benefits.

Does it position you better to get results? It certainly does.
Does it guarantee that you will get results? No. That is your job.

****

It may be hard at first for you to learn the benefits mind-set, but it will certainly be easier to learn than to adopt. Program and portfolio management represent a significant change in management thinking. New processes and organizational structures will be needed to operationalize the new mind-set through full cycle governance. Major changes will be required in the areas of accountability, measurement and the process of change itself. In Part II, we discuss these changes in greater detail.
Part I, we introduced the Information Paradox, the problems associated with it and the lagging management mind-set that contributes to it. We made the case for a new mind-set, and a new approach to managing information technology investments and introduced our Benefits Realization Approach, with its cornerstones, the three fundamentals: program management; portfolio management; and full cycle governance; and the three necessary conditions: activist accountability; relevant measurement; and proactive management of change. Part II discusses each of the three fundamentals of the approach in depth.

Chapter 3 describes program management, showing you how the program view gives you the big picture, as we move beyond the project world to the program universe. It enables you to define the scope of programs and design them to address the increasing complexity introduced as IT applications evolve beyond automation of work to information management and business transformation. The program view helps you manage these variables, to more accurately assess program value and improve your chances of success while reducing risk.

Chapter 4 demonstrates how portfolio management can be used to deal with the problem of too many potential programs chasing too few resources. It builds on program management, using the value assessment technique to select the right set of programs. It helps your organization assign the best players to each program and ensure they play as a team in establishing their budgets and setting their strategies. It gives you an overview of the action and the ongoing ability to make adjustments as circumstances change.

Chapter 5 moves on to full cycle governance which operationalizes program and portfolio management into a true flexible system that makes programs and portfolios work on the ground. It gives you the framework to make disciplined decisions about benefits and risk. We introduce the stage gate approval process, which enables you to progressively commit resources to programs, and to make changes in portfolio composition. We discuss the organization structures that are required to support full cycle governance.
In the film Field of Dreams, an inspired visionary builds a baseball diamond in the middle of a cornfield. While the power of his imagination is impressive, there are a few realities to face. There is no team. No coach. No marketing program. No brewery or other sponsor who provides financial support. The motto of this visionary is: “Build it, and they will come.”

Both the baseball visionary and most managers are caught in the project world. They take a blinkered view of the work and focus only on constructing the artifact, whether it’s a baseball diamond or a computer system. The difference is that in the dream world, people did indeed come. They came because, in fiction, we can create happy endings without allowing reality to intrude. In the real world, we do not have that luxury.

Unfortunately, too often we act as if we do. Most information systems are built on a similar principle: “Build it, and the benefits will come.” It is assumed that the desired business outcome will happen automatically, through faith. With industrial-age projects — for example, installing new production capacity to address market growth — the faith is often rewarded. With IT projects, it’s much more of a gamble, and as the opening chapter indicated, the odds are getting worse as we move toward more sophisticated IT applications through the evolution from automation of work through information management to business transformation.

Viewing IT projects today as magical silver bullets that alone will deliver required business outcomes is a root cause of the Information Paradox.

Source: DILBERT reprinted by permission of United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
Project World: The Blinkered View

Improving the odds of delivering business benefits requires more than just better project management. We have to take off the blinkers and look at the full program of activities involved in changing the business system, and then manage the investment program as a whole, with full knowledge of the linkage, reach, people and time issues involved.

The IT field of dreams is strewn with projects that did not reward the faith of their promoters. The narrow project focus leads to investment myopia. The following are fictional examples, with features adapted from real cases, of what happens when linkage, reach, people and time issues are not understood or managed.

■ Example 1:
A large bank called off a major electronic commerce initiative in midstream, with money down the drain, because upscale customers did not want to bank by phone or PC. They were a critical target market for the service and the project couldn’t proceed in its current form without them. The turn of events was viewed as a “surprise delay” after several components of the system had already been built. In fact, the original business case assumed favorable customer attitudes toward new technologies, but it laid out no ways to explore this assumption, which is not surprising when you consider that it was prepared by the systems group, with few bankers buying in. This is an example of what can happen when you ignore the linkage, reach and people elements of even a modest business transformation.

■ Example 2:
A medium-size pharmaceutical company installed a new customer information system (CIS) at a cost of $5 million to improve sales force productivity and create a central database to improve targeting of prime accounts. Unfortunately, it would take this staff nine months to learn how to use the new system comfortably and, in the meantime, sales targets had to be met. Many sales people claimed they had no choice but to ignore the new system for the time being and continued storing valuable data on stand-alone personal laptops they bought for themselves. No one knew when or how that data would be transferred to the new system since salespeople often worked six and a half days a week. Months before, a few salespeople tested the CIS prototypes, but they happened to be PC wizards who were called in regularly for help with PC upgrades. This is an example of the impacts of misreading a typical people element of change: the ability to cope with new technology.

■ Example 3:
A complex software package was delivered for $30 million to a large retail chain. Thirty departments, warehouses and key stores had received extensive technology training courses given by experts from the package supplier. Unfortunately, some training sessions backfired. People walked out with the impression — right or wrong — that the new system was unreliable and could lead to unexpected inventory shortages while it was being “run in.” The result was that the staff at about 20 front-line operating units refused to use the new applications right away and insisted on continuing to work with the legacy system for the time being. “We’re hitting a sales peak this month and Christmas is just a few months off. Just leave the old terminals plugged in for now,” they said. Meanwhile, a senior warehouse manager noticed that three key ordering processes might need to be redesigned from A to Z to make them compatible with the new package — a linkage that was missed. Realistically, in these conditions, it could take two years — rather than two months — to get everyone on board. This is an example of the importance of gauging and proactively managing the linkage, reach, people and time elements of major IT-driven programs.
In each of these three examples, the business investment was designed as a project. As we indicated in Chapter 2, projects are a structured set of activities concerned with delivering a defined capability to the organization based on an agreed schedule and budget. The focus of projects is on the inputs, costs and time required to produce the intermediate outcomes depicted on a Results Chain model, not on translating those outcomes into benefits for the organization. What was required in these examples — and in the Benefits Realization Approach — is a program view.

Program Universe: The Big Picture

Programs are structured groupings of projects designed to produce clearly identified business results or other end benefits. The projects in the above examples could have formed important and necessary parts of broader investment programs but were not sufficient themselves to realize benefits for the organization. The program focus is on all the steps required to deliver business results. It is the effectively managed, blended business investment program that delivers the benefits to the organization.

A good example of a program, in this sense, is the space program. While hardware may have dominated the budgets, the mission objective was human: to put people into space to get a job done and bring them back home again. Myopia was not an option. Consequently, it was easy to make a distinction along these lines:

Projects: Hundreds of individual projects delivered the thousands of pieces that were assembled into key deliverables: the space capsule, the missile, the computers and ground tracking stations. Projects also delivered trained people, public funding and so on.

Program: A single program was required that put all the pieces of technology together and placed them in the hands of a highly organized and skilled team of astronauts, with support from expert ground units. It ensured they all followed a shared game plan for landing on the moon, repairing a space station or other project and then coming back home.

Each space mission was managed like a program, reaching far beyond the individual projects and their technical deliverables. Project managers could afford to be myopic and obsessed with detail. Program managers had to keep their eyes on the big picture, as politicians and the astronauts’ families would remind them from time to time.

Building business information systems is not as daunting as a space launch, but it has become complex enough to merit a program approach. For the comfortable project world, there are established ways of thinking and practices to guide the way. In the new, larger program universe, we need to think differently and use new tools. That is what investment programs deliver, and add, to the project world.

Meshing Technological and Organizational Change

The program view is more powerful than many managers expect when they first see it. It has proven its worth to clients who have used it, for example, to mesh organizational change with the introduction of new technologies.

Consider the example of the Education Department of Western Australia, which wanted to use new software to help in its effort to decentralize some of its human resource (HR) activities. The department wanted to reduce a long chain of handoffs for many HR operations, typically beginning with a teacher, moving to the school registrar and the central human resources group and then back to the school and the teacher. It believed a new HR software package would provide a solution. At first, it looked like a vision of technology-driven change.

The new system would drive a radical decentralization of responsibility to schools from the central HR group of several hundred civil servants, handling everything from the broad outlines of educational policy to the nitty-gritty details of compensation packages, processing leave and payroll changes, appointing relief teachers and handling the backlog of overpayments due to late processing of forms. This would be in
line with pressure to streamline the department and reduce HR operating costs, all while improving the level of HR service to employees. Changes would be required at the individual, school and organization level.

It did not take long for department officials to realize instinctively what the Benefits Realization Approach makes explicit. As Adrian Stoffles, project manager notes, “the benefits being targeted were not inside the new package. And there was a big difference between a new technology that drives organizational change and one that enables change — along with many other elements of the business system. There were questions, in particular, about people and organizational issues. Would people feel threatened by the software project? Would teachers perceive the decentralization as extra work for them? What about computer literacy? How much resistance to change would there be?”

Department leaders diagnosed the problem early. They realized this was a business transformation initiative with broad scope and impact. The Benefits Realization Approach was used to expand a potential silver bullet project into a well-rounded change program. Says Bevan Doyle, project director, “we included not only steps to introduce the new software smoothly, with appropriate coaching, but also these key projects: preparing a detailed communications plan for all stakeholder groups; holding department vision workshops; developing a transition plan with well-defined accountabilities; and organizing discussion and feedback sessions.”

Today, the pilot software is in 210 schools, and key HR tasks are being handled faster, with fewer errors and improved service. Typically 14,000 forms a month — which used to be sent to central office — are now being processed on-line at the school level. Achieving these early benefits has significantly advanced the change aspects of the program and the attitude toward the initiative from both a school and central office perspective. Some schools which at first resisted, later applied to serve as “lighthouses” in the program. More and more, the department’s investments in organizational and technological change are complementing and leveraging off each other, demonstrating the power of the program view.

### Three Core Components of Program Management

There are three core components to successful navigation in the program universe: defining program scope; assessing program value; and designing and managing programs.

#### Defining Program Scope

- Understanding the concept that blended investment programs replace the narrow project perspective
- Identifying all the elements of change that are needed to deliver benefits.

#### Assessing Program Value

- Moving to multidimensional measures of value (based on the four “ares” framework introduced in Chapter 2) in place of unidimensional financial measures, such as ROI
- Adopting evergreen value cases to replace one-off business cases.

#### Designing and Managing Programs

- Using the Results Chain technique to design the best program to achieve the objectives
- Establishing and managing mechanisms to track program performance and make corrections to deliver the best value from the program, even in light of changing circumstances.

We will address each of these components in this chapter. Before we delve into the new constructs of the program universe, though, a gentle reminder: Programs do not replace projects. In fact, good programs are built on a foundation of well-designed projects, executed with advanced project management disciplines. Bringing projects in as specified, on time and on budget, remains essential. In the more complex world of the Knowledge Economy, however, solid project management is a necessary condition — but not a sufficient one — for business success. The unique contribution of programs is to guide projects along the path to business results.
Defining Program Scope: The Blended Investment Perspective

The first practical step is to define program scope. To do this, managers need to take a large mental leap. They need to embrace the new benefits mind-set that sees investments in IT as part of blended business investment programs rather than stand-alone IT projects. This is not a minor point, and it is not just playing with words. This is truly a change of mind-set based on a new understanding of how IT contributes as part of the overall business system to deliver results.

The traditional approach to managing IT treats it, in engineering terms, as a piece of equipment that is delivered and plugged in. But to create value, IT must not just be plugged into the wall socket. It must be plugged, in a much broader sense, into the overall business system. It is only when we see IT in the context of the overall business system that we will be able to deal with the often-overlooked, but essential, dimensions of linkage, reach, people and time.

IT as Part of the BTOPP Business System

What do we mean by the BTOPP business system? It is: business, technology, organization, process and people. We have found the following framework (see Figure 3-1), derived from Michael Scott Morton’s The Corporation of the 1990s, to be helpful in understanding the business system and therefore creating sound programs that truly deliver the business benefits.

Let us review the elements of BTOPP in more detail from the perspective of an organization wanting to introduce new information technologies and ways of working them into its business system.

B — Business. Like all technologies, new information technologies need to align with a market need or opportunity. At a minimum, they should meet an internal need for information and thus strengthen the value chain that leads ultimately to the customer. Any planned application of IT must be tightly linked to — business strategy. Two simple questions are: Where is the market for the product, service or information produced by this technology? How realistic is your first answer?
**T — Technology.** Once the hardware is physically installed, the software must be working. The system must be configured and networked with other business systems to ensure that the right information can get to the right people at the right time.

**O — Organization.** Organizations must be structured and restructured to get the most from their IT bases. This means much more than downsizing. The location of work teams, offices and customer service facilities are all affected. The adjustment to new technologies can take months, even years.

**P — Process.** Business processes must be engineered to focus on end-to-end service delivery, recognizing and integrating the new capabilities of IT. After the first time, these processes must continue to be re-engineered often to reflect changing conditions. A wide variety of management practices and work procedures must be adjusted and changed to mesh with the major engineered business processes, such as product design and order processing.

**P — People.** Employees, customers and business partners must learn how to use the information system. They must not only be comfortable with the software, they must also have the know-how, motivation and authority to use the capability, such as information they receive to get their jobs done. And that means not only getting their jobs done, but more importantly, improving how they do their jobs. They must know what their jobs are and how technology has changed them.

In the remainder of this book, we refer to the elements described above as belonging to the BTOPP model of the business system.

Organizations caught in traditional thinking focus their attention almost exclusively on the technology element of the business system. Even in the relatively new world of electronic commerce, a Gartner Group Research Note by T. Berg describing 55 electronic commerce case studies found that in only 35 percent of the cases were results measured in business terms (e.g., “reduced inventory costs” or “increased profitability”). The other 65 percent were measured in stand-alone IT project terms, addressing the questions: Did the technology work? Was it delivered on time? Was it delivered on budget? In most cases, the business element is dealt with by reference to a one-off, financially oriented business case that does not adequately value the business strategy link. The stand-alone focus on technology during the project gives little attention to the organizational, process and people issues that are so important to successful implementation.

The new blended investment mind-set requires learning and — possibly most important — unlearning. The clincher for most managers is the BTOPP view. When this view is seen, it becomes very apparent that 80 to 95 percent of most activities in “so-called” IT projects are not IT-related at all. They fall into the OPP categories.

**Programs that Produce Results**

The blended investment perspective has made a concrete difference to organizations trying to implement software packages, design BPR projects and meet other business transformation challenges. Projects no longer stand alone, as they did in cases of silver bullet thinking.

Consider the story of Ericsson, told in the “Window on the Real World: Client Stories” section of Chapter 2. This global manufacturer of telecommunications equipment was designing two BPR projects in a high-tech development setting. “These were not clear-cut BPR projects. The road to success was not clearly mapped in advance. We were concerned about risks of cost overruns, delays and failure to achieve targeted benefits,” recalls director Luc Mayrand.

The Benefits Realization Approach, supported by Results Chain modeling, was used to gain a better understanding of the risks and success factors. The investigation produced some surprises. At first glance, both projects appeared to be dominated by IT and changes to the advanced technology production
environments. In fact, the Results Chain models pointed to the opposite conclusion: almost 80 percent of the initiatives turned out not to be IT-related.

In another case, SUNCORP-Metway, an Australian financial group, wanted to introduce an advanced knowledge-based system offered by a third-party vendor that would enable the company’s claims agents to quickly capture and reuse information on claims settlements. “Aside from system implementation, two key issues that arose were how to ensure ROI was properly measured and how knowledge workers were persuaded to buy into the new technology,” recalls Neil Singleton, general manager, Compulsory Third Party, SUNCORP-Metway. “About a third of the agents were comfortable with the technology. Another third needed some training. Another third were uncertain, with some expressing the opinion that ‘a machine can’t do the job as well as I can.’ ”

In the end, the solution took the form of a blended investment program of IT, communications, coaching and change management initiatives. “Most of the actual initiatives fell outside the IT area,” Singleton says. “It was pretty much all around change management for people on the front line who would be interfacing with the new technology.”

The full story appears in the “Window on the Real World: Client Stories” section near the end of this chapter.

**How to Assess Program Value: Multiple Dimensions**

The new BTOPP picture of programs can help managers develop a broader view of program value. This is becoming a business imperative as we move beyond automation applications to information and transformation applications — applications on which we are increasingly betting our businesses. Return on investment simply doesn’t cut it as the only measure of value. As described in Chapter 2, a blended investment program can contribute many more benefits than pure financial returns — for example, the opportunity to bring about a new strategic capability.

An effective way of understanding value is to treat the prospective value of a program as being reflected in responses to the four “ares” questions introduced in Chapter 2:

1. Are we doing the right things? Are we clear what benefits we are seeking? Are the end benefits in line with our organization’s goals and priorities? Will they remain so over the life of the program?
2. Are we doing them the right way? Will the program comply with all necessary technical and quality standards? Will it reinforce the general direction of other work in the area? Do all elements of the investment (business, technology, organization, process and people) blend well together?
3. Are we getting them done well? Have we identified all the work and have all players accepted the responsibility for their part in this work? Are there sound delivery plans and well-designed projects in the program? Is the project work achievable with the planned resources? Will there be adequate quality assurance? Can all the “soft” organization, people and process initiatives be completed in time to take full advantage of technological changes?
4. Are we getting the benefits? Do the prospective benefits justify the costs? How certain are we about the estimates of benefits? Is there broad acceptance for the program? Is there a solid business sponsor, ready, willing and able to deliver the benefits? How much could the estimates be affected by factors outside the organization’s control?

The four “ares” provides a rich framework for looking at value. To be useful in program management, however, we have to translate the concepts into terms that are practical, easy to apply and allow some degree of consistency in measurement.
Translating the Four “Ares” into Measurements

From practical experience, once the four “ares” are answered at a high level, you will need to normalize the answers so that they can be compared across programs. We have found three measurement dimensions useful in achieving this normalization. They are: alignment, financial worth and risk.

Alignment. Alignment is a measure of the degree to which the program supports the business goals and strategic intents of the organization. Alignment looks to measurements beyond financial worth. It aims to capture these other contributors to your organization’s success, such as those suggested by Kaplan and Norton’s Balanced Scorecard.

Financial Worth. Financial worth is a measure of the worth of the program in purely financial terms. This could well include newer financial measures such as economic value added (EVA®).

Risk. Risk is measured in terms of the fact that the program may not ultimately deliver all of the potential value, taking into account all of the contributing elements involved in the program’s Results Chain.

We will return to the specifics of measuring value dimensions in the next chapter when dealing with the issue of how programs are selected and built into investment portfolios.

Designing and Managing Programs: Getting from Here to There

Understanding the concept of a program — how it is different from traditional projects and what it brings to them — is the first major step to embarking on the route to effective, proactive benefits management. The next step is to embrace a new view of value. Then comes the hardest part: bringing about change in long-standing management practices. As always, the biggest challenge — or at least the most time-consuming one — is getting from here to there.

The Results Chain technique plays a crucial role in the change process. It helps to design and continuously manage programs. It assists in identifying all that has to be done to deliver benefits, articulating the linkages between elements of the required program, and exploring the different program options available, both initially and as the work progresses.

What follows is a series of eight practical steps organizations can take to design and deliver a major blended investment program. This is not intended as a magic formula but a model that you can adapt and customize to suit your needs. You may choose to skip some steps or follow them in a different order. Indeed, some steps, if not all, are most efficiently done in parallel. Each step will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.

1. Define Benefits and Articulate Linkages. To increase your chances of achieving benefits, the first step is to clearly define what you are after, in meaningful, measurable terms. This is often overlooked in traditional projects which have many potential benefits. Once you have defined them, you then need to articulate the key linkages — the paths leading from the program investments to the end results. A clear view of benefits and linkages forms the broad outline of the big picture.

2. Define Program Scope. You fill in the big picture by defining the scope of work to include all projects (and any other activities) that will generate the desired benefits. By including projects from all areas of the BTOPP business system, you will naturally define a full-bodied program not just a traditional project.

3. Design Program: Map the Benefits Realization Process. Using the insights and information assembled in Steps 1 and 2, you map a number of potential benefits paths specific to the program in question, using the Results Chain technique. Linkages, reach, people and time issues are tackled head-on as each path is mapped. The end product is a practical working model of the benefits realization process for a specific program.
4. Design Program: Select the Best Benefits Realization Path. You assess which benefits path you prefer to follow. You will need to make clear choices and may face tough strategic trade-offs.

5. Define Accountabilities. A core issue that must be settled is activist accountability for business results—a new concept for many organizations. This means that senior business sponsors must take ownership of the program and accept clear accountability for delivering benefits. Accountabilities become a management tool for successful benefits delivery, not a way to point the finger for failures.

6. Address the People Factor. Most benefits come from change. Change involves people and calls for their active commitment. But many prefer to avoid it. You won’t get the benefits you are seeking unless focused change management is a part of your action plan.

7. Recognize the Time Factor. The simplistic assumption of immediate benefits delivery inherent in one-off business cases hides the need to look at a time-based profile of benefit streams. The benefits realization maps and paths will help people understand that profile and build it into the program.

8. Prepare for Risk and Uncertainty. There are factors under your control and others that are not. You need to recognize and monitor the factors you do not (or only partially) control. Benefits management can actually capitalize on the risk and change which occur in a dynamic business environment.

The relationship of each of these steps to the linkage, reach, people and time dimensions is shown in Table 3-1.

These steps are central to designing and delivering a major blended investment program. Let us now review each of these steps in more detail.

1. Define Benefits and Articulate Linkages

“It’s easy to define the benefits we seek from this project. We are results-driven around here.” We hear this statement often when discussing the benefits realization process with managers. Now, ask yourself whether it is really true when it comes to your IT investments. In other words, is your organization an exception? Do you truly articulate the benefits you are after and how what you are doing, or planning to do, will contribute to them?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3-1</th>
<th>Relationship Between Steps Toward Blended Investment Programs and the Dimensions of Linkage, Reach, People and Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Define Benefits and Articulate Linkages</td>
<td>Linkage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Define Program Scope</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Design Program: Map the Benefits Realization Process</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Design Program: Select the Best Benefits Realization Path</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Define Accountabilities</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Address the People Factor</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Recognize the Time Factor</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Prepare for Risk and Uncertainty</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Let's reconsider the example of enterprise application packages. They are often purchased based on one-off business cases that focus on such features as “integrated information” or “increased flexibility.” But are these features true business benefits? The answer is no. Integrated information is, at best, a vague description of a new organizational capability delivered by the software package. As in the earlier case of a customer information file, it will be of no value unless other actions are taken to address problems or opportunities. Similarly, increased flexibility is an intermediate outcome with potential for transformation into a benefit. It is not the benefit itself.

When it comes to defining the benefits flowing from new capabilities and outcomes, there are a wide range of steps that can be taken to produce results with the new data-sharing capabilities. One possibility is to reduce head office staffing levels. Another is to reduce inventory levels as information on them is integrated across several locations. These are only two examples. There are many choices but not all are compatible.

Faced with the challenge of defining benefits, the first step is easy. Just ask (and keep asking): “So What?” This often forces the discussion to focus on the real business reason for the program. Relating back to the Results Chain model, it moves the discussion past intermediate outcomes toward end benefits, meaning the positive change in the key performance indicators associated with the organization. Benefits are therefore often more than just dollars and indeed will relate to other directional goals of an organization, as represented by such frameworks as Kaplan and Norton’s Balanced Scorecard.

2. Define Program Scope

“We have been pouring money down a high-tech drain!” Many business executives have said this under their breath for years. Now, we are admitting that few IT projects deliver benefits, but before you jump to conclusions, let’s expand the statement and the thought. Few IT projects deliver benefits in isolation, but they can do so as part of a blended investment program. In this regard, there are different types of projects with varying degrees of linkage to other elements of the BTOPP business system. In other words, some IT investments blend with the business more than others. Here is the progression:

- Self-contained technical projects can reduce the costs of IT performance. Installing a cheaper technology that runs exactly the same software as before, or getting a better lease arrangement on some hardware, are examples. In these few instances, benefits are virtually automatic, with few, if any, impacts on OPP elements of the business system. These projects are similar to old stand-alone automation projects.

- IT management projects such as outsourcing and the adoption of new technical/engineering standards may produce short-term benefits. Over time, they will produce new technical capabilities which can be used to benefit the business side with new applications and information. Realization of these benefits will have direct or indirect impacts on OPP elements and require linkages to be understood and managed.

- Most information system projects are ordered by business units to change organizational capabilities by transforming the way that a particular function can be done or by adding new capabilities. These capabilities, however, are only of potential value. They can be used, abused or simply left to rot. They will likely have an impact on many OPP elements. There will be complex linkages to be understood. The potential value of these projects will only be realized when they, and their complex linkages to other technology and OPP projects, are managed as part of blended business investment programs.

In a true blended investment program, the capabilities have to be exercised in a particular way, aligned with an overall business strategy. In almost all cases, this will involve making some business changes in the way people work, in business processes, in the organization and in the reward scheme. All of this has to happen before benefits flow.

We use the BTOPP model to paint the big picture of major changes that may be necessary. As we identify the change initiatives, the linkage and reach issues will be fleshed out. This step helps to root out
the potentially wide range of changes that need to happen to realize benefits, and which must be managed within the program. Once we have defined the scope, we are in a position to model and design the program and its initiatives.

When it comes to improving the chances of success, it is far more effective to design the OPP projects into the investment program up front than bolting them on after the project is complete but not delivering benefits. How many IT projects end up looking very little like the original because of all the post-delivery “extras”?

### 3. Design Program: Map Benefits Realization Process

The benefits are now defined, the strategy and benefits linkages are articulated and the program outline is in hand. The next step is to flesh out and anchor the potential program with a model of the benefits realization process, prepared with the Results Chain technique and with a benefits management strategy. The model provides a map to help you see where you are going.

Let’s take the case of an insurance company that wants to put in a customer information system. Its target benefits are cutting the workload generated by customer queries, and reducing the costs of this function by reducing staff. The system provides the capability of quickly accessing all relevant customer data when answering a call, but this alone is not enough to deliver the savings.

Certain other initiatives must be taken to use the capability to increase the number of customers processed per hour. For example, staff would need to be trained to use the system to access information quickly. The reward mechanisms would have to be modified to encourage shorter “customer moments.” If the higher throughput causes problems in downstream processes, these will require streamlining. Using the Results Chain notation, the contributions can be represented as in Figure 3-2.

![FIGURE 3-2 Delivering the Capability](image)

Just increasing the throughput rate may decrease unit costs, but it does not decrease staff costs. To achieve this benefit, initiatives must be taken to produce another outcome: staff reductions. To do this, in turn, the workload has to be reassigned (perhaps the rules for customer assignment might need to change). There might also be union negotiations and severance packages to consider. In short, more OPP projects need to be designed into the program (see Figure 3-3).
What we end up with is a Results Chain running from the original initiatives, through one or more intermediate outcomes (e.g., the increased customer processing rate), to the benefit realized by the final outcome (in this case, decreased operating costs). Some of the other initiatives may be IT projects (such as the streamlining of downstream customer processing systems), but most of them are business initiatives, such as revising the reward scheme and negotiating severance agreements.

Indeed, in the case of enterprise application packages, our experience suggests that of the work involved in delivering benefits, 80 to 95 percent lies in the areas of organization, processes and people — on the business side. Like an iceberg, the real work lies out of sight, with only the IT group’s work visible. No wonder we have had difficulty in delivering benefits. We have been trying to pilot a ship to its destination by locking ourselves in the engine room and just making sure the turbines are working well.

Once we have developed the Results Chain model, we come face to face with the issues of the reach dimension in designing the program. What areas will be impacted by the program? Where do we need buy-in? Are these people within the orbit of control of the person accountable for delivering benefits? Reach and people afford an organizational perspective, while linkage provides a conceptual view of the benefits realization process.

4. Design Program: Select the Best Benefits Realization Path

A primary contribution of the Results Chain model is to define your business options more clearly. With a high-level map of the benefits realization process, you can articulate choices — usually many more than you thought possible. The benefits paths appearing on the map are not “hardwired.” They can be adjusted in response to changing conditions, and you can also choose to switch paths altogether. Understanding your options, and being able to revise or switch options dynamically, is one step towards improving your chances of success.

In the old project world, it was assumed that the benefits were fixed when you committed money to the project. In the program universe, we can see at least two quite distinct routes for exploiting the new informational capabilities offered by the customer information system example. One, as originally intended, is to cut the costs of processing customer queries by increasing throughput per service rep and reducing staff levels. Another option would be to use the capability of increased access to customer information at the time of a call to create customer intimacy, and use it to increase sales. Using the extra information, service reps would be able to understand better the customer’s needs, establish credibility in
the customers’ eyes and suggest new products to meet their needs. Under the old scenario these possibilities would have never been raised.

It’s the same project. The informational capabilities are the same, but the organizational, process redesign and people (OPP) projects are quite different. So are the linkage, reach, people and time issues, and, not surprisingly, the benefits are too. This is because the two blended investment programs are quite different even though the IT element is the same in both cases. The former, reducing customer moments to brief time windows, is mapped in the Results Chain shown in Figure 3-3. The latter (see Figure 3-4) involves giving the service reps some sales training and teaching them to lengthen customer moments to probe for sales leads. Training needs to focus not only on techniques of getting the information fast but rather on methods of using the CIS to pull it together and build a profile of the customer’s needs. The reward scheme would have to award pay on the basis of yield per call rather than volume of calls handled.

Even though the CIS technology is virtually identical, we see two distinct sets of business results, each with its own distinct benefits path. The two programs are mutually exclusive alternatives, or at least could not be implemented together with the same group of service staff in the same period of time. To begin with, you couldn’t have an effective reward scheme that promoted both speed and increased yield per call at the same time. Similarly, the initiative to reduce staffing levels runs counter to the desire to turn the service function into an important revenue generator.

The job of the managers, who are accountable for delivering the benefits, is to identify the different benefits paths and to make the difficult choice of picking the best one for the organization. They can also make dynamic changes to the benefits paths as project work proceeds, learning occurs and conditions in the market place change. In the case of the insurance company, the initial aim of the CIS project was to reduce costs and service staff headcounts. However, some inventive service people showed them that the new technology actually generated a higher potential return when it was applied to increase yield via better
telephone service and cross-selling. As a result, managers changed the scope and nature of the blended investment program.

How do you choose the best paths? By focusing on relative value assessment as described earlier. We will return to the issue of selection based on relative value in Chapter 4, when dealing with methods of selecting the optimal portfolio of investment programs.

5. Define Accountabilities

With a benefits realization path selected, you are a step ahead, but the program still exists on paper (or in computer memories) only. You now need to ask the organizational questions. Who will make it happen? Who will be accountable for delivering the benefits?

Technology appears at the tip of many program icebergs. The business initiatives — including the organization, process and people projects — are hidden beneath the waves. So it appears natural to hold the IT group accountable for the results. After all, they do most of the project work and spend most of the dollars. This is the simplistic answer to the tough and critically important issue of accountability for business results. Getting rid of the traditional viewpoint is vital to increasing the odds of success.

A new approach to accountability thus lies at the heart of any effective program. In fact, the very concept of a blended investment program based on the principles of benefits management necessarily changes the accountability picture. The key step is to distinguish accountability for individual projects from accountability for business results. The latter implies general business management ownership of the entire process of getting done all the work that is necessary and sufficient to realize the benefits.

Role of the IT group. The IT group must be held accountable, clearly and unambiguously, for IT projects. This means responsibility for the delivery of technologies as specified, on time and on budget. It also means delivery of the agreed informational and organizational capabilities flowing directly from completion of the technology project. Beyond this core responsibility, IT experts often provide leadership along with others in the organization in helping people understand desired business outcomes, and what it will take to achieve them. This should not imply, however, that they are accountable for delivery of targeted benefits and end results. In the new program universe, CIOs will have to leave behind some familiar roles—like chief magician of information technology, and honorable head scapegoat!

Role of the Business Sponsor. For each program, a business sponsor is needed who must be unambiguously accountable for targeted benefits, and thus for the overall program. Remember the space program: only the director of NASA could be held responsible for a successful space mission. Individual project managers could have meaningful accountability for their particular pieces, never for the whole.

This means that business sponsors must join CIOs in leaving behind some outdated roles. One is that of executive patron, the person who gets the money and waves the project through the tollbooth. Another is that of senior cheerleader, who waves magic pompons internally as the IT team performs more miracles. At the other extreme, business sponsors cannot become ardent buyers and proponents of a specific technology solution, such as enterprise application packages, client-server environments or intranets. Real accountability for results has been far from the minds of executives playing these traditional sponsorship roles, roles more closely associated with stand-alone projects.

The role of a true business sponsor is to lead proactive benefits management initiatives. He or she signs a contract with the organization along these lines: “If you grant me the resources to make this investment, I will deliver the proposed benefits, at minimum, and any more that I can find on the way.” The business sponsor is truly the owner of the program — of the end benefits, of all the activities necessary to realize the benefits, as modeled by the Results Chain, and of the associated costs. As owner, the sponsor needs to ensure delivery of all the project deliverables and intermediate outcomes, including new organizational capabilities, within predefined times and budgets. The accountability for each of the intermediate outcomes needs to be assigned to clearly identified outcome owners. For their part, project leaders are responsible for delivering their pieces reliably.
Accountability for results is the hard core of program management. It is such an important issue in making benefits realization work that we devote a whole chapter to the topic later in the book (Chapter 6). For now, we will leave you with the thought that the business sponsor is the owner of a small professional-style business that will only turn a profit if it delivers on the benefits contract it signed with the organization.

6. Address the People Factor

People are everywhere in the new program universe you are entering. Few benefits arise automatically from IT investments — they come from making changes to the business. The only way these changes will come to pass, and produce the effects that you are seeking, is if the people involved adopt these changes and, in many cases, actively make them happen. The challenge is changing the way they think, manage and act. Without an effective transition, all the good plans and benefits management activities in the world will not result in sustained benefits.

Getting people to make transitions is not easy. It takes time and effort, and the effects of that effort can get diffused through lack of focus. Yet, this is so critical to benefits delivery that we devote a whole chapter later in the book to the proactive management of change (Chapter 8).

7. Recognize the Time Factor

The traditional one-off business cases include forecasts of end benefits only for the sake of justifying project work. They also assume — in a drastic oversimplification of reality — that benefits can be switched on (like a tap or pipeline) once the project has been completed. Since benefits are assumed to be “automatic”, there is little need to track them. They are either there or not there when the technology is plugged in.

Of course, we know that the new technologies of today cannot just be plugged in and left to run by themselves. Nor are they commissioned on a certain launch date like data centers, dams, aircraft carriers and new factories. Work units begin to use their technologies and get better as time goes on. Naturally, the benefits also flow in over time. It is what we refer to as a benefits stream. That stream does not always flow at a constant rate and, consequently, it needs to be measured and tracked systematically, just like a seasonal river flow.

Under the old, naive assumptions, benefits are deemed to start immediately after implementation and to flow at a constant rate. But this ignores the reality of “plugging IT into the business system.” This means changing the way business is conducted. Adapting to a new work environment and tool kit takes time. Training takes time. And the effects of a new rewards system take time to percolate into an established, consistent pattern of performance.

Some people learn more slowly than others which leads to the learning lags mentioned in Chapter 1. As individuals and work groups learn new ways of doing things, and more importantly, unlearn old ways of doing things, their performance often dips. Looking at any one outcome in a Results Chain (for example, the increase in customer moments per person hour in the case of the insurance company’s CIS), one might see a benefits profile somewhat like that illustrated in Figure 3-5.

It may be easy to predict when a certain organizational capability, such as easier access to customer data will be delivered, but it is much harder to forecast when it will combine with others — and the related intermediate outcomes — to produce the end results shown on a Results Chain. Information systems are delivered in one go, with immediate impacts and intermediate outcomes. Benefits can often take months or years to fully materialize, as in, for example, an enterprise-wide implementation of a major package solution.
Clearly, benefits do not “switch on” at a point in time. We must incorporate a time-based profile of benefits into our benefits realization model (map) and use that profile to design the appropriate performance measures. All essential outcomes and contributions need to be tracked in order to manage benefits delivery.

Effective benefits realization requires forecasting and delivering the flow of benefits associated with the delivery of key organizational capabilities and the associated intermediate outcomes over time. The end-results forecast is used to judge how good a program proposal is while it is being designed. However, the real tools for continuing benefits management are the time-based profiles of expected intermediate outcomes. These intermediate levels are sometimes referred to as benefit plateaus, as illustrated in Figure 3-6.
The plateaus will likely correlate to intermediate outcomes. They may also be a combination of a number of intermediate outcomes and partial realization of the final outcome. Plateaus move us away from the all-or-nothing thinking about benefits, and enable us to show how benefits will be realized over time — incrementally, in a measurable way.

**Benefits Attribution.** Lag time is one reason why we don’t want to focus solely on the end benefit as the item that we measure to manage benefits realization. Another significant reason is the problem of benefits attribution. Consider the classic road death syndrome. Suppose we make some changes to driver education in a particular geographic area, with the desired end benefit of fewer traffic fatalities. If the fatality count goes down, was the program a success?

Answering that question can be as challenging as any in cost accounting or operations management. High-level benefits — such as the number of road deaths, revenue growth, market share — are influenced by a plethora of factors. The program in question is only one. We can’t always measure the contribution of each factor directly. But we can use the Results Chain map as a working model for identifying the contributions of key initiatives, organizational capabilities and intermediate outcomes. We can measure the achievement of these outcomes and use the model to identify the contributions they make to end results. This perennial measurement challenge is covered in much greater detail in Chapter 7.

8. Prepare for Risk and Uncertainty

If only we could predict the future, we could better define benefits, articulate key linkages, design blended investment programs, assign accountabilities and just get on with the job of project delivery. We automatically would do a good-to-excellent job of benefits realization.

Unfortunately, life isn’t that simple. As we said in Chapter 1, the future changes every day. The Knowledge Economy and the stormy IT environment of today resemble the stock and bond markets. The unexpected often happens. What’s the impact of the unexpected on the bigger picture of benefits realization?

In traditional stand-alone project management, there is a touching faith that benefits will appear, as just reward for a job done well done in project delivery. Will you get benefits this way in the uncertain world that we face? The answer is maybe or maybe not. A few immediate benefits will come from delivery of a new technology or organizational capability, but these are minor compared to the kinds of benefits a complete program can deliver over time. The real prizes lie in the benefits that become possible from a more active Benefits Realization Approach, including adaptations to changes in the environment as the work proceeds.

Traditional approaches go for the low return of easy prizes and trust to the gods for the rest. They give you the same chances of winning, of realizing benefits, as a gambler in a casino with no knowledge of the odds. In today’s world, where the bets are getting much bigger and the stakes much higher, this is not good enough. The time has come to take a more active approach.

**Understanding What You Can and Can’t Control.** It is possible to manage risk and uncertainty and, in fact, to find opportunities in a volatile environment. This starts with a clear understanding of what you can and can’t control. There are three main categories: delivery of capabilities, outcomes and assumptions.

Delivery of capabilities is the easy part. Delivery of capabilities is entirely under your control. The good news is that there is a well-established body of knowledge for managing projects to deliver capabilities. The bad news is that this body of knowledge is not universally applied.

Outcomes are more difficult. You can’t control them directly. For example, you can’t guarantee that your people will deal with customers faster. You can, however, influence the outcome through initiatives. Active benefits management thus involves picking the right initiatives, tracking the outcomes against forecasts and taking corrective action if the influence doesn’t deliver as planned.
We make assumptions about environmental conditions (regulation, market trends, economy) and internal organizational conditions (culture, motivation level) necessary for realization of benefits. We do not control, or only partially control, these conditions. For example, we can do nothing about the general rate of inflation or the relative value that customers place on different characteristics of our products. Yet, they can have a huge impact on the success of our initiatives and programs, and on decisions about when and whether to undertake work. As we move down benefits paths, we need to track changing conditions closely and assess the impact of any changes on our assumptions. Based on this assessment, we can continue on our present path, alter the path or — in the worst case — cancel a program rather than throwing good money after bad.

Assumptions must also be incorporated into the Results Chain model to provide a complete picture of the benefits paths, and their exposure to risk. For example, in the case of the insurance company’s CIS, we could add an assumption on the increased yield path around the potential for sales of new products to existing customers over the phone. We can’t “make it so,” but we can test the assumption and look at the impact of the assumption proving false on the Results Chain model for the predicted benefits (see Figure 3-7).

Managing Risk to Increase Value. With a clearer view of what we can and can’t control, we can better gauge and manage the impacts of future variability on benefits realization plans.

In the midst of the CIS training program, for example, the regulatory environment could change. Large banks might be allowed into the insurance market with their relatively low-cost, large-scale distribution systems. In response, the company might switch from a low-cost to an upscale, niche strategy. The training program might be switched to a service/sales orientation in midstream. In short, another benefits realization path might be chosen. This is just one example of how the relative attractiveness of different paths may change over time as circumstances change. What seemed sensible at the outset may prove to deliver little, and what appeared unlikely initially may prove to be quite realizable. It is important to assess the value of different paths dynamically and make changes in real time.

FIGURE 3-7
Assessing the Impact of an Assumption
So far we’ve only addressed changes in the paths that had already been identified. These days systems are getting so complex, and so intertwined with the way business is conducted, that you can’t be expected to think of all possibilities at the outset. It is quite common for additional benefits, that you had never anticipated, to emerge. The goal here is to identify these benefits, which perhaps are uncovered by a pioneering soul trying something different and tripping over a vein of benefits gold.

As the new capabilities are institutionalized by the organization, and as you acquire a higher level of understanding of the potential of a holistic business system, new emergent benefits may become possibilities, although they were never targeted initially. Again, to maximize the return on the investment, you must recognize and manage the delivery of these extra benefits across the organization.

**Window on the Real World: Client Stories**

Blended investment programs have been designed with Results Chain models to meet a variety of business transformation and information management challenges. In the client stories that follow, the challenges included: selection of the right technologies to support business process redesign; convincing professional knowledge workers to accept and use new desktop technologies; stopping “scope creep” that threatened to bog down an Intranet project; and improving the responsiveness of a large IT group to business needs.

While the starting points varied, there was concern in all these organizations about the issue of the linkage between the introduction of new technologies in the workplace, the redesign of business processes and improvements in business performance. There was a feeling that large IT projects were too complex to stand alone and that they would have to be embedded in some type of broader change program. The common core of issues also included:

- High stakes projects focused attention on the risk of failure.
- Many work units were involved but did not understand clearly where they fit in.
- Traditional business cases, cost/benefit analysis and project management methods did not appear adequate to deal with these issues.

As in the client stories told in Chapter 2, the path to success was not clear, creating demand for new game plans, road maps and models.

**Benefits Realization Process**

While the exact approach differed from case to case, all the clients whose stories appear here built a Results Chain model of the initial project and possible related projects. The modeling process focused on:

- The linkage of multiple initiatives with each other and ultimate outcomes
- The scope of IT projects and related Organization, Process and People initiatives.

   As in all Results Chain modeling initiatives, the extensive discussion and validation of the model were as important as the model itself.

**Results**

While the specific results varied, there was a clear pattern of benefits that emerged in all cases as decision-making processes moved from being project driven to being benefits driven.

- Blended business investment programs were designed to include all BTOPP projects and initiatives.
- Programs could be managed to ensure better definition, sequencing, prioritization and timing of individual projects.
People were brought on board with complex change and process programs, significantly reducing the risks of derailed projects.

Project management and decision-making processes were improved.

In the process, the Results Chain model became a visible and ongoing communications tool, with one organization using a colored chain to show all units where they fit in a multiyear BPR program. A solid consensus was built among many stakeholders around the program.

Royale Belge

Royale Belge applied the Results Chain to capture all ideas in the cross-functional work group and link technology, BPR and other change projects in a unified re-engineering program.

Royale Belge of Brussels, Belgium, is the second largest insurance company in that country and offers all lines of insurance. Royale Belge wanted to reinforce its leading position in the insurance industry by reinventing standard industry practices and customer service standards. In a bold move, a group of change champions targeted a process lying at the core of the insurance business: claims processing. Their goal was to reduce the time it takes to process insurance claims from weeks to days (or less) while improving responsiveness to customers. They did not view these two objectives as contradictory as they believed that improvements in the quality of service would lead to a reduction in operating costs. In the end, they wanted Royale Belge to engineer a radical break with the past of the insurance industry.

A strategic decision was made to give soft benefits priority over costs in this BPR program, says Eric Huet, director of organizational development and a prominent change agent. “We felt those kinds of benefits were more important to our customers. In this industry, customer loyalty is a major influencer in getting new business. Price comes in only second.”

From the outset, Royale Belge had searched both for new technologies and new process designs that could transform claims processing. It was a blended investment program in the making. The issues were to clarify objectives in precise operational terms and to design the program properly. Limiting the risk of failure or delay was a priority given the resources the company was prepared to commit. The Results Chain technique proved to be invaluable in addressing these concerns.

After surveying new technologies, digital imaging and workflow were identified as the tools that would allow customer service staff to scan, store and retrieve images much faster from client files. When converted from hard copy to digital form, such items as photos of car accidents and home damages could be viewed instantly on workstation screens. Previous claims and forms would become instantly accessible, eliminating time-consuming searches. Speed would increase — the soft benefit originally sought. In addition, paper-driven costs such as shipping, handling and staff time would decrease, creating a measurable bottom-line benefit.

Royale Belge applied the Results Chain to capture all ideas in the cross-functional work group and link technology, BPR and other change projects in a unified re-engineering program. It also helped to sequence project implementation, create scenarios mapping alternate paths to achieve targeted benefits, and build consensus and commitment from all stakeholders as the program advanced.

The Benefits Realization Approach gave management at Royale Belge a new way of thinking and a new method for designing blended investment programs. It provided a clear big picture of the redesigned claims management process, aligned with the company’s long-term vision of industry segment leadership. By reinventing the way it processes claims, the company has created a stream of benefits that it will continue to harvest over time.
SUNCORP-Metway

The Benefits Realization Approach was used to help diagnose the problem and propose a remedy which took the form of a blended investment program of IT, communications, coaching and change management initiatives. “Most of the initiatives fell outside the IT area. It was pretty much all around change management for people on the front line.”

In the property and casualty insurance business, the process of settling claims lies at the heart of customer service, cost management, credibility and a reputation for fair business practices. The larger the company, the bigger the challenge of ensuring consistency and equity in the settlements awarded to clients. SUNCORP-Metway, an Australian financial group with more than $8 billion in assets, faced just this challenge in handling claims arising from car accidents. The company’s Compulsory Third Party division wanted to reduce opportunities for disparities to arise in settlement amounts for similar accidents, injuries and damages.

According to Neil Singleton, general manager of Compulsory Third Party at SUNCORP-Metway, the plan was to implement an advanced knowledge-based system, offered by a third-party vendor, that would allow company claims agents to quickly gather and reuse information on claim settlements. The system would walk the agents through standard questions about medical history, medical diagnosis, the accident and other issues. It would then use a repository of data on past settlements in hundreds of similar cases to recommend a “settlement range.” The system was also designed to detect exaggerated and fraudulent claims.

“Aside from system implementation, two key issues that arose were how to ensure ROI was properly measured and how knowledge workers were persuaded to buy into the new technology,” Singleton says. “About a third of the agents were comfortable with the technology. Another third needed some training. Another third were uncertain, with some expressing the opinion that ‘a machine can’t do the job as well as I can.’”

The Benefits Realization Approach was used to help diagnose the problem and propose a remedy which took the form of a blended investment program of IT, communications, coaching and change management initiatives. “Most of the actual initiatives fell outside the IT area,” Singleton says. “It was pretty much all around change management for people on the front line who would be interfacing with the new technology.”

The Benefits Realization Approach and the Results Chain technique helped SUNCORP-Metway gain a clearer understanding of the risks and develop risk mitigation strategies, highlight all the initiatives needed to achieve the benefits, indicate whether the organization’s current thinking was appropriate and on track and develop a positive cross-functional group dynamic which allowed everybody to see where they fit in the overall process and why they were being asked to do what they had to do.

“Organizations often believe that business benefits will materialize automatically when they buy knowledge-based systems,” Singleton says. “They forget all of the things that need to be put in place to realize these benefits. Even if our financial calculations indicated a good one-year ROI, we needed a road map identifying the risk areas and assigning ownership of the things that had to be done. Our clients can win or lose large sums of money based on insurance settlements. We had to do this right the first time.”

The Benefits Realization Approach has had the desired results. There is greater consistency in settlements, and the company has successfully implemented a measurement system that will track settlement performance over time.
The Results Chain provided a powerful vehicle for communicating the new vision of the IT unit’s processes to all group employees.

The service levels delivered by IT groups to business users are a perennial issue. This is especially true in a large financial institution like Bank of America, the third largest bank in the United States and fifteenth in the world. The bank has one of the most extensive installed IT bases in the world and more applications than you can click a mouse at. Bank of America's Systems Engineering (BASE) services group had a critical but largely invisible role in a complex supply chain leading from behind-the-scenes technical work on software and information systems all the way to front-line action at ATMs and branch computer terminals. BASE was dedicated to clearly defining its role and working to continuously improve its performance, both technically and in terms of the value it delivered to the business.

After participating in a technical benchmarking study that revealed it to be a leader, BASE decided to radically re-engineer the three core processes that impacted service quality standards: responding to end-user requests for changes to current information systems, solving problems that disrupt service and managing overall systems engineering service levels. BASE realized that, while these three processes had historically been managed separately, they were highly interconnected. There would be significant gains in efficiency, productivity and user satisfaction if they could be successfully integrated.

For BASE, this amounted to a major process redesign program. But the re-engineering team recognized that it was much more than a technology problem. There were many stakeholders — other IT units and banking groups — that were impacted by these core service levels and that would have to contribute actively to process redesign initiatives. “We knew change would involve redesigning business processes, IT environments and organizational forms in many areas. We saw major risks such as resistance to change, cost overruns, delays and failure to achieve targeted benefits. We needed a road map,” recalls Edward Hawthorne, senior vice president and BASE’s general manager.

The group used the Benefits Realization Approach and the Results Chain technique to prepare a map to help managers visualize how the three processes could be integrated in a single work flow and to define the benefits of this change in terms of cost savings, productivity and user satisfaction. Quick hits were identified that were aligned with BASE’s fundamental objectives. The map also helped to determine how other departments fit into the integration program, how initiatives would be sequenced and how progress would be measured.

The Results Chain also provided a powerful vehicle for communicating the new vision of BASE processes to all group employees. “We developed a colored Results Chain where everyone could see where they fit and how they contributed to the overall game plan. We updated the Chain every quarter to let people know how they were progressing,” said Kathy Stout, system director. “Every manager in this program has a framed Results Chain in his or her office, which allows us to maintain strong commitment over several years.”

Benefits realization has become an integral part of program management practice, giving managers the tools to manage a new dimension — benefits — in addition to the traditional tasking and scheduling of project management. This has influenced numerous decisions, and has helped to set expectations, leading BASE to extend the time frame for implementation of its program from two to three years to a more realistic three to five years.
SaskTel

The review prompted the intranet team to transform the project into a longer term program to change the channels for business information sharing.

A perfect example of the “field of dreams” mind-set is the recent wave of Internet cyber-construction, particularly of Web sites and intranet facilities. Many of these electronic publishing plants were built quickly, before it was clear what information would be published and the audiences who would use it.

SaskTel, a government-owned telecommunications carrier in the Canadian province of Saskatchewan, with 4000 employees and assets valued at more than $1.3 billion, took steps to bring its intranet program under business control early in the game. The initiative first saw the light of day as a typical IT project. A simple decision was made to build the facility, based on the understanding that people wanted to get rid of paper memos, policy manuals and binders and that the payback would take just a few months.

It did not take long for scope creep to set in. One reason was the volume and variety of information that could be published electronically in an organization that delivered more than 200 products every day and introduced new products on a regular basis. Front-line people needed quick access to everything from product information to competitive information, policies, procedures, news releases, organizational changes and job postings. Another cause was the variety of stakeholders in a workforce dispersed in more than 60 locations. It was also clear that the new technology would bring new ways of working and dealing with information. Roles, responsibilities and information ownership would have to be redefined along with the technology infrastructure.

While the business impacts were significant, attention had been focused largely on the IT project. SaskTel saw the potential problems early in the process and decided to rethink its approach using a Results Chain model for guidance. The review prompted the intranet team to transform the project into a longer-term program to change the channels for business information sharing. SaskTel’s manager of corporate affairs, Dave Traynor, says the model provided an overview of the entire process of creating information and delivering it to employees. “It is not because you put information on a server that you will get results. You need a wider view, a comprehensive road map, to get these results. And there is a lot happening aside from technology that needs to be considered.”

Kelly McCurry, director of SaskTel corporate affairs, says that the modeling exercise helped the company rethink how front-line employees are evaluated. Instead of assessing customer service representatives on the number of calls they take per minute, SaskTel is thinking about implementing an evaluation system based on the number of problems solved per client.

The intranet team ended up with clearer goals, well-defined information owners, broader stakeholder support, better prioritization of multiple projects and a realistic critical path. As a result, the intranet is up and running, paper flows have been reduced and information is being delivered more quickly. At the end of the day, there are far fewer binders kicking around.

Summary

The traditional project focus takes too narrow a view of the world. To get a handle on benefits realization for even just one initiative, managers need to open up their field of vision to encompass the program universe. It is an emerging macrocosm that captures the realities of applying IT for purposes of advanced information management and business transformation. Table 3-2 highlights the paradigm shift required to move from the project world to the program universe.
There are three key components for successful navigation in the program universe: definition of program scope, assessment of program value and managing the full program life cycle.

The first is the broad definition of program scope that places technology in the context of the other four elements of the BTOPP business system: business strategy, organization, processes and people. Getting the right program scope is essential to the integration of IT and those critical OPP projects required to deliver benefits.

The second component is a well-rounded assessment of program value, based on answers to the four “ares” and measures of alignment, financial worth and risk. Getting the right assessment is essential to understanding all the benefits that blended investments can deliver over time, not just a one-time jump in ROI.

The third component is to follow the proper steps for designing and managing programs through the full program life cycle reaching from concept to cash. This cycle ends when the business sponsor of the program — whose central role has been highlighted in this chapter — turns the job of continuing responsibility for benefits realization over to an operating line manager.

In the old, predictable project world, it was easy for managers to know when the job was over. In the program universe, the rules have changed. A blended investment program is not over when its key projects are completed. The same goes for the job of business sponsors. Their benefits realization work reaches far beyond project delivery. It continues through the monitoring of outcome delivery and assumption testing and into the reconfiguration of benefits paths over time.

Does the job ever end? The point for the hand off of benefits realization from the business sponsor to operational managers is when the conditions needed for all selected benefits paths are met. From this point, benefits will still flow, but the responsibility for optimizing return is that of the operating manager. The sponsor has delivered.

In the real world, few managers have the luxury of dealing with only one program at a time. There are many programs underway at any given time and many potential programs vying for consideration. There are far more choices than there are resources available. Evaluating these current and potential programs presents a significant management challenge. We need to move beyond treating selection as a one-time event, making selections in isolation, and taking a narrow view of value we need to move to a portfolio approach. In Chapter 4, we discuss how the Benefits Realization Approach incorporates portfolio management to address this challenge.
The Manager’s Dilemma: Too Many Choices, Too Few Resources

When Nova Gas Transmission (NGT), one of North America’s largest natural gas pipeline companies, sat down in the fall of 1995 to review the budget for the next year, they faced a daunting challenge. There were requests for 168 capital projects, representing more than double the amount of work that NGT had historically ever been able to complete in a year. The grab bag of projects covered a wide range of possibilities. There were requests to upgrade or replace PCs to cope with the next generation of office software. Some money was needed to expand information technology capacity to support growth in the business and changing regulatory requirements. There were also demands to expand network infrastructure to accommodate the introduction of an enterprise application package (SAP) and other organization-wide initiatives.

The technology base had to evolve, as well, to position NGT for a future vision of its operation. On top of all this, there were many proposals for new systems, addressing different needs such as electronic commerce, better maintenance of the company’s pipelines and improved efficiencies in engineering work. The question was: “Which projects should we decide to do, and which to defer or drop?” The material available to justify the projects ranged in quality and depth, but there were very few that could be dismissed as not worth doing.

NGT struggled with the selection process, with many impassioned and prolonged arguments around the relative merits of projects. It wasn’t that this problem was brand new. Deciding which work to do had never been easy. Over the years, though, NGT had found that the demands had grown larger, along with the stakes, in terms of business impact. NGT’s experience is most definitely not unique. The evolution of the application of information technology has driven an increase in the number and complexity of potential applications. In addition to new applications, there is also a large installed base of legacy applications of technology that must be maintained and upgraded. The overload of choices competing for resources is growing. There will be more projects in the queue, an increasing amount of potentially beneficial work to do, and the business impact of much of it — the linkage, reach, people and time issues — is going to become greater. The problem of selecting the right work to do will become more difficult. For decision makers, it is a formidable challenge.

- More choice
- More complexity
- Greater business impacts
- More visibility
- Much more management and executive attention.
Three Fundamentals

The selection challenge of NGT and many other organizations is driven not only by too many choices, but by the scarcity of key resources relative to all that demand. In the world of advanced information management and business transformation initiatives, there are a number of constraints that limit the amount of good that can be done, and these constraints will not go away.

Budget

This is the simplest and easiest constraint to understand. While some organizations have deep pockets, they are not bottomless. Budgets are limited relative to the many program proposals in the queue and the many potential applications of IT.

Delivery Capabilities of the IT Group

The IT group can have bottlenecks. There may also be a scarcity of certain critical human resources, notably IT experts with knowledge of the business and gurus with mastery of leading-edge technologies. Even if outside resources are employed, management may not be able to handle all the challenges involved in delivery of multiple IT projects.

Delivery Capabilities of the Business

In executing programs, 80 to 95 percent of the actual work falls in the lap of the business. Even if the IT group can deliver new technologies and organizational capabilities, are there enough business resources to do all the other organizational, process redesign and people projects (BTOPP) required to realize the benefits? And can they do all this and keep the business running?

Capabilities of the Business To Absorb Change

Even if your people can do the OPP project work, can they handle the changes that program introduction will bring? Can they keep the business running while managing change? This is the area where many organizations hit the wall. They’ve been through downsizing, re-engineering, empowerment, and they can’t take much more. The best ideas in the world are of no use if the workforce can’t handle any more change.

Hardware may be cheap, software may be perceived to be easy to install, but scarce financial and human resources are required to fit that technology into the business system, and to ensure that it produces value. As a result of these problems, project selection in some organizations has turned into a free-for-all. Here again, we need a new approach.

The first step is to systematically group projects into blended investment programs using the process described in Chapter 3. This will ensure, at least, that all those projects appear in logical families, grouped according to the business results which they are aimed at achieving. Even after this is done, however, all the evidence cited above indicates that there will be more investment programs in the pipeline than available resources can handle. The resource constraints will continue to be severe in the areas of delivery capabilities and the capability to absorb change.

Program Selection Challenge

The reality is that today most organizations have a backlog of projects and potential programs that exceeds their capacity to get the work done. So, let’s just increase the budget, you may say, or, let’s just contract it all out. But this solution — standing alone — will prove short-lived. Spending more dollars on technology with an industrial-age mind-set will simply create more cases of the Information Paradox. We need to spend with an eye to the challenges of IT-enabled business transformation. Increased IT spending in the absence of new ways of managing will rarely improve business performance. The core problem here is that the projects already in the pipeline require changes to the business system that far exceed the organization’s ability to absorb.
Returning to the imagery of space programs, there is no point for an IT group to launch a lot of new projects when the entire organization is not able to successfully land those projects. When investing for results, the core goal is not launching, but landing. That’s the difference between just building a space capsule and completing the whole mission. This means that you have to make choices, and that problem is both real and ongoing. The trouble is that these choices are rarely obvious, much less so than even a decade ago. The options are not always easy. This all adds up to a major value assessment challenge for business.

If we accept, then, that program selection is an issue that won’t go away, and indeed will become more acute, can’t we just apply our existing selection methods to programs now, rather than projects? The answer lies in the lagging management mind-set described in Chapter 1.

**Lagging Management Mind-set**

Traditional selection tools were one-off business cases, designed to support, or in many cases justify, simple go/no go decisions about major projects. These tools are being overwhelmed by the challenge of too many choices chasing too few resources. In particular, they were never designed to optimize an organization’s mix of investment programs. As discussed in Chapter 2, measures of value such as ROI are simply too limited to permit consistent comparison of a large number of blended investment programs.

The net result is inconsistency — an uneven playing field. There is no context in which to make informed business decisions. In the case of Nova Gas Transmission before they adopted the Benefits Realization Approach, Tom Whitehead, manager of planning and practices, says that the selection process was like an annual sweepstakes. “Everybody would send their best man in with gloves on once a year to win some money. It would be a euphemism to say that it was somewhat heated. Not only was negotiation intense during the process, some decisions were being made based on issues such as equity and fairness, instead of the real issue: business objectives.”

**Three Selection Blind Spots**

In our experience, the old tools and processes have three blind spots. They are: treating selection as a one-time event; making selections in isolation; and not looking at all aspects of value.

**Treating Selection as a One-Time Event.** Traditional approaches are typified by selection being part of an annual budget event. The world in which organizations operate, however, doesn’t stand still. We have already seen how a changing environment creates the need to adjust benefits paths within investment programs. In addition, new ideas can arise at any time, often compelled by industry and technological changes. What is a right decision at one point may not be appropriate later. Reality says we need flexibility and the capability to respond to change.

**Making Selections in Isolation.** When we focus on the IT projects rather than the blended investment programs of which they are a part, we are looking in the wrong place to make business decisions. Lacking the wider program view described in Chapter 3, we have no context for understanding the business implications of investment decisions. Moving into the program universe is a necessary prerequisite for effective IT investment decisions.

Even when selecting investment programs (rather than projects), the old ways of thinking lead us to look at each opportunity in isolation. Just picking good programs individually doesn’t mean that the overall viability or net effect of all those selected is optimal. We are not after optimization in each local business unit or work group, we want the best results for the organization as a whole, given the finite resource pool.
**Not Looking at all Aspects of Value.** In Chapter 3, we discussed the need for, and outlined an approach to, assessing value that goes beyond the usual simple financial measures (or gut feeling!) to encompass all aspects of prospective value of a program. In the absence of holistic measures of value, decisions are swayed by simplistic analysis, oratory or horse-trading.

**The Manager’s New Weapon: Portfolio Power**

Investment decision makers are trying to handle the project overload using the traditional tools of single project selection like the one-off business cases mentioned in Chapter 1. These tools were originally designed to support simple go/no go decisions, and no longer reflect business reality.

We need a tool that reflects reality. It is the portfolio view. A portfolio, as defined in Chapter 2, is a structured grouping of investment programs selected by management to achieve defined business results, while meeting clear risk/reward standards. Portfolio management has been applied to financial investments for decades, helping decision makers choose among increasingly numerous and complex options in a volatile environment. The analogy with the financial markets is powerful. The IT and business environments are now fluctuating, much like the stock and bond markets and the current value of individual IT investments can change with those fluctuations. There are problems forecasting future values and benefits streams. The portfolio concept allows investors to select among complex options and adjust investment selections over time to meet defined risk/reward criteria. The time has come to apply this concept systematically to manage blended (BTOPP) investment programs. This means looking at the investments you make in IT-enabled change as a whole, and picking and managing an optimum set of programs — the portfolio — to fit within your means to meet the organization’s diverse and potentially conflicting demands. It also means taking a panoramic view of needs and opportunities and not looking at each program in isolation.

A high-performance portfolio must be built on the foundation of solid programs that produce reliable benefits streams over time. As each program incorporates a big picture of benefits realization, so must the portfolio be anchored in an even bigger picture. The portfolio’s composition reflects a balanced set of high-value opportunities that, together, promise the best overall return, in dollars and other benefits.

Portfolios are not static; their composition needs to be adjusted to take into account changes in the environment and better knowledge of investment opportunities. Portfolio management means active involvement, not just picking the expected winners and then going to sleep. The term “portfolio” indicates the need to have a balance of opportunities to deliver the most value over time, and allowing for the vagaries of the future. With a stock and bond portfolio, financial planners look for a balance of investments to thrive in most environments. And they never stop monitoring the performance of that portfolio. The same active involvement is required for a portfolio of blended business investment programs.

Organizations as diverse as Boeing, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) and NGT have had to manage large numbers of business transformation projects. NGT’s story is told throughout this and other chapters. Those of Boeing’s non-production procurement department and ODOT are summarized in the “Window on the Real World: Client Stories” section at the end of this chapter. All these organizations had their hands full with daily operational responsibility for extremely high volumes of transactions — from monitoring natural gas levels to highway maintenance, vehicle registration and purchasing office supplies. In addition, they were engaged in major business process re-engineering, long-term change programs and software package implementations or assessments.

The challenge was to sort through all this activity to find the strategic guiding threads, and link those to major programs that would produce tangible business results. The Benefits Realization Approach helped managers to gain this bigger picture and then to manage better at the program and project level – dealing with such issues as competition for resources, overlaps among programs, interdependencies and the prioritization and sequencing of work.
Selecting and Managing Portfolios: 
Getting from Here to There

Having established the need for portfolio management, the central management question becomes: How do we go about assembling and managing a portfolio of blended investment programs? Unfortunately, given the complexities of business reality, there is no easy answer to this question.

The challenge is too many choices chasing too few resources, as mentioned above. Organizations do not have the luxury of designing, say, 50 of the best of all possible programs on paper and then selecting the optimum portfolio. Rather, they start with the practical challenge of sorting though a grab bag of anywhere from 20 to 200 ongoing projects that were designed with an industrial-age mind-set.

The practical questions are: How do we sort this grab bag into programs? How do we select the programs that will deliver the most value? And, how do we adjust the composition of our portfolio over time? The following is a typical series of five concrete steps organizations can undertake, with the aid of the Results Chain technique, to design and manage a portfolio of blended investment programs:

1. Categorize Programs.
2. Prepare Value Cases for Business Opportunity programs.
3. Manage Risk to Increase Value.
4. Manage and Leverage Program Interdependencies.
5. Adjust Portfolio Composition.

Let us review each of the steps in turn.

1. Categorize Programs

Many experts claim to have found the perfect method — in theory — for portfolio selection. The problem is that these methods lack common sense. They do not easily make the jump from theory to practical business reality. A major weakness is that they fail to take into account the real “degrees of freedom” of investment decision makers. Many projects and initiatives in the grab bag are not optional. A few strategic initiatives are. How do you identify and sort through your real options?

A typical practitioner’s criticism of existing selection methods is: “This recommendation doesn’t make sense. It’s obvious that this project is needed, but the criteria rank it low. The process is clearly flawed!” Another criticism is: “It’s too complicated and takes far too much effort to assess all these opportunities. Let’s do something simpler. We know what we have to do in most cases anyway.” Are these naysayers wrong? Unfortunately, often they are not. What can be done to make the problem of selection manageable and justifiable?

Too often overlooked is the fact that is that all programs are not created equal. Ranking approaches that ignore this do so at their peril. Consider two simple examples of programs whose value to the organization is relatively easy to determine.

Legally Mandated Programs. It doesn’t make sense to treat programs that are legally required the same way as a pure business opportunity. Why attempt to measure benefits for the legally mandated program? The benefit is well known to start with: the company remains in business and the officers stay out of jail!

Asset Maintenance and Preservation. Investment programs are needed to maintain the capability of an information system, or other information-knowledge assets, at the level needed for effective service delivery. The benefit here is also obvious at the outset. It is to continue as a going concern. The real business decision is not whether to undertake the program or not, but rather to select the optimum maintenance policies that maximize the return on the original investment.
A massive amount of work — costly work — is required to treat all programs the same way, at the most intensive level of analysis. Such an approach is both unhelpful to making good decisions and very frustrating for all involved. The obvious alternative is to find a way to address programs differently according to what we call the degrees of freedom of management to make meaningful business decisions, and the nature of the programs in question. Effective portfolio management categorizes programs according to the types of decision that the portfolio managers can make and the nature of the investment. It allocates scarce resources to each category and then manages allocations to each program within the category.

NGT uses a set of seven primary categories to manage their portfolio of business opportunities, as shown in Table 4-1.

**TABLE 4-1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory</td>
<td>Legal requirement (compliance legislation, regulation, code changes)</td>
<td>Change in regulator's financial reporting requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova-initiated</td>
<td>Mandated by the parent company Nova, agreed by executive of NGT Resources</td>
<td>Corporate Human Resources system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustain</td>
<td>Renewal of obsolete infrastructure (e.g., PCs, network elements, facility equipment) that is required to continue to supply the equivalent capability</td>
<td>Fleet replacement, building renovations, PC replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth of Existing Services</td>
<td>New assets required to cope with business generated increases in transaction volumes, data storage, gas volumes etc.</td>
<td>More customer contracts leading to larger computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Capital work needed to test and develop capabilities (e.g., in the information management group), not justified on immediate business benefits (but with expectation of benefits on roll-out, if successful)</td>
<td>First implementation of “object-oriented” programming techniques on a minor project to establish cost/benefit estimates of broad adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility and Information Management Infrastructure</td>
<td>Work intended to put infrastructure (i.e., common, shared assets) in place to implement aspects of a target architecture, and approved by the “owner” of this future asset</td>
<td>Compressor platforms work, office building telecommunications backbone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Opportunity</td>
<td>Programs aimed at realizing a business opportunity that will cause measurable business benefits</td>
<td>Desktop rationalization program, enterprise resource system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of all the categories, only the last, “business opportunity,” requires a full analysis of the prospective programs’ value to support a portfolio decision. The level of portfolio management required in decisions about other categories is based on the value that it can add. In the “sustain” category, for example, the role of portfolio management is primarily to help define sound policies for maintenance and life cycle management.
2. Prepare Value Cases for Business Opportunity Programs

Value cases must be prepared to assess programs in the business opportunity category. They include answers to the four “ares” questions based on relevant, business-focused information about the prospective programs. The value case presents information in a concise, consistent form. It summarizes the work done to date in exploring the potential program and provides answers to the following version of the four “ares”:

■ Are 1: Are we doing the right things? What is proposed, for what business outcome and how do the projects contribute? The latter question is answered through a summary Results Chain of the program.
■ Are 2: Are we doing them the right way? How will the work be done, and what is being done to ensure that it will fit with other current or future capabilities?
■ Are 3: Are we getting them done well? What is the plan for doing the work, and what resources and funds are needed?
■ Are 4: Are we getting the benefits? How will the benefits be delivered? What is the value of the program (financial worth, alignment and value risk)?

Unlike traditional one-off business cases, the value case is revisited as the program work progresses. It is used, with the underlying detailed information, to actively manage the benefits realization process. As explained in Chapter 3, answers to the four “ares” need to be normalized so that they can be compared across programs. To do this, we use three measurement dimensions: alignment, financial worth and risk. These are reviewed in detail below.

Alignment. The world is not as blessed with instruments to measure alignment as it is with measures of ROI and financial returns. You will undoubtedly need to develop a customized instrument. There are three main types of contribution a program can make:

■ Contribution to the current objectives and priorities of the organization: This might be measured by reference to the impacts that the program will have on measures derived from an organization’s balanced scorecard or similar directional goals as discussed in Chapter 3. Another measure might look at the impact of the program on key issues that the organization is currently facing.
■ Contribution to the objectives of a parent company or larger context within which the organization is operating: This measure reflects the reality that organizations often need to adjust their plans to align with those of a parent and that programs that support these intents should score points for this contribution.
■ Contribution to the achievement of a desired future state or business vision: This measure captures the contributions of truly transformational programs that are necessary to the long-term survival of the organization, but which don’t have an immediate positive impact. As a result, they could get ignored, to the detriment of the organization. This type of contribution might be measured by assessing how, and to what extent, the program helps create some crucial elements of the vision.

Financial Worth. The issue of gauging and measuring benefits using the four “ares” has been discussed at length in Chapters 2 and 3. Suffice it to say that financial worth can be measured using the standard financial tools that your organization accepts as a valid measure of investment return. In doing the calculations, however, there are some key issues to be addressed within the new conceptual framework of programs and portfolios. Most have to do with accurately gauging costs over lengthy program life cycles that extend from concept to cash.

In this regard, you need a comprehensive view of both the up-front costs of the initial investment and the “all-in” costs of reaping the benefits stream and operating the asset. You need to make sure you accurately cost the full program. This requires that you establish the probable lifespan of the new organizational capabilities that the program will deliver, and include all the operating costs of the new organizational capabilities, as well as any sustaining investments necessary to continue delivering benefits.
over their full lifespan. Finally, it is important to allow for the time lags in benefits delivery — one element of the time dimension noted in Chapter 2.

**Risk.** The two components described above contribute directly to the value of the program. Why do we also need to look at risk? Not all programs are equal when it comes to the likelihood of their delivering the benefits they so proudly claim at initiation, or the probability they will meet cost and time targets. Two programs with the same expected ROI, the same costs and the same impact on alignment issues may have quite different risk characteristics. For example, renegade technical solutions often work right away but stand alone, like an Internet Web site that is built quickly. As a result, they are unable to integrate with other capabilities down the road; and may also require more skilled staff to deliver than the organization can easily assemble.

In contrast, more conventional solutions such as enhancements to customer information systems (CIS) may take longer to develop but integrate more easily with legacy systems. They often involve quite standard sets of work, with no need for especially skilled deliverers. Are these of equal value to the organization when making investment choices? Clearly not. Assessing risk allows you to take this difference between the programs into account.

The delivery of value must be the focus of risk assessment. There are many elements of risk with respect to delivering value related to the Results Chain for the program and the accountabilities associated with these elements. Once again, we find it helpful to group these risk dimensions under the four “ares” question headings:

- **Are 1:** Are we doing the right things? This question focuses attention on the risk of error or lack of clarity in business judgments in a changing environment.
- **Are 2:** Are we doing them the right way? This question focuses attention on the risk of inconsistency with other current or potential programs and with existing capabilities.
- **Are 3:** Are we getting them done well? This question focuses attention on conventional project risk — budgets, timetables, execution to agreed specifications and quality standards.
- **Are 4:** Are we getting the benefits? This question focuses attention on the risks around having the right business environment to be realistically able to harvest benefits.

The degree of risk along these dimensions can be measured, or at least assessed, using questionnaires, surveys and Delphi analysis techniques. A standardized questionnaire can be used to provide the structure for gathering the risk scores. Scores can be normalized by comparison with agreed scores for benchmark programs. The individual scores are weighted, according to the consensus management view of the relative importance of the risk element, to provide a score for each of the four “ares.” These scores are then reweighted, according to the perceived relevance of each topic to the organization at its current point of evolution. Organizations that have difficulty with consistent project delivery might weight “Are we getting them done well?” risks higher than one that has this under control. Figure 4-1 illustrates the scoring process.

This exercise produces a lot of numbers, which, in their raw state, are not the best medium to help managers make decisions about the portfolio. The most useful approach is to present the information with judicious use of graphical aids to people who know the business. One approach is to prepare two plots of elements of value (alignment, financial worth and risk) for proposed new and benchmark programs.

One plot shows financial returns against an overall risk score; the other shows the alignment scores against financial value. For the first plot, we have found it most helpful to plot the programs using a four-quartile icon as shown in Figure 4-2. Each of the quadrants of the icon corresponds to the risk for the associated four “ares” question. We use a traffic light color code: Green for low risk, amber for cautionary scores and red for “There’s a problem here.” With this simple coding, executives are able to see under the covers of the overall risk score into the characteristics of the risk profile.
These value plots are superb aids to spark management discussion about the composition (graphical shape) of the desired portfolio and the actions to take in ongoing portfolio management. A sample plot, as developed by NGT, is shown in Figure 4-3. This gives a graphical representation of financial worth versus risk, and was one of two used to support selection of their portfolio. The second (which is not shown) plotted financial worth versus strategic alignment. Programs are clustered into high, medium and low bands, representing their potential to be selected for inclusion in the portfolio. The position of programs on the plot represents the result of considerable review and discussion of the value cases.

Value plots provide one piece of a value case. The next chapter discusses how value cases are used in the governance of programs and portfolios.

**Figure 4-2**
The Coding System

Are we doing the right things? Are we getting the benefits? 
Are we doing them the right way? Are we getting them done well?

### 3. Manage Risk to Increase Value

Once you have assessed the value and risk for business opportunity programs, what do you do about it? Should you simply avoid risk, or at least throw out the programs with the higher risk rankings? The short answer is no. Total risk avoidance will not produce better results than silver bullet thinking. While risk is not to be courted, it should be expected in virtually every blended investment program that extends over any period of time. And, it should be actively managed so that you don’t make the mistake of automatically avoiding risky programs that could generate major benefits if executed successfully.

Effective risk management is one of the most powerful applications of the portfolio concept. Risk is managed relative to potential returns and to the ability of the portfolio manager to diversify risk across a variety of investments, as it is in the world of finance. Clearly, packing the opportunity portfolio with risky programs, irrespective of the potential they offered, would not be wise. There is room for higher risk investments as long as the potential reward is high enough. As in finance, portfolios should maximize expected benefits for any given level of average risk.

Organizations have varying propensities for tackling high-return, high-risk programs. Some very conservative organizations might largely avoid programs with a higher risk, while others, looking for major transformational opportunities, might accept the higher risk. When it comes to risk, your management group needs to look at itself in the mirror. When higher risk programs are included in the portfolio, they need special attention. If a program scores higher on the risk scale, the business sponsor and the portfolio management team need to ask two fundamental questions:

- Do the risks arise simply because we have not yet examined all the ways to reduce them?
- Are these risks inherent in the nature of the program and our knowledge about what is involved at this stage in the program life cycle?
In the former case, the program team should work to control and improve the program’s risk profile. In the case of high inherent risk, the program needs to be monitored carefully and probably adjusted a number of times. In addition, the practice of progressive resource commitment, discussed at length in Chapter 5, becomes a potent risk management tool. Rather than risking the company (or the business unit) on a single investment program, progressive commitment breaks the program into stages, releasing the funds necessary to reach the next stage at various decision points. When there is little current knowledge and high risk, a relatively small amount of money should be committed, targeted at increasing the knowledge about the elements at risk. At the end of the stage, the prospective value (adjusted for risk) is reassessed before any further money is committed, and so on, and so on.

4. Manage and Leverage Program Interdependencies

One advantage of portfolio management is its ability to cut down on pointless inter-program competition for resources and, beyond that, to turn program overlaps into productive interdependencies. Any organization is a system where changes in one area usually have ripple effects on others. Portfolio management looks at the interactions between current and potential investment programs. When they are managed and leveraged properly, it views program interdependencies as a source of opportunity. In effect, they become the raw material for creative solutions to the problem of resource scarcity.

It helps to look at four distinct types of interactions between programs:

- Sequential Dependencies
- Overlapping Outcomes
- Competition for Scarce Resources
- Change Bottlenecks.
**Sequential Dependencies.** These are cases where Program A depends on Program B. If Program A is to go ahead, it will be necessary to implement Program B first, since A relies on some organizational capability introduced by B.

Using the Results Chain technique helps to identify hidden dependencies between programs. In many instances, such an analysis will reveal that the dependent program should be built into the first program. An example might be a program that introduces data mining capabilities. If the underlying systems to capture data are not in place, the data mining application won’t create much value for the organization since it will be too limited in scope.

Many CIOs are familiar with another common dependency: to realize a business opportunity, such as electronic commerce, in the most effective manner a program will often need IT infrastructure support. This linkage to business benefits provides a criterion for ranking the infrastructure program ahead of other possible infrastructure work: all of it may have to be done sometime, but early wins have higher value.

**Overlapping Outcomes.** These are cases where Programs A and B are designed to produce overlapping outcomes. It is not unusual for more than one program to target the same set of benefits: revenue growth in a single product line, market share, dollar cost reductions or fuel economy for company cars.

Of course, the benefits do not keep adding up indefinitely. That would provide such wonders as market shares of 60 percent, a no-cost workforce and cars that actually produce fuel instead of consuming it. In such cases, benefits projections need to be reviewed and adjusted. Care must be taken to identify the essential assumptions and linkages underlying the transformation of organizational capabilities into benefits. Here again, developing Results Chains for the programs is a powerful tool for understanding the true impacts.

**Competition for Scarce Resources.** These are cases where Programs A and B require the same skilled people. As organizations move aggressively into adoption of new technologies such as electronic commerce and network computing, this phenomenon will become increasingly common. It’s not that the gross numbers of people the programs demand are too great; it’s that there isn’t a cloning machine for some of the key contributors.

Individually, each program may be able to succeed, but collectively, there aren’t enough of the critical resources. The resulting competition can quickly hold up a series of projects. Good portfolio management identifies the resource needs and profile of use over time for each possible program, and ensures that the selected set of active programs is indeed executable. Current areas of scarcity might include skilled Web application developers, database administrators or people with knowledge of the existing systems with which the new ones have to integrate.

**Change Bottlenecks.** These are cases where Programs A and B both require much organizational change and learning. They happen to hit the same business area. How much change can this area handle in a short time? It may not be practical to deliver all of the promised benefits from both programs.

The capacity for people to change is limited. It must be viewed as another scarce resource. Change bottlenecks can develop if there are too many hits on the same work group. This often occurs where an organization gets a clear focus for change (for example, a major new thrust of improved customer service). Naturally, there are many opportunities to do good things in the customer contact area, but the people in this area can get overwhelmed with the degree of change required.

In making portfolio decisions, it is important to ensure that the desires of various business units are being addressed in line with their potential for contribution to the organization as a whole. It is therefore necessary to temper any simple analysis of value with a cross check on the portfolio coverage of key business functions. Even with this check, multiple programs may be targeted at the same area. In such cases, portfolio management needs to push the issue of benefits delivery back to the business sponsors, the people who are signing up to deliver the results. They are the people who need to understand what is involved since they are the ones you will count on to live up to the commitment.
Sorting out all these interactions is difficult enough as a one-time activity. Unfortunately, the environment of portfolio management is dynamic and changing. This brings us to our next step in designing and managing a portfolio of blended investment programs.

5. Adjust Portfolio Composition

Portfolio management starts with the selection process, but that is just the launch pad. An equally important role is to adjust portfolio composition over time to reflect changing conditions in the business environment. Although some accountants prefer to settle everything once a year, at budget time, the real world is trickier. Real-life portfolio management needs to deal with new ideas as they arise, evolving knowledge of the value of programs and changes in the organization and marketplace, whenever these happen. The composition of the portfolio, and the allocation of resources to the component programs, need to be adjusted to answer the following essential questions:

■ What do we do about over and under expenditure within the categories? Degrees of freedom provide guidance here. If categories with smaller degrees of freedom such as mandatory or sustaining come in over budget (perhaps a major failure requires replacement of an expensive asset), the resources must come from the more discretionary categories such as business opportunities. This might mean delaying the launch of a high-value strategic initiative, or changing the delivery timetable of an ongoing program, bearing in mind the impacts on the benefits stream.

■ What do we do about programs that diminish in value? Portfolio management, at heart, works on the view that no work is sacrosanct (unless legally required). If the prospective value of a program is found to diminish significantly as it moves forward, (whether due to changes in the environment, cost overruns or projected benefits shortfalls), you must stop throwing good money after bad. A program that focuses on benefits in a regulated environment may have significantly less value when the rules change and the industry becomes deregulated, and so might best be stopped in mid-execution. This frees scarce investment resources for other programs. Good portfolio management always has a “waiting list” of valued opportunities ready to take up resources as they become available.

■ What do we do when new opportunities arise? The rapid pace of change in the world means that new opportunities, not identified in the original plan, may arise at any time. Some of these may be of very high value, indeed, while others may be mandatory. An example might be the introduction of new safety legislation that requires new employee records to be kept. The portfolio must adjust flexibly to such events, potentially by holding back some of the future resources from commitment, or by “bumping” or stretching already committed programs.

In practical terms, answering these questions is what we mean by monitoring portfolio performance, ensuring that we keep picking winners as time goes on.

Window on the Real World: Client Stories

This chapter opened with the story of Nova Gas Transmission (NGT), which faced requests for many more capital projects than it had the capacity to deliver. Portfolio management methods were developed to help its executives select the right programs.

The initial challenge was somewhat different in the cases of the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) and a large-scale purchasing group in The Boeing Company, whose stories also appear below. They were less concerned with selecting programs than with managing an overload of major change programs all of which were judged valuable. The immediate problem was the prioritization, sequencing and queuing of project work.
Both organizations experienced a common core of implementation problems, including:

- Resource competition, change bottlenecks and overlaps holding up major programs
- Managers faced the challenge of managing complex ongoing operations while managing major business process redesigns at the same time
- Many work units were involved, but there was no shared vision of where they all fit in.

**Benefits Realization Process**

NGT recognized the strategic need to change the nature of the selection process itself. Accordingly, it adopted a full-scale portfolio management approach. ODOT and Boeing SSG Supplier Management & Procurement adopted a more operational focus. They built a high-level Results Chain model of all major change programs based on interviews with a cross section of senior and middle managers. Although their approaches differed somewhat, both organizations used the model to deal with the following issues:

- Map linkages among initiatives, contributions, assumptions, intermediate outcomes and ultimate outcomes.
- Understand resource limitations and program interdependencies, including overlaps, bottlenecks, resource competition and mutual reinforcement.
- Group projects and programs according to the high-level outcomes they were designed to achieve.

**Results**

The Results Chain models provided a new big picture — a true strategic overview of all the change and business process redesign programs. It depicted how they related to each other and to high-level business objectives. This overview proved valuable both to guide management decisions and to communicate with all work groups.

At the project management level, the results were tangible:

- Better definition and sequencing of programs and major projects
- Firmer agreements on priorities and resource allocations
- Realistic time estimates to complete programs and realize benefits.

The management group was able to move beyond making the “best decision” for each individual project to optimizing program decisions for the organization as a whole. Results Chain models also proved — once again — to be powerful communications tools. They were used to help work groups gain a better understanding of where they fit in the change programs, and what they contributed to the change initiatives. In the case of Boeing, the big picture was used in employee meetings and put up for all to see in a busy hallway, on what was called the Visibility Wall.

**Transportation Development and Operations Branch, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT)**

Presenting a unified program view — with projects grouped under multiyear work plans — to senior management was widely viewed as a major turning point in the BPR and change effort.

The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) is a government agency in the United States, responsible for supplying services to the community in a wide range of areas — from driver and vehicle licensing to setting transportation policies to maintenance of all state transportation infrastructure. Managers at the Transportation Development and Operations Branch of ODOT had their hands full with daily operational responsibility for everything from highway maintenance to vehicle registration, combined with no less than seven major change and core process re-engineering programs.
The branch was seeking solutions that achieved multiple public policy objectives: rigorous environmental protection (in compliance with new standards and land-use restrictions), doing more with less in its core operations, serving customers better when they applied for vehicle licenses and registrations, and improving the “total transportation experience” and “community liveability” for a clientele that included almost every adult Oregonian.

The turning point in its change effort came when the branch began to re-engineer its project selection and design (PS&D) process. This was a core process that went to the heart of a major “line of business”: maintenance and construction of all state-owned transportation infrastructure. It was a process that also intersected many other major policy and BPR initiatives. A few months into the PS&D program, the implementation team began to experience the classic symptoms of project overload. There was competition for resources among the seven major programs and initiatives, overlaps among many programs and interdependencies that were not understood. And prioritizing and sequencing work was a major problem for program decision makers and managers in the field.

“We were in a situation probably experienced by most organizations during major BPR efforts,” recalls Tom Lulay, deputy director. “On one side, we had the BPR team leading the charge and on the other side we had some people showing reluctance to change. Some of the learning curves were pretty steep.”

The branch put the PS&D program on hold and used Results Chain modeling to prepare a high-level road map of initiatives that would directly address the overload issues. Initiatives were organized into five multiyear “work plans” or programs which together, formed a “unified work program” or portfolio. Presenting a unified program view to senior management was widely viewed as a major turning point in the BPR and change effort. The change in perspective was radical, grouping major programs based on their strategic business outcomes rather than the traditional engineering view of delivery. The high level Results Chain is shown in Figure 4-4.

“The Results Chain made it easier for senior management to understand the change program, decide which change initiatives to start with and determine the order,” says Lulay. “We used it as a road map to follow our progress, measure it and compare it to plan.” Jay McRae, re-engineering implementation manager, says that the new road map began to pay off in practical ways. A cross-functional team of people from planning, engineering and maintenance was able to identify and eliminate project overlaps. Bridges were built between interdependent programs and projects. Implementation was wrapped into a single work program, with all teams sharing a common language and perspective focused on results.

The unified work program produced results that are typical of portfolio management. Resource commitments were prioritized based on the high-level program outcomes. Project work was scaled so that implementation could be broken into small pieces, resources committed gradually, and the “highest benefit” projects phased in first. Project and program work was packaged so decision makers could see the targeted benefits in relation to the costs, availability of scarce human resources and the ability of the organization to absorb the required change.

Lulay says the Results Chain was used widely to communicate the vision and overcome resistance to change. “The benefits approach allowed us to get people’s buy-in to these changes and get specific commitments to deliver results from key stakeholders.” Different views of the Results Chain were used with different stakeholder groups: an overall business view for decision makers; specialized views for project and change delivery teams; and a general view of the outcomes and essential programs for external stakeholders, including state politicians and advocacy groups.

The result was a major cultural change. The traditional approach was to take “an engineering view of success,” Lulay says, and drive for quick project implementation. The resulting pace of change was unrealistic and disguised high resistance to change. Using the Results Chain helped to instill a “business change view of success,” he says, where benefits were measured incrementally as the organization changed. Change and BPR targets were more realistic, increasing the chances of success for individual programs and of achieving the desired high-level outcomes.
Boeing Shared Services Group, Supplier Management & Procurement

A big picture emerged that helped to identify the three high-level business outcomes targeted by the 18 programs and select the key projects.

Boeing SSG Supplier Management & Procurement is responsible for purchasing “non-fly-away” materials for The Boeing Company of Seattle, Washington, a corporation with approximately 235,000 employees. It is nothing less than a business within a business. Purchasing nonproduction supplies — from pencils to personal computers to vendor services — the group manages purchase commitments of more than two billion dollars. Its activities have a significant, visible impact on Boeing’s bottom line.

SSG Supplier Management & Procurement updates its strategic plan annually to identify priority actions for the year. When it made the decision to use benefits realization, a total of 18 programs already had been identified, including major initiatives such as re-engineering its core business process (called “order-acquire-pay”) and revamping the supporting software package. There were also a number of employee satisfaction and training initiatives, and new undertakings like the creation of a Web site and an intranet.

With such a crowded agenda, seat-of-the-pants prioritization just could not cut it. A more systematic project selection method was needed. As well, the group’s 280 employees and numerous work groups needed a coherent big picture of what was happening, given the large weekly load of change, re-engineering and operational problems they were being asked to solve.

“We were often making independent project decisions without considering the interactions among all projects,” explains Candace Ismael, director of Supplier Management & Procurement. “We could end up making optimal independent project decisions that resulted in a suboptimal overall decision.” There were two pressing questions, she says: “How do we select the choice projects that will have maximum business impacts?” and “How do we get a clear picture of project accountabilities?”

The group was ripe for the Benefits Realization Approach. It used the Results Chain technique to map the key programs and interdependencies between them. A big picture emerged that helped to:

- Identify the three high-level business outcomes targeted by the 18 programs.
- Select the key projects.
- Plan optimal resource commitments.
- Design individual programs with strong links to benefits.
- Reassess resource requirements to support the re-engineered business process.

The Results Chain had a direct impact on investment decision making and program management methods in the purchasing group. It was a guide to evaluate proposed new initiatives. It also provided a key communication, internal sales and leadership tool, widely used by work groups and employees to orient themselves in the universe of change programs. According to Michael Holser, senior manager of procurement systems and administration, the Results Chain has helped the group get commitment from key stakeholders and the leadership team. It has become “a perspective tool, a communications tool and a leadership/ownership tool,” he says.

The Results Chain model was used at the spring employee meeting so the entire department could see what the targeted results were and where they were going. After that, it became even more visible. A large version was posted on SSG Supplier Management & Procurement’s visibility wall, in a busy hallway, for all to see and discuss.
Summary

Now, more than ever, organizations have to face the problem of too many choices and too few resources. You need to pick the right set of programs that promise to deliver the best outcomes for the business, and you need to review those choices frequently, as the world evolves, and as benefits emerge and submerge faster and faster.

The lack of holistic attention to program selection and management is a serious problem for organizations today, and a root cause of the Information Paradox. As we move from IT being used for automation of work, where the issues were less complex and implications of failure limited, through information management to business transformation, where the impacts can be enormous, we are reaching the point where selection becomes a bet-the-business issue.

To address this problem, organizations must build upon the concept of blended investment programs and embrace the portfolio management approach. Portfolio management is not just a new name for the traditional ad hoc budget-time ritual. It is the intelligent alternative to the free-for-all competition for scarce resources that prevails in many organizations, a style of competition that displaces the required management focus on getting the best business outcomes from the resource pool available.

Portfolio management refocuses decision makers on the key issue of managing risk/reward relationships and offers them a rational approach to program selection, similar to financial portfolio management. Adopting this new approach generally involves taking the five practical steps described in this chapter:

1. Categorize programs to clear the decision field of clutter by ensuring that all programs are not treated as equals. A sound system for categorizing programs lets management focus on the key business decisions they need to make, in particular those involving major business opportunities.

2. Prepare value cases for the true business opportunity category of programs that merit detailed assessment in the competition for scarce resources. Value cases focus on much more than financial criteria. They employ the Results Chain and the four “ares” questions to develop broader investment criteria, including the alignment of programs with business strategies, the degree of risk around delivery of benefits and interdependencies between programs.

3. Manage risk systematically both by diversifying the portfolio across varied investment programs and by improving the risk profile of each program.

4. Manage program interdependencies with a focus on the four central issues of sequencing, overlaps, resource competition and change bottlenecks. The objective is to turn potential conflicts into mutual reinforcement so that programs leverage each other whenever possible.

5. Adjust portfolio composition as programs are completed, new ones are selected and priorities change to reflect shifts in the business environment. This process must be continuous, not another annual budget ritual.

By taking these five steps, your organization can ensure that portfolio management becomes an integral part of the ongoing, proactive benefits realization process to generate the most value for the investment dollar. This cannot be considered as a purely analytical process. Our approach requires the delicate balancing of many factors. While it serves as a powerful tool to support informed business decision making, it cannot be a substitute for business judgment.

Both portfolio management and its sibling, program management, are powerful tools to help organizations make sound business decisions. For these tools to be effective, they must be incorporated in an overall management process. In Chapter 5, we propose such a process, full cycle governance. We build further on value cases as a replacement for business cases, and introduce stage gates, a tool for progressive resource commitment. We discuss portfolio composition, and suggest an organization structure to support decision making.
The problem which Nova Gas Transmission (NGT), one of North America's largest natural gas pipeline companies, experienced when it faced the challenge of selecting from among 168 capital projects several years ago had important implications for day-to-day operational management. Because of the pressures described in Chapter 4, NGT tended to accept too many projects at once and then experienced problems scheduling and prioritizing the workload. The problem of too many choices chasing too few resources persisted long after initial project selection.

Full cycle governance was developed at NGT to deal with this project management overload. It operationalizes the principles of program and portfolio management. It represents a major change in the industrial-age project management methods discussed in previous chapters. These methods are inadequate to the challenges of designing blended investment programs to support IT-enabled business transformation. They are equally inadequate in selecting diversified portfolios of such programs. Not surprisingly, they are also inadequate to handle the everyday tracking and monitoring of project activity — often across dozens of major programs. Let's look briefly at the impacts of industrial-age project tracking and management systems.

Most organizations are tracking their project activity primarily on an individual-project basis. The problem starts with the one-off business cases, discussed in Chapter 1, that are used to launch the projects. Then comes the narrow focus on project delivery — rather than on the projects' contributions to business results. Organizationally, there are separate steering committees for each project that are not typically mandated to spend time reviewing project contributions to the overall goals of the organization. As a result, it is hard to get a comprehensive overview of all the projects: where they stand, how they are being managed and when they can realistically be expected to produce results. On the ground, it is ever harder to prioritize and re-prioritize programs as the inevitable changes occur. Over time, slowly but surely, the project grab bag described in Chapter 4 exacts a heavy toll in terms of the hidden costs of inefficient resource allocation, not to mention all those more visible cases of the Information Paradox.

The last two chapters have introduced fundamental concepts for responding effectively to the problem of too many choices and too few resources. Programs are designed to sort projects into the natural groupings that will produce key business results. Portfolio selection is then used to select and queue the programs. Full cycle governance operationalizes these concepts. This is a big job, involving a major change in management processes, organizational structures and most of all in attitudes.

Full cycle governance supports proactive management throughout the full cycle of project, program and portfolio management. It consists of a set of tools, processes and organizational structures needed to manage the benefits realization process every day — on the ground. Like the programs it is used to manage, full cycle governance radically extends the boundaries of project management, reaching beyond the myopic design-develop-test-deliver cycle of conventional projects. It truly means governance of the benefits realization process, from concept to cash, rather than management of an individual project.
The governance process helps you answer some of the critical questions that were so hard to answer in the midst of the project overload. These questions include:

- How do you go about ensuring that your portfolio actually delivers on its promises?
- While you are building the capabilities that will lead to benefits, how do you make sure that you are still on track?
- How do you control spending?
- How do you change course if circumstances change?
- What happens once the projects are delivered?
- Who manages all this activity?

Full cycle governance deals with the changes required to make an organization's blended investment programs successful. It brings about change by integrating today's advanced project management methods into the broader framework of programs and portfolios. It creates new decision-making processes and organization structures. Finally, it communicates and sells the new benefits mind-set to people, encouraging the development of new attitudes toward IT investments.

### A Major Change in Management Processes, Structures and Attitudes: Practical Steps

Organizations need to implement four core components to establish full cycle governance and leave the industrial age behind. These components, which will be discussed in greater detail later in the chapter, will look familiar since they operationalize the key concepts of benefits management covered in Chapters 2 to 4:

1. **Value Cases**: Value cases replace conventional business cases to support the initial selection of individual programs and their ongoing management. These value cases capture the information which is the by-product of the program development process described in Chapter 3. They form a consistent basis for assessing program value using the four “ares” and allow a fair comparison of programs.

2. **Stage Gates and Progressive Resource Commitment**: Progressive commitment of resources is introduced for each project and program, as it is executed. As programs advance through their life cycles, knowledge is gained, which is used to update and enrich the value case. During this process of discovery and development, programs pass through a series of decision points which we refer to as stage gates. At each gate, programs can be assessed, modified or even cancelled. Progressive commitment replaces the all-or-nothing approaches towards new technologies with a pay-as-you-go method that allows for experimentation, testing and learning until the ultimate benefits are realized. It is an approach that attacks one of the biggest sources of the Information Paradox: silver bullet thinking.

3. **Program Decision Options and Portfolio Composition**: Decisions about individual programs are linked systematically to the process of adjusting overall portfolio composition. As programs progress through their life cycle, decisions about their disposition are linked to the higher level decisions about portfolio selection. Full cycle governance processes ensure consistent linkage of program management with portfolio management — to meet overall risk/reward objectives.

4. **Organization Structure and Decision Making**: New organization structures are created to identify and empower key decision makers. Investment decision boards can be created to bring together senior decision makers from across the business to make key program and portfolio management decisions. Value management offices can be established to support the boards and program managers with information and advice.
Third Fundamental: Full Cycle Governance

Leaving the Industrial Age Behind
When full cycle governance is implemented, your organization begins to leave behind the industrial-age approach to project management and, by the same token, to manage the four dimensions of complexity more effectively.

- **Linkage**: Value cases pinpoint the benefits realization paths, using the Results Chain technique, leading from blended investment programs to end results. They give birth to programs that meet the risk/reward standards of the portfolio.
- **Reach**: The right people from all areas of the organization (both in the vertical chain of command and the horizontal chain of value) are selected to take part in all aspects of the full cycle governance process, including decisions at all stage gates. This encourages, and provides leadership for, participation by all key stakeholders.
- **People**: Full cycle governance focuses closely on all people and organization projects required to complete blended investment programs and produce benefits.
- **Time**: Full cycle governance allows organizations to take time and learn from their investments as they experiment with risky new technologies and work processes. This is known as progressive resource commitment or risking the company one step at a time. And it takes time. Time may be the most important dimension of the full cycle.

Full cycle governance ensures that everyone concerned is reading from the same road map to benefits. It ensures, as well, that they all have the same landmarks in view, most notably the big picture made possible by blended investment programs and the even bigger picture of multiple-program portfolios.

Let us review each of the core components of full cycle governance, starting with program selection using value cases.

**Value Cases**
The traditional one-off business cases used to select projects are put together for the sole purpose of obtaining funding, as pointed out in Chapter 1. By more or less scientific means, the contenders for money are compared. These business cases are one-shot affairs — the project sponsors get the money for the duration of the project, or they don't get it and return to the drawing board. The cost, time and resource estimates are understood to be best guesses and their accuracy depends on the expertise and experience of the project planner.

The successful project candidates take on a life of their own. Although their spending and progress are usually — but not always — monitored, there is very little likelihood that they will stop until they arrive at their planned conclusion. If conditions change and progress does not match the original plan, you rely on the project manager's skill to manage the situation or obtain extraordinary funding. In essence, however, once the project is through the funding gate, it is like a runaway train that won't stop until it runs out of fuel, hits a wall or arrives at its destination. The business case itself gathers dust, somewhere on a shelf.

In this traditional view, the focus is only on, first, getting out of the gate, and second, project management. The approach to benefits realization, if considered at all, is strictly passive.

As a catalyst for promoting the change in viewpoint toward programs, you need a different form of business case. Rather than one that focuses purely on getting the money, value cases take a more holistic view. They seek to make explicit the linkages between the projects needed to bring about a particular business outcome. They encourage sponsors and other program team members to think about the reach of impact implicit in achieving these outcomes. They look at the changes needed to accommodate the effects of the program on people in the organization. They set out the picture over time of both the constituent projects and the benefits being sought.
Individual projects don’t have business cases as such, just a statement of work that outlines what the project will achieve and how this relates to the overall program. Since they are already part of a program, they do not need to be justified separately.

At first glance, program value cases would appear to demand extra effort as a layer of justification is called for above that traditionally required for project business cases. To the extent this is true, there are major returns — in terms of benefits — on that effort. Also, the effort diminishes over time. With the knowledge gained as programs advance, the content of a value case is enriched. Thus the value case does not entail large amounts of additional work unless the value-related work, based on the four “ares,” was not done in the first place. Rather, it represents the essence and level of accuracy of your current state of knowledge.

**Stage Gates and Progressive Resource Commitment**

The ability to progressively commit resources to programs doesn’t just happen. Well-defined decision points must be established at the ends of defined stages in program development cycles. By establishing these stage gates, organizations create opportunities to re-evaluate the program regularly. Program and project teams get clear targets to shoot for. At each stage gate, they commit only enough funding to reach the next gate. This limits risk while giving program teams an incentive to continuously improve the picture of the value they will achieve. With this framework, coming to the conclusion that a program should be discontinued, thereby releasing scarce resources to other programs, should be regarded as a success rather than a failure.

The progressive approach to resource commitment can be illustrated using a familiar example: home construction. Consider some of the basic questions you might ask as you proceed. Would you give all your money to the architect on the day he starts to design your house? Of course not. You spend some money to get the architect to propose a concept. How many stories will it be? How many bedrooms do you need? Is the garage built in or detached? How many cars should it accommodate? When the architect has satisfied you with the overall concept, you can go on to the next stage.

You get a builder to create detailed drawings which you check. Are the doors in the right place? Are the windows the right size? Is there room for appliances? Are all the sockets and switches in the right place? By this stage, you have a pretty good idea of how the house will actually look and feel.

When the drawings look right, you pay the builder the first installment in order to start the foundation. You pay more as building progresses, but you don’t pay the final installment until you are satisfied that the last detail is complete.

What happens if the situation changes along the way? Say you don’t get the bonus or contract you were after. Or perhaps you have the opportunity for a great new job in a different city. Maybe the builder can’t finish the job as specified without further funding. Or, a new baby means that you need another bedroom. In any of these cases, you would consider revising the plan or selling your property to an interested buyer.

Complex development programs, with many phases and deliverables, are comparable to home construction projects. If you use the progressive approach to funding home construction, why would you consider approving all the money up front for a program that could cost millions of dollars to complete? Why not commit only the resources that match your current knowledge about the program and how it is advancing? As you gain knowledge about its potential value and risks, your confidence and the amount you commit to it will increase proportionately. Alternatively, your business environment may have changed so radically that you may abandon your investment altogether. How much better that you didn’t spend all the money before finding that out!

**Managers Must Make Tough Decisions Before It’s Too Late.** The progressive approach to resource commitment has proved useful for monitoring the progress and managing the risk of large projects. It also helps, as in the case of the sale of an uncompleted home, in making tough decisions about the projects that stop making business sense. The problems of implementing enterprise-wide application packages, mentioned in Chapter 1, provide an example. Such projects have encountered unexpected problems in part
because they were not built into blended investment programs. Millions of dollars were often spent. The software had been ready for use as specified, but the business decided that it could not change its processes enough to use the system. No other projects had been organized to deal with this issue. In one such case, a $20 million software development was written off. While this was a bitter pill to swallow, how much worse would it have been if the business could not operate because the software system did not support its processes? Such a system could threaten the viability of the business. At least in this case, there was the opportunity to stop before disaster struck.

In another case, an entire program was cancelled much earlier in the game — to the surprise of the sponsor. “We’ve just spent a couple hundred thousand dollars and three months defining and refining the definition of the program,” he said. “And now you say we can’t have our funding to carry out the several million dollars of work in the program. That’s crazy!” The primary issue, though, was not costs but benefits. The benefits uncovered during the process of defining the program were not nearly as great as everyone expected. In addition, several other programs with much better value had also come on the scene. The sponsor “knew” that his program was a good thing to do but the analysis showed that there were better programs to pursue at that time.

In implementing the Benefits Realization Approach we have found, over and over, an attitude of wanting to finish at all costs. But it is undesirable to sink money into undertakings that don’t ultimately prove to be worth pursuing. And, it is certainly better discovering that at an early stage than after having spent all the money. By using full cycle governance to check for program value early and often, a lot of money that otherwise would be spent on low-value work becomes available for higher value programs. In this way, program stage gates reinforce the idea that program governance covers the full life cycle of the program and is not simply a hoop through which staff jump in order to acquire funding.

If you have succeeded in developing blended investment programs constructed using the big picture of benefits realization, you will have clear targets in mind. As you progress towards those targets, your understanding of their feasibility and desirability will increase. You still need to manage individual projects to produce their deliverables as planned. Solid project management is still required. What changes is how you monitor progress against objectives. You monitor not only in terms of managing the input factors such as time and money, but also in terms of your ability to achieve the targeted benefits. Your criteria for assessing the impacts of change are now focused on outcomes. This significantly changes the way you think about project and program delivery.

**Overview of Stage Gates.** Let’s look at what program stage gates might look like in practice. There are four typical stage gates: program initiation; program commitment; program commissioning; and program completion. Figure 5-1 shows the gates and the activities that happen between them.

**FIGURE 5-1**
Program Stage Gates and Related Activities

![Program Stage Gates Diagram](image)

The first step (as explained in Chapter 3) is to come up with the concept for a program. At some point, this idea is articulated in more precise terms and tested for value relative to the other ideas and programs on the investment decision agenda. This testing can occur at the program initiation gate. This is also the point
at which a high-level Results Chain would be produced to paint the big picture, identify the linkage, reach and people issues that will drive the need for key projects, and sketch the main benefits realization paths of the program. Once this is done, the program passes through the program initiation stage gate.

The process of developing a program happens frequently under full cycle governance. If the program shows sufficient promise and there are enough resources to develop it into something more concrete, it then needs to be defined to the point where it could be undertaken. This activity may include some small-scale testing of the idea such as a pilot project, or proof of concept. The Results Chain would be expanded to include a detailed view of all the projects, organizational capabilities and intermediate outcomes needed to achieve the program’s benefits.

At this point, the program passes through the program commitment gate. If the program is still worth pursuing, the organization undertakes to carry it out and to deliver its benefits. Then, if funding is available and if there are no higher-value programs waiting, the program can be launched. Each individual project is launched when it makes the most sense and when the timing is right within the framework of the program and its Results Chain.

As each of the projects is completed, the organizational capabilities it delivers can be put into operation. At this program commissioning gate, each of the projects will be assessed to determine — on a go/no go basis — whether live operation begins. This is where the traditional project would end. However, when your focus is on achieving ultimate benefits from a program, a lot of hard work remains to be done, and another critical stage gate is on the horizon.

To realize benefits from the new capabilities, you will have to set targets for specific outcomes, establish accountabilities for achieving those targets over time and measure to see that you are achieving them. Establishing appropriate measurements, directly related to outcomes, and taking corrective action based on those measurements, is the key to successful full cycle governance. The program can be adjusted and new projects may be launched if targets are not being achieved or there are better ways of meeting those targets. In fact, the process of delivering the program may lead you to discover other ways to exploit it. The reviews at the relevant stage gates create opportunities to change or add to the program.

Eventually, after all the adjustments and corrections, the targeted benefits stream should begin flowing — and continue to flow. After more time passes, it will no longer be feasible to attribute a benefits stream to the program as conditions for fulfillment of the benefits change. At the program completion gate, all the players agree to retire the program, leaving the business areas affected by the changes to operate them autonomously.

These stage gates reflect the natural decision points in program development and project delivery cycles and let all parties know what to aim for. At each gate, they stop, look around, think and decide whether to continue, change or stop.

**The Stage Gate Approval Process.** The stage gate approval process provides program managers with a powerful approach to risk management. Each progressive approval is less risky. While it is important to estimate the upper and lower limits of the potential resource commitment over the life of the program, you commit only the resources needed to get to the next stage gate, just as you would in building the house mentioned earlier. In the early stages, we find managers can live with the uncertainty of inaccurate estimates. As the program progresses and the knowledge of the true costs and potential benefits increases, they find themselves in a better position to commit larger amounts of resources with confidence. To this end, we see the value case developing, evolving and supporting decisions at all stage gates throughout a program or project’s life cycle.

Such incremental spending systems produce clear benefits when companies are assessing and introducing new technologies. Data warehousing, intranets, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and object-oriented programming are but a few of the technologies we hear about. Typically, IT professionals come back from a conference wanting to implement the latest wave of technological change. While tremendous benefits can be achieved, the Information Paradox indicates that such benefits are not inherent in the technologies. The level of benefit depends on how they are applied to your business.
The stage gate approval process helps to lower the risk of introducing such technologies in two ways. First, development of a program around the technology will help ensure that linkage, reach, people and time issues will be uncovered and understood. This forces hard questions to be answered around just what specific benefits an organization can achieve. In the end, the organization gets a much clearer idea about the elements of the technology that are actually needed and those that can be set aside.

Second, stage gates lead organizations to “try before they buy” through a pilot or proof of concept project, as part of the program design process. This lets them test the premise that the technology will deliver benefits. Only a fraction of the cost of a full implementation is committed to a small-scale test. Without betting the company, you get a chance to evaluate the real effects and benefits of the technology.

**Redefining Project Management Success.** Stage gates challenge people to develop new attitudes about what constitutes success when working on a project. Learning what works and what is valuable can be as helpful as successful delivery of a new information system. Releasing scarce resources by cancelling low-return projects should also be viewed as a success.

When stage gate approval processes are introduced, staff often view them in traditional terms as hurdles to be cleared to promote a winning project. Project champions still want their good ideas to be accepted and project teams still want to prove they are star performers. It is here that the concept of portfolio management plays an indispensable role. The issue is not whether an individual program or project team is doing good work, but whether their efforts are focusing on highest-value work. If not, they need to overcome their case of investment myopia and turn their attention to higher-value programs.

Stage gates impose a new decision-making process. To work effectively, this process requires new attitudes and perspectives about full cycle governance and the benefits realization process. For example:

- Program owners need to look continually for ways to improve potential benefits by modifying the program to achieve superior value, not just to defend their project at all costs.
- Project teams need to view stage gates as resting points where they are encouraged to take the time for critical self-examination.
- All players should work and think together to assess the current estimates of program value, relative to the costs and risks, in an objective manner.

Together program sponsors and project teams need to have a shared focus on risk/reward decisions. These attitude changes will mean a fundamental shift away from parochial interests towards a shared view of the interests of the organization as a whole. Bottom-line success needs to be redefined. It can mean working for a project team that delivers a new technology on time, on budget — in the classic way. It can also mean coaching users behind the scenes to help them adopt the technology faster. But success can also mean helping to stop a program in order to divert scarce resources to other programs of higher potential value or increasing the scope of the program to include projects which were not originally thought to have anything to do with the introduction of the technology.

Stage gates create many opportunities to creatively modify programs and value cases as the work proceeds. At Nova Gas Transmission, where a system of stage gating has been fully implemented, value cases can be thoroughly reworked at key gates. For example, a program sponsor was implementing a business change to reduce the costs of constructing new components of the gas pipeline by standardizing construction. To do this he needed to manage a large amount of information about pipeline component construction which was currently held in paper files. This included component specifications, maintenance profiles, and resource estimates. He determined that he needed a document management system to handle the information and began to put together a case for funding the implementation of such a system.

This turned out to be a difficult task. It was not at all clear what direct benefits a document management system would bring in and of itself. After a few rounds of trying, a new approach was proposed which built on the program concept. Instead of looking only at the technology, the sponsor and his team
created a Results Chain which included all aspects of the business change and which put the technology in the context of its contribution to that business change. This turned out to be quite a revelation.

It was clear that the technology would help to enable the business change and indeed would significantly lower costs. But the real contribution was a new thinking process that was set off by taking a program view. The program was modified once it was discovered that the benefits of the change would not be achieved unless other information that was not originally in scope was also managed. Furthermore, they found that changes needed to be made to people management processes and to incentives in order to ensure that the new business processes would be used consistently. The technology itself was never an issue.

**Project Management Stage Gates.** Sound project management is still fundamental to full cycle governance, as explained in Chapters 3 and 4. It is one of the pillars of any good blended investment program. While the program defines the full package of work, the projects are where the bulk of the money gets spent. People spend time, things are bought and expenses are incurred within the projects. This requires different disciplines, closer to the traditional focus on delivery.

The focus of programs is on mapping benefits paths and handling the broad issues around achieving business benefits. These benefits come about because of the interaction of many projects. Each project, on the other hand, has a much narrower focus on delivering a product, be it a software system, training or a change in compensation policy. Because of this difference in focus and goals, it does not make sense to use the same criteria for judging the value of programs and projects.

The solution to this problem is to define a second set of stage gates specifically for projects. Initially, of course, projects are approved as part of an overall program. After that, each project passes through the project-specific gates at its own pace. All projects cannot be carried out at the same time. There are project interdependencies that dictate an implementation order.

Figure 5-2 gives an example of the project gates for a typical software development project and where they are positioned relative to the stage gates for the program.

---

**Figure 5-2**

*Project Gates Relative to Program Gates*

The project concept gate is the point at which you validate whether the project is in line with the needs of the program. Further work is then required to develop a preliminary analysis with more refined cost and time estimates. At the project design gate, these estimates are reviewed in light of better information about the products and capabilities the project must deliver.

Each of the subsequent gates is designed to check whether the project is on track and to make adjustments that are necessary to keep it there. The architecture of the software design would be checked at the project execution gate. If you are contracting out completion of the project, this is the point where a fixed...
price bid for completion would be reasonable to ask for. The software would be accepted into service by
the program sponsor at the project implementation gate. As with programs, your financial and other resource
commitments only extend to the next stage gate.

The project implementation gate is the same as the program commissioning gate. At this point, the
project’s deliverables are complete and a decision is needed about whether to release them for live use. This
is a program gate because the availability of other projects’ deliverables plays a part in the decision.

**Program Decision Options and Portfolio Composition**

When programs and projects arrive at the stage gates, decisions must be made about how they will proceed.
What are the main decision options? In the past, there were limited choices. You could stop or you could
continue. You might need more funding or other resources. More often, these decisions were based on
actual spending and project status relative to the plan. The focus was solely on project management issues,
with little consideration given to wider program value issues.

With the viewpoint of programs and portfolios, we now have the tools to steer our investment
programs more precisely toward the benefits we seek.

**Program Decision Options.** The structure of stage gates generates a much richer variety of decision
options. This is because they incorporate a more complete assessment of the value cases as they are updated
over time. The decision options include:

- **Stay the course:** If the program is on track and the next stage is adequately planned, proceed.
- **Modify the program:** If conditions change sufficiently, take the opportunity to reassess and adjust course
  appropriately. For example, if a program’s alignment with business goals and strategic aims is not
  strong enough, the program can be redirected to better support the business.
- **Delay next stage:** When the requirements of the previous stage are not met, wait and see rather than
  carrying on, come what may. This does not mean hoping for a silver bullet but rather revisiting the
  value case for the program or project to determine if it is still worth pursuing.
- **Withdraw:** Change is the norm today. Sometimes conditions change so radically that the original bene-
  fits sought from a program are no longer achievable or desirable. In that case, just stop before you have
  spent all the money. There is no point in throwing good money after bad.

Where the option is selected to modify a program, there are a variety of actions that can be taken. Consider a few examples.

- If the program’s risk profile becomes too high, corrective action can be taken.
- If the projected financial returns are too low, certain project deliverables can be scaled down to contain costs.
- If the time frame is too long, you can look for opportunities to accelerate the delivery of carefully
  selected benefits.

Modifying programs becomes a much richer option — a major source of benefits — in the cases of tech-
ology assessment and business program redesign mentioned above. In all cases, the benefits to be delivered are
the major driver in investment decision making rather than input measures such as spending or time.

**Portfolio Composition.** Obviously, decisions to change resource commitments to programs have an
impact on the portfolio. Stage gate decisions may deal with a variety of program interdependencies and
portfolio management issues. For example, a delay in delivery of some IT infrastructure can hold up
another program that is counting on that infrastructure to be in place. By linking program decisions to an
understanding of the investment portfolio, decision makers are armed with the information and knowledge
they need to make intelligent course corrections.
At the project level, decisions primarily focus on delivery, as before, but now within the broader program and portfolio context. If the plan for the project cannot be met, what do you do? You are, of course, tempted to get the project back on track, whatever it takes. However, you must also take into account the impacts such corrective measures may have on the overall program. Is there a significant change to the program costs? How are other projects in the program affected? Are the targeted benefits still achievable? If not, is the program still worth pursuing? Having developed the big picture of key benefits paths with a Results Chain model, you can assess such changes from a position of knowledge.

What happens if you cancel or delay a program? Potentially this could free up money for other work. What happens if an unforeseen and non-budgeted program arises? Where does the money come from? Decision makers face these real-life problems every day.

When practicing full cycle governance, they base their decisions not only on the prospective value of individual programs, but on the overall impacts on the investment portfolio. As explained in Chapter 4, there are a number of business investment categories — from mandatory and sustaining programs to strategic business opportunities and experimentation. It is the portfolio perspective that brings some clarity to the consequences of stopping a program, even if it doesn’t make the decisions any easier.

The categories in the portfolio were devised because different types of programs offer different degrees of freedom to decision makers. If, for example, you are unable to carry out a sustaining program when planned, does this mean you have freed up money for some other program such as one for business improvement? As with many things in life, the answer is it depends.

You arrived at the mix of work in each category by setting policies on the amount that was needed and that you could afford to support your business. If not all of the work can be carried out as planned, it probably does not mean that the planned work will never be done. It just means that it will be deferred until later because it still needs to be done sometime.

The cases of unforeseen projects needing emergency funding demonstrate the clarity which the portfolio perspective gives to investment decision making. Nova Gas Transmission, for example, needed to rewrite its billing system. The old system had served the company well for many years. However, like many systems of its age, it was becoming more and more difficult to change without causing unexpected impacts in other parts of the system. A change in regulation was expected, but its exact nature had not yet been determined. By the time the exact change was defined, there would not be enough time to change the old system before the regulations took effect.

The decision was made to start developing a new system with a view to ensuring that it would be flexible enough to meet any likely changes within the required time frames. The problem was that there was no money in the budget at that time to carry out this work. Furthermore, in a regulated environment, there was nowhere to go for extra money. It appeared necessary to take money from other planned and in-progress projects.

The first thought was to take money from the sustaining budget. It was only the middle of the year and the year-long project to replace aging desktop computers had not spent all its funds, but the policy on sustaining the desktop environment had been set for very good reasons. It had been found that waiting longer than planned to replace the desktops involved significant extra support costs. It would also drive up the need for sustaining funds in the following year, further squeezing the money available for business improvement programs. For these reasons, the capital was sought in the business improvement category where schedules could be adjusted without such a significant impact on the business.

**Organization Structure and Decision Making**

Full cycle governance requires people to analyze information, decide on courses of action and set the policies that will drive governance of the investment portfolio. Who should make these decisions? Where does the decision-making authority lie? In answering these questions, it is important to recognize that blended investments in technology and other elements of the BTOPP business system are fundamentally business decisions. Just as war is too important to leave to the generals, decisions on blended investment programs and
portfolio composition are too important to leave to technology experts. Clearly, it is the business leaders who need to be making critical decisions about the portfolio and its key programs.

“It’s only a technology decision,” many executives say. “We’re not competent to judge the merits of the proposal. We can delegate that to the experts.” Wrong! It is not only a technology decision, and what’s more it never has been. Yes, there are technical elements of any blended investment proposal. But there are much more important business issues. The decisions you are making about IT are business decisions, decisions about the way you want to configure your business capabilities for the future. They are decisions about the tools people will use to get their jobs done. The options are not always easy. There will be tough decisions to be made. As Michael Porter says, “If you don’t have to make trade-offs, you don’t have a strategy.” There will be individual winners and losers, but the main winner will be the organization. If you are delegating the decisions about these issues, you are not delegating...you are abdicating!

Delegating technology decisions to the experts is a management practice that dates from the automation era of IT applications. At that time, many IT projects stood alone and could be carried out in relative isolation from the rest of the business. This is no longer true of information management and business transformation programs which affect the entire BTOPP business system.

So, if these business decisions are the responsibility of senior management, where does the IT group fit? Aren’t there decisions that they themselves can handle without dragging senior management into technical discussions? Yes, the IT group still has a role. The experts should rightly be deciding what the technology should be — what standards to adopt, what brand of computer to buy and so on. They need to provide expert opinion about the degree of adherence to standards, and the validity of the estimates of technical work. They also need to participate actively in the general management debate on business issues — the four “ares” questions which lie at the heart of portfolio management. In so doing, the IT group must participate on an equal footing with other groups, and should propose IT projects on the same equal footing as well. If the group wants, for example, to invest in a new network of PCs, their program should be treated in the same way as any other business program, and judged on the business value that it will deliver. The IT group’s seat at the table is the same as that of any other business function.

We can illustrate the different roles of business management and the IT group by returning to the four “ares” framework (see Figure 5-3).
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Management Roles Within the Four “Ares” Framework

What the four “ares” framework shows is that full cycle governance won’t work unless it is cross-functional, involving people from all areas of the business, including the IT group. The intent is to make the organization as a whole the winner. In all cases, making portfolio decisions should be about getting the best value for an organization from investments wherever they are made, rather than local optimization in any specific business area.

**Investment Decision Board.** Decisions about how to manage individual programs rest with the business sponsor, whose essential role is described in Chapter 3. This principle of program accountability is fundamental to full cycle governance; however, this level of accountability is necessary but not sufficient.
Three Fundamentals

Portfolio decisions must be made by decision makers representing all parts of the business. While decision-making authority could be vested in a single individual, it is rare for all business units to support and buy into key portfolio decisions without wider representation.

For this reason it is preferable to constitute a steering committee, or an investment decision board (IDB), on which all significant parts of the business are represented. This adds credibility to the decisions since all major business factors can be considered when issues arise. Board members can also individually promote the results of the decisions, covering all parts of the organization in the process. In this respect, the IT group is represented on the board alongside other business units. This ensures that both technology and business perspectives feed into the decision-making process.

The IDB concept can be taken a step further by introducing a value management office (VMO) to assist the decision board. The VMO’s value analysts assess the value of business results, alignment, risk and return; monitor progress on benefits realization; and coach program staff on value concepts. In short, the VMO supports the decision board in bringing a sharper focus to portfolio management and the design of sound blended investment programs. The structure and roles of the IDB and the VMO are described in detail in Chapter 6.

Window on the Real World: Client Stories

The problems which Nova Gas Transmission (NGT) experienced with project overload described in Chapter 4 led this large natural gas pipeline company to implement full cycle governance completely. In the process, NGT has shaped development of this practical aspect of the Benefits Realization Approach. The NGT experience, summarized below, provides some vivid impressions of how full cycle governance actually looks and feels as investment decisions are made.

Nova Gas Transmission

NGT wanted to be more rigorous in the way it selected, funded and managed investments in IT-based business programs throughout the year — over the entire program life cycle.

Nova Gas Transmission (NGT), one of North America’s largest natural gas pipeline companies, has adopted the Benefits Realization Approach, and has, in fact, adapted it, improved upon it and institutionalized it under the name “Investment Value Management.” NGT first implemented Investment Value Management (IVM) in the IT department, and plans to introduce the new approach to manage capital discretionary investments throughout the company.

In the past, investment allocation at NGT was reserved for the last few months of the year. But too much was being played out in sudden-death play-offs. There were no round robin or regular season games. Everyone had to be ready when the whistle blew. Tom Whitehead, manager of planning and practices, says the process was like an annual sweepstakes. “Everybody would send their best man in with gloves on once a year to win some money. It would be a euphemism to say that it was somewhat heated. Not only was negotiation intense during the process, some decisions were being made based on issues such as equity and fairness, instead of the real issues: business objectives.”

NGT wanted to be more rigorous in the way it selected, funded and managed investment in IT-based business programs throughout the year. It was also concerned about harvesting benefits over time. NGT developed extensive governance mechanisms, tools and techniques for benefits realization that are applied over the entire program life cycle. The results of this full cycle governance have been very positive. Whitehead says that institutionalizing IVM has allowed NGT to:

- Find the investments with the most value, that will generate the greatest benefits, while at the same time rigorously assessing risks.
- Do all the things that must get done to obtain results, whether they are related to IT or changes to the business itself.
■ Engage the business units in the IT development of the company, and help all business users to work together.

■ Receive higher value for dollars spent.

■ Spend more time thinking about the right ideas for new investment opportunities.

The company has created two governance groups that are central to the process — the investment decision board and the value management office. A cross-functional team of senior business managers, the board meets regularly to allocate funds for all IT investments. It compares and evaluates and accepts or rejects them based on their relative value. The value management office acts as a secretariat to the board, coaches sponsors and staff in developing program proposals that are based on value and monitors spending and the status of available funds.

According to Bob Coote, manager of facilities provision and a member of the investment decision board, “People who submit programs for review certainly feel it is lengthier at the early stages of the process. However, they soon realize that the process leads them to better proposals, provides them with a better assurance that their program will deliver results and helps avoid costly routes. In fact, what is unique about the IVM process is its continuous nature. The investment decision board meets regularly, new programs are continually proposed, active programs are reviewed and understanding of the overall picture grows constantly — always with an eye on business benefits.”

NGT has implemented a number of checkpoints in the program life cycle where a program’s value is assessed relative to other investment opportunities before it is allowed to proceed. These stage gates — the program initiation gate, the program commitment gate, the program commissioning gate, benefits reviews and the program completion gate — are managed by the investment decision board.

Business cases are not simply reviewed by the board and OK’d or vetoed. At any given time, there are a number of active programs in different stages of development, and a queue of valued programs waiting for resources. At the first two gates, the board compares programs to select those that have the greatest value to the organization. At the following two gates, it monitors progress in delivering programs and realizing benefits. At the program completion gate — once all of the intended benefits mechanisms are in place and the program has reached a steady state in harvesting benefits — the board passes responsibility for ongoing benefits realization from the program sponsor to the business operation.

According to Bruce McNaught, vice president of internal resources, adopting full cycle governance has made a huge difference at NGT. “The priorities are clear and everyone knows what must be done. The IT people are not tempted to tease out the benefits of a pet project. They can see and understand why we need to do certain projects and not others. They are confident that the decisions were made for all the right reasons. And since the IVM process is continuous, sponsors know that a better, more disciplined business case could get them in the queue.”
Summary

The shift from stand-alone project management to program and portfolio management creates the potential to harvest vastly increased benefits from IT-enabled business transformation initiatives. To realize that potential, you need to operationalize these key concepts with full cycle governance. Only then will you be able to measure the results of benefits realization.

In this chapter, we have reviewed the four core components required to establish full cycle governance as the new way of making major investment decisions and managing programs in your organization. These are: value cases, stage gates, portfolio composition and program decision options, and organization structure and decision making. Each of these components requires significant change in how people think, manage and act.

When value cases replace conventional business cases to support program selection, your organization needs to embrace a new multidimensional view of business value. ROI remains important, but is not in itself more important than strategic alignment with the corporate vision, or an assessment of the risk that the business environment could change. The all-or-nothing bet of traditional project approval must also be replaced with value cases that are designed to allow continuous monitoring of programs through their entire life cycles.

When progressive commitment of resources is introduced for each project and program, your people need to learn how to pilot their initiatives through a series of stage gates. At first, this may seem like extra work, until they understand that value is added at each gate. As they proceed, they will learn to think beyond the old go/no go project decisions to a far richer menu of options. This is a new world where a cancelled project is not a failure, but a source of information for management and of scarce resources for other higher-value programs. It is also a world where program and project managers are encouraged to modify their initiatives frequently in order to reduce risk and increase benefits.

Whenever critical program management decisions are made at the stage gates, your investment decision makers must get used to assessing the impacts on overall portfolio composition. Program and project managers need to share the bigger picture with the executives making portfolio selection decisions as the programs progress through their life cycles. A shared overview helps everyone handle overlaps, emergency funding requests and other special events more smoothly and effectively, to maximize benefits.

The introduction of the Benefits Realization Approach, and its operationalization through progressive resource commitment, and the stage gate approval processes, represents a significant change to organizations. It forces a change in the management mind-set that will challenge the way work is done and decisions are made today. More importantly, it may challenge your organization’s formal and informal power structures. In Part III, we move on to discuss the three necessary conditions that articulate further organizational changes required for the approach to be successful. Accountability must be activist, and supported by new organization structures. Relevant measurements must be in place to support accountability, and the ongoing management of benefits realization. Proactive management of change is required, both to introduce the approach, and as an integral part of business programs.

While all this change is a lot to undertake, the potential benefits are major. Your organization will be able to transform itself and enter the Knowledge Economy by taking the necessary risks in a controlled way.
III

THREE NECESSARY CONDITIONS

In Part II, we discussed each of the three fundamentals of the Benefits Realization Approach: program management; portfolio management; and full cycle governance. Part III moves on to an in-depth discussion of each of the three necessary conditions of the approach: activist accountability; relevant measurement; and proactive management of change.

Chapter 6 introduces the concept of activist accountability and ownership. We present the seven plus one key conditions for activist accountability. We discuss the key roles of business sponsor, program manager and project manager, and their responsibilities. Finally, we describe two organizational entities that are required to support implementation of the Benefits Realization Approach, the investment decision board (IDB) and the value management office (VMO).

Chapter 7 takes accountability one step farther, in that there cannot be effective accountability without relevant measurement systems. We discuss the blind spots in today’s measurement systems, and show how the Results Chain can be used to provide a unique perspective on measurement. This perspective lets you better manage those four dimensions of complexity: linkage; reach; people; and time by ensuring that: measures exist; you are measuring the right things; you are measuring things the right way; and measurements are guiding decisions and action.

Chapter 8 presents the case that results are the leverage point of change, and that change must be proactively managed if benefits are to be realized. Implementing the Benefits Realization Approach requires major changes in how people think, manage and act. These changes will not happen by themselves. Change management is the job of senior business management, not human resource experts or psychologists. Business sponsors, in particular, must take the lead in managing the process of change. Change initiatives must be built into business programs at the beginning, not bolted on after the fact. They must address all elements of the business system, with emphasis on the organization, process and people aspects.
6

FIRST NECESSARY CONDITION: ACTIVIST ACCOUNTABILITY

“The buck stops here,” the famous slogan of Harry S. Truman, is a clear and succinct description of what is generally understood by the term accountability. This simple idea is the foundation of activist accountability, too often forgotten in the disputes between technology experts and business managers.

One of the most common reasons why even stand-alone projects don’t deliver the intended business benefits is the failure to properly locate accountability up front, at the stage of program design. When people say things like “Everyone is accountable for the success of this project,” it may be true as a general philosophy, but if everyone is accountable for everything, then in real terms, nobody is accountable for anything. In short, everyone loses sight of where the buck really stops.

Another common mistake is to adopt an overly passive, negative attitude towards accountability. For example, Funk and Wagnall’s definitions of “accountable” include “liable to be called to account.” This rather threatening definition is the way all too many organizations apply it. Some managers have been quite surprised to find themselves “accountable” after the event, sometimes with dramatic consequences. The scapegoating of the IT group associated with silver bullet thinking is an example of this passive, negative attitude toward accountability.

A positive sense of accountability is required to support the benefits realization process. Instilling this sense will increase the odds that we can achieve the intended benefits of an investment program, and drive our success rates up toward the 80 to 90 percent we should be achieving with IT-enabled business transformation initiatives. If the buck doesn’t stop somewhere in a positive way, bucks are unlikely to start flowing. That’s why our accountability motto is: “The bucks start here.”

Three Routes to Activist Accountability

Full cycle governance requires changes in roles, attitudes and culture which must reinforce the emergence of projects, programs, portfolios and stage gates. Each organization starts with a unique set of initial conditions, so it is not advisable to define a generic approach to activist accountability in advance. Experience tells us, however, that there are three routes to changing any firm’s accountability systems to support benefits realization. All these routes must be travelled in order to implement full cycle governance. We use the routes to activist accountability as guidelines for management action:

1. Understand the Essence of Activist Accountability: Ideas and mind-sets must change. Focus people’s attention on how the concept differs from traditional passive approaches to business results still operating in many organizational cultures today. Explain why cultural and organizational change will be required to do a good job of benefits realization and program management.

2. Introduce Seven Plus One Key Conditions of Activist Accountability: Apply these practical conditions to the articulation of accountabilities for a specific blended investment program. Make each condition actionable so people learn by doing to every extent possible. Full cycle governance is operational, not theoretical.

3. Introduce the Accountabilities Required for Full Cycle Governance: Define new activist accountabilities for both program and portfolio management, usually (but not always) drawing on the experience gained with a single program. This will involve introducing permanent changes in organizational structures.

Each of these three routes to change will now be reviewed in detail.
Understand the Essence of Activist Accountability

To get the benefits, you not only define them and articulate a program to achieve them, you need to know who is going to make them happen. If the intended benefits are business benefits, then it is the business sponsor — a senior business manager or executive — who should own them and be held accountable for achieving them. This concept of business benefits ownership is central to benefits realization.

The accountability of the IT group is to be a partner in delivering the new technological and organizational capabilities that will support the achievement of benefits. But IT project teams are rarely, if ever, positioned to achieve the benefits themselves. Nor should they be expected to do so. It is the role of IT to deliver the technology and/or the applications that provide the capability that can support the business. Significant business benefits are only achieved through the process of business change, and it is the business itself that is ultimately accountable for that change.

With clearly defined roles, IT experts and business managers, as members of the program team, can actively accept, even embrace, their respective accountabilities. So how can accountability be defined in activist terms? Elliott Jaques and Stephen D. Clement, in their book Executive Leadership: A Practical Guide To Managing Complexity, describe the role of manager in terms of three critical accountabilities:

■ For the outputs of employees
■ For maintaining a team of employees who are capable of producing the outputs required
■ For the leadership of employees so they can collaborate competently and with full commitment with the manager and with each other in pursuing the goals set.

Accordingly, they say managers require, at an “absolute minimum,” the following four authorities:

■ To veto an appointment
■ To decide about task assignments
■ To decide personal effectiveness appraisal and merit awards
■ To decide to initiate a person’s removal from a work role.

Theoretical definitions provide a useful starting point. When it comes to accountability, especially, it is important to phrase the changes you are looking for in terms that readily translate into actions. With this in mind the seven plus one key conditions for activist accountability have been developed.

Introduce Seven Plus One Key Conditions for Activist Accountability

Activist accountability is more than just being active. Too often being accountable is seen as a framework for blame. Since we cannot afford this traditional “passive-negative” approach to large-scale transformation programs, the seven plus one conditions were designed to create a framework for success.

Following is a practical checklist of seven key conditions to be applied when accountabilities for any given outcome or benefit are assigned and accepted. This list is particularly useful when applied to the design of the organization and people projects of a specific blended investment program.

Condition 1: Clear mandate and scope
Condition 2: Sufficient authority and latitude to act
Condition 3: Requisite competence
Condition 4: Commensurate resources
Condition 5: Clear lines of accountability
Condition 6: Understanding of rights and obligations
Condition 7: Relevant performance measures

And, of course, there must be acceptance of accountability. Accountabilities must be made specific. When the above conditions are in place, you have the parameters for the required accountabilities. Let’s review each of these necessary conditions and illustrate how they create an environment for success. Often, these
conditions are presented in the form of questions team members and executives must ask themselves, so they are phrased in fairly personal terms.

**Condition 1: Clear Mandate and Scope.** This condition addresses the question: “Accountability for what?” Am I accountable for the successful execution of a project on time and within budget, or am I accountable for the achievement of actual business benefits? If so, which benefits? The Results Chain model can be used to link accountability with specific results. Each member of a particular investment program should be able to describe his or her mandate in terms of one or more specific measurable results identified in the model — both business benefits and technology capabilities.

A second issue is the scope of your accountability. Does it match the task at hand? One of the reasons why so many BPR projects have come to grief has been the inability to get scope right. In some cases, the project scope was narrow, often because it was confined to a single department rather than an end-to-end process, such as order fulfillment. This kind of tinkering is frequently counterproductive, giving the illusion of improvement, while often merely moving a bottleneck somewhere else in the supply chain. On the other hand, if the scope is too wide the problem may be seen as unmanageable — to be admired rather than dealt with.

Defining the scope of accountability brings you face-to-face with Reach, one of the four critical dimensions of complexity. How far does the scope extend up and down the chain of command and laterally across the supply chain? Answers can be generated using the discipline of “systems thinking” identified by Peter Senge in his book *The Fifth Discipline* (which gives “system” a broader meaning than in common IT usage). Determination of scope requires decisions about the size of the system you have to manage.

As described in Chapter 2 and further illustrated in Chapter 3, the Results Chain technique allows you to build the working model of a system, to map the network of initiatives and intermediate outcomes that contribute to the desired outcomes. Programs and projects can be identified in terms of meaningful subsystems, corresponding to specific benefits realization paths, within the overall model. Their scope can be depicted by shaded areas, such as the one shown in Figure 6-1.

You can use this model to review the program in the context of the benefits framework over time as your understanding or the situation changes.

**Condition 2: Sufficient Authority and Latitude to Act.** If you are to accept accountability for achieving business benefits, does your span of control have the reach necessary to manage all the contributing initiatives? The projects (or Results Chain initiatives) required to make the programs successful frequently require the buy-in and commitment of the principal decision makers across the organization. As a rule of thumb, the business sponsor who accepts ownership of the expected benefits and accountability for achieving them must be a senior officer and have earned wide credibility within the organization. In other words, formal authority is important but is not enough alone to make complex blended investment programs a success. That authority must be boosted by the informal authority that comes through being able to influence other holders of authority at many levels.

What does “latitude to act” mean? Even though you appear to have sufficient authority, there can be other constraints. For example, we all know about the hidden power of corporate culture. The values and beliefs of the organization may not be open to change, whatever your vested authority. Many CEOs have been chewed up and spat out by organizations where they confused their formal authority with their real latitude to act. The degree of latitude exists at a point in time and may, of course, be expanded through achieving credible successes. When you assess your latitude to accept an accountability, you need a firm grasp on the reality of what you can change in what time frame.

**Condition 3: Requisite Competence.** Qualified people are needed to engineer business transformations because the changes go to the heart of the business. This condition must therefore be highlighted — and insisted upon. Organizations are most successful when they put their most qualified people into the key
positions of accountability for their critical investment programs and projects. Of course, this is easier said than done. In today’s lean organizations, these people are in high demand. Their time is a scarce resource in the competitive free-for-all at budget time. However, the programs in question are often the fundamental change initiatives to assure the organization’s future in the Knowledge Economy or a radically restructured industry. So, keep asking: “Are we really going to put less than our best people on this one?”

**FIGURE 6-1**
Scope of Subsystem on Benefits Realization Path

**Condition 4: Commensurate Resources.** Checking the true availability of resources imposes a reality check on the assignment of accountabilities. It comes back to the issue of scarce resources discussed in Chapter 4. Jaques and Clement in their book, Executive Leadership, give managers the authority to hire and fire and to muster the resources both human and otherwise that are necessary to get the job done. But formal authority does not create resources. Are they really available? Do they even exist today? Must they be purchased outside? And so on. If the necessary resources are not obtainable, you should think twice about whether you can solve the problem before accepting accountability.

This observation lies at the heart of the program selection decisions of portfolio management. And it raises the fundamental issue of understanding the difference between launching and landing major investment programs. The resource requirements are quite different in each case.

**Condition 5: Clear Lines of Accountability.** When considering this condition, you need to ask a simple question: “To whom am I accountable?” You probably know the answer today, but things can change fast. Full cycle governance embodies the concept of progressive resource commitment as a method of dealing with the realities of an everchanging environment. You can never know enough from a snapshot view to answer all the questions and predetermine all the decisions that will arise down the road. Accountability in these terms will involve dialogue and negotiation, and the lines of negotiation should be both clear and open.

**Condition 6: Understanding of Rights and Obligations.** It is important to make clear the rights and obligations of all parties. Accountability is more than the conferring of authority by one party on another. In the context of investment programs and projects, it requires that people accept commitments of scarce resources to, in effect, sign “contracts” to deliver — whether the deliverables are specific technologies, capabilities, intermediate outcomes or business benefits. These contracts define the rights and obligations of two parties, and at times many more than two parties. These rights and obligations must be made specific. Of course, they may be renegotiated over the term of the contract, but they should never be in
doubt. In an environment of activist accountability, there should be common recognition that the success of each is in the success of all. Being accountable will mean going the extra mile to assist others, but never at the risk of failing to fulfil your own obligations.

**Condition 7: Relevant Performance Measures.** Measurement is what gives teeth, and life, to accountability. So, this condition is essential. There must be agreement about the measures and measurement systems that provide the yardstick of success for accountability. If you are accountable for achieving the business benefits, how will you know they have been achieved? The measures of your success must be directly tied to the measurable outcomes of the program. However, measures of performance must also take into account what must be done to bring about these outcomes, as is pointed out in Chapter 7.

The mere action of defining measures of success will change behavior positively or otherwise. When measures are set and understood, most people will begin to optimize their behavior. If new behaviors are necessary to achieve the desired results, then new measures will be needed, and they will need to be reset at each stage in the program.

Management must be consistent in adhering to the measures they define. For example, if they are measuring effective achievement of results rather than hours in the office, people cannot walk around glancing at their watches, mumbling about who is late.

**One Additional Condition: Acceptance of Accountability.** This is not so much a condition, as an absolute requirement. If accountability is contractual by nature, then activist accountability is about enabling successful delivery. Your accountability is inextricably linked to those of others. That means all parties must commit to the result, and act to make it happen. Later in the chapter, a high-level view of an accountability matrix, which is useful in defining the accountabilities of the various parties, will be discussed.

The new activist accountability agenda can be applied both to shape individual investment programs and the broader organizational structures supporting full cycle governance. This brings us to the third route to implementation of activist accountability: introducing the accountabilities required for full cycle governance.

**Introduce the Accountabilities Required for Full Cycle Governance**

Understanding and applying the seven plus one conditions of activist accountability is the first step many organizations will take to develop the new accountability systems and culture required for active benefits realization. The conditions apply most naturally to the design of an individual blended investment program. However, activist accountability reaches beyond programs to decisions about the entire investment portfolio. Eventually, it must be embedded in all phases of full cycle governance. This presents some new, higher-level challenges, most notably the creation of shared accountability in the senior management group for program selection decisions and the related adjustments to portfolio composition, discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

Make no mistake about it, some of these decisions can be the toughest that executives have to make. Some can involve difficult strategic trade-offs about the future direction of the company, including its Knowledge Economy initiatives. Making these trade-offs plays a central role in shaping a business strategy. Some decisions must be made in the context of fierce competition for scarce resources, driven by the problems of too many IT choices chasing too few resources discussed in Chapter 4.

To deal with these issues and challenges, implementation of full cycle governance must be carried out not only by applying new principles of activist accountability, but also by creating new organizational structures and decision processes. In this regard, organizations with significant portfolios of blended investment programs require an investment decision board supported by a value management office. Underneath this portfolio management layer are the investment programs themselves with structures
appropriate to their stage in the life cycle. Of these multiple initiatives, some will be actively pursued as programs, while some will be waiting in the wings. The programs on the go will be at different stages with different objectives running to different time frames. Figure 6-2 shows an outline of such an organization. The structure for just one of the programs, involving three projects, is illustrated.

Nova Gas Transmission (NGT) provides one example of how this structure operates in practice and, in particular, how the new decision processes have helped the company sort through its project overload. This story is told in the “Window on the Real World” section at the end of this chapter.

Another case, that of a financial institution, illustrates how the full cycle governance approach can be applied to strategy development. Historically, the company had consisted of a collection of highly autonomous and diverse business units. Its business strategy called for developing a one-company approach to serve international markets by leveraging common strengths, while responding to necessary market and line-of-business differences.

Recognizing the magnitude of investments and the significant cultural changes implied by this direction, a “user council” was established by executives during the strategy project. The council had broad business head representation and these heads had to collectively decide upon enterprise-wide priorities — and not merely represent their distinct business areas. The culmination of the strategic planning exercise resulted in identification of a number of major enterprise program initiatives.

While focused on the future use of IT, all of these initiatives required significant business effort to achieve the identified business benefits. They were blended investment programs in all but name. Each of the active programs has a full-time business sponsor accountable to the council to deliver the benefits of the program. This user council has endured beyond the strategic planning project to become, essentially, the investment decision board for the ongoing programs. As such, it is accountable to the CEO and the board of directors for the achievement of the strategy.

With these real-life cases in mind, let’s review the critical roles of the players leading the full cycle governance process, paying special attention, of course, to their principal accountabilities.
**Investment Decision Board (IDB).** The board is accountable to senior management and has broad representation from all groups, including IT. In some cases, it may be a senior management committee. The IDB is primarily accountable for managing the portfolio of blended investment programs, each identified and mapped using the Results Chain model. In a real sense, the board is the owner of the portfolio. In large organizations with multiple lines of business, the board will often have to manage the level of overall funding to provide the necessary balance between company-wide and specific line-of-business needs.

The specific accountabilities of the IDB are to:

- Review value cases for investment programs and the essential projects to accomplish them.
- Select the winners.
- Assign a committed business sponsor to each approved investment program.
- Review the status and direction of these approved programs and approve funding progressively as the various stage gates are reached.
- Be the arbiter of last resort for major program/project roadblocks or conflicts between programs and projects.

It is not the role of the IDB to:

- Provide detailed project management.
- Recommend or select specific technology solutions.
- Involve itself in any of the day-to-day management.

In short, the IDB leaves aside some of the old roles of championing specific technologies and projects. It focuses on overall portfolio management, defining value assessment criteria and establishing the ground rules for competition among program sponsors for scarce resources.

The IDB must have the clout to grant or withhold money and must be able to call program sponsors to account both for project delivery and for benefits realization. The type of representation needed on the board to achieve this depends largely on the culture and authority structure of the business. Since the decisions of this board have a significant effect on business direction, the ideal body is the senior management team. It has the necessary authority and stature to make credible decisions that will be followed. However, with today’s flatter, empowered and networked organizations, the management team can invest decision-making authority in other levels of management.

The role of IDB members is to bring knowledge of different areas of the organization, and to act collectively to promote a company-wide view of business needs. The key to maintain the credibility of the board is to have members whose judgment is respected and who collectively span the main areas of the business.

**Value Management Office (VMO).** The value management office is accountable to the investment decision board. It is similar to the project management offices created in recent years to ensure that a central pool of experienced project managers apply their know-how to the effective delivery of projects. The project managers are assisted by a support office acting as a secretariat and back-up. This consolidated function allows managers to take an overall view of current and planned projects and to keep a close eye on project progress. This is intended to lower the delivery risks and to enable resources, particularly people, to be balanced across potential demands.

The VMO incorporates many of the project reporting functions of the project management office. However, the VMO extends them in some significant ways. First, its focus is on program value rather than strictly on project cost. This means that the VMO’s value analysts also assess the value of business results, alignment, financial worth and risk. Second, its monitoring activities include progress on benefits realization, not just project delivery. Third, it coaches program staff on value concepts. In this capacity, it acts as an advocate of change in the organization in the way people think about value. In short, the VMO supports the IDB in bringing a sharper focus on how to get the best value from blended investment programs.
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The VMO is the day-to-day contact for business sponsors, program managers and others who are struggling to come to grips with a major shift in their perspective on value. Therefore, they are well placed to deliver the board’s messages about the four “ares” approach to assessing value and the more active states of benefits realization. They also transfer the skills that are needed to deal with the new decision-making processes. In doing so, they are able to contribute to both the willingness and the ability of staff to move to a new way of thinking. The VMO’s participation in this aspect of change management is vital to successful benefits realization.

The VMO’s accountability is to track the various programs and initiatives and to support the program managers in developing value cases and recommendations for the IDB. The VMO will try to facilitate the resolution of program and project issues without passing them up to the board. In addition, the value management office maintains core competencies in the disciplines of benefits realization to support the various program areas.

Value analysts occupy a primary position in full cycle governance. They help business and technology teams to design programs that provide the best value to the business. They need to have both an appreciation of IT capabilities and an understanding of the key business drivers. Although there is a large degree of consulting skill involved in this job, it is vital that internal staff carry it out. Asking hired guns to impose new standards of value assessment and benefits — the standards used to pick winning programs — has proved counterproductive. It fails to bring about the fundamental change in thinking needed to realize benefits from blended investments.

Business Sponsor. As indicated in Chapter 3, the business sponsor has the most critical role in the benefits realization process. This is the individual who accepts accountability for delivering the benefits of investment programs to the organization.

There is a self-evident truth that “organizations don’t do things, people do.” The capability to achieve benefits can be knowingly or innocently hijacked if it is not actively managed. The distinction between the capability to achieve benefits, which is what projects have traditionally delivered, and the active harvesting of them as a distinct and overriding accountability, is what differentiates the Benefits Realization Approach. It is this latter accountability which defines the role of the business sponsor.

Every major initiative and program approved by the investment decision board requires a business sponsor. When you are dealing with programs in a benefits realization context, you are dealing with complex multimillion dollar, usually multiyear initiatives. The business sponsor must be a senior executive from within the fabric of the business, usually from the line organization, who accepts accountability for delivering the benefits to the whole organization, not just his or her own area.

Business sponsors are accountable to the chair of the IDB for the success of their programs. They are accountable to ensure that as elements of a program are achieved and implemented, the program continues to meet the overall goals of the business initiative. Their success is ultimately measured by the achievement of these measurable business benefits.

The successful business sponsor must practice the principles of activist accountability. This means more than applying the seven plus one basic conditions discussed above. It means accountability for leadership since business sponsors are probably the most visible individuals — day in, day out — in the entire full cycle governance process. The key behaviors of an activist business sponsor are: vision, commitment, persistence and communication.

- Vision: The business sponsor must provide a clear vision of the benefits sought by the initiative. The word vision is important. One of Senge’s five disciplines is “shared vision.” Since blended investment and business transformation programs are complex, the people involved need to understand and have a common view of the ultimate goal. The benefits identified in the Results Chain model are simply the starting point. The vision fills in the details and conveys the big picture of the benefits realization process from concept to cash, as discussed in Chapter 3. The vision also provides the clear
picture of what the world in which these benefits are achieved will be like. The business sponsor must demonstrate a strong belief that change needs to occur — that the program is necessary — and provide strong leadership for the change process.

- **Commitment:** The business sponsor needs to be committed to the real value of the program, to its achievability and to his or her own ability to make it happen. Jaques and Clement (cited earlier) question the idea of “a good manager, but not a leader.” A manager who does not lead is a caretaker, not a manager. The business sponsor must be willing to lead. He or she must have a thorough understanding of the scope of the program and be willing to find the necessary resources to make it happen.

- **Persistence:** One reason many projects have failed is a lack of real commitment to see the transformation initiative through to completion. In many BPR projects, for example, the participants get really fired up about the intellectual exercise of designing the new ways of doing things. The initial process redesign exercise goes well — on paper and flow charts — until people are faced with the reality of the changes they must make. For some, the changes may offer exciting new challenges, but for others, when faced with giving up “accustomed turf,” they just bail out, quietly or loudly, as the case may be. It is the role of the sponsor to be persistent and to provide consistent, sustained support for the program. He or she also needs to challenge inconsistencies and overcome roadblocks.

- **Communication:** One of the primary ways to reinforce vision, commitment and persistence is communication. A critical role of the business sponsor is to communicate the big picture of the overall change program, and its expected benefits, showing all key organizational units and work groups where they fit and the specific contributions each is making to the achievement of benefits. The business sponsor must also regularly communicate progress, and problems, to the program team, the IDB and the community at large. While communication experts may be able to support communications activities by providing advice and support tools, they should never be perceived as replacing the business sponsor. The communications process, like the benefits realization process it supports, must be continuous and flexible. It must also be two-way, with ample time left for dialogue and feedback. As illustrated by many of our client stories, Results Chain models can be a powerful tool to support this effort.

**Program Manager.** The program manager is accountable to the business sponsor for day-to-day management of the program. This role requires someone who is proactive with demonstrated leadership skills, who is highly organized and detail oriented, is an excellent communicator with good negotiation skills and good business sense. The program manager has two clear responsibilities: organizing projects within programs and controlling the program.

The responsibility for organizing projects within programs involves many initial steps, such as:

- Supporting the business sponsor and working with the VMO in building and presenting value cases for programs
- Negotiating assignment of available project managers with the appropriate skills to deliver planned projects
- Confirming project mandates
- Establishing program/project organization, and briefing all participants and key stakeholders
- Getting projects started.

Controlling the program, the second responsibility, means attending to many ongoing tasks, including:

- Ensuring the program and project plans and time reporting are in place and are adequate.
- Implementing appropriate progress, issue, change and quality control processes within current guidelines.
- Managing the program budget.
- Resolving or escalating all project issues.
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- Providing progress reports, project reviews and status reports.
- Negotiating staffing issues with project managers and other program managers.
- Getting projects completed.

**Project Manager.** In organizations with a culture of high-quality and successful project management, the accountabilities in the value management model will not seem strange. The project manager is accountable to the program manager for the achievement of project objectives on time and within budget. He or she can also be considered accountable to the business sponsor for the quality of the deliverables and the related capabilities.

The Benefits Realization Approach provides a framework for ongoing evaluation of the progress of the project. It also applies to usefulness and continued relevance of its individual benefits realization paths and benefits streams. The project manager needs to design effective processes for change management and dynamic adjustments to the benefits realization paths.

If a project is cancelled or delayed because its objectives cease to be necessary to the company’s goals, the project manager must ensure that the team does not see this as failure. A little groundwork in positioning the company’s Benefits Realization Approach will make such an event less traumatic. We do not mean to imply that a high percentage of projects will be truncated, but change is likely, particularly in very dynamic environments.

**The Accountability Web.** Project managers play a critical role in the whole web of accountabilities involved in effective benefits realization. As stated earlier, the business sponsor is responsible for achieving business results. The program manager is responsible for coordinating the execution of the projects that together provide the capability to achieve those results. This is an essential role but, as we have said, providing the capability is necessary but not sufficient to ensure that benefits are achieved. In turn program managers can only succeed if they are supported by high quality project managers, each managing motivated teams to deliver their specific results. This accountability web is intricately woven. It involves both rights and obligations. One player can hardly succeed where the others fail.

To assist with the definition and documentation of the various functions and accountabilities, an accountability matrix has been developed. Table 6-1 provides a simplified example. This kind of matrix can be expanded beyond the main accountabilities to provide a comprehensive view of the rights and obligations of all parties to a specific program at each stage in its life cycle.

**Succession Management**

One of the fundamental issues around the role of business sponsor is the long-term nature of the role. Many programs last a number of years. The business sponsor may change roles, be promoted or leave the organization while the program lives on. This is an unavoidable reality. Clearly, the issue of succession management deserves attention.

How do you commission and decommission new business sponsors for an ongoing initiative in an orderly manner? One of the great strengths of benefits realization models built with the Results Chain is that it allows you to clearly identify and understand the intermediate outcomes that contribute to achieving the end benefits. A well-designed program will have a series of intermediate outcomes and a continuously flowing benefits stream. As part of the progressive value cases, the business sponsor will always have specific and measurable outcomes to achieve within the next stage of the program. A new business sponsor may have to take over in the middle of one of these stages, but will be actively working towards building commitment to the next stage.
Clearly, there are challenges to this transition, but there are also opportunities. There is a chance to bring in a new set of experiences and knowledge that may be more appropriate to the next stage of the program. There is also an opportunity for the new sponsor to take a 360-degree scan of all elements of the program with fresh eyes.

**Window on the Real World: Client Stories**

The biggest change in introducing full cycle governance is also the most obvious, in most cases. It is the idea of business sponsorship for major blended investment and business transformation programs. This is supported by the idea of the business sponsor's clear ownership, or activist accountability, for delivering business results. The Benefits Realization Approach helps to ensure that business units take ownership of benefits. Once again, Nova Gas Transmission provides the case in point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Decision Board</th>
<th>Value Management Office (VMO)</th>
<th>Business Sponsor</th>
<th>Program Manager</th>
<th>Project Managers/ Delivery Teams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio Management</td>
<td>owns and manages the portfolio</td>
<td>provides planning and support to the IDB, business sponsors and the program managers</td>
<td>provides recommendations on the program</td>
<td>has a consultation role</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Plans</td>
<td>sets annual planning guidelines</td>
<td>proposes and structures programs</td>
<td>confirms program requirements</td>
<td>prepares the program plan in support of program requirements</td>
<td>prepares project plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Budgets/ Funding</td>
<td>approves the budgets and sources of funding for program commitments</td>
<td>facilitates the budget process</td>
<td>confirms project benefits and costs for next commitment phase</td>
<td>prepares consolidated budgets for the projects</td>
<td>provides project schedule and cost information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs</td>
<td>monitors status and resolves major issues/conflicts</td>
<td>facilitates the value (business) cases</td>
<td>is the business owner of the program</td>
<td>directs and coordinates the program</td>
<td>is accountable to the business sponsor for project deliverables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recruits business sponsors</td>
<td>monitors progress and budgets of programs</td>
<td>is responsible to IDB for the achievement of business benefits</td>
<td>recruits project manager</td>
<td>is accountable to the program manager for project execution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 6-1 Accountability Matrix**
Nova Gas Transmission

Grouping projects into programs with a definable business outcome lies at the heart of accountability. Programs are where value is measured.

Nova Gas Transmission Ltd. (NGT), one of North America’s largest natural gas pipeline companies, realized that IT investments must be linked to business programs, and that benefits can be harvested only if there are business users who are accountable for achieving them. Bruce McNaught, NGT’s vice president of internal resources, says this represents a major change from previous business practice: “In our new environment, IT investments are not made unless there is a committed business-process sponsor with a well-defined benefits realization plan.” No program proposal can be submitted to the investment decision board without having at least one business sponsor.

NGT has found that grouping projects into programs with a definable business outcome lies at the heart of accountability. Programs are concerned with the business objectives, and they are where value is measured. “The project focus had to change,” explains Bruce McNaught. “Such a focus made it possible for four or five different projects to be driving towards the same business unit in isolation. We switched to the idea of programs — the sum of the individual projects — because it only made sense to group projects according to the business result they were trying to achieve.” A program originates with a sponsor, who submits a proposal and requests money to carry it out. The sponsor is then accountable for achieving the projected benefits.

The challenge is for sponsors to develop meaningful benefit plans, commit to making the required changes in the business and assume program accountability from concept to program completion. “Although IVM (investment value management) is an important evaluation tool, its own value is most recognized in its ability to discipline sponsors in their proposals,” says McNaught. “They must think value all the time and be confident that their predictions hold up over time.”

McNaught feels that, in hindsight, the IVM process would have helped NGT when it implemented its new enterprise information system. At the time, business units were still handing their IT work over the fence to the IT department, and then moving on to other issues. However, management discovered that one of the most important challenges was re-engineering their business processes to accommodate the new system. This would have been done from the outset, he says, if the company had been using the IVM framework. Now that IVM has been institutionalized, business processes are unavoidably linked to IT programs.
Summary

Without appropriate and clear accountability, full cycle governance will become no more than an experiment — and usually a short-lived one at that — which might take considerable time and effort, but will not result in the improvement in benefits realization that it was intended to provide. The industrial-age division of labor between technology experts and business managers creates a barrier to implementation of full cycle governance. What is required, as we pointed out in this chapter, is active dialogue between all the players contributing to blended investment programs. All must share a common understanding of how IT enables business transformation across the business systems, and the pieces which each group must contribute. They must understand, in particular, that while the IT group may deliver exciting new technologies and capabilities, business groups will handle 80 to 95 percent of the work involved in most business transformation and advanced information management initiatives.

Activist accountability encompasses the measures that managers must take to create this positive environment for success in the new program universe. Its central assumptions are familiar. Business sponsors make the value cases for investment programs and lead those programs from concept to cash. They must therefore be held accountable for delivering the targeted business benefits. IT managers are held accountable for delivering the right tools and technological capabilities. Business managers are held accountable for delivering other capabilities. Each party to this set of linked transactions has an active sense of ownership, which includes a share of ownership in the program and clear ownership of specific initiatives and outcomes in the Results Chain model.

Building activist accountability across any organization is a big job. To succeed, you need to travel the three routes to implementation outlined in this chapter. Here is a brief recap.

Understanding the essence of activist accountability means changing people’s industrial-age mind-sets and getting them to accept the new form of outcome ownership. It means leaving behind the traditional passive approaches to business results still operating in many organizational cultures today.

Introducing the seven plus one key conditions of activist accountability means translating the new mind-set into actionable terms within the context of specific investment programs. It means, for example, defining the scope of people’s accountabilities, using the new shared understandings that grow around Results Chain models of the benefits realization process. It means making sure many people playing many roles have the authority, competence and resources they require to deliver their pieces of the program. Finally, introducing the seven plus one conditions means ensuring that all the players understand and accept their accountabilities, rights, obligations and performance objectives. All these conditions fit together into the human networks supporting all successful investment programs.

With activist accountability embedded at the program level, it becomes possible as well to introduce the accountabilities required for full cycle governance. This means building the new organizational units, the investment decision board and value management office that will monitor and adjust the portfolio as a whole as its multiple programs pass through the stage gate system. Business sponsors and their program managers remain on center stage throughout the process. Without their leadership, programs simply do not get off the ground.

Full cycle governance sets out a solid process for benefits realization. However, no amount of process will achieve results without the focused and committed efforts of competent people. Achieving real benefits is not easy. It is very challenging, but with clear objectives, the right resources and an environment for success, accepting and fulfilling activist accountabilities can be immensely rewarding, both for organizations and individuals.

****

For activist accountability to work, there must be a solid measurement system in place. It is certainly true that “if you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.” In Chapter 7, we explore the current blind spots, and discuss the need for measurement systems that: measure the right things; measure things the right way; and guide decisions and action.
The Benefits Realization Approach requires full cycle governance with activist and clear accountability. There must be ownership of business programs and projects. If such accountability is to work, there must be relevant, accurate and consistent measures of the performance of each blended investment program, and of the projects within them. As Kaplan and Norton say in *The Balanced Scorecard*:

“An organization’s measurement system strongly affects the behavior of people both inside and outside the organization. If companies are to survive and prosper in information age competition, they must use measurement and management systems derived from their strategies and capabilities.”

Measurement information is a vital input to two backbone decision processes:

1. Progressive commitment of resources through the stage gate system to manage risks and rewards
2. Dynamic benefits path adjustment, to respond to a changing environment.

Without a strong measurement system, the basis for well informed decisions will erode, and the quality of decisions will be, at best, suspect.

**The “New” Manager: Navigating in the Program Universe**

As in other areas of benefits realization, the starting point in the field of measurement is a new mind-set. The new universe of blended investment programs demands new navigational instruments. It is clear that stand-alone project management methods — from the world of industrial-age projects — are not powerful enough for true program management. The measurement systems built into those methods are no exception.

Project-based measurement systems were designed for the purpose of monitoring industrial-age work automation projects through life cycles that ran from design to delivery. They are too narrowly focused to track the progress of information management and business transformation programs through life cycles that run from concept to cash. Project measurement systems also focus too narrowly on cost and time, and not enough on benefits. They were never designed to monitor activity along the complex benefits realization paths underlying major blended investment programs. So, it is not surprising they also suffer from investment myopia.
Benefits realization requires the accurate measurement of new domains of organizational performance. These domains are captured by the new benefits terminology presented in previous chapters (e.g., organizational capabilities, intermediate outcomes, alignment and time-based profiles of the benefit streams). As pointed out above, traditional project delivery is just one phase in a blended investment program.

Full cycle governance, which operationalizes program and portfolio management, is where the measurement rubber hits the road. To launch a program, as discussed in Chapters 3 to 5, you need a value case dealing with many types of benefit — from hard measures like ROI all the way to soft indicators of alignment with long-range corporate visions. These benefits are captured by the four “ares” framework and its three supporting measures: alignment, financial worth and risk. At each stage gate in the program delivery cycle, the value cases are updated and refined based on monitoring of the benefits realization process. The validity of the value cases will depend on the integrity and reliability of the measurement systems that are used do this monitoring.

The key, as we show in this chapter, is to anchor critical measurements firmly in the models of benefits realization developed using the Results Chain technique. Before demonstrating how to do this, we should take a second look at the initial state of measurement in many organizations today.

**Four Measurement Blind Spots**

The problem is that appropriate measurement systems do not exist in organizations that are implementing full cycle governance processes for the first time. In fact, we find that most of them quickly encounter some well-known measurement blind spots:

- Financial systems produce too much detailed data on past performance, which is difficult to use to identify the factors that drive future business performance. Often, financial information can only be used to identify a benefits problem or a case of the Information Paradox without suggesting any corrective action.

- Operational systems produce an abundance of data on core manufacturing, distribution, purchasing and other processes. The data is usually actionable but it cannot be linked easily to benefits. Quality management and BPR efforts often encounter similar measurement problems.

- Project management systems provide vitally important data on costs and other project inputs, such as person hours and capital spending. They integrate this data with advanced systems for tracking project activity and progress. As we know, however, these systems do not measure outcomes and benefits.

- Human resource and marketing information systems can also produce much useful information, when required, but they do not integrate naturally into a benefits realization framework.

In practical terms, it is fairly easy to find information on individual projects and the performance of business units. However, benefits realization and full cycle governance are essentially cross-functional processes. Current measurement systems are confined to silos that do not easily yield an integrated picture of such processes. Now, let’s say you are managing a program composed of 10 to 15 major projects in various areas of the BTOPP business system. Conventional measurement systems could give you 10 to 15 sets of lenses — one for each project. But you do not have a single set of lenses to see how the family of projects fits together into a blended investment program, much less how programs form an investment portfolio.

Similar blind spots have been identified in a number of contexts, notably by Kaplan and Norton in *The Balanced Scorecard*. They advocate the integration of selected measures across functions and argue this is key to strategic performance management in any organization. Interestingly, their approach is easier to implement — as is full cycle governance — in organizations that have developed measurement systems for Total Quality Management, BPR and continuous improvement (CI) programs. We will explore the reasons for this after first looking at the essential areas where existing measurement systems can be modified and improved to support benefits realization.
Benefits Realization Approach to Measurement

To support implementation of program management and full cycle governance, the fundamental concepts of benefits realization help organizations deal effectively with measurement issues in four important ways:

- Identify the outcomes you need to measure, and when you need to measure them.
- Show the reasoning about the linkages relating blended investment programs and projects to outcomes, making it easier to understand what's going on.
- Make measurement come alive by tying executive accountability to measured results.
- Complement, extend and seamlessly integrate measurement systems with the widely used performance measurement approach of the balanced scorecard.

The key to this approach is not a frontal attack on your organization’s existing measurement systems. Rather it is to refocus those systems on the significant dimensions of measurement required to proactively manage the benefits realization process. The first step is simply to gain a new perspective about how benefits are being realized and how they relate to investments. This means using the Results Chain to build a model of the benefits realization paths for a specific blended investment program, as explained in Chapter 3.

Results Chain Models: A Unique Perspective

The Results Chain model of an investment program precisely highlights the areas where measurements are needed. It allows you to articulate the chain of reasoning that links initiatives to results. The Results Chain for a specific, live program isn’t an externally created piece of documentation. It is the end product of discussions and should articulate an emerging management consensus about the way the program will deliver results. You gain commitment to the outcomes displayed by the model. When you review the program status using the Results Chain model, you do two things:

1. Create a shared understanding of the linkages leading from investments in all elements of the BTOPP business system to management actions to predictable business outcomes over time.
2. Build organizational bridges that make those linkages a reality and deal with any major reach and people issues.

To illustrate these points, consider just one small fragment of a program model built using the Results Chain. It comes from the plan of a retail chain to replace its core sales forecasting, inventory tracking and replenishment systems. The purpose of these systems was to ensure a smooth flow of stock through the supply chain from manufacturer to the retail shelf, with optimal inventory levels. Forecasting and replenishment systems produce automated forecasts of retail sales by the stock-keeping unit (SKU), and make recommendations to merchants (the buyers) regarding purchase quantities for each SKU, and the optimal times at which to place orders. In addition, they provide a decision support component through which merchants can manually override the system recommendations after analysis of the sales history, forecast and so on.
Two projects were identified in this Results Chain. The first was to develop and install a new system. The second was to train the merchants in its use (see Figure 7-1):

**FIGURE 7-1**
Example Projects as Shown in a Results Chain Model

![Diagram of the Results Chain model showing the relationship between installing a forecasting system, training merchants, increased forecast accuracy, smarter purchase decisions, and reduced stockouts.]

The final outcomes targeted by the firm were reduced stockouts (i.e., the number of times an item was not available when a customer requested it), combined with lower inventory levels. For simplicity’s sake, we will focus on the outcome reduced stockouts. According to the Results Chain model, this outcome would result from increased forecast accuracy and better purchase decisions.

This model clearly identifies three areas for outcome measurement. In order to assess whether the new system was successful, the firm had to measure stock levels, but as the new system was implemented, it was also important to measure the intermediate outcomes of increased forecast accuracy and smarter purchase decisions. Then, if for some reason the final outcome was not being achieved, the chain of projects and outcomes could be followed backwards to see why not.

In this case, for example, the CIO could be held accountable for successful installation of the new system, but not for the business outcome, reduced stockouts. If the investment decisions were based on achieving this result, then the responsible business executive (e.g., the vice president, logistics) should have accepted the implicit reasoning around the results, committed to a quantified goal and have been told to achieve it. Then, as the program advanced, regular reports would have revealed how well the objective was being met. As long as the performance of the vice president, logistics was tied to the objective, the measurement system would become an instrument supporting active benefits realization, and much more than just a passive recording of results. The implication is that for any results measured, there must be some manager with accountability for that result, and the know-how, information, skills and authority to initiate action as necessary. (The power of the Results Chain in establishing accountability was described in Chapter 6.)

The Results Chain itself can be used to form an integrated scorecard for the program’s success at any point in time. Suppose we shade each initiative in the Results Chain to illustrate the extent to which it has been implemented, and shade each outcome to show the extent to which that it has been achieved. Then the scorecard at some point might look like this (see Figure 7-2):
WITH AN INVESTMENT PROGRAM MODEL CONSTRUCTED USING THE RESULTS CHAIN, YOUR ORGANIZATION CAN THEN PROCEED TO DESIGN A MEASUREMENT SYSTEM THAT WILL SUPPORT THE BENEFITS REALIZATION PATHS DEPICTED IN THE MODEL. IN MANY CASES, YOU CAN ADAPT EXISTING MEASURES FOR THIS PURPOSE, INTRODUCING EVOLUTIONARY CHANGE INTO YOUR MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS. YOU CAN ALSO RELATE THE APPROACH TO COMPLEMENTARY APPROACHES TO MEASUREMENT, IN PARTICULAR, KAPLAN AND NORTON’S BALANCED SCORECARD.

MANAGING THE FOUR DIMENSIONS OF COMPLEXITY WITH GOOD MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

New measurement systems help full cycle governance do its job of managing the four dimensions of complexity discussed in Chapter 1, which are so important to successful information and IT-enabled business transformation programs.

- **Linkage**: Good measurement systems can create precise understandings of linkages. They show the contribution of good program management and ensure it is tracked and visible to the team at all times. They also track external conditions that can affect performance and benefits realization.

- **Reach**: The consistent measurement of outcomes and contributions creates an information base that can be shared by all key players in the vertical chain of command and the horizontal supply/value chain.

- **People**: Good measurement is a necessary condition for true accountability and motivation in highly demanding change programs. Conversely, clear identification of accountability forces attention on the quality and fairness of measurement, so the two go hand-in-hand. Anyone who has had to mediate disputes between two work groups in the absence of any objective measures of performance will recognize that good measurement can also support the cross-functional teamwork required for successful blended investment programs, where the IT and business groups must work closely together, often for the first time.

- **Time**: Measurement systems supporting full cycle governance track forecast and actual benefits from program definition all the way through to the point where the capabilities created by the program have been fully institutionalized. Only through measurement can you know when this point has been reached.

DESIGNING A MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

You want to determine what to measure and when to measure it. This approach supports at every stage of the investment cycle the design of an effective measurement system, from the outset, when you create the Results Chain program model, through the planning stage and throughout program implementation.
The criteria for designing effective measurement systems are:

- Make sure measures exist.
- Measure the right things.
- Measure things the right way.
- Make sure measurement systems guide decisions and action.

Each of these criteria is described more fully below.

**Make Sure Measures Exist**

The first criterion for an effective measurement system is that measures exist in the first place. This may seem like a no-brainer, but experience shows that the point is worth making. Traditional measurement systems, built around silo or stove-pipe functional organization structures, simply don’t cut it in a world of business transformation — a world where massive BPR, quality management and CI are becoming standard operating procedure.

Traditional measurement systems are quite effective at measuring inputs, such as dollars and staff hours spent on a project. These measures are the natural outputs of any decent accounting and human resource systems. But when these are coupled with existing project management systems, they give an organization a good handle on whether major projects are coming in on time and on budget. When a project runs into trouble, from a time and dollars perspective, these systems can help put it back on the rails. They can be readily adapted to support blended investment programs, but only for measuring the inputs.

Existing systems also do a good job of measuring the costs of continuing services, such as applications maintenance, where determining the value of outputs is not usually a major issue. For example, the CIO can normally tell you how many staff are working on network support or how much money is spent per workstation on regular maintenance.

The difficulty is that inputs aren’t the same as outputs. That’s true whether you are measuring end results such as revenues and market share, or intermediate outcomes like the number of new customers each month or improvements in service quality. Huge strides have been made in this area through the contribution of approaches, like Total Quality Management and BPR, which focus on processes rather than individual functions. Nevertheless, we still find many organizations neglecting to measure outputs in a sensible way, especially when attempting to implement large-scale blended investment programs. These are accompanied inevitably by organizational changes, which, in turn, demand new measurement systems.

When you build a Results Chain to describe the benefits realization process for one of these programs, you follow this modeling rule (one of a small number of useful rules): “Every initiative must be followed by an outcome.” (See Figure 7-3.)

---

**FIGURE 7-3**

*Results Chain Modeling Rule*

![Results Chain Diagram](image-url)
This simple rule forces measurement into the picture right at the start. Whenever you want to add an initiative — an IT project, a training effort, a process redesign — you have to consider what measurable outcome it will contribute to, and how it will contribute. So the measurement system is being designed naturally, along with the program.

**Measure the Right Things**

The second criterion for an effective measurement system is that it measures the right things — and nothing else. The key to finding these right things is alignment. The program must be delivering benefits that are aligned with the strategic direction of the enterprise. This means that the measurement system has to measure results aligned with what have variously been called strategic drivers, critical success factors and performance drivers.

Here is how the Results Chain technique ensures alignment. Every Results Chain model must terminate in final outcomes — the benefits being sought from an investment program. These are the outcomes that most closely relate to the strategic drivers of the organization and its critical success factors.

For example, suppose the strategic posture of a retailer depends on good customer service and everyday low prices. We may then select the final outcomes of increased service levels and increased competitiveness. These form the end points of the Results Chain, as depicted in Figure 7-4.

As you move left along the Results Chain, you expand the set of intermediate outcomes that are aligned with, and contribute to, the final outcomes. (These intermediate outcomes are similar to the performance drivers of the balanced scorecard approach.) For example, expanding the service level outcome, we might decide that the key intermediate outcomes driving increased service are the quality of forecasts and the quality of purchasing decisions, as depicted in Figure 7-5.

The measurement system defined by this simple model will be closely aligned with the strategic objectives of the enterprise: it is measuring things that matter. If it forms the basis of the reward-punishment system, it supports what organizational theorists call goal congruence, that is, what we have described as blended investment programs where everyone is reading the same benefits realization road map.

These two examples show how the Results Chain helps you build models of the way initiatives combine to produce benefits for the enterprise. Like all truly useful management techniques, it is deceptively simple. Deceptive, because the simplicity masks sophisticated thinking about what makes for effective models and the experience gained from dozens of applications of the technique through which it became refined. It is when you get into the details of designing complex blended investment programs and the supporting measurement systems that some of the sophistication becomes more apparent. These are the situations — major business transformation and Knowledge Economy investments for example — when a good road map is essential.

Frequently, the big three dimensions of performance and measurement are: cost, speed and quality. Equally frequently, the right things to measure are related to cross-functional business processes rather than an isolated business function. In both cases, it is helpful to have a kit-bag of useful ways to measure.
Earlier chapters stressed that you must rely on informed business judgment, not abdicate to analysis. The Results Chain is a technique that supports enabled business judgment. It does not replace it.

**Measure Things the Right Way**

This isn’t a textbook on measurement. Measurement is a tough topic, and this book only touches on issues directly relevant to effective benefits realization. Many organizations haven’t stepped up to the measurement challenge because they fall back on bad, but available measures. For example, a project to improve product quality might report an easy-to-measure indicator of outgoing product quality (e.g., “fraction defective”) rather than harder-to-measure indicators of customer perceptions of quality. Conversely, organizations are often prepared to live with (even embrace) unquantified and vague objectives, where a more tough-minded approach would force accountability for results. For example, one organization targeted the nebulous “customer intimacy” as a key strategic driver, but failed to measure quantified components of this variable, such as the ability of customer service representatives to access customer files quickly from the database of a customer information system.

Again, we turn to the Results Chain as the integrating technique in this approach. A simple rule is that each outcome in a Results Chain must be described in a way that forces measurement, using a phrase containing relatively precise language. The acronym MEDIC represents the following:

- **M**: a level of service Maintained
- **E**: a function Eliminated
- **D**: turnaround time Decreased
- **I**: revenue Increased
- **C**: a certain capability Created.

These terms are preferable to the more vague improved, better and enhanced — the famed weasel words of performance management. If it isn’t measurable, then you can’t know if it has been achieved. The essential point about measurement is that, by definition, it involves quantification in some form. There are, however, levels of quantification. There are simple binary measures (0/1, present/absent). There are ordinal measures, which allow you to rank outcomes from bad to good. Finally, there are more precise numeric measures of relative quantities (e.g., how much profit was made last month).

In two of the above cases, “Created” and “Eliminated,” a binary (0/1) measure is usually employed: either the capability exists or it does not; either the function has been eliminated or it has not; either the new information system has been delivered or it has not. The remaining three cases invite more “granular” quantification. At best, this is based on countable objects like dollars, or items produced or people employed. Sometimes this is not possible. There is no way, for example, to count customer satisfaction directly. In such cases, a measure must be based on the quantified judgment of people, be they experts or customers answering an opinion survey.

It is important not to endow a measure with greater strength than it inherently possesses just because it is convenient. It is common practice, for example, to measure customer satisfaction with a questionnaire which might contain, say, 10 questions, each of which asks the customer to rank some dimension of a service on a five-point scale, (e.g., from “violently disagree” to “strongly agree”). Then an overall numeric total is computed.

The danger of this approach is that you might forget the vague, subjective nature of the underlying components being “quantified.” You might then begin to think of the numeric score as being somehow more accurate than it really is. Then, measurement myopia may set in, leading to distorted business judgment.
The Results Chain model from the retail firm, cited above, can be used to show these ideas in action. Three outcomes are shown in the model:

- Increased forecast accuracy
- Increased service levels
- Smarter purchase decisions.

The first outcome (increased forecast accuracy) is readily measured by comparing the forecast sales volume with actual sales volume and constructing a summary measure of the difference, such as its standard deviation.

The second outcome (increased service) is harder to measure because, unless a customer actually asks for an item in a retail store and you can’t provide it, we don’t really know if we have lost a sale. And we certainly don’t know if the customer walking out of the store in a hurry feels poorly served, or forgot a credit card at home. In this case, the measurement of a seemingly obvious quantity, conceptually, is quite complicated in practice. Perhaps the best thing to do is administer a periodic survey of customer perception of service levels, to supplement indirect numerical indicators such as the number of stockouts.

The third outcome (smarter decisions) is hard to describe. Conceptually, we seek smarter purchase decisions, but unless we attempt a more concrete definition of what this means using the more precise MEDIC terminology, we will be unable to see whether our training program had any effect. This blind spot in the measurement system must be noted. To a degree, it may be possible to correct for it through regular group discussions or private discussions with purchasing managers about their recent judgment calls.

**Managers Must Make Sure Measurement Systems Guide Decisions and Action**

A conventional project management system tells you when a project is going off the rails, from a delivery perspective. At a high level, it can track overall project expenditure and relate this to overall project completion. When these diverge, a big red flag is hoisted, and the manager’s job is to figure out what’s going on. A decent project management system will be able to untangle the low-level detail and pinpoint which activities slipped in terms of schedule, and which activities overran their budget. This information, coupled with the project network, is sufficient to understand what happened.

Of course, this project information is not enough — certainly not to track a major blended investment program that includes say, 20 projects of varying scope in all areas of the BTOPP business system. The key issue is not just whether a program is being delivered on time and on budget, but whether it is delivering results. This is not an easy question to answer. Even though most business executives aren’t academics, they still require a level of proof or rigor in their thinking to be convinced that their shareholders are getting value for money. This issue goes beyond simple measurement to encompass models of how a firm makes money, or, more generally, how an organization succeeds. This is precisely what a Results Chain provides in the case of an investment program. Without such a framework you just can’t know the answers to these questions.

Consider what happens if a program is actually failing to deliver the results it promised. First of all, the project management system won’t recognize this is happening on its own, and second, it can’t tell you why, precisely, because it doesn’t incorporate any model of how projects combine to produce intermediate outcomes and benefits. What the manager needs is a measurement system with the smarts to provide the same kind of analysis of the benefits that a project management system provides in the activities and tasks. What is required is a measurement system that is designed for the program universe, not just the project world.

The Results Chain holds the key to such a smart measurement system. It illustrates the chain of reasoning about the linkages leading along the chain to end results. To find out why a particular result is not being achieved, you backtrack along the Results Chain to examine the state of contributory projects and intermediate outcomes, especially those that have been identified as the most important. Up-to-date
information on each project, and the extent to which each important outcome has been achieved, will be available through the measurement system.

When you design a blended investment program, you not only design the BTOPP projects that will be carried out. You also use the Results Chain to map benefits realization paths — including implementation sequences for the projects — that optimize the benefits stream. A proactive program, as mentioned in Chapter 3, will include proposals for capturing emerging benefits at the appropriate time. The program will incorporate, therefore, a benefits realization plan, including a concrete timetable which gives the expected time-based profile of each benefit. Figure 7-6 illustrates how a benefits realization plan, a program plan and the Results Chain are three different but coherent views of the same program.

FIGURE 7-6
Three Views of the Same Program

These program planning tools provide a way of identifying problems with benefits realization and finding the persons or work groups who can take informed action to correct the problem.

Frequently, program management is supported with an active benefits register. This is a repository of expected and actual outcomes, linked to existing measurement systems, which provide its data. There are defined accountabilities for each outcome. The benefits register is a computer system to assemble program data, coupled with analysis and reporting tools to support a structured program review process (see Figure 7-7).

In such a process, the key program stakeholders conduct a systematic review of benefits achieved versus benefits expected, and identify problems and opportunities.

Benefits Realization and Other Measurement Approaches
Any organization that is devoted to quality, and is following the prescriptions of any of the well-known quality gurus (Juran, Deming, Crosby, et al.), is much more likely to pay attention to visible displays of measured results. It might be “fraction defective” for product quality, or order processing time, or machine set-up times, or percentage of calls answered within four rings. Graphs are everywhere. Continuous process improvement (CI) is, of course, totally dependent on exhaustive, sustained measurement.
When the ideas of Total Quality Management (TQM) filtered into the white-collar world and became combined with the ideas of business process re-engineering, the primacy of measurement was retained. There was a strong focus on the measurement of previously unmeasured, but critical, domains — the domain of the "white spaces" in the organization chart, and the domain of process, as opposed to function. There is a similar challenge associated with benefits realization and implementation of full cycle governance. Most of these measurement approaches are applied at the operational level.

At senior management levels, the need is not for exhaustive measurement, but for focused, filtered measurement, drawing on the rich measurement infrastructure that the TQM and BPR approaches created. Information system designers have long been aware of the need to measure and report on critical success factors (measures of strategically important factors). The more recent work of Kaplan and Norton demonstrates how to create a balanced scorecard, to measure the factors that create and sustain value in the enterprise. In this approach, the underlying model is explicit, just as it is with the Results Chain.

What this means to the creation of an effective Benefits Realization Approach is that an organization that has embraced TQM or CI is much more likely to have the necessary basic measurement infrastructure. Similarly, an organization that has adopted a balanced scorecard is much more likely to have developed a shared understanding at the executive level around the major models and linkages leading to strategic business success.

These two methods, one at the operational level of measurement, and the other working at a strategic level, bracket and complement the Benefits Realization Approach. Where both fall short, however, is that they address continuing operations and services, not the transient program, and the period of change between two different periods of stable operations. Thus they can provide baseline data, and guidance in the high-level shape of a Results Chain. But as investment programs are implemented, the organization will still need to develop new measurement systems and new thinking to articulate the logical reasoning about how each specific program will create business value, and to monitor and manage the delivery of that value.

Over time, all these efforts combine to shape the measurement infrastructure of full cycle governance.

**Window on the Real World: Client Stories**

Measuring value was one of the main challenges confronting the natural gas pipeline company, Nova Gas Transmission (NGT), when it implemented full cycle governance. There needed to be a consistent standard for comparing the value of programs competing for scarce resources before the investment decision board. As explained below, NGT uses the Results Chain to define each program and a benefits realization plan to identify the accountability and timeline for achieving benefits. The supporting business case specifies the value of the program using instruments that measure risk, alignment and financial worth.
Nova Gas Transmission

With Benefits Realization, the company can assess the value of 50 programs and surface the top 10.

Nova Gas Transmission Ltd. (NGT), one of North America’s largest natural gas pipeline companies, has found that one of the key benefits of Investment Value Management (IVM) has been that it provides a better way of measuring the value of IT investments.

“We went through the usual benchmarking exercises,” says Tom Whitehead, manager of planning and practices, but were dissatisfied with them. We couldn’t find an envelope that covered all measures. And once the data was normalized, we couldn’t get much out of it. There was no way to know whether we were comparing apples to apples, or apples to oranges.”

The benchmarking efforts, which largely took place in 1995, did indicate that the company was spending more — or less — than other companies on particular projects, but didn’t answer a number of essential questions: Was the amount invested in the project justified? Was spending more money necessarily bad? Was spending less money necessarily good? Benchmarking concentrated on inputs, not outputs. It didn’t take into account the organization’s objectives, and it didn’t measure the true value of investments.

Now, with IVM, each program is defined by a Results Chain that identifies all of the required technology and organizational change projects and specifies the sequence of events that produces each outcome. A Benefits Realization Plan identifies each benefit to be achieved, and the mechanism, accountability and time line for achieving it. The supporting business case specifies the value of the program using instruments that measure risk, alignment and financial worth. The investment decision board compares the relative value of programs based on the resulting scores.

Financial worth is calculated using traditional accounting methods. Strategic alignment determines how well the program contributes to current business objectives, to achieving the future strategic vision of the company and to supporting the goals of the parent organization. Program risk is measured with respect to the four “ares” questions:

■ Are we doing the right things?
■ Are we doing them the right way?
■ Are we getting them done well?
■ Are we getting the benefits?

NGT plots the resulting value scores to see the position of programs at a glance. The investment decision board uses two plots for program selection: one of financial worth versus risk, and the other of financial worth versus strategic alignment (see Figure 4-3 in Chapter 4). The plots have also proven to be helpful to sponsors in understanding how their program is positioned. Based on this information, they may decide to combine programs or to find other ways to enhance program value.

Measuring value has made decision making more objective. It’s worth the extra effort, Whitehead says. “Investing is always a gamble, whether it be stocks, mutual funds or information technology. But we are now hedging our bets by investing quality time and analysis into our decision-making process, and by raising the bar for proposals.”

An ancillary benefit of measuring value is that it sets priorities for using IT resources. Prior to adopting IVM, NGT’s IT department would try to work on 50 projects at the same time. The tendency was to say “yes” to anyone proposing change. Inevitably, the department accepted too much work. It now dedicates its resources to a fixed number of programs and adds new ones based on the queue established by the investment decision board.

“With IVM, we can assess the value of 50 programs and surface the top 10,” says Bruce McNaught, NGT’s vice president of internal resources. “This year, we have already scrapped a dozen and kept about 10 to 15 good programs worth about $20 million in the queue, and they will be carried out once the resources become available.”
Summary

As we said earlier, “If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.” Without an appropriate measurement system, full cycle governance, portfolio management, program management and, as a result, benefits realization, will be no more than a pipe dream. Traditional measurement systems were never designed to measure key linkages in a benefits realization process leading from concept to cash. They do not capture organizational capabilities, intermediate outcomes, some of the softer end benefits and benefits streams. Traditional measurement systems do not link naturally to value cases, programs and all the stage gates of full cycle governance. As we have seen, models constructed using the Results Chain provide a key for building — and adapting — the measurement systems that do support the decision and management processes of benefits realization.

The information requirements of benefits realization form an ascending hierarchy, starting with basic measurement of outcomes, to interpretation of linkages in the Results Chain models, to high-level decision support on program selection. These requirements must be met in order for program and portfolio management to be effective. A solid measurement and management information base for each individual blended investment program is one of the foundations on which full cycle governance is built.

To build powerful measurement systems, you must:

■ Make sure measures exist.
■ Measure the right things.
■ Measure things the right way.
■ Make sure measurement systems guide decisions and action.

Of course, measurements will only guide corrective action if there is clear and appropriate accountability for both programs and the investment portfolio. This is why activist accountability, discussed in the previous chapter, and measurement are naturally linked as two of the necessary conditions for the successful implementation of the Benefits Realization Approach.

****

Program management and portfolio management, their operationalization through full cycle governance, and the need for clear and activist accountability, supported by relevant and actionable measurements represents a significant amount of change for most organizations.
THIRD NECESSARY CONDITION: PROACTIVE MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE

Making Results the Leverage Point of Change

It is a central tenet of the Benefits Realization Approach that benefits come only with change and, qualitatively, change must be sustained by benefits. People must change how they think, manage and act in order to implement the Benefits Realization Approach, as pointed out in Chapter 2. These changes will be difficult and often painful, and they will not happen by themselves. They must be planned and managed. That is why managing change is an essential enabling condition for implementing benefits realization.

As mentioned earlier, IT is not just about installing hardware or software. It is a package of ideas about how people should work differently. This implies change — often massive change. Change is a major component of any blended investment program. As with accountability, an activist approach to managing change is required if organizations are to take charge of the benefits realization process.

Managing change includes defining where you want to be and how you are going to get there. We have shown in previous chapters how the Results Chain and blended investment programs help to define goals and map paths to change. But, managing change also includes managing the transition from where you are to where you want to be. That is the hardest part of all. Not only do you have to get from here to there, you have to do it while still running a business. It is like changing the engines on a plane while flying at 600 mph, at 37 000 feet, with 400 passengers on board.

Proactive management of change is not just a cosmetic exercise, providing touchy-feely support so that people will feel good about what is happening to them. Rather, it is about involving people in the process of change. It is about giving them the tools — and the working environment — to bring about the change and reap the benefits as immediately and visibly as possible. It is about managing the process of change.

Unfortunately, many current approaches to managing change are far from proactive. The specialist discipline of change management is too often viewed by line managers as offering help to the wounded, after the onslaught of change, or counseling to make people feel better about changes being imposed on them. Sometimes, change management is presented as a social responsibility of business. These managers believe that change management can be delegated to the human resource experts and psychologists.
Business Sponsor Responsibility

These approaches miss the essential point about the role of change in the benefits realization process. Managing change must be a general management responsibility. In a blended investment program, management of change is a core responsibility of the business sponsor. With managing change, as with accountability, the language and idea of ownership is appropriate. Business sponsors must take ownership of the process of managing change. This is not a responsibility that should be taken lightly.

Business sponsors must actively structure, and visibly lead, the major benefits realization processes embedded in their blended investment programs. Their leadership role must be shared with program and project managers. The investment portfolio managers in executive management need to create the vision and environment that allow people to work together to guide major changes in how they work. Through all these initiatives, change management must literally be built into each stage gate of the full cycle governance process.

Resistance to change, whether crassly calculated or fervently emotional, is a problem both for individuals and work groups. People question why change is necessary and wonder whether it will hurt them, or how they can gain an advantage from it. As such, change is also a significant problem for major investment programs that depend on people's ability and willingness to change. The dilemma was summed up by a business and technological innovator, Charles F. Kettering, the automotive engineer who invented the electric starter and helped Alfred Sloan build General Motors. He observed: “The world hates change, but it is the only thing that has brought progress.”

Only the Business Application of Technology Can Deliver Value

The most convincing proof that change is a necessary condition for benefits realization, unfortunately, comes in the form of the high IT project failure rates underlying the Information Paradox. There are some very embarrassing and costly runaways and white elephants that make the point tellingly. Consider this well-known example.

London Stock Exchange/Taurus: After five years, and millions down the drain, the London Stock exchange gave up on a new electronic securities registration and transfer system in 1993. There were major technology and systems design problems, but some observers have concluded that the critical distress factors were organizational and people issues. A postmortem analysis shows, for example, that a number of stakeholder groups — including securities registrars — were opposed to the plan. Certain government departments became concerned about financial industry and legal issues. A complex series of committees failed to resolve the differences of opinion. Communications were inconsistent. In the end, the committees did not create a unified vision, supported by all the interest groups in the City of London. Nevertheless, an expensive software package was acquired — in a classic example of leading a desired change with new IT — and work began on customization to the specific circumstances of the LSE. The problem was that the lack of organizational cohesion showed up on the technology side of the project. The central blueprint of the system kept changing. Millions of pounds were spent customizing and rewriting the software.

Requirements changed. It was discovered in midstream that large parts of critical business processes had been omitted from the project. All the typical symptoms were present: delay, project management problems and weak quality control. Taurus was finally branded a runaway project and cancelled. It was a classic case of silver bullet thinking, with new technology alone being expected to bring about changes that key organizations and people were not prepared to support.

The importance of good change management is also proved, though less often perhaps, by the successes that depend more on people's winning attitudes to change and strong organization than on technological silver bullets. Here are two examples.
New York Stock Exchange: Consider the accelerated upgrade in the early 1990s of the four primary computer systems used by stock specialists on the trading floor of the NYSE. Growth in market volumes was overwhelming the exchange’s vintage 1987 software and the volume was threatening to choke the system (as had appeared to be the case in London when Taurus was launched). With heavy deadline pressure hanging over the project, systems designers started not by writing software code, but by spending a full six months observing traders on the exchange floor and modeling how they worked, and how they saw their work. People — the traders themselves — were very much in the loop. In fact they were at the heart of the development process, constantly testing prototypes and asking for redesigns that reflected how the tool would actually be used on the floor. While the frequent redesigns frustrated software experts, because their specifications kept changing, the end results were impressive. The upgrade took two years to complete, compared to six years in previous cases. The traders got convenient hand-held computers which they could quickly learn to use, and put to work right away. A major business problem was solved, with system productivity and capacity growing quickly and error rates falling by a factor of 10.

Singapore TradeNet: This is another success story that, in many ways, was the mirror image — in reverse — of the LSE experience. Singapore TradeNet was a major systems project developed to boost the port of Singapore. Stakeholders from all over the city state’s private and public sectors reached an agreement in the 1980s that the port of Singapore needed to cut costs, reduce fees and greatly speed regulatory procedures to compete for business with other Asian Tiger port cities. IT investment was identified as a critical success factor. Out of this consensus emerged a shared vision of radically streamlining trade forms and procedures with an electronic system called TradeNet (similar in concept to paperless securities trading and clearing in London). As in New York, developers used prototypes that were tested in carefully controlled circumstances and then retested with more and more participants in the trade process. Outside suppliers were hired in the context of a tightly managed project. Not only were key pieces of technology delivered on schedule and within budget, the overall program objective was achieved: turnaround times for trade documentation were reduced from a maximum of four days before, to 10 to 15 minutes after implementation of TradeNet. And Singapore did improve its profile as a preferred Asian trading center and transportation hub.

These stories — once again — prove what we said at the beginning of this book and have repeated throughout: technology in and of itself is of no value. It is the business application of technology that has the potential to deliver value. The case of the London Stock Exchange shows a learning lag that became permanent while the New York case shows how fast learning — when built into the program — can speed the arrival of business benefits.

Without proactive management of change, and business sponsor ownership of the process of managing change, the idea of managing the benefits realization process will remain a theoretical construct in your organization. The stage gates of full cycle governance will cease to have meaning. Your odds of success will only be marginally better than those of the lone gambler in a casino.

The BTOPP view of the business system, as highlighted in Figure 8-1, helps to define the change-management responsibilities of the business sponsor and the program manager. They need to give special attention to ensuring that OPP projects are well defined, fully funded and designed into the program up front.

Change is complex, and becoming increasingly so. Unlike the initiatives outlined in previous chapters, managing change is not a distinct activity that can be reduced to a series of steps. Rather, what is required is a map of the key issues and the methods for dealing with them. The key features on this map are the four critical dimensions of complexity introduced in Chapter 1: linkage, reach, people and time.
Results-Focused Change Programs: Managing the Four Dimensions of Complexity

The change management projects built into a blended investment program must be designed to address the four dimensions of complexity so vital to reliable benefits realization. These dimensions serve as beacons for program design and management.

- **Linkage:** Understanding how OPP projects fit into a blended investment program and what they contribute to the benefits realization process is the first step in understanding what must change.
- **Reach:** Understanding who will be impacted, and to what extent, shapes the approach to managing change within a blended investment program.
- **People:** Change is all about people. It is about how people think, manage, and act. It is about attitudes and behaviors.
- **Time:** People’s ability and willingness to change are key determinants of program time frames.

First Dimension of Complexity: Linkage

The Results Chain model can be used to depict the contributions of OPP projects and where they should be built into the “paths” of a blended investment program. This ensures linkage with the accountability and measurement systems, described in Chapters 6 and 7.

Here are a series of basic steps that you can follow:

1. Use the Results Chain model to get a big picture of the why (benefits) the what (projects) and the who (accountabilities) involved in the program.
2. Define the change agenda — the key organizational, process and people issues — involved in a proposed investment program. Define the how of the transition process involved in executing the program.
3. Incorporate the OPP transition projects into the overall value case for the investment program. Ensure that the projects are fully defined, built into the benefits realization paths and properly linked to other projects.
4. Ensure that accountabilities are well defined and that the outcomes of change projects are measured.
5. Monitor and measure the progress of change projects, making adjustments as required.
Every organization’s change management program will be different. Each organization will have its own particular style and method of taking these steps. In one form or another, however, all the steps are necessary to implement a benefits-focused change program.

**Second Dimension of Complexity: Reach**

Understanding the reach of change is crucial. Reach applies to the depth of change (What is it going to impact?) and the breadth of change (Who is it going to impact?). Change can range from fine tuning to radical transformation. It can affect a few people within the organization, or a large number of people both within and beyond the organization. The reach of change shapes the approaches chosen to manage it. This means mapping the groups and key individuals who will be impacted by change and who will play a primary role in bringing about change.

**Depth of Change.** Depth of change can be readily understood in terms of the evolution from automation of work through information management to business transformation. As shown in Figure 8-2, there are quite different types of change:

- **Automation applications:** These involve work flow improvement, and the change is largely about improving what we already do. The changes required will be largely technical ones — in competencies required to do work.
- **Information applications:** These require more change, as in the case of process redesign. There will still be technical change, but we are introducing new work and business processes. There will also be a requirement for structural change.
- **Transformation applications:** These involve still more change. In the case of the Knowledge Economy, with its associated business transformations, or even industry transformations, we will question and change the organization’s raison d’être — its very purpose. In addition to the first two levels of change — technical and structural change — this will require cultural change, the most difficult change of all.

As we increase the depth of change, the potential rewards are greater, but so are the risks. We will need to clearly understand the linkages and the people issues. We will need to have an effective change management program and realistic estimates of the effort required to make the change. Understanding the depth of change will enable you to determine the difference between the current and the target state, and whether the change is relatively superficial or affects the fundamental nature of the organization.

**Breadth of Change.** Breadth of change refers to an integrated view of the impacts of change both on the vertical chain of command and the horizontal value chain. Understanding it helps you understand who the key players are, who will likely resist change and who can play a central role in facilitating change.

Change must be managed at three levels: enterprise, group and individual.

**Enterprise:** Managing change at the enterprise level deals with issues such as:

* [ FIGURE 8-2 Depth of Change and Potential Rewards ]

- What other areas of the enterprise will be impacted by the change?
- Does the proposed change fit with our current culture and values?
- Will our current rewards structure reinforce or obstruct the change?
- What other change is going on?
- Does the organization have the capacity to undergo this transition at this time?

**Group:** Managing change at the group level (formal or informal groups, work teams) deals with issues such as:

- What other areas of the enterprise will be impacted by the change?
- Does the proposed change fit with our current culture and values?
- Will our current rewards structure reinforce or obstruct the change?
- What other change is going on?
- Does the organization have the capacity to undergo this transition at this time?
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- Who are the stakeholders affected by this change?
- Is there synergy between the goals and purpose of the group and the change?
- What are the information and training needs of the affected groups?

Individual: Managing change at the individual level deals with questions individuals will have about the change:

- Why are we doing this?
- What will I lose?
- What will be expected of me?
- Will I be able to contribute in a meaningful way?
- Will I succeed?

Understanding the breadth of change lets you determine whether the change has local or global impact, whether it is limited to one unit of the organization, crosses a number of units, affects the entire organization, or reaches beyond the organization to other stakeholders such as suppliers or customers.

Understand the Reach of Change: Walking Your Talk. We are all familiar with the expression “walking your talk.” Understanding the reach of change is a prerequisite to walking your talk. Figure 8-3 illustrates that before you can walk your talk, you have to understand what you are talking about. It is one thing to announce that change has to happen. It is quite a different thing, and a precursor to any action, to understand the implications of what you are saying — to understand the reach of the change you are advocating.

At the thinking, or cognitive level, we become aware of a need. This often translates itself fairly rapidly into talk: “We at Acme Inc. have to make fundamental changes to our organization.” All too often, the nature of those changes is not understood, and the definition of them is delegated, or more accurately abdicated. The reaction to this is often “This too will pass,” and all too often, it does.

It is only when we wake up at three in the morning, reaching for the antacid, as our stomach churns with the realization of the implications of the change and the reach of what has to change, that we begin to reach understanding. This is the precursor to commitment.

The use of the Results Chain as described previously can bring you to an earlier awakening. When we have the understanding necessary to build commitment, to understand the reach of what we are committing to, then, and only then, are we ready to act. Even then, we can act only if we have the capability and the capacity to do so. Understanding the reach of change allows us to make this assessment.

Third Dimension of Complexity: People

Change is about people. Recognizing that fact, understanding how people react to change and managing the people side of change is what managing change is all about. The variety of possible people problems that can arise is enormous. Each blended investment program must be assessed for its people issues. They will not handle themselves. More accurately, they will handle themselves, but not in the way we want. When they do, we are usually sorry.

Michael Hammer has pointed out: “Coming up with the ideas is the easy part, but getting things done is the tough part. The place where these reforms are going to die is ... down in the trenches.”

Resistance to change is a major issue. Some people actively seek change, but most do not, and certainly not the breadth and depth of change associated with IT-enabled business transformation. Faced with such challenges, people often have a feeling of powerlessness. There is inertia: it’s easier to leave things the way they are. As John Kenneth Galbraith said, “Faced with the choice between changing one’s mind and proving that there is no need to do so, almost everybody gets busy on the proof.”
When people are faced with change, we are often told that we must provide an answer to the “What's in it for me?” question. While this is true, we must understand that the more common first reaction is: “What am I losing as a result of this change?” The reactions are akin to those of the grieving process: denial, anger, guilt, acceptance and finally, moving on. Too often we dismiss such reactions, either explicitly or implicitly, as emotional reactions or overreactions. Well, we were absolutely right to call the reactions emotional, but absolutely wrong in dismissing them for that reason. People are not inherently logical and rational beings; they are human beings, and human beings are emotional. Unless we acknowledge and manage these reactions, we will fail in our efforts at change and, consequently, our realization of benefits.

**Communication.** Communication is the key to managing the people dimension. In blended investment programs, one of the most important responsibilities of the business sponsor is communication. How many excuses have we all used for not communicating effectively?

“We don’t have enough information yet.” “Let’s not say anything until we have all the ducks lined up.” “We told them once already.” “We don’t have time.” Yet, if there is one element of managing change that has the most impact on results, it is communication. Communication is essential to encourage participation and cooperation, to foster empowerment and accountability and to build trust. Communication is not just “telling them.” It is about listening, demonstrating respect and empathy, facilitating understanding, negotiating differences and resolving conflicts.

A useful framework for communication is the concept of the four Ps of change, introduced by William Bridges in his excellent book, *Managing Transitions.*

**Purpose:** Why are we doing this?

**Picture:** What will it look like when we get there?

**Plan:** How will we get there?

**Part:** What will be my role, both in getting there, and when we get there?

An effective communication plan can be built around these four Ps. While all four Ps are important, it is the last P — “What will be my role?” — where the greatest problems can occur. To address this P, we must ensure alignment of an individual's goals with those of the organization. We must both answer the “What's in it for me?” question and recognize what will be the perceived losses.

As seen in the case of Bank of America, Boeing SSG Supplier Management & Procurement, National Bank of Canada and a number of other real-world examples in this book, the Results Chain can also be a very effective vehicle to support communication. It can be used not only to communicate what has to change — the purpose and the picture — but how you are going to change — the plan — and what it means to individuals — their part. It can be used both to describe a program, and to communicate progress.

Whatever the techniques you choose to use, never underestimate the importance of communication. Managing communication is fundamental to any effective change process. Failure to recognize this is at the root of many failed change programs.

One specific word of caution here. One of the easiest ways to encourage resistance is to disparage the past. This immediately generates defensiveness and can lead to needless finger pointing. Most people don't maliciously do wrong things. They do the best they can with what they know and with the resources at their disposal. Criticism, implied or explicit, of those efforts serves no purpose. What it does do is
undermine people's pride, confidence and self-respect, exactly the opposite of what you want to do. Rather than disparage, stress moving forward into changed circumstances, not looking back.

**Reward System.** The good thing about reward systems is that they work. The bad thing about them is that they work. All too often in change efforts, we overlook the reward system and the messages it sends to people. If we fail to align our reward systems with the results we want to achieve, we will not drive the behavior required to achieve those results. We must include in our reward system incentives to change, and incentives for the steady state while we are in transition. The reward system must be linked to clear and relevant measurements that are linked to outcomes and that are within the reach of an individual's accountability.

The people dimension is by far the most complex and diverse of the four dimensions because people are themselves complex and diverse. This is what makes the process of managing change so challenging, and so essential.

**Fourth Dimension of Complexity: Time**

Realistically assessing time frames is vital in benefits realization. Rushing will not help organizations understand complex linkage issues or have the patience to progressively commit resources to major programs using the stage gate system of full cycle governance. In our “one-minute manager” world, driven by this quarter’s financial results, program trading and 15-second sound bites, we increasingly lack the will to see things through.

Our experience has been that successful change takes years, not months. Unless faced with a major crisis, organizations have a lot of inertia, and this is true particularly of successful ones. This inertia cannot be overcome overnight. Even when faced with a major crisis, not all organizations have been able to turn on a dime. Ask yourself when assessing the time dimension of change: “Are we counting on a miracle? Will this organization suddenly turn around and embrace change?”

In this regard, football coach Bill Walsh offers some interesting insights on the time it took to turn the San Francisco 49ers from also-rans into Superbowl champions in the 1980s: “My first two seasons taught me that even in defeat, you can make progress if you have the confidence, patience, a plan and a timetable.... And even though you might fail, even though it might not develop, you never panic. A lot of people bring on failure in the way they react to pressure.... The coach who has the nerve to stay with the program right up to the bitter end is the one who most often will have the best results.”

The same applies to blended investment programs.

**Window on the Real World: Client Stories**

The Benefits Realization Approach has been applied to help organizations map and manage large-scale organizational transformation programs that pose major change challenges. The challenges described in the client stories that follow include: transformation of branch banking operations; staged implementation of a neighborhood policing system; modeling of company-wide hiring processes; and the makeover of an airline reservations system.

Although the changes were very different, once again, there was a core of common core issues. The central one was around change bottle-necks. They developed less around technology than around people’s ability to absorb work process, cultural and organizational change. Related issues were:

- Resource scarcity
- Scarcity of managers who could deliver change and coordinate many programs
- Lack of reliable road maps to guide multiple change programs over long time frames.

In all cases, key decision makers and managers recognized that a new approach was needed.
Benefits Realization Process

Although the exact approach differed from case to case, all the clients whose stories appear here built high-level Results Chain models, based on interviews with a cross-section of senior and middle managers (in one case more than 100). Each Results Chain provided a big picture of all major change programs that was used to deal with the following issues:

- People issues, including the need to build training, recruitment, communication and cultural change initiatives into the overall program
- Reach issues where programs affected a large number of business processes and organizational units
- Time frames for program implementation and realization of benefits.

Results

The Results Chain model provided a map of the change programs, showing each work group and organizational unit where they fit in the big picture and what they were contributing to the change effort. Change bottlenecks were broken through a number of improvements, including:

- Better definition, sequencing, prioritization and timing of programs and major projects
- More realistic time and cost estimates
- Broader consensus through improved decision-making and program management processes.

In the case of major change programs affecting thousands of employees, the discussion and consensus building that accompanies Result Chain modeling was especially important.

Montreal Urban Community Police Service

Results Chain models were developed at multiple levels to map and organize more than 150 major change initiatives.

Neighborhood policing was on the wish list of many citizen groups, and MUC Police director Jacques Duchesneau adopted it as a model for reinventing the Montreal police force. To say the least, however, such a complex undertaking was easier said than done. Duchesneau and his colleagues recognized right off the bat that their officers couldn’t just hop out of their squad cars and begin walking the beat again. In a large metropolitan police force — with more than 5000 employees, 49 neighborhood police stations, four operational centers and a million people to protect — there would be multiple impacts. The technology, organization and core processes of policing would all have to change from a reactive type of policing to one that supports this new approach to urban law enforcement and crime prevention.

The New York City and San Diego police departments had piloted neighborhood policing for limited time frames and in limited geographic areas. Montreal was the only major urban police department wanting to implement a force-wide program. Surveys and a strategic review by Duchesneau had indicated that radical decentralization, a return to the neighborhoods, was the best path to meet the citizens’ wishes. Those wishes included a more human touch, faster response and a more visible presence in public places such as subway stations, school yards and cycling paths. Citizens were also looking for new ways to cooperate with the police to prevent serious crime, instead of just punishing criminals after the fact.
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So what was involved in neighborhood policing? Duchesneau’s review uncovered an array of major change programs that would be required in all areas of the force's business system. For example:

- Streamlining the chain of command from nine levels to four
- Redefining roles, responsibilities and accountabilities
- Decentralizing responsibility for daily operations while centralizing certain administrative tasks
- Re-engineering call processing
- Implementing new technology, including the life-saving emergency dispatching system
- Building customer focus into the department’s culture.

Veteran police officers and administrators found that there was a lot more to do than they had initially expected. They envisaged dozens, if not hundreds, of change initiatives, which they began to design. As project overload became visible, the force turned to the Benefits Realization Approach to validate its implementation plan and assess program risks.

Results Chain models were developed at multiple levels to map and organize more than 150 major change initiatives. Neighborhood policing teams started with the targeted end results and worked backwards to create models which structured such varied initiatives as relocating to new neighborhood police stations; deploying new technologies, such as cellular phones; training officers to use bicycles and in-line skates; and implementing a new code of ethics. The Results Chain also doubled as a work plan for delivery teams.

The Police Service used the Benefits Realization Approach and the Results Chain to identify priority initiatives, clarify assumptions and assess the main risks that could arise during implementation of the program and address any lingering doubts that might be entertained by people around the table. The Results Chain model included the entire portfolio of initiatives, highlighting dependencies and potential conflicts between them. This was key to assessing risks and making prioritization decisions.

Duchesneau compares benefits realization to the dynamics of a pool game. “When you are a good player and hit one ball,” he says, “it hits another one, and then bounces off another and so on. In the end, these sequences produce valuable points for the player. The [Benefits Realization] Approach gives you a moving picture of the game.” By using this approach, the police service obtained a more rigorous understanding of the intricacies of the change program. It also gained a management method that Duchesneau says increased the chance of success while providing insurance against excessive risk.

In the end, benefits were harvested at many levels. With a clearer view of the complexities of implementation, the police chief and his management team were able to make much better resource commitments and prioritization decisions in a major business change program that was carried out in full view of the community.

Barclays Bank

The Results Chain clearly defined the program as what it really was — a mega-change initiative.

Branch banking is being transformed by 24-hour electronic banking, demographic shifts and changing consumer preferences. Managing the transition is a challenge. Barclays Bank, one of the major banks in the United Kingdom, decided to confront this challenge head-on with its Branch Change Program. The program included five long-term projects designed to improve credit scoring and loan approval processes, design integrated customer files, improve product penetration analysis, adjust the culture of the branch system to favor more retail selling and re-engineer business processes around these projects through better use of technology. The strategic goal was to bring branches closer to their customers and to improve customer satisfaction, while containing costs.
Barclays was well aware that implementation of the program would require major organizational, cultural, technological and people-related change. Senior management and the change teams thought they had a good overview of the initiative, and were moving to launch it, when they began to pick up on possible implementation barriers and problems. They wondered aloud: Are we asking for too much cultural change in too short a time? Are these projects interdependent? Are we being realistic about the expected benefits? What about our time frames?

“We knew something was not right,” recalls Don Barratt, the senior executive responsible for the program. “The cultural changes were too great in some areas, and most of the projects were managed in silos with no interaction between them.”

His team concluded that a quick reality check — by running down a list of essential questions — would not satisfy their concerns. What was required was a more comprehensive picture of the Branch Change Program. The team put implementation on hold and applied the Results Chain modeling technique to map the five projects and find linkages among them that could be used to connect the silos.

The Results Chain clearly defined the program as what it really was — a megachange initiative. It also changed management decisions and mind-sets in a number of important areas:

- Combining and sequencing projects
- Initiating new projects
- Bringing people working on different programs together to debate trade-offs, priorities and interproject linkages.

As the mapping exercise progressed, people from many parts of the organization began to share in the big picture. Building the Results Chain also helped in other important ways, Barratt says. “The most difficult element in any program of this nature is getting people to sign off on delivering the benefits. The Results Chain makes accountabilities very clear. Further, if you decide to drop a part of the Results Chain for any number of reasons, you can see clearly which benefits you will not achieve.”

The Branch Change Program has delivered measurable results, and Barratt believes that benefits realization has played a critical role. He estimates that Barclays harvested 80 percent of the targeted results. Had they simply proceeded without the benefits check-up, he says, they would probably have gotten closer to 50 percent.

**The Boeing Company**

Management got a big picture map of the hiring process — as it was, and as it could be redesigned in the future — and of all the human resources programs that impacted hiring.

Mapping long-term change programs in large organizations is a valuable application of the Results Chain modeling technique. An ideal candidate for such mapping has been the hiring process of The Boeing Company.

This leading aircraft manufacturer recently decided to analyze its hiring process to help it achieve Vision 2016 — a corporate vision of business excellence that involved the planned transformation of many Boeing operations early in the twenty-first century. With 235,000 employees, Boeing knew that people were its most important asset. And hiring was significant in financial as well as business terms, given the scale of human resource budgets and the money invested from the beginning to the end of the hiring cycle.

Responding to Vision 2016, the human resources group began to develop a model showing how all people-related initiatives in the Vision linked to each other and to strategic business objectives of the corporation. The focus was on managing potential competition for resources among programs over many years, leveraging program interdependencies and identifying the many intermediate outcomes that would form the basis for achieving Vision 2016.
The company committed to a detailed review of the hiring process using the Benefits Realization Approach as the assessment method. A number of subprocesses were examined, including search, interviewing, recruitment and induction into the organization. Hiring was intimately linked to other major HR processes such as compensation, training, career path management and organizational change. The assessment identified a number of major issues, such as articulating the true business objectives of hiring, and involving the right groups of stakeholders in the process.

The team conducted a thoroughgoing review based on 130 interviews with a wide range of stakeholders. A comprehensive hiring Results Chain was created that included initiatives ranging from new college recruiting to the creation of Web sites, transition training for new employees and modifications to benefits packages. Boeing management got a big picture map of the hiring process — as it was, and as it could be redesigned in the future — and of all the human resources programs that impacted hiring. A good deal of management time was devoted to understanding the business benefits of changing the hiring process.

Benefits were found at many levels. The core strategic insight was that hiring — from internships through recruiting, induction and early training — is an expensive process. It should be managed as an investment in people assets rather than as an overhead expense. To earn returns on that up-front investment, it is essential to keep recruits on board. That means paying attention to career paths not only at the individual level, but also at the group and business unit levels. This insight became a guiding thread in portfolio composition decisions.

“Most organizations think in a linear pattern — using cause-and-effect thinking,” says Gary Palmer, business analyst and custodian of the assessment project. “This approach gives you a multidimensional view through an understanding of the relationships between projects, people, processes and technology. It addresses complexity and defines it. There are things you just cannot simulate using modeling and simulation software. The [Benefits Realization] Approach makes it easier for you to get the big picture.”

Palmer says benefits realization allowed people with different backgrounds and from different departments to develop a common vocabulary and a shared vision. Modeling all of the linkages, he says, was an education exercise for everyone involved in the process.

Qantas Airways

Merging two airline reservations systems means much more than making computers talk to each other. It means making business processes, management structures and even cultures work together.

Qantas Airways Limited is Australia’s largest airline company, with 30 000 employees and annual revenues of $8 billion. After it merged a few years ago with Australian Airlines, a domestic airline company, Qantas effectively ended up with both a domestic airline division and an international one — with everything that comes with having two separate divisions: separate computer systems, procedures, business processes, management structures and even cultures. In order to reap the benefits of the acquisition, with a focus on improving productivity and customer service, Qantas had to merge the two divisions. A critical element in this was a need to integrate two reservation systems (incorporating yield management and departure control systems), which led in turn to the creation of the QUBE (Qantas Universal Business Environment) project.

Before implementing QUBE, Qantas staff who needed to book a customer on both domestic flights and international flights as part of a long-haul trip, had to deal with two reservation systems. In the words of a Qantas reservation agent, “We had to constantly move between the two reservations systems when we dealt with international travellers. Having one reservation system would allow us to look simultaneously at both domestic and international flights when customers telephone, and we could fill their requests seamlessly. Instead of considering an international traveller as two different segments (domestic and international) we wanted to view them as a single, long-haul traveller.”
According to Lawrie Turner, general manager, QUBE project at Qantas, “the two reservations systems did not interact well together, there were compatibility issues and even the work processes around these systems were different. We had to address these issues to improve our customer service, reduce costs and increase efficiency — all the while maintaining uninterrupted high-level service to our customers. This simply had to happen without our customers suffering service interruption.”

According to Mr. Turner, “we did not want to underestimate what had to be done to get the front-line people involved. This was not simply an IT project; this was a major business change project. Based on experience, unless you have clear accountabilities and measures for them and make those visible within the organization, results are not predictable. Our CEO was a true sponsor and champion for this critical project which enabled us to do these things.”

Only after six months of in-depth analysis of the software acquired from British Airways did the scale of the work required and the cost become clear. The analysis highlighted that comprehensive testing, documentation and staff training would be required and new work processes developed. It also showed that Qantas needed to communicate its implementation strategy to staff and external stakeholders during the life of the project. According to Mr. Turner, “we saw that we had to train 10 000 people using over 100 training rooms in 65 locations worldwide. We knew that if this project failed, everybody would be blaming ‘the system.’”

A rigorous business case was developed incorporating all costs. It was approved by the board, which insisted management track the benefits expected and report back to them on their achievements one year after QUBE was implemented. The organization knew the implementation would present major challenges. The reservation system is the heart of an airline company, and the company needed to perform heart surgery while it was still running. Qantas needed a way not only to merge the reservations systems, but also to merge the work processes, procedures and practices.

QUBE was implemented successfully in two phases. Full international operations and domestic reservations were transferred to QUBE in November 1996 and to domestic airports in March 1997. The system met its functional objectives. QUBE is perceived to be one of the most successful systems-related projects undertaken by Qantas. However, the true achievement for the team was to get the solution in place without interruption to customer service.

In response to the board’s request to report on benefits achieved and recognizing there was significant focus on implementing QUBE, the CEO directed Turner to find a way to ensure Qantas maximized the benefits from QUBE. In response to the CEO’s request, Qantas and Fujitsu Consulting (through the Fujitsu Consulting airline industry specialist business unit, Qadrant International) conducted a major study, using the Benefits Realization Approach. The study drew on the insights of staff from all areas of Qantas who were involved in the implementation of QUBE. It identified more than 300 opportunities which Qantas could pursue, based on the functions and data available from QUBE. The opportunities were assessed and ranked by the business unit responsible for their realization.

For the major opportunities, the study team used the Benefits Realization Approach to:

■ Review the estimated cost and benefits of the opportunity
■ Get a clearer view of all the initiatives needed by opportunity
■ Prioritize the initiatives
■ Get all the stakeholders on board and get their sign-off on their initiatives
■ Plan all the communications-related initiatives with the employees, including a project-related newsletter and workshops
■ Assign accountabilities
■ Highlight what has been achieved and not achieved, to date
■ Maintain focus on realizing benefits after QUBE was up and running
Qantas is now working on harvesting the longer-term benefits of QUBE, using the remainder of the ranked listing of opportunities.

According to Mr. Turner, in an increasingly competitive business world, organizations investing in large projects must consider — on top of addressing costs, risks, metrics and accountabilities — an ongoing benefits program to give them the road map needed to get the real results they are after.

**Summary**

Benefits and change are inseparable. In order to have an effective approach to benefits realization, you must manage change with confidence. Change management has three elements: defining the change, defining how to effect the change and managing the transition from the current state to the desired state. It’s managing the transition that is toughest. With change management, “it’s the soft part that’s hard!”

In developing a strong change management capability, we must ensure that we fully understand:

- All the linkages involved in contributing to the desired benefits
- The reach of the change program
- The impacts of the change on all the people affected by the change.

With an understanding of these first three dimensions, we must realistically assess the resources that will be required to fully realize the benefits. This includes that most scarce resource, the fourth dimension, time. In managing change, we must also recognize that all these dimensions will themselves change during the life of blended investment programs.

What can change? Business conditions may change the priority or relevance of outcomes. Initiatives may fall behind schedule or run into other unexpected difficulties that either slow them down or bring their feasibility into question. We may not be realizing the expected contribution from an initiative. The validity of our assumptions may come into question.

We must continually monitor what is actually changing. We must track whether we are actually achieving the required changes. We must use the Results Chain to assess the impact of changes, and revise our plans based on that assessment.

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, management of change — proactive management of change — is a core responsibility of a business sponsor. The role must be shared with the investment portfolio managers in executive management, program managers and project managers. Without leadership, and the vision, commitment and support to drive the change that leadership must provide, change efforts are destined to fail. They are, however, equally destined to fail without good managers. Leaders are typically good at driving change, but not always as good at managing the details, the process of change. Without good management, change efforts will also fail. Good managers must have leadership skills in a special sense — leadership skills that they apply to managing the process of change.

Finally, we must recognize that change management is still in many ways more an art than a science. There are methods, techniques and tools, but these must be regarded as means to an end, not ends in themselves. Organizations, groups and individuals are all different. Change management must be adapted to recognize and manage those differences. There is no one right way to manage change. All too often, change efforts fail because we are more interested in following “the method” to the letter, than tailoring it to organizational realities. In benefits realization terms, we focus more on the change management initiative, than the changed-state outcome.

Any approach to change management must be tailored to the needs of your specific organization. You must plan the change and always be prepared to change the plan. Most of all, you must have the vision and the commitment to stay the course.

In Part IV, the conclusion of the book, we move to getting started on implementing the Benefits Realization Approach in your organization.
This book is designed to show how your organization can progressively learn about and implement the Benefits Realization Approach — moving from new ways of thinking through new ways of managing to action.

As explained in Part II, program and portfolio management represent major shifts in the management mind-set about information technology. Full cycle governance operationalizes the mind-set with a system for continuously monitoring performance and adjusting portfolio composition through a staged process, premised on the progressive commitment of resources.

The Benefits Realization Approach, as discussed in Part III, can only be implemented successfully when organizations meet three necessary conditions: clear and activist accountability, supported by clear and relevant measurement systems, and proactive management of change to manage the entire benefits realization process.

The next step is getting started with this ambitious program of change. Part IV presents a range of options for doing this, depending on where you are today, and how much change you are willing to undertake. We stress the importance of getting support from the top. We present a series of practical steps for getting from here to there.

As you read this chapter, remember again that this is not a mechanistic approach. No two organizations are the same. Your organization will be no exception to this rule. You need to take what you have learned so far, and your knowledge of your organization and tailor an approach that will work. In doing so, do not underestimate the extent of the change involved, and, remembering Chapter 8, proactively manage that change.
Define Your Challenge

The Benefits Realization Approach has been developed in response to a challenge. More accurately, it has been developed to deal with the multiple challenges presented by the Information Paradox and the demands of engineering IT-enabled business transformation. There are a wide range of challenges organizations can meet with greater confidence when they apply the Benefits Realization Approach. To decide how your organization should do this, it would be helpful to start by trying to define your challenge as precisely as possible.

While there is no magic formula for doing this, three common threads can be identified in the benefits realization story so far. First, the organizations that have applied the approach all faced the challenges associated with developing advanced information management applications or designing IT-enabled business transformation programs, the key features of which are reviewed in Chapter 1. They had left the automation of work era behind. Second, investment decision makers in these organizations were confronting the limitations of one-off business cases and traditional project management methods. Third, project leaders were searching — consciously or instinctively — for the blended investment programs that would integrate technological change, organizational change and business process redesign within a common context.

In short, the stiff demands of the information management and business transformation eras had driven these organizations to ask one of two sets of questions (or some combination of both). Using traditional project language, they usually look something like this:

- Project management: How can we better design or manage this project? How can we improve the business case to sell it? How can we reduce risk and better integrate the IT side of the project with the business?
- Project selection: How can we deal with the overload of IT-related investment projects that are being carried out and proposed? Which ones are truly nonnegotiable, and which ones are optional? How do I pick the 10 winners out of a field of 100 ongoing and proposed projects?

The answers to the former set of questions lie in the shift from traditional project management to full-fledged program management, outlined in Chapter 3. The answers to the latter set of questions lie in the introduction of portfolio management and full cycle governance, described in Chapters 4 and 5.
Range of Solutions

Your organization’s challenge will typically lie somewhere on the continuum running from a lone project that won’t work to an entire grab bag of projects that are hard to select and prioritize. Defining the challenge early in the game will permit your organization to make a better choice from the range of benefits realization solutions that can be developed.

Deciding whether and how to embark on the benefits realization journey involves a measure of strategic thinking. Your decision will be based on the problems your organization faces today with regard to benefits realization, the impact these problems are having on business performance and the extent to which your organization is prepared to change to address these problems. Key executives need to be involved in discussion of these issues at the outset. What follows are a few guidelines, organized around program management, portfolio management and full cycle governance, that may be helpful in shaping the discussion agenda.

Program Management

While all programs must be tailored to a specific organization and set of projects, in general, program management solutions have been designed to meet three main types of challenge: best case, middle case and worst case.

Best Case. Executives are having trouble with the narrow scope of a one-off business case for a broadly based business transformation project. Or, perhaps, working project managers are concerned about the post-delivery risks of a major IT project they are contemplating. They are seeking help with program design before a problem occurs. In this case, the Results Chain model can be used for prevention rather than cure.

Middle Case. A major IT project or BPR initiative is bogged down, not delivering either key capabilities or the expected results. Often, the key deliverables — a software package, a high-level business process design, a new workstation — have been delivered, but there are unexpected implementation problems and resistance to change. Project managers are in the process of bolting on the required organizational, process and people (OPP) initiatives — ad hoc, after the fact. In this case, benefits realization can be used for program redesign and benefits maximization.

Worst Case. Organizations need help with runaway projects or white elephant systems that won’t work. In this case, the Results Chain can be a useful device for project audit and salvage, or for starting fresh with program design.

The Benefits Realization Approach is designed essentially to find ways of increasing the return on blended investment programs. That may mean extra dollars, or increased soft benefits, including those strategic leadership positions that can rewrite industry ground rules. In the case of high-stakes business transformation programs, benefits realization can make a major contribution simply by reducing the risks.

Portfolio Management and Full Cycle Governance

Portfolio management solutions are designed for organizations worried about the value of their strategic IT investments, considered as a whole and for organizations that are troubled by too many choices and are experiencing project and change overloads. Usually, these are organizations with large installed IT bases and large potential portfolios.

To date, solutions that meet two main types of challenge have been designed: strategic case and operational case.
**Strategic Case.** Executives are primarily concerned with how they select major investment “projects” (programs), the vagueness of selection criteria and with the issue of business value. They feel that too many initiatives are being undertaken and are not sure which ones really produce results. They may be prepared to carry out a strategic remake of their entire business investment portfolio using enterprise-wide full cycle governance.

**Operational Case.** A range of players, both decision makers and doers, are concerned about how to better prioritize and sequence what is usually called “project work.” There are too many change initiatives to handle all at once and a problem with resource and change bottlenecks. The project managers don’t necessarily question the business value of all the change initiatives, but they urgently need to deal with practical problems of project overlaps, interdependencies and competition for scarce resources.

As can be seen from the “Window on the Real World: Client Stories” in this book, especially those in Chapters 4, 5 and 8, organizations do not usually present the challenges in the form of such simple cases. Rather, there is a mix of strategic and operational problems, as was the case with Nova Gas Transmission. These categories are starting points, then, for understanding the more complex reality of your organization.

With these words of caution in mind, it is still useful to ask: “Where does our firm fit in the broad scheme of program and portfolio management solutions? Do we want to design a single program or implement full cycle governance corporation-wide?” Answering these questions, at least on a preliminary basis, is an important first step in assessing your benefits realization needs. The next step, usually, is to identify the right executive to sponsor the initiative, formally or informally, while it gains focus.

**Support from the Top**

The subject matter of benefits realization is strategic, whether you are talking about the design of a business transformation program or a portfolio selection problem. To make decisions on these issues, executives need to answer the first and most strategic question of the four “ares”: “Are we doing the right things?”

Implementation of benefits realization requires a major change in management style — or, as we have said, in how your people think, manage and act. This means executives must regularly answer the second “are”: “Are we doing them the right way?”

Like the corporate transformation it is intended to support, benefits realization will not be accomplished easily. Senior executive support, advance planning, close attention to critical success factors and selecting the right place to begin are primary prerequisites for positive results. Determination and commitment should not be overlooked either. The Benefits Realization Approach requires considerable investments of time and money.

One of the key lessons is that the linkage and reach of both program and portfolio management are quite broad, requiring the cooperation of cross-functional management groups. All this leads to one simple conclusion: You need support from the top of your organization. Without it, you will not get very far with the Benefits Realization Approach. That means seeking the support of the most senior executive in your organization who can be recruited to the cause of benefits realization. Here are a few examples of potential candidates:

In the case of a single program, you might look for the executive who is on the hook to deliver results from a major investment but has serious doubts about the organization’s ability to deliver. Another possible candidate is a visionary committed to continuing business transformation but who needs to link that vision to business results.

In the case of full cycle governance, you might look for a senior executive on the management committee responsible for major capital budgeting decisions. This could be the CFO or other executive responsible for capital budgeting analysis, for example, or even the CEO, COO or a trusted deputy.

The person chosen must understand the objectives of benefits realization, be committed to its implementation and be willing and able to take whatever actions are necessary along the way. As discussed in Chapter 8, the person providing support must be prepared to stay the course.
Practical Steps: Getting from Here to There

So far, this book has covered the general perspectives and principles that should guide your organization’s approach to benefits realization. Now, let’s turn to a series of five practical steps for selecting and implementing the appropriate Benefits Realization Approach to meet your organization’s challenges. The steps are as follows:

- Explore the Potential of Benefits Realization: focusing on the challenges and a range of possible solutions.
- Define Scope: focusing on the choice between program and portfolio management solutions.
- Get Organized: creating the organizational structure of full cycle governance.
- Manage Change: through executive championing, communications and training.
- Implement Benefits Realization: through program and portfolio management, and full cycle governance.

Each of these steps is reviewed in detail below.

Explore the Potential of Benefits Realization

This is the step where you identify opportunities for benefits realization using the general principles outlined above. Your scan of opportunities should be followed by a more rigorous review of their potential business value and your organization’s current situation using the four “ares” framework. It can help to prepare a written report card that can be presented to and validated with senior management. As the benefits realization concept is sold in your organization, it makes sense to recruit an executive sponsor at the same time. The exploration phase can usefully be broken into three sub-steps:

- Identify Opportunities.
- Prepare a Four “Ares” Report Card on the Current Situation.
- Recruit a Sponsor.

Each of these activities is reviewed in detail.

Identify Opportunities. Identifying opportunities requires high-level discussion of the range of challenges and benefits realization solutions reviewed above. As consideration of specific opportunities becomes more active, you can weigh the arguments for getting executive attention and endorsement. For example, a well-designed blended investment program can help structure a major initiative that will require coordinated effort across the organization such as implementation of an enterprise application package, entry into electronic commerce or embracing knowledge management. The primary selling points include: blended investments that cover all elements of the BTOPP business system; improved benefits monitoring; flexibility to adjust the program to accommodate changing conditions; progressive resource commitment; and better risk management.

Full cycle governance, implemented corporation-wide, helps extend these benefits across an entire portfolio of programs, while giving senior executives the tools and support they need to make major investment decisions.

Prepare a Four “Ares” Report Card. You can add rigor and discipline to the review of your organization’s challenges by preparing a report card using the four “ares” to diagnose current problems. Questions inspired from the following list should be posed to a broad cross-section of executives, project managers, business group heads and other employees. The report card can be used to confirm or modify people’s first impressions of the optimal benefits realization solution for your organization.
1  Are we doing the right things?

- Does your organization have a clear vision and strategy? Are its strategic drivers well communicated and understood throughout the organization?
- Is every initiative or project clearly linked to these strategic drivers?
- Are the outcomes and benefits expected to be delivered by initiatives and projects in your organization clear and credible?
- Are committed funds often not spent due to project delays or poor budgeting, while other potentially valuable opportunities wait in the wings?
- Are investments made in small projects at the expense of business transformation programs?

2  Are we doing them the right way?

- Do you have processes in place to ensure that the four “are’s” are addressed?
- Do you have principles in place that guide all program/project decisions?
- Is there alignment/synergy between current programs/projects/initiatives?
- Are you ensuring you are able to deal with the future demands?
- Does your organization have a technology architecture?
- Are you following architectural principles and guidelines?
- Are proven technologies being used that are compliant with the corporate IT architecture?

3  Are we getting them done well?

- Are there standard processes for designing and managing projects?
- Do you have the required competencies and experience? Is success dependent on factors outside your control?
- Do you have a good track record in applying the right resources?
- Are plans validated? Is risk managed appropriately? Are there established processes in place for monitoring and control?
- What percentage of initiatives are delivered on time, within budget?
- What is the total value of project cost overruns? What is the average delay in project completion? How many projects are cancelled in midstream?

4  Are we getting the benefits?

- Is the company getting the results it expects from its programs and projects?
- Are the initiatives required to realize benefits clear, understood and achievable?
- Do all projects have a committed business sponsor?
- Are adequate and appropriate resources assigned to projects by the business areas affected?
- Are adjustments made to ensure that the effort to achieve benefits is sustained when the business environment changes?
- Are expenditures capitalized if an initiative is stopped prematurely so that value can be salvaged from the work?
Are products maintained and supported once they have been delivered so that the business can continue to realize benefits over time?

Are commitments to deliver benefits forgotten once the business case is approved and the investment made?

What percentage of the expected benefits are actually achieved?

Wherever appropriate and possible, it is useful to seek quantitative data or specific examples to support the answers. The report card can then be prepared and presented to management.

**Recruit a Sponsor.** In the course of the exploration phase and the preparation of a report card, you will get to know the executives who support the idea of benefits realization and grasp their vision of the possible reach of the program. You can then develop a short list of possible sponsors.

If you are contemplating an initiative limited to a single program, you can recruit a business sponsor whose leadership role as owner of the program benefits is outlined in Chapters 3 and 6. A single program can be viewed as a pilot that will give the organization the opportunity to experiment and learn, with the objective of eventually applying the lessons company-wide.

If you contemplate implementing full cycle governance enterprise-wide, we have found it worthwhile to recruit a corporate sponsor. The role of this sponsor is to present and support key benefits realization concepts to senior management committees and the organization as a whole. This steward of full cycle governance must be able to communicate the vision and commitment to a new way of thinking and working. At a practical level, he or she must be in a position to ensure that the required resources are made available to implement the program.

Once the sponsor has reviewed the key opportunities and the report card, you are ready to make a preliminary presentation of the concept to a senior management committee. The presentation summarizes the four “ares” report card on the current situation, gives examples of investments that have not delivered on their initial promises and communicates the concepts and advantages of benefits realization. Other critical points to cover are:

- Best opportunities to implement a benefits realization program in your organization
- Best path to getting started (business transformation initiative, audit of a troubled project or full enterprise-wide implementation)
- Senior management commitment to proceed
- Confirmation of the appointment of an official business and/or corporate sponsor.

With support in place, it is now time to begin implementation in earnest.

**Define Scope**

This phase draws on the work you have already done in reviewing the best opportunities for benefits realization in your organization. As outlined above, there are two main possibilities: program management and portfolio management.

**Program Management.** A single blended investment program, or a small number of related ones that group high profile projects together, and ensure that they will deliver business results.

**Portfolio Management.** Selection and management of many programs, and implementation of portfolio management using full cycle governance.
A word of caution. All benefits realization solutions are customized — and must be — to each organization. Thus, these are not hard-and-fast choices or silver bullet formulas. Rather, they should be viewed as overlapping options that require varying degrees of commitment across the organization. For example, both implementation of an enterprise-wide application package and of full cycle governance affect the entire organization for a period of years, but it is safe to say that full cycle governance will affect more people on a more permanent basis. It may require more organizational change, though the organizational, process and people impacts of a single application package implementation should not be underestimated.

In the remainder of this chapter, we describe the main steps required for full enterprise-wide implementation of full cycle governance, as depicted in Figure 6-2 in Chapter 6, which, for reference purposes, is repeated in this chapter as Figure 9-1. Where appropriate, in the section on “Implementing Benefits Realization,” we note the steps that must also be followed for the single program management option. These are indicated by the designation: (program also).

**FIGURE 9-1**

Structure Supporting Full Cycle Governance
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The main steps for implementing full cycle governance are: getting organized to select and monitor the portfolio; managing change to entrench new ways of thinking and working; and implementing benefits realization by creating the initial investment portfolio, based on a detailed value assessment of existing and planned projects.

**Get Organized**

The enterprise-wide implementation of full cycle governance requires major changes in the organization and process of investment decision making, as explained in Chapters 5 and 6. In many organizations, it makes sense to implement these changes by following three sub-steps:

- Form the benefits realization implementation team.
- Create the investment decision board (IDB).
- Create the value management office (VMO).
Form the Benefits Realization Implementation Team. A team should be formed to get things started and keep the ball rolling. Its mission is to convince people to adopt the new benefits mind-set and commit to a major change in investment decision making and organization. The team is chaired by the corporate sponsor (or business sponsor). Once trained in the cornerstones of the Benefits Realization Approach, as described in this book, its first job is to define the strategy and plan for implementation. The team can then proceed to:

- Customize benefits realization for the organization and link it to other corporate processes such as business planning, project management, budgetary control and performance measurement.
- Define process owners for benefits realization activities.
- Create teams with responsibility for implementation support activities, such as change management, communications and training.
- Support the change management effort by communicating the concepts and advantages of benefits realization across the organization.
- Measure results and report on progress to the management committee.

The benefits realization implementation team might work for several months or several years, depending on the scope of the benefits realization effort. It stays in place until the organization has embraced the new way of thinking and managing, and the machinery of full cycle governance is running smoothly. Once this has been accomplished, it should be disbanded.

Create the Investment Decision Board (IDB). Portfolio selection and management is the job of senior management. It is important for a cross-functional group of senior managers to make key investment decisions, select portfolios and monitor programs, as explained in Chapters 4 through 6. If your company has committed to implement enterprise-wide full cycle governance, a group must be established to make investment decisions. This group is the investment decision board, which will:

- Review new investment program proposals.
- Commit funds to the most valuable programs.
- Monitor program expenditures and the delivery of benefits over time.
- Review active programs to check whether they are delivering benefits and, if not, redirect funding from them to other higher value programs.
- Ensure that each program is proactively managed to get the promised benefits, and to identify new emerging opportunities.

The investment decision board should be created once early implementation activities have been completed, that is, after the implementation strategy and plan have been approved, the benefits realization process has been customized and documented and essential roles defined. Board members should be provided with awareness level training on the Benefits Realization Approach. The four-P framework introduced in Chapter 8 provides a good basis for this training, conveying an understanding of why the company is doing this, what it’s going to look like, how it is going to get there and what is expected from each person.

If your company decides to start with a small pilot project, creation of the IDB can wait until full corporate implementation.

The corporate sponsor is a good candidate to chair this group. Members should be as broadly representative of the business as possible, Board members will continue to fulfil their other management responsibilities and, for this reason, will require day-to-day assistance from a secretariat group: the value management office.
Create the Value Management Office (VMO).  The value management office houses the experts who will support business sponsors in the design of investment programs and the preparation of value cases. At the same time, they help the IDB assess those cases. More specifically, the role of the VMO is to:

- Proactively help business sponsors identify new business opportunities and coach them on how to prepare value cases.
- Prepare its own assessment of the rigor and use of best practices in submissions to the investment decision board.
- Track individual program expenditures.
- Track the program investment portfolio.
- Monitor programs undertaken and benefits obtained, and archive all supporting benefits realization materials.

The size of the value management office will depend on the volume of active programs and new program proposals brought forward. Comprising the VMO will be a leader and a team of value analysts who will be the champions for change at the working level. The value analysts will work with business sponsors and, in that role, be active evangelists for the new way of thinking about benefits. They will also be advocates for best practices in program definition, program valuation and value case development.

As the Benefits Realization Approach is institutionalized, and becomes “the way we do things around here,” the value analysts will likely be situated in the business units, with functional reporting to the VMO leader.

Manage Change
Implementing benefits realization means entrenching a new way of thinking, managing and acting in your organization, as explained in Chapters 6 and 8. This is a long-term change process that must be architected and supported through four basic change management initiatives:

- Find senior executive champions and create a change management team.
- Plan communications initiatives.
- Design training and learning initiatives.
- Link benefits realization to other business processes.

Each of these initiatives is reviewed in detail below.

Senior Executive Champions. The temporary benefits realization implementation team, IDB and VMO are much more than formal bodies. All their members must conceive of themselves as agents, leaders and champions of change. The corporate and business sponsors play pivotal roles. Moreover, proactive change management, supported from the top, will be necessary to bring about the required transformation.

A change management team — a sub-team of the benefits realization implementation team — should be created to coordinate communication and training, and to solicit feedback from the organization. They should ensure that criticism, resistance and objections are heard and dealt with, as implementation proceeds. Communication should be open, overcoming resistance and involving employees in the change process. The change management team should adapt training to each target audience, and focus on developing the relevant competencies, where and when they are needed. The aim, as we often state it, is to provide “just enough training, and just in time.”

Communications. It is vital to understand the positions of varied stakeholder groups regarding benefits realization. Based on that understanding, communications messages and channels can be adjusted to the needs of each benefits realization audience.
The first step is to identify all parties involved in or affected by the change, and determine their role in benefits realization implementation and communications. A survey should be conducted to assess their current level of awareness of benefits realization concepts and principles. Besides the management group carrying out full cycle governance, these stakeholders will include:

- Senior management
- Corporate sponsor
- Business unit heads and owners of processes that will have to change
- Doers and individuals affected by the change
- Managers who have to support the change process
- Project teams and task forces.

The information obtained from the survey should be used to define the position of the various stakeholders toward the change (opposed, neutral, proponent), and select the appropriate style and approach for communications. Stakeholders should then be grouped into target audiences, and key messages should be established for each audience, taking into account any reasons they may have for resistance to the benefits realization program. Communications with each target group should vividly describe how benefits realization will affect them, what will change and why these changes are necessary. The objective is to keep people well informed with respect to what has been done, what is going on, and what lies ahead. Again, the four-P framework provides an excellent basis for this communication. The communications team leader should be a member of the benefits realization implementation team.

**Training and Learning.** Benefits realization creates major learning challenges at all levels including: absorbing the concepts and principles of benefits realization; learning to use techniques like Results Chain modeling and the four “ares”; learning to use new processes such as stage gating; and dealing with new organizational units like the IDB and VMO. As full cycle governance is implemented, training will be required at all levels across the organization. Tailored to each target audience, learning events should cover such subjects as:

- Concepts and principles in the chapters of this book
- Techniques for Results Chain modeling and program definition (specification of initiatives, outcomes, contributions and assumptions)
- Program and project life cycles
- Stage gate processes
- Assessment of program risks and feasibility
- Program valuation and value case preparation
- Benefits monitoring and measurement.

The training program should be developed with the learner’s needs as the central focus, providing just enough training, just in time. Wherever possible, you should emphasize learning by doing.

**Linking Benefits Realization and Other Business Processes.** Benefits realization is not an add-on. It is integral to the way the business thinks and works. Organizations that are committed to a major corporate transformation must ensure that benefits realization is well integrated with other change initiatives, and that it forms part of the overall corporate vision. The implementation strategy and plan, the change management plan and the training plan developed for benefits realization must be aligned with other corporate change activities.
Companies can choose to adopt a results focus — making the right investments with scarce resources and ensuring that they get the promised benefits — at the same time they seek to increase quality, improve service, reduce cycle times and transform themselves into learning organizations. Benefits realization then becomes an integral part of their corporate transformation.

**Implement Full Cycle Governance (or Program Management)**

Once all the steps outlined above have been taken, the implementation of full cycle governance can begin. The objective at this stage is to create well-defined, well-documented programs from the current collection of work and to value them appropriately. Thoroughness and a high degree of rigor are essential. Certain steps can also be applied to the implementation of benefits realization within the scope of a single blended investment program, as indicated by the designation (programs also).

The main start-up activities, shown below, are supported by change management, communication and training and provide many opportunities for learning by doing.

- Define investment categories.
- Take inventory of current and planned programs.
- Estimate benefits (programs also).
- Validate program Results Chains and get buy-in (programs also).
- Assess and mitigate risk (programs also).
- Find a business sponsor (programs also).
- Assess program value (programs also).
- Build the investment portfolio and start benefits management.

Each of these activities is reviewed in detail below.

**Define Investment Categories.** Investment categories are fundamental to effective portfolio selection and management, as explained in Chapter 5. Investment categories must be defined by the investment decision board with the help of the benefits realization implementation team. The categories determine the processes that programs must pass through for valuation and selection. They can be generically described as follows (see also Chapter 4, Table 4-1, used by Nova Gas Transmission):

- Legally required programs
- Renewal of infrastructure assets, required to supply equivalent capability
- Programs to increase capacity requirements and handle business-generated increases in transaction volumes
- Programs for which funding has already been committed
- R&D programs
- Implementation of the IT architecture
- Programs to seize new business opportunities that will create measurable benefits for the organization.

Once the categories have been defined, the investment decision board must decide how to allocate capital funds to each of them, for subsequent investment.

**Take Inventory of Current and Planned Programs.** Grouping projects into blended investment programs is one of the core steps in implementing benefits realization, as explained in Chapters 2 and 3. In the case of a single program, the starting point is usually major IT, process redesign and other transformation projects. The next step is to group those projects with others from all areas of the BTOPP business system.
In the case of full cycle governance, all projects currently planned or under way should be inventoried and grouped into programs. This is done by the company’s business units, with the help of the value management office and the benefits realization implementation team. A Results Chain is produced for each project that includes (as explained in Chapter 2):

- Intermediate and end outcomes
- Initiatives that comprise the project (the actions needed to bring about the desired outcomes)
- Contributions of identified initiatives to each outcome (linkages between initiatives and outcomes, and how they interact)
- Governing assumptions (influencing factors that are beyond the control of the project and that need to be monitored).

Once the project Results Chains are completed, they are combined to create consolidated Results Chains. Each consolidated chain should incorporate related initiatives and outcomes. Final outcomes must link directly to one or more of the company’s strategic drivers. If they do not, then additional initiatives need to be defined to create this linkage. The consolidated Results Chains that are produced by this analysis represent business programs. They focus benefits realization work by:

- Identifying program elements that have a common end benefit and business sponsor
- Identifying initiatives and outcomes that will be required to realize benefits from business investments
- Determining intermediate and end outcomes that can be used as measurement points for tracking benefits realization.

**Estimate Benefits (Programs Also).** Order-of-magnitude estimates of benefits should now be attached to end outcomes. Rigor in quantifying them is expected as the numbers must be both reliable and credible. The following steps are recommended:

- Obtain available data on known driving variables (revenue, headcount, costs, number of system failures, volumes, customer base, total materials carrying costs etc.).
- Obtain forecasts for driving variables (these should ideally be research-based and confirmed independently).
- Obtain available data on coefficients (annual cost per employee, system failure rate, cost per transaction, carrying costs as a percentage of total purchases etc.).
- Forecast change in the coefficient value.
- If specific data is unavailable, use Delphi analysis techniques.

**Validate Program Results Chains and Get Buy-in (Programs Also).** Program Results Chains must be validated, and the people who will operate in the changed environment need to be involved. To identify these stakeholders and define the required level of validation, the analytical team should:

- Map areas that will be impacted by the proposed program or project.
- Identify key skills, expertise or credibility in these areas that will be important in validating program or project benefits.
- Identify individuals who might ultimately be responsible for operational areas involved in realizing the benefits.
- Identify groups with a role (e.g., validation of corporate processes and related benefits).
- Identify key ideas and the individuals or groups who may have vested interests in the outcome.
Buy-in will be key to the success of your benefits realization program. It is important to obtain commitment, and to identify natural supporters of the project who may be candidates for more active involvement in realizing benefits downstream.

**Assess and Mitigate Risk (Programs Also).** Risk analysis is now required for each Results Chain element, as explained in Chapters 3 and 4. There are two questions: “How important is the contribution of this element to the ultimate outcomes? What is the level of confidence that it is achievable?” If an element is expected to contribute only marginally to these outcomes, then the second question is irrelevant. If an element contributes significantly, and it will be relatively easy to achieve, then once again no additional analysis is required. However, if the element will make a significant contribution, and confidence in achieving it is low, it needs to be examined in greater detail to accurately assess the source of risk. Contingency plans will be required, as it is these elements that represent the greatest risk to getting benefits.

**Find a Business Sponsor (Programs Also).** In the case of a single program implementation, a business sponsor is appointed early in the game. When full cycle governance is being implemented, this is the stage where business sponsors should be found for all the newly identified programs. As explained in Chapters 3 and 6, the business sponsor must be ready, willing and able to deliver program benefits, and be accountable for respecting time and budget constraints. Without a sponsor, a program does not exist in the eyes of the investment decision board, and it certainly will not deliver the desired business results.

**Assess Program Value (Programs Also).** The final step in preparing program proposals for submission to the investment decision board is to assess their value. As explained in Chapters 2 to 4, benefits realization considers several independent dimensions of value — alignment, financial worth and risk — rather than relying on a single measurement. A value assessment is required prior to each stage gate review:

- **Alignment** is the degree to which the program supports the company’s strategic drivers, or contributes to achieving a desired future state or vision.
- **Financial worth** is a factor in all costs and dollar benefits, based on the most likely program outcome.
- **Program risk** is the degree to which the program is susceptible to loss of potential value.

Once this work is completed, a formal value case can be prepared for the investment decision board that describes the program and declares its value — backed up with detailed supporting documentation.

**Build Investment Portfolio and Start Benefits Management.** Value cases will be prepared for each program in the initial inventory — based on its stage of completion — as it approaches the next program or project gate. The investment portfolio will take form and grow as programs and projects come forward for review and as the investment decision board makes individual funding decisions based on their relative value.

Once a program has been added to the investment portfolio, benefits management can begin. High-level monitoring of progress against the plan ensures that significant deviations from predicted value are caught in time for corrective action. This progress monitoring does not replace program or project management; rather, it is a more global assessment of the current value status, based on output from program and project management activities.

**Surviving and Thriving in a Changing World**

Getting started is precisely that — just the beginning. Success in implementing benefits realization will be achieved only by experimenting and learning, experiencing the techniques first-hand and integrating lessons learned in the way your organization thinks and works.
The principles and practices of benefits realization, and the culture of a learning organization, are mutually reinforcing. Benefits realization programs will be most successful in organizations that:

- Have a big-picture view of the world
- Are prepared to experiment with new ideas and embrace risk
- Empower individuals and encourage self-directed teams
- Collect and communicate their experience
- Reward and share success.

Benefits realization is based on a big-picture view of capital investments. Decision makers need to think in terms of portfolios and programs, rather than projects. They need to understand that IT cannot stand alone, and that systems delivery projects cannot be managed in isolation from the business. Technological change, organizational change, business process redesign and learning must be blended appropriately in every program and managed together to produce the desired business results.

Benefits realization provides a way for organizations to experiment with new ideas, monitor the results and incrementally invest in change. Failures, in the form of investments that do not produce returns, are to be expected — even as the risk of failure is managed and reduced. Carefully chosen risk is considered to be an acceptable cost, as in the case of the applied R&D programs that are so central to many organizations’ success in the Knowledge Economy. In such cases, risks and expected rewards are being proactively managed and kept in alignment. Risk can also be managed through portfolio diversification, which balances the riskier experiments against programs that can be counted on to deliver value.

The activist accountability built into benefits realization breaks down barriers between IT and the business and encourages teamwork across the organization, at all levels, to create new ideas and convert them into tangible value for the business. The playing field is leveled for capital investment as the organization funds the most valuable new ideas, regardless of their provenance.

Benefits realization is an open process that encourages and facilitates communication and participation at all levels. Experience is archived and reviewed to identify the factors that contribute to success, as well as failure. Processes are continually improved. Best practices are communicated through the activities of the investment decision board and the value management office, in learning events and through teamwork across the organization.

Benefits realization is focused on results, rewards and shared success. Individual and group contributions to achieving results include: initiative in proactively identifying new business opportunities; excellence in defining programs and developing value cases; on-time, on-budget delivery of projects to agreed specifications; stewardship of program and project teams in managing value; and successful harvesting of the promised benefits. These contributions should be publicly recognized.

Benefits realization offers a compass for navigating the uncharted waters of the Knowledge Economy. It supplies adaptive tools that can help organizations make the best investments in step with their changing environment. It provides instruments for decision making that can change quickly in response to corporate changes in direction — as the definition of value used to screen investments responds immediately to changes in an organization’s strategic drivers, and directly links all programs to achieving them. In turbulent times, benefits realization will continually optimize the investment portfolio to maximize returns.
In the years since The Information Paradox was first published, the nature of enterprise value, and how to achieve it, has become a subject of much discussion. It has become increasingly evident that the failure to realize business value from investments in IT-enabled change, which initially led us to develop the Benefits Realization Approach, is simply a symptom of a wider malaise — one that presents managers with significant new challenges. The fact is, the track record for implementing any major change successfully is terrible. Although this track record may be more visible with IT, it also applies to any large-scale investment or change. The success rates of Business Process Re-engineering and Mergers and Acquisitions, two examples of major change, are no better than those often quoted for IT projects.

Root causes for this poor track record include:

- Failing to recognize that the leadership challenge today is one of continually implementing change ...
- The inability to define or articulate clear and focused strategies to set the direction for change ... with a clear understanding of the value driven business outcomes that the strategies are striving to achieve
- Failure to acknowledge, surface, and come to grips with the complexity of strategy execution
- Governance processes that are woefully inadequate to manage what is, in most cases, “an uncertain journey to an uncertain destination”.

Inadequate governance processes, in particular, lead to not having a clear understanding of the desired outcomes, not knowing what to measure, not surfacing and tracking assumptions, and not sensing and responding to changing circumstances in a timely or well-considered manner.

Over the last five or more years, we have worked with hundreds of organizations worldwide implementing the Benefits Realization Approach. As a result of this work, we have continued to learn. Much of our original thinking has been reinforced, and new thinking and practices have evolved.

In the first section of this Afterword, we describe how we have applied what we have learned to evolve our thinking and practices beyond benefits realization to the broader subject of Enterprise Value Management, and particularly to the linkage between enterprise value and strategy. Our approach to Enterprise Value Management includes governance frameworks and techniques to help organizations:

- Understand sources of value and develop value-focused strategies
- Define and structure comprehensive, value-based business change programs to execute business strategies
- Manage the realization of value using program-based portfolio management and a comprehensive and dynamic governance process.
In the second section, we discuss how the lessons we have learned through implementing the Benefits Realization Approach to manage investments in IT-enabled change can, and indeed must, be applied to the broader realm of Enterprise Value Management.

**Moving Beyond Benefits Realization to Enterprise Value Management**

The challenge of value creation is not limited to IT, nor is it an easy challenge to address. When we wrote *The Information Paradox*, we understood that value was not a simple concept. Value is complex, context specific, and dynamic. Value is indeed “in the eye of the beholder.” We also recognized that value and strategy are tightly related, in that value results from the successful execution of well-chosen and focused strategies. The key word here is focus. No-one can “do it all.”

Based on our experience over the last few years, we have continued to explore these topics and the relationship between them. This has led us to build on the Benefits Realization Approach to develop a new, broader, and more comprehensive approach to enterprise value — Enterprise Value Management. Our starting point was the underlying premise that IT-enabled change cannot be successful without profound, far-reaching changes to the business — changes which most companies are unable to recognize or willing to ignore.

**The Business Challenge of Change**

*“Hope is not a method” — anon*

While we have found a growing awareness of the problem of realizing value from business investments at senior levels of organizations across the world, there is still considerable denial of the extent of the problem, and little understanding of the causes. In many cases, we hear “We’re doing that already,” when they clearly are not or, all too often, “Well, we’re no worse than anybody else.” This is not exactly a great rallying cry, or one that you would expect to see on company sweatshirts or baseball caps! In many cases, there is even less willingness to undertake the significant change required to address the problem. Many organizations are just hoping that it will get better. And many are still looking for that elusive silver bullet. This could prove a costly and risky pursuit.

An approach many organizations are turning to is portfolio management, which is one of the fundamentals of benefits realization. Portfolio management is now getting a lot of press and attention. Unfortunately, much of the writing and talking about portfolio management is missing the point. The primary focus still appears to be on the technology project and the major activities of selecting and tracking these technology projects. The fundamental problem with this approach was well captured by Eric Dean, CIO of United Airlines:

> We can’t measure the value of those things [IT] without measuring the use to which they are put. ROI should be based on the costs of achieving the desired change ... it’s not just about technology. (Optimize magazine, June, 2002, article discussing ROI metrics for IT.)

The fundamental building block on which portfolio management must operate is the business program. While portfolios of technology projects, applications, infrastructure, or even technology changes are of interest, that interest is primarily in the area of efficient resource utilization and cost reduction. It is only when the focus of portfolio management is the business program — and on blended investment programs, as described in Chapter 3 — that we move beyond efficiency and cost to effectiveness and business value. A leading communications service provider in the U.S. would have left most of the potential benefits of a major IT investment on the table had they not used the Benefits Realization Approach to redefine and re-scope what was an IT project into a blended business change program.
Key Learning: Value does not come from technology projects. Technology only provides a capability. Value is only realized when this capability is applied and managed as part of a program of business change, including changes to business strategy, business processes, how people work, organizational structure, and technology.

Nor is selecting and tracking investments enough, even if we are working with business change programs. We need to manage their execution. While we must always “start with the end in mind”, with the type of broad and innovative changes that the digital era opens up, we must learn to deal with being on that uncertain journey to an uncertain destination.

Usually, we start out with some idea of where we want to go and of how we are going to get there. However, by the time we get there, there won’t be where we thought we were going and we won’t have arrived the way we originally thought. We need to manage this journey as it evolves and changes. We need a continuous and dynamic governance process that manages the full cycle “from concept to cash”, one that senses and responds to changes in the internal and external environment, and to our understanding of what is working and not working and that continually revisits our assumptions. Without such a process, the risk of ending up in the wrong place is significantly increased.

A continuous and dynamic governance process reduces the risk with investments such as enterprise resource planning, supply chain management, customer relationship management, and knowledge management. While these investments are enabled by technology, the major effort, and the major challenge, is not in implementing the technology, it is in implementing change. Enterprise Value Management is about recognizing that we are investing in change, and the management of that change. About 30 to 50 percent of the effort in major change programs is managing the process of change itself — and specifically managing the people aspects of change. Unfortunately, this is often only given cursory attention. It is not well planned and insufficient resources and time are allocated in whatever plan there is. Moreover, when schedules stretch out and budgets tighten, it is usually the first thing to go. This is not a technology problem. It is not a problem that will be fixed by focusing on IT projects in isolation. It is a business problem. If organizations are to deal with the problem, they must take a hard look at their overall governance process — from strategic planning through to program execution, including the full realization of value.

Further, if organizations are to seriously tackle the question of enterprise value with a portfolio management approach, they must recognize and apply all the fundamentals of the Benefits Realization Approach, including Program Management and Full Cycle Governance, with clear and active accountability, and clear and relevant measurement. Implementing such an approach is not about putting in place a few new forms. It is about fundamentally changing how organizations think, manage and act. It involves:

- Focusing more on business value — the desired end outcome, rather than activities
- Focusing on implementing change, not technology
- Defining comprehensive programs of business change
- Selecting investments based on the overall value to an enterprise, not to individual silos, either functional or geographic, within the enterprise
- Recognizing that the decision to select and proceed with an investment is only the beginning of an ongoing governance process which includes the overall portfolio, the programs within the portfolio, and the projects that make up the programs

Project, Program, and Portfolio
The terms project, program, and portfolio are in wide yet inconsistent use today. In this Afterword, these terms and their relationship to business and enterprise value are defined as follows:
A Project is a structured set of activities concerned with delivering a defined capability based on an agreed schedule and budget. The capability in and of itself has no value, it is only when the capability is used as a result of a comprehensive program of change that value is realized.

A Program is a structured grouping of projects designed to produce clearly identified business value. The business value of one program will align in varying degrees to strategic objectives, may be dependent on other programs, or may potentially conflict with other programs. In order for an organization to realize the greatest value across all programs, they must be managed as a portfolio of programs.

A Portfolio is a suite of business programs managed to optimize overall enterprise value. The portfolio must be continually reviewed and managed to ensure that it is balanced to reflect strategic priorities, and that risks are mitigated and synergies exploited across programs.

To sum up, the challenge today is not implementing technology, but implementing change. The question is, how do we choose the programs of change that have the greatest potential value, and execute them such that the value is realized? At least part of the answer lies in a better understanding of the nature of value itself.

Understanding the Nature of Value

“ROI is the buzzword of the day, yet few organizations understand what really drives their costs and benefits”
— Amy Mizoras, IDC, May 7, 2002

The underlying cause of the difficulty in realizing business value lies in the increasing rapidity and complexity of change, and in the changing sources of value creation in today’s business environment. Organizations today are increasingly generating value from intangible assets like brand, knowledge, improved governance processes, and re-engineered organizational structures. These intangibles provide the competitive advantage that differentiates the market leaders from the also-rans. Baruch Lev, in his work at New York University, has concluded that only 15 percent of the value of an S&P 500 company can be traced to tangible assets on the balance sheet. Paradoxically, although in many cases the dot.coms were selling intangibles, they failed miserably in managing them. This, aside from blind greed and the suspension of common sense by a large number of investors, aided and abetted by both analysts and the media, was one of the major contributors to the dot.coms being consigned to oblivion.

Intangibles have been described by Karl-Eric Sveiby as “those things that we have not yet learnt how to measure.” To fully explore the concept of enterprise value, we must move our understanding of assets to include all those capabilities or resources, tangible or intangible, internal or external to an organization that the organization can influence, and understand how they interact with each other to impact the bottom line. A word of caution must be provided, however. We should not waste energy trying to precisely measure the value of intangibles. Rather, we should better understand their contribution, which together with the contribution of other assets, ultimately results in value. Basically, we should stop the quest for precision where precision does not exist, and shift to developing a better understanding of how value is created, and how we believe technology will contribute to the changes that are required to create value. In that vein, Sveiby’s definition of intangibles might be modified to read, “those things whose contribution to business value we have not yet learnt to measure.” In this context, organizations can often get far more value from understanding and better managing the assets that they already have than continually pursuing new assets.

Relationships, as described by Ray Mackenzie in The Relationship-Based Enterprise, are one example of intangible assets that represent a critically important value source to organizations. Understanding these relationships, and managing them such that mutual value is created through value-exchange-based conversations with customers, suppliers, and other stakeholders is a key competence for organizations today.

We may not be able to measure the effects of intangibles like relationships directly, but we see their effects. Like the shadows of forms in Plato’s “Cave,” intangibles reflect value back to the business. Actions taken to affect intangibles may be only loosely coupled to metrics, but they are still actions that we can take.
The challenge is understanding and managing a value creation process, which is dynamic and complex, and is dominated by these kinds of intangible assets. Such an approach requires us to re-think the process of strategy.

**Re-Thinking How We Define, Communicate, and Execute Strategy**

“There is nothing worse than doing well that which should not be done at all.”— Peter Drucker

We must not only better understand the process of value creation, but must also be able to anchor this to an explicit, clear, and focused business strategy. Without a clearly articulated and understood strategy, it is difficult to align investment decisions with strategic direction. It is difficult, if not impossible, to decide what you will do, and also what you will not do. And there is a very high risk of selecting the wrong things to do.

We have heard all too often over the last few years that with business moving at “Internet speed” there is no time for strategic planning. Nothing could be more wrong-headed! While we cannot do traditional strategic planning the way we have done in the past, we should not just stop doing it. To do so would result in organizations continuing to waste large amounts of money on failed investments. We need look no farther than the dot.com graveyard, including both startup and established bricks and mortar examples, for proof of this point. Organizations that do not have a clear strategy will miss out on significant business opportunities, and in many cases, cease to exist.

**Successful Execution of Strategy is the Difference Between Winners and Losers**

“Vision without action is hallucination” — anon

Strategy is of no value if it is not successfully executed. Unfortunately, one of the few areas that rivals the poor track record of IT projects (or more accurately IT-enabled change) is that of strategy implementation. In a July 1, 2002, CIO Insight magazine article, David Norton, co-author of *The Balanced Scorecard*, quotes research conducted by CIO Insight and the Balanced Scorecard Collaborative which found that barely half of the companies adequately communicate goals to employees, only a quarter of employees have even a general understanding of the strategy, and less than 30 percent of executives believe that their budgets are strongly linked to strategy.

On many occasions, we have gone into organizations on the heels of a “big x” or strategic consultancy who have worked with the executive team to create a new multi-year strategy for the organization. It usually has a supposedly motivating theme, is packaged in glossy binders, and presented to those who were not part of its development (usually most of the organization) in Microsoft PowerPoint road shows or town hall meetings. Unfortunately, when the consultants have left, or even if they remain, those who are charged with executing the strategy (again, usually not those who were involved in its development) are left scratching their heads and wondering where to start.

The reason for this disconnect is that most strategies are both too wide in scope and too shallow in detail. The statements are often unarguable, but provide very little basis for determining what to do and what not to do. In one organization, the consultants came up with 75 focused programs of change ... an oxymoron if there ever was one. Despite our best efforts to get them to take a value-based approach to identifying those few programs that had the greatest value, and that they had the capacity to implement, they continued to roll out all 75. In the end, none were successful. The organization was so immersed in the huge change that it took its eye off running the business, and as a result the whole company failed spectacularly. It now exists only in the history books.

Many organizations today have little or no linkage between investment projects they undertake and their business strategy. Figure 1 is a simple visualization of the problem.
The consequences of this lack of linkage are evident in a number of ways:

- Business strategies are stated in “fuzzy” or motherhood terms.
- Desired business outcomes are neither clear, nor tracked.
- Results and measurements are unclear.
- Sponsorship and accountability are unclear.
- There is no context for overall governance.
- There are multiple steering committees, with little inter-program communication.
- There is a lot of “finger-pointing” between various parts of the business, particularly between the IT function and other functions.

**FIGURE 1**

*Investment Projects Versus Business Strategy*

![Diagram of Business Strategy and Projects](image)

Strategy is even more important in a fast moving and uncertain business environment. What we must do to make the process of strategy more effective is to approach strategic planning and strategy execution differently — very differently. Strategy today must be value-driven and asset-based. Ultimately, business value results from the successful execution of business strategies which configure and manage all the assets of the organization to deliver the greatest possible value in line with business objectives.

**Key Learning:** We must take a more dynamic picture of strategy as one part of a complete value creation process — one that creates new value, uncovers latent value, and stops value leakage or erosion. Strategies should reveal the true “value levers” of an enterprise and exercise these levers to maximize the achievement of business objectives.

What’s required are strategies that recognize the complexities of managing the uncertain journey to an uncertain destination that we have all embarked on at “Internet speed.”

**Embracing Complexity with Enterprise Value Management**

> “Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler” — Albert Einstein

A major cause of the failure to successfully execute strategy is that many organizations make simple or, more often, simplistic statements of strategy, and do not want to be bothered with drilling down to the complexities of implementation. However, the relationships between business change, the sources of business value, and business strategy are complex. We cannot wish complexity away by denying that it exists. For example, a
client recently declined to apply the Benefits Realization Approach to a major change program that they were embarking upon. Their reaction was that the approach was too complex. They were looking for something simple. Unfortunately, in our complex world, there are few simple solutions. If we continue to exhibit “silver bullet thinking” in this way, we will continue to fail.

In another example, a large organization that we worked with was spending in excess of $US300 million to implement an enterprise resource planning system to replace a number of their current systems. Unfortunately, yet again, their focus was on implementing the technology. They did not even want to hear about the organizational changes that were required if the implementation was to deliver value. The standard response was, “You’re making this more complicated than it really is!” Almost the sole desired outcome was implementation of the software on time, but not necessarily on budget. If meeting the deadline meant dropping functionality, which it frequently did, so be it. The schedule was paramount. It did not matter that little if any of the benefits specified in the original business case would be realized without major organizational change. Someone else could worry about that problem. The net result for this organization is that, if and when the software is implemented, they will have less functionality than they had with the previous systems, the software will cost more to maintain than their current systems, and the business may well suffer severe disruption, with potential regulatory or legal consequences.

Key Learning: Organizations cannot continue to respond to the continuing speed and scope of change — both internally and externally — and increasing complexity with simple, or more often, simplistic solutions. Only when complexity is understood and managed can simplification occur. Recognizing, accepting, and managing this complexity is today’s leadership challenge.

Enterprise Value Management helps organizations manage the complexities of the interaction of their strategies, their sources of value creation, and the ever-changing business environment in which they operate. It provides an understanding of all the sources of value, and how they interact, not as a simple chain, but as a network — a value network.

The value network moves our thinking beyond the sequential thinking of the value chain. It is based on the premise that all the assets available to an organization, tangible and intangible, internal to the organization and external to it, are potential sources of value. A further premise is that it is not the individual assets themselves, but the relationships between them, often complex relationships, that are the real sources of value. The first step in understanding the value network is to identify all these assets, then explore and map the relationships between them. From this mapping, we can identify those value levers that provide opportunities to increase value, or to reduce value erosion, as well as assets that have no potential to add value.

The Value Network

By way of illustration, let’s look at one fairly common statement of strategy: “Improving customer satisfaction.” At a high level, who could argue with this statement? But, if we are to turn the statement into something that has more meaning, and that can be used to provide focus in defining programs of change, and guide decisions in selecting the highest potential programs, we need to drill deeper. We need to go beyond a general statement around customer satisfaction to identify those specific value levers related to customer satisfaction. Are all customers equally important? What different classes of customer do we have? Are the same things important to all customers? What factors contribute to customer satisfaction? How satisfied do we want each class of customer to be? How satisfied can we afford them to be?

For example, in the banking sector, there are a number of different classes of customers. Some classes of customer are primarily involved in a transaction-based relationship, either over the phone, over the Internet or using ATMs. They rarely, if ever, interact with an actual bank employee. The objective of the bank in this case is to maintain an acceptable level of satisfaction while driving down the costs of service delivery. On the other hand, there are other classes of customer, often high value customers, that require a much more
personal relationship. The challenge here is to identify these classes of customer, to understand what factors contribute to their satisfaction, and to focus strategy on exercising those value levers that contribute to a high level of satisfaction. This will certainly include identifying, motivating and rewarding those employees who are key to the relationship. This further involves understanding what factors contribute to these employees' satisfaction, and again focusing strategy on exercising those levers that contribute to their satisfaction.

Once we understand the relationship between specific customers and employees, we need to look at what adds value to that relationship. The employee will need to have the interpersonal and sales skills to manage the relationship. They will need knowledge about the economic environment, the customer's situation and past behavior, and the products and services available to the customer, both from their institution and from competitors. The employee might well need some leeway to customize a particular product or service for the customer, and to understand the implications of such customization on the return to the bank. There will also need to be processes that support the acquisition and sharing of this knowledge, and appropriate technology to support those processes.

With an understanding of the value network, value-focused strategies are developed to leverage the sources of value. These strategies then guide the definition of programs of value-driven change — programs that structure assets for greatest value. The realization of value is accomplished through strong program management and program-based portfolio management integrated in a comprehensive and dynamic governance process.

**Value Mapping**

“Detail work is not beneath the dignity of a business leader”

— Execution: The Discipline of Getting Things Done,
Larry Bossidy & Ram Charan

A new technique that we have started to work with, Value Mapping, builds on the concepts of the Results Chain to bridge the gap between strategy and action. Value mapping is proving a powerful way to help executives achieve better understanding and management of the complexity of the enterprise value process. It explores the complete value network of an enterprise, including all value creating assets, both tangible and intangible, internal and external. It identifies the most important sources of value and shows how they contribute individually and collectively to the overall value creating capability of the enterprise. It drills down to the specific value levers and analyzes how they can be acted on without causing unintended damage through second- and third-level effects. In the same way that the Results Chain forces dialogue and clarity of understanding in program definition around the desired business outcomes and the full scope of effort required, Value Mapping will force more dialogue, understanding, and rigor in statements of strategy, and drill them down to statements that can be directly linked to programs of change.

The Value Mapping technique provides:

- Understanding and clarity of an organization's desired business outcomes
- Visibility of the complete value network — all the assets that the organization can use to achieve the desired outcomes
- Focusing of strategy through the definition of Strategic Drivers — those few things that the organization must excel at in order to achieve the desired outcomes
- Identification of those sources of value within the assets that offer the greatest potential contribution to the Strategic Drivers, and any constraints to their contribution
- Drilling down to specific value levers that the organization can act on to maximize the sources of value
- A comprehensive and comprehensible view of the relationships between the value levers, including identification of any conflicts, enabling clarification and further definition of executable business strategies
A framework to understand the impact of proposed investments on the organization's value goals and strategies

A shared vision and understanding of what is truly important to an organization in terms of how it creates value.

An example of what part of a Value Map might look like, based on the financial services example described earlier, is shown in Figure 2.

**FIGURE 2**
**A Sample Value Map**

![Value Map Diagram]

Our early work with value mapping has shown that the process of developing the value map is one that executives very quickly relate to. It helps them to “think outside the box”, and “between the boxes”, and quickly identify those sources of value around which they should focus their strategies and resources. The process and the resulting value maps provide a long-missing link between strategy and execution. The value levers identified in the value maps provide the “anchor” for the intermediate outcomes for the subsequent definition of business change programs using the Results Chain technique. The value map confirms the current desired destination, and defines the proposed journey. In the next section, we discuss the governance process required to manage this journey, one that must recognize that both the destination and the journey will change.

**A New Approach to Governance — Strategic Governance**

*“On a clear day you can see 6 months”*

— Charles E. Phillips, Morgan Stanley, Information Week Spring Conference, 2002

As David Norton, co-author of *The Balanced Scorecard*, said:

The fact that most executive teams spend less than one hour per month discussing strategy is not an indication of poor management – it is an indication of no management. Most governance processes are built around the monthly management of budgets and operating plans. In the slow-motion Industrial Age, this was perfectly adequate. But those days are long gone. What is needed now is a new management process built specifically around strategy. (CIO Insight, July 10, 2002.)
In a world where the only constant is change — unceasingly more fast-paced, complex, and unpredictable — where strategy must be dynamic and where we must expect the unexpected, most current governance processes are woefully inadequate. In most organizations, planning is confused with, and too tightly linked to, the budgeting cycle and associated processes. This also all too often results in unnatural acts that are required to get the resources that someone thinks they will need when they work out what they should be doing, even though they don’t yet know what that is.

Too much planning is activity-based rather than outcome-based. Few organizations have comprehensive, rigorous or consistently applied business case processes. A recent Meta Group study found that 84 percent of companies either do not do business cases for their IT projects at all, or just do them on a select few key projects. Where business cases are created, they are seldom looked at after the decision to proceed. If they are looked at, it is usually at some form of post implementation review; an event akin to an autopsy.

Organizations must evolve their processes to a governance system with the following characteristics:

- Value driven
- Business-outcome based
- Enterprise-wide
- Dynamic
- Inclusive
- Flexible

**Key Learning:** The complexity that change entails requires a dynamic “sense and respond” governance system that recognizes that the fundamental challenge is the management of change; that clearly articulated strategies are required to direct change; and that the complexity that change entails must be both understood and managed.

Enterprise Value Management includes such a governance system — Strategic Governance (see Figure 3). Strategic Governance is an approach that continually manages the alignment between business strategy, the portfolio of programs, individual programs, the projects (both business and IT) that make up the individual programs, and enterprise architecture.

**FIGURE 3**

**Strategic Governance**
Most organizations have elements of Strategic Governance. While their effectiveness may vary, strategy and project management are well-established disciplines. Many organizations have an individual, or a group, or multiple groups responsible for strategy, although this is all too often still seen as more of an annual ritual than a process. Most organizations have some focus on project management, often having some form of Project Management Office. Many organizations also have an architecture role, usually within the IT function. The focus is often on the technology aspects of architecture, and on the definition of those aspects, rather than the ongoing management of their implementation and integration with the business. Also, an increasing number of organizations have established Program Management Offices, although in some cases these view programs as a number of related technology projects, rather than business change programs incorporating all the aspects of business, technology, organization, process, and people (BTOPP). A few organizations, particularly some of our benefits realization clients, are implementing Value Management Offices to support the value aspects of program and portfolio management. But rarely do these five critical roles come together as part of an on-going governance process, even in an annual review. Until they do, we will continue to pay a heavy price.

A word of caution: with Strategic Governance we are not suggesting that you set up five distinct offices; indeed, certainly initially, that may be the worst thing that you could do. Rather, there must be the recognition that these five roles need to exist, and to work closely and continually together.

There are critical relationships between these functions which, if managed well, will provide tremendous competitive advantage to organizations, but which, if not managed well, will have serious, if not catastrophic consequences. These relationships are illustrated in Figure 4.

**FIGURE 4**

critical relationships for strategic governance

The astute reader will have noticed that, in illustrating Strategic Governance, we have allowed the dreaded “A” word to creep back in — Architecture. For many years, we have avoided using the “A” word with business audiences. It has not resonated and all too often appeared to be a sure cure for insomnia. Now, however, it is time for architecture to come out of the closet. A lack of robust and flexible architectures is at the root of many execution problems today. This deficiency, if not dealt with, will continue to be a major, and expensive obstacle to realizing enterprise value. Let’s start by defining enterprise architecture.

Enterprise architecture is broad and comprehensive, not limited to technology or technical architecture. It is the architecture of the whole enterprise. It is about how the enterprise is structured. It includes every value-creating component of the enterprise, and the relationships between them. Enterprise Architecture components include business units, business processes, information, applications, technology, as well as knowledge, relationships, etc. These components are illustrated in Figure 5.
The challenge in Enterprise Architecture is to develop a structure which is both fit for purpose today and robust and flexible enough to meet tomorrow's challenges.

**Key Learning:** Strategy, architecture, and governance are tightly linked in that the architecture must be fashioned and implemented in the light of strategy; strategy must encompass how the current architecture enables or constrains certain strategies; and governance must ensure that the two are in sync. We cannot get the strategy right without getting the necessary components of the architecture right, and vice-versa.

Enterprise Value Management provides the essential lens for getting all of this right. It provides insights into the assets we have, the relationships between them, and how we can leverage those relationships to enable enterprise strategies. Architecture is the set of rules for structuring those relationships. Business strategy defines the context for architecture, as well as the profile of the portfolio of business programs. The portfolio determines how much of the architecture is to be renovated or renewed either through wholesale change or minor refurbishment. Business programs determine how much funding is to be spent on the architecture to drive business value rather than simple conformance. Projects are both guided by and implement the architecture.

One of the reasons that we have historically had such difficulty gaining business acceptance of the business value of architecture is that architecture has been in the hands of architecture zealots. Their philosophy was, “We must have the perfect architecture, and we must implement it all.” Unfortunately, it is questionable whether there is or ever will be such a thing as the perfect architecture; and even if there was, it would no longer be perfect by the time you implemented it, and you certainly couldn’t afford the resources or the time to do so. Things are simply moving too fast.

Nevertheless, we do need an overall architectural framework, one that is not static but continually being revised in the light of changing requirements and changing technologies. However, the implementation of the architecture must be driven by business requirements and primarily by business value. We must move from the “big bang” implementation to a more incremental approach. At any point in time, the costs and value of implementing the architecture must be weighed against the risks of not doing so. We may not always choose to conform to the architectural blueprint, but this must be a managed decision, made with full understanding of the costs, value, and risks.

We should clarify that what we are talking about here is primarily the strategy process, and governance around the execution of that process, which is essentially the process of change. As Larry Bossidy and Ram Charan point out in *Execution: The Discipline of Getting Things Done*, the strategy process must both align and fully integrate with two other key processes — the people process, and the operations process. The
people process is critical because it is people who must both execute the strategy and live with the results. The operations process is critical because ultimately change is translated into daily operations. Differences between traditional strategic planning and Strategic Governance are summarized in Figure 6.

**FIGURE 6**  
**Traditional Strategic Planning Versus Strategic Governance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Strategic Planning</th>
<th>Strategic Governance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial economy thinking</td>
<td>Digital economy thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplistic, cause and effect</td>
<td>Complex, dynamic relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Chain</td>
<td>Value Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure (architecture)</td>
<td>Structure (architecture) integrated with strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictable</td>
<td>Uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An “annual” event</td>
<td>An on-going process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long time frames</td>
<td>Short time frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis-oriented</td>
<td>Action-oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command and control</td>
<td>Sense and respond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical and imposed</td>
<td>Inclusive and evolving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigid</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change happens</td>
<td>Change needs to be managed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tightly connected to the budgeting cycle and process</td>
<td>De-coupled from the budgeting cycle — interacts with the budgeting process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If they are to survive, let alone prosper, organizations must continue to demonstrate that they understand how to create value, have strategies capable of delivering value both quickly and over the long term, and must have a track record of successfully executing those strategies. They must stop continually looking for “the next big thing” and better leverage what they already have. They must do the right things, do them well, and realize real and demonstrable business value. They must stop going for the “big bang” and structure change into “do-able chunks” that deliver real and measurable value in 60-day to 90-day increments. In the private sector, how well this is done plays an increasingly significant role in determining market valuation. In the public sector, the mandate, public perception, and viability of the organization may well hinge on the clarity with which its actions and investments can be tied to value.

**Applying Lessons Learned to Enterprise Value Management**

As we have implemented the Benefits Realization Approach in many ways with many different organizations, we have learned what factors are important to get the approach accepted, introduced and up and running — the key one being understanding the extent of the change required and managing that change. Many of these factors apply equally, if not more so to Enterprise Value Management.

- The introduction of Enterprise Value Management is itself a major change.
- It’s about behavioral change – “we” thinking versus “I” thinking.
- The reward system must be aligned.
- Strong sponsorship is required.
- IT and the business must work as partners.
- Implement clear, activist accountability.
Recognize that one size does not fit all.
Avoid excessive bureaucracy.
Don’t fall into the analysis paralysis trap.
Take an incremental approach.
Pick the right place to start.

We explore these learnings in greater depth below.

The Introduction of Enterprise Value Management is Itself a Major Change

Enterprise Value Management is about identifying, focusing, defining, and managing programs of business change to drive the greatest value to the enterprise. One such program of change is the introduction of Enterprise Value Management itself. Failure to recognize this, and to manage the change, is probably the largest cause of problems that we have seen with earlier implementations of the Benefits Realization Approach. Certainly, the degree to which the change is managed will bear a direct correlation to the success of the implementation of Enterprise Value Management.

It’s About Behavioral Change – “We” Thinking Versus “I” Thinking

One of the key effects of the Enterprise Value Management approach is that it provides a framework or context for dialogue — for questioning that leads to new insights — which in turn lead to changes in behavior. Three months into an implementation, a large European financial services organization found that at the executive level they were making very different decisions than they would have made before. As part of this, they were either not approving or stopping investments that they would otherwise have allowed to proceed. They were better aligning their investments with their strategic direction and, as a result, focusing their resources to realize the greatest value. This would not have occurred without some fundamental changes in behavior.

Further implications of the change from “I” thinking to “we” thinking include the following.

- Taking the enterprise view. Of all the changes that the Benefits Realization Approach requires, none is harder than getting executives and managers, who have in the past been blinded by individual silo views of their organization, to take the enterprise view. No approach to Enterprise Value Management will work, and organizations will continue to significantly underachieve on their portfolio of investments, until the executive and management teams learn to move beyond “I win – you lose” to “we win.” This means sponsors moving beyond their initial “What do I have to do to get my proposal through this ridiculous process?” reaction to thinking about what is right for the enterprise.

- Learning to say and accept no! Many organizations think of portfolio management as a prioritization process. Portfolio management is about choosing where to invest and executing those investments. While prioritization is an important component of choosing, the key objective is not prioritization but selection. Selection means not only that you will decide what you will do, but also what you will not do. While not easy, it is much easier to decide what you will do than what you will not do. This is true both for the initial selection of an investment, and for on-going decisions regarding what investments to progress. This means sponsors accepting that when a proposed investment is not selected, it is not a failure on their part — it is just that there are investments that have greater value to the enterprise as a whole at that point in time. It means not treating the cancellation of a program as a failure, but recognizing that stopping one investment and reallocating resources to another that is of greater value to the organization is a good thing. The sponsor should not take this as a personal rebuff, nor should the executive look for someone to blame, but recognize that the governance process is working as it should.
Embracing shared visibility. One of the benefits of portfolio management is that it enables, indeed
forces, shared visibility of investments across the enterprise. This shared visibility is the first step to
the behavioral change required to move beyond the silo view to the enterprise view. In one large
telecommunications company this shared visibility alone enabled almost 30 percent of a $US70 million
portfolio to be “taken off the table” and made available for higher value investments.

The willingness to change course. Enterprise Value Management further requires a willingness to change
course, and to accept changes in course possibly many times as we manage the uncertain journey to an
uncertain destination in an ever-changing business environment. This will not be a comfortable thing for
many executives to accept; but without acceptance, they will continue to steer their organizations in the
wrong directions, and possibly onto the rocks of organizational oblivion.

**The Reward System Must Be Aligned**

Failure to take the enterprise view comes down to ego in many cases; often, unfortunately, supported by
inappropriate reward mechanisms. While egos are an important part of an individual’s make-up, particularly
so in the case of leaders, effective ego management is an even more important attribute. Ego management
may well have prevented some major corporate scandals.

A former colleague once said, “The good thing about reward systems is that they work, and the
bad thing about reward systems is that they work!” Trying to change behavior, and failing to align reward
systems with the desired behavior, almost guarantees failure. Reward systems must move beyond recognizing
individual “hero” behavior and performance to recognizing team and collaborative partnership behavior and
performance. Such recognition should be very visible, and should recognize equally, albeit differently, both
positive and negative behavior. Without such visible recognition, value-limiting and even value-destroying
behaviors will continue to thrive.

**Strong Sponsorship is Required**

There are two different aspects to sponsorship: the fundamental building block of Enterprise Value
Management is the business program, and effective ownership and sponsorship are the keys to any program’s
success. But remember that the implementation of Enterprise Value Management is itself a major business
change program. There is a significant difference between applying program management to one or more
individual programs, or portfolio management to one part of the portfolio, and to institutionalizing Enterprise
Value Management as part of an overall governance process. This requires sponsorship to move up and out,
that is, to become higher and broader. It is at this transition point that many organizations bog down.

The ultimate responsibility and accountability for the realization of value must lie with the business.
The business sponsor must be actively promoting the program, communicating why it is being undertaken,
what it will look like when we get there, how we are going to get there, and what part individuals and
functions will be required to play, both in getting there, and when we are there. The sponsor must promote
and nurture the partnership that is so essential to success.

While the need for change can emerge bottom-up, change will not be successful without strong
executive and management sponsorship. It is not enough, however, for this sponsorship to be just at the top.
The “I said it therefore it is” school of leadership quite simply does not work. Sponsorship must cascade down
through all levels of management.

This does not mean that you shouldn’t embark on implementing Enterprise Value Management
unless you have the complete support of the CEO and the whole executive team. Although ideal, this may
rarely occur. It is not always or indeed often possible to turn a battleship overnight. Many organizations have
started with one area of the business, or even one business change program. However, regardless of where you
start, there must be strong sponsorship for the change. And, you must build on and extend that sponsorship
if you are to move beyond piece-meal implementation to an enterprise-wide governance process.
IT and the Business Must Work as Partners
Historically, one of the most extreme examples of organizational silo thinking has been between the IT function and the rest of the business. Indeed, our very language, including the language of this book, perpetuates this problem. If we are to break down these barriers, which we must to realize enterprise value, the business view must come first, the functional view second. IT is just as integral a part of the business as Finance, HR, Marketing, or any other operational function. We must break the “we/they” mode of thinking and think as partners in the overall business, continually asking “What do we, as partners in the business, have to do to drive the greatest possible value for the business?”

Business owners must participate actively as “partners” in business program definition and execution. When 85 to 90 percent of the work required — the change — to realize the value of a business change program has to be undertaken by the business, that responsibility cannot be abdicated to the IT function. All affected areas of the business, including IT, must be active partners throughout the whole process of program identification, definition, evaluation, selection, implementation, and execution.

Implement Clear, Activist Accountability
Enterprise Value Management will not be successful without clear, active accountability as described in Chapter 6. This type of accountability is tied to a clear and relevant measurement system as described in Chapter 7 — and directly linked to an aligned reward system, managed through a disciplined governance process.

For accountability to be accepted and effective, organizations need to rethink their attitudes to accountability. We need to move away from the “Who do we blame when things go wrong?” view to “How can we work together to make this program successful and support the sponsor?”

Recognize that One Size Does Not Fit All
Most organizations already have some management processes in place around the prioritization, selection, and management of IT investments, even if only at the IT project level. It is better to adjust current management processes, extending them as required, than to introduce a totally new set of processes. This involves identifying what currently exists, mapping it to the Enterprise Value Management approach, changing the mandate, and possibly the membership of some groups, putting more rigor into the process, introducing new measurements, etc.

We have also found the concept of categorization of investments, introduced in Chapter 4, to be essential if portfolio management is to work effectively, and not become mired by making every single investment go through the same hoops. The reality is that different investments have different levels of freedom in allocating funds, and different levels of complexity of the logic between the proposed initiatives, and the desired outcome. Those investments where there is little choice around allocating the funds, such as, regulatory requirements, or where the linkage between the initiatives and the desired outcome is very clear, such as in the replacement of part of the technology infrastructure with new components that deliver the same or greater functionality and have lower operating costs, require a much less rigorous approach than those that are truly discretionary, or where the linkage between them and the desired outcome is unclear or complex.

Avoiding Excessive Bureaucracy
In one case the Value Management Office (VMO) sent a Value Case back to the sponsor 15 times. While the first time was reasonable, the next 14 were simply dotting the “I”s and crossing the “T”s. The purpose of any methodology is to enable a desired end result, not to slavishly follow a process every time. In the case of the Benefits Realization Approach, the purpose is to realize the greatest possible value from investments in IT-enabled change. In this context, the purpose of the VMO is not to act as the methodology police, but to support business sponsors in putting together complete and comparable Value Cases. In one financial services organization, where the VMO performed such a role, a number of business sponsors came, or were led, to the conclusion that proposed investments were not going to fly and took them off the table. As a result, unnecessary effort and management time was avoided, and resources were re-focused on what was of the greatest value to the organization.
Don’t Fall into the Analysis Paralysis Trap

In one instance, a client called to complain that the tool that supports the creation of Results Chains did not support large enough models. However, the problem was not with the tool; rather there was a process problem. The trick with any process of analysis is to know when you have done enough analysis to support informed business judgment. Going beyond this point is a waste of time and, worse, delays decision-making. While it is always easier to continue to ask questions, the art of management is to know when enough is enough. Too often, on-going analysis is simply an excuse to defer or avoid making management decisions.

In a number of cases, we have worked with clients in a half-day workshop to develop a simple high-level Value Map or Results Chain. While there was clearly follow-up work required, the insights gained out of such a short high-level session significantly improved the shared understanding of the desired business outcomes, started to get everyone on the same page, and brought focus to potential strategies, candidate change programs, and the full scope of the change effort.

Take an Incremental Approach

When designing and executing programs of business change, including the implementation of the Enterprise Value Management approach, we must resist the temptation to go for the “big bang.” History is replete with failures of such approaches. However, while it is unrealistic to expect that a major change can be accomplished in a few months, it is equally unrealistic to expect that we can wait two to three years to see the value of a program of change. When we are on an uncertain journey to an uncertain destination, everything will have changed in two or three years — the business environment, the technology, and the people. The solution is to balance longer term outcomes with demonstrable short-term results. We must always keep the end in mind, but structure change into do-able chunks that deliver real and measurable value in 60-day to 90-day increments. We must communicate, build on, and learn from success. The advantages of such an approach include:

- Early realization of value
- Value realized even if the program is later cancelled
- Increased buy-in to the program
- Increased executive visibility
- Reinforcement of the power of partnership
- Early and frequent learnings that can be applied to improve future performance of the program
- A culture of success

The Enterprise Value Management approach, using Value Mapping and Results Chains, helps identify how programs can be structured to deliver incremental change and the resulting value. However, the approach will only be successful if actively managed by a Strategic Governance system, and encouraged by an aligned reward system.

Pick the Right Place to Start

Recognizing that “big bang” rarely, if ever, works, we have in almost all cases adopted the incremental approach. Generally, this takes the form of one or more pilots. Unfortunately, experience has shown that pilots all too often remain just as pilots. A more successful approach involves moving on a number of different fronts at the same time:

- Understanding where you are today, where the pain points are, and where there are opportunities for “quick wins”
- Opportunistically selecting one or two pilots to test out the approach and demonstrate success
- Implementing some basic foundational disciplines across the board, such as standardizing business cases, measurement and tracking, etc.
Continuing to build awareness of the need to change at all levels in the organization

Building on the increased awareness, the pilot and foundation work to extend value mapping, program management and portfolio management across the enterprise, integrating it into the overall governance processes

Managing the implementation as a major program of change

Communicating success

Learning and continuing to tailor and evolve the approach to meet the specific needs and nature of your organization

The Road Forward

“Every day you make progress. Every step may be fruitful. Yet there will stretch out before you an ever-lengthening, ever ascending, ever-improving path. You know you will never get to the end of the journey. But this, far from discouraging, only adds to the joy and glory of the climb.”

— Sir Winston Churchill

With the appropriate governance structure and processes in place, the linkage that the Enterprise Value Management Approach provides will enable organizations to be responsive to inevitable and constant changes in business strategy. It will enable them to move beyond “traditional” strategic planning and management methods, which are woefully inadequate for the business environment of today and the future, to Strategic Governance. This governance process will be dynamic, and will continually manage the alignment between business strategy, the portfolio of programs, individual programs, the projects, both business and IT projects, that make up the individual programs, and the enterprise architecture.

Enterprise Value Management, building on and integrated with a Benefits Realization Approach, will provide an overall framework for Strategic Governance that will enable organizations to respond with agility to the demands of a complex, dynamic, fast-paced and constantly changing business environment — an approach that is focused on delivering business value in a world where both the destination and the journey are uncertain.

The goal of Enterprise Value Management is to provide a comprehensive framework to address the underlying causes of the value dilemma. It will force rigor in strategy definition, program definition, portfolio selection, and governance. It will integrate strategy, architecture, and action. It will provide meaningful measurements that the governance process can use to dynamically sense and respond to changing business conditions. Enterprise Value Management will be a tool that can help all organizations, large or small, private or public break the value log jam and reap the full potential of the digital era.

Adopting and implementing Enterprise Value Management, just as in the case of its genesis, the Benefits Realization Approach, is not easy. It requires vision, discipline, and the courage to stay the course. It represents a fundamental change in how we think, manage, and act. Without such change, however, we will continue to dismally under-perform. There will, as always, be a few bright stars, but most results will be mediocre at best and appalling at worse. Our organizations, the people who they serve, the people who work in them, and society as a whole deserve better. Investors and analysts will demand that we do better. We can do better. We must do better!

After meeting with organizations, their response is often “You have given us a lot to think about.” While encouraging, that is not enough. The time for elegantly describing and debating the problem is over. The problem is real, and the consequences of inaction are severe. We need to move down the road to the solution. We need to move beyond thought to action — well-managed action with a clear business outcome in mind. We need to take action that increases the value that our organizations deliver to their stakeholders each and every day. There is no more important outcome!
Activist Accountability (First Necessary Condition)
Activist accountability goes beyond traditional notions of passive accountability. It includes the concept of “ownership” — meaning active, continuous involvement in managing a program and, most importantly, clear ownership of each measurable outcome and the associated benefits.

Alignment
One of three supporting measures of the four “ares” (the other two are financial worth and risk). Alignment is a measure of the fit of a planned investment direction with organizational direction, including vision, mission, goals, objectives and architectural principles.

Architecture
Description of the fundamental underlying design of the components of the business system, or of one element of the business system (e.g., technology), the relationships between them and the manner in which they support the organization’s objectives.

Assumption (Fourth Core Element of Results Chain)
Condition for the realization of an outcome or of an initiative, over which the organization has no control.

Automation of Work (First IT Stage)
The automation of work tasks, such as census data calculations, check processing and payroll, yields benefits largely in the area of operational efficiency.

Balanced Scorecard
The Balanced Scorecard, developed by Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton, is a coherent set of performance measures organized into four categories. It includes traditional financial measures but adds customer, internal business process and learning and growth perspectives.

Benchmarking
A systematic approach to comparing an organization’s performance against peers and competitors in an effort to learn the best ways of conducting business (e.g., benchmarking of quality, logistical efficiency and various other metrics).

Benefit
An outcome whose nature and value (expressed in various ways) are considered advantageous by an organization.

Benefits Realization Approach
A business oriented framework, supported by a set of processes, techniques and instruments which enables organizations to select and manage a portfolio of programs such that benefits are clearly defined, optimized and harvested.

Benefits Stream
The flow of benefits over time resulting from successful implementation and management of a business program.

Benefits Harvesting
The area of program management that focuses on the actual attainment of benefits following program commissioning.

Blended Investment Program — See Program

Business Process Re-engineering — See Re-engineering

Business Process
A set of cross-functional activities or events that result in the delivery of a specific product or service to a customer.

Business Sponsor
The individual accountable for delivering the benefits of a blended investment program to the organization.

Business System
A holistic view of business that includes strategy, business processes, organization and people, as well as technology.

Business Transformation (Third IT Stage)
Fundamental changes in an organization’s mission, or raison d’être, its value chain and how it does business.
**Business Case**
Documentation of the rationale for making a business investment, used to support a business decision on whether to proceed or not with the investment.

**Change Management**
A holistic and proactive approach to managing the transition from a current to a desired organizational state, focusing specifically on the critical human or “soft” elements of change. It includes activities such as culture change (values, beliefs and attitudes), developing reward systems (measures and appropriate incentives), organizational design, stakeholder management, human resource policies and procedures, executive coaching, change leadership training, team building and communications planning and execution.

**Continuous Improvement (CI)**
A philosophy of ongoing betterment which originated in Japan, where it is known as kaizen, involving everyone in an organization on a day-to-day basis in a constant quest for continuous, incremental improvement on all fronts.

**Contribution (Second Core Element of Results Chain)**
The role of a component of a Results Chain in the realization of another component.

**Customer Information Systems (CIS)**
Systems, based on databases and/or extracts of data from different databases, that contain customer information providing a comprehensive profile of customers and their transactions with an organization. They are often used to support targeted or relationship marketing, sales and order processing and after sales support.

**Data Warehouse**
A database, often very large, that contains information from numerous sources in a variety of formats. Frequently used for decision support within an organization, the data warehouse also allows the organization to organize its data, coordinate updates and see relationships between information gathered from different parts of the organization.

**Delphi Analysis**
A method of analysis, using a technique known as the Delphi technique, where a number of individuals are asked to express their opinions, usually in response to some form of questionnaire, and to review the opinions of others, without any direct contact occurring between the individuals. The objective is to encourage open sharing of ideas without pressure to defend opinions, or excessive influence by one or more individuals. It is useful in facilitating consensus among a number of individuals or groups holding different views, and thus to support decision making.

**Downsizing**
The reduction in the size of a company or its labor force.

**Economic Value Added (EVA)**
A technique developed by G. Bennett Stewart III, and registered by the consulting firm of Stern, Stewart, where the performance of the corporate capital base, including depreciated investments (such as training and research and development), as well as more traditional capital investments (like plant and equipment), is measured against what shareholders could earn elsewhere.

**Electronic commerce (applications)**
Commercial activity that takes place by means of connected computers. Electronic commerce can occur between organizations or between customers and businesses, through an on-line information service, the Internet, a BBS or electronic data interchange (EDI).

**Empowerment**
A philosophy which grew out of the Total Quality Management (TQM) movement, which increases the control that employees have over their own work and, as a result, enhances their sense that what they do is meaningful and contributes to their organization’s performance.

**Enterprise Application Packages**
Enterprise application packages, also known as enterprise resource planning applications, are suites of packaged software designed to help organizations manage resources across the enterprise, and enable the integration of business processes across the supply chain, including distribution, human resources, finance, inventory management, manufacturing, procurement, project management, sales, transportation and other processes.

**Executive Information Systems (EIS)**
Systems designed to support senior management decision making. More advanced versions include analytical and communications capabilities to support management work.

**Extranet**
An extension of an Intranet using groupware technologies to share data, information and knowledge across an organization’s supply chain, including suppliers and clients.
Financial Worth (Measurement)
One of three supporting measures of the four “ares” (the other two are alignment and risk), financial worth is a measure of monetary contribution, calculated using traditional accounting methods.

Four “Ares”
The four underlying questions that provide the framework for the value assessment technique.
Are 1: Are we doing the right things?
Are 2: Are we doing them the right way?
Are 3: Are we getting them done well?
Are 4: Are we getting the benefits?

Full Cycle Governance (Third Fundamental)
An integrated management system that operationalizes the concepts of program and portfolio management, distinguished by its long time frame, which supports management of the benefits realization process from the conception of projects to the harvesting of benefits — “from concept to cash.”

Futzing (Futz Factor)
Term introduced by The Gartner Group to reflect the time wasted by people trying to make computers function, rather than using them to do productive work.

Information Management (Second IT Stage)
The application of IT to provide information to support improved decision making, to move decision making “closer to the customer” and to support new service and product design, yielding benefits in operational and tactical effectiveness.

Information Paradox
The phenomenon that while the unit cost of IT is decreasing, organizations continue to spend increasingly large sums of money on IT in the belief that information, and the investment in IT to provide that information, is a “good thing,” despite the all too frequent reality that we cannot demonstrate a connection between investments in IT and business results.

Information Technology (IT)
A general term used to refer to all aspects of computing and communications technology, including hardware and software (both system and application software) that encompasses the creation, storage, processing, distribution and display of information for a variety of uses, including business, educational, artistic, scientific, recreational or personal.

Initiative (Third Core Element of Results Chain)
An action that contributes to one or more outcomes. It always refers to an element that can be acted upon directly.

Integration
The extent to which constituent elements of the business system (e.g., technology) are organized into a coordinated whole.

Intermediate Outcome — See Outcome

Internet
A global public network of networks based on TCP/IP communications protocols that hosts many information services including electronic mail, information publishing, electronic conferencing, file transfer protocol (FTP) and electronic commerce, which are used for the exchange of information, products and ideas.

Intranet
A private, internal implementation of the Internet using groupware technologies to share data, information and knowledge within an organization.

Investment Decision Board (IDB)
A management structure primarily accountable to manage an organization’s portfolio of blended investment programs and, in doing so, manage the level of overall funding to provide the necessary balance between company-wide and specific line-of-business needs.

IT — See Information Technology

IT-enabled Business Transformation (projects)
A radical redefinition or redesign of an organization that would not be possible without the capabilities provided by IT, but which generally requires extensive changes to other elements of the business system in order for the desired transformation to occur.

JIT (Just-In-Time [Inventory Systems])
An approach to inventory control and industrial production management based on the Japanese kanban system which is designed to minimize inventory and increase product quality and plant productivity. Under a JIT system, workers receive materials from suppliers “just in time” for scheduled manufacturing to take place.
Knowledge Economy
An economy in which information and knowledge are the predominant economic resource — the primary ingredient of what is made, done, bought and sold — more important than raw material, and often more important than money.

Knowledge Management
The explicit and systematic capture, organization, storing, sharing and leverage of useful intellectual capital.

Knowledge Workers
People who work mainly with information and whose work is characterized by the fact that information and knowledge are both the raw material of their labor and its product.

Learning Lag
The time delay between the introduction of new technology to individuals, work groups and organizations and their learning to apply it effectively, including unlearning old ways of doing things.

Leverage
The use of an investment or resulting asset to gain a return.

Life Cycle
A series of stages that characterize the course of existence of an organizational investment (e.g., product, project, program).

Linkage (First Blind Spot)
One of four critical dimensions of complexity which constitute blind spots in traditional management mind-sets (the others being Reach, People and Time). This refers to the linkage between the expected results of an IT investment and all the other IT and business investments and intermediate outcomes required in order to realize the benefit.

Mission-Critical System
A system so vital that its failure would have catastrophic effects on an organization’s ability to operate or even survive.

Modeling
Developing a simplified representation of a system or phenomenon. Such representations may be static or dynamic in which case the behavior of the system or phenomenon under different conditions can be simulated.

On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP)
A relational database system capable of processing queries more complex than those handled by standard relational databases, through multidimensional access to data (viewing the data by several different criteria), intensive calculation capability and specialized indexing techniques.

Outcome (First Core Element of Results Chain)
Change in or maintenance of the state of an element that cannot be acted upon directly. An outcome can be intermediate (contribute to another outcome) or be ultimate (the final desired state).

Outsourcing
Organizations contracting out the ongoing management of certain internal processes to outside service providers (e.g., the running of an IS department; a data center; certain applications or business processes; or specific discrete tasks such as help desk staffing or asset, systems or network management).

People (Third Blind Spot)
One of four critical dimensions of complexity which constitute blind spots in traditional management mind-sets (the others being Linkage, Reach and Time). This refers to the number and diversity (the breadth) of people who will be impacted by a business program and the extent to which they will be impacted (the depth).

Plateaus
Plateaus represent a time-based profile of benefits. An individual plateau is a point at which an intermediate level of the anticipated benefits of a program is realized. A plateau will usually correlate to one or more intermediate outcomes.

Portfolio
A grouping of investment programs selected by management to achieve defined business results while meeting clear risk/reward standards.

Portfolio Management (Second Fundamental)
Taking a panoramic view of business needs, opportunities and investments in IT-enabled change, so as to pick and manage an optimum set of programs (the portfolio) to deliver the most value over time, while adjusting the composition of the portfolio as more knowledge is gained and in response to changes in the environment.

Proactive Management of Change (Third Necessary Condition)
Proactive management of change is an essential condition for implementing benefits realization. It is a core responsibility of the business sponsor and involves building all required change management initiatives into business programs up front and actively managing those initiatives throughout the life of the program.
Program
A structured grouping of projects designed to produce clearly identified business results.

Program Management (First Fundamental)
Management of the full program life cycle from concept to cash. It includes: definition of program scope, assessment of program value, program design, program delivery benefits harvesting and program completion.

Progressive Resource Commitment
Progressive resource commitment replaces the all-or-nothing approach toward technology investments with a pay-as-you-go method in which programs pass through a series of decision points, known as stage gates. At these points, after a decision is made to proceed, only enough funding is committed to reach the next stage gate.

Project
A group of activities concerned with delivering a defined capability based upon an agreed schedule and budget.

Project Management
Management of the full project life cycle from design to delivery. It includes: definition of project scope, project design, construction, testing and implementation.

Re-engineering
Fundamental and radical redesign of an organization’s business processes to achieve performance breakthroughs.

Reach (Second Blind Spot)
One of four critical dimensions of complexity which constitute blind spots in traditional management mind-sets (the others being Linkage, People, and Time). Reach refers to the breadth of change involved in a program (how much of the organization is impacted) and the depth of change (the degree of impact of the changes required to realize the benefits of the program).

Relevant Measurement (Second Necessary Condition)
Measuring the right things, measuring things the right way and making sure that measurements guide decisions and actions.

Results Chain™
A modeling technique developed by Fujitsu Consulting that provides a graphical representation of events and conditions required to achieve a stated business outcome for a program. It has four components: outcomes, initiatives, assumptions and contributions.

ResultStation™
One part of Macroscope®, the set of deliverable-based business processes to bring about change in an organization. ResultStation™ is the critical link to making all the processes fit together by defining, evaluating and managing the change. ResultStation addresses the challenges of benefits management by providing: a comprehensive and complementary approach to investment management practices; a framework for better understanding and management of the benefits realization process; a process to enable organizations to better manage the dynamic nature of benefits identification and realization; and a framework to track the realization of benefits and adapt to the evolving context. ResultStation™ focuses on delivering business outcomes that provide the most value to an organization.

Risk (Business Risk)
Degree of probability of not realizing the benefits of a business program.

ROI (Return on Investment)
The rate of return an organization earns on an investment.

Silo (Organization)
A term, sometimes referred to as stovepipe, describing an organization structure in which individual functions operate vertically in isolation from other functions.

Silver Bullet Thinking
The naive belief that IT “solutions” come neatly packaged and stamped “benefits inside,” reinforcing the idea that all you have to do is plug in the technology and, magically, benefits will flow.

Stage Gates
A stage gate is a point of time where a decision is made to commit funds to the next set of activities on a program or project, to stop the work altogether or to put a hold on execution of further work.

Supply Chain
A network of interlinked organizations including suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, retail outlets and consumers through which an organization delivers its products or services to its customers.
Time (Fourth Blind Spot)
One of four critical dimensions of complexity that constitute blind spots in traditional management mind-sets (the others being Linkage, Reach, and People). The time for the full benefits of a business program to be realized, based on understanding the previous three dimensions and recognizing that these dimensions of linkage, reach and people, will themselves change over time, further affecting the time required to realize benefits.

Total Quality Management (TQM)
A management philosophy, attributed to W. Edwards Deming, which dedicates the entire organization to a relentless pursuit of quality, which means meeting or exceeding customer expectations.

Ultimate Outcomes — See Outcomes

Value
Relative worth or importance of an investment for an organization or its key stakeholders. Its expression may take various forms, including monetary or material, substitution equivalence, subjective judgment, etc.

Value Assessment Technique
One technique that supports the Benefits Realization Approach (the other is the modeling technique, also known as Results Chain). It applies the four "ares" along the dimensions of alignment, financial worth and risk.

Value Case
Value cases replace conventional business cases in the Benefits Realization Approach to support the selection and management of programs. They are used as an ongoing operational tool to support full cycle governance.

Value Management Office (VMO)
The secretariat for the Investment Decision Board (IDB) in managing investment portfolios.

Value Chain
A technique popularized by Professor Michael Porter that defines the series of activities, grouped into primary and support activities, that an organization performs to produce and add value to its products and services.
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**Supplementary Readings**


The Benefits Realization Approach offers a powerful and comprehensive set of new tools that help you understand the value and potential of technology in Business Transformation.

– CHRIS GIBBONS, General Manager, Enterprise Computing, Microsoft Corporation

Finally, a realistic view of the relationship between IT spending and business results! The Information Paradox reminds us that technology is a powerful enabler, but transforming technological capability into business results is a management, not a technical, responsibility.

– DR. GEORGE E. HARE, President, George Hare & Associates Inc.

John Thorp’s direct, proactive solutions to those issues facing business executives and his roadmap to achieving successful results are right on target.

– THOMAS L. SMITH, President, Yellow Services, Inc.

Today’s CEO requires proof that investments in information technology drive improvements in business performance. Fujitsu Consulting’s Benefits Realization Approach helps meet the challenge: “Prove the return of these investments.”

– KEITH ELLIS, Vice-president, International Data Corporation (Canada) Ltd.

The Information Paradox helps IT leaders move beyond traditional task and time-driven project management into business actions required for successful change and value-added applications.

– LEE MEREDITH, Director of Finance, TELUS

Chief executives are finally demanding that IT be as fiscally accountable as all other areas of the business have been traditionally . . . This book lays out an approach that can help.

– MAX STAINES, Director, Compass Analysis Canada Limited

Enterprise Value Management — the next step in business value!

Considerable change has transpired in the years since the first edition of this book was published, yet the paradox remains — investments in IT-enabled business change are still not being consistently translated into business value:

• The dot.com bubble has burst
• Implementation of Supply Chain Management systems has slowed
• Significant challenges have arisen with Customer Relationship Management systems

Organizations continue to invest heavily in information technology. Spending on IT remains the largest single capital investment for most enterprises. The goals vary from routine productivity improvement to enhanced customer service to business transformation. However, measuring and clearly demonstrating the business benefits achieved remains a management challenge.

This is the Information Paradox — the conflict between the widely held belief that information, and investment in IT to provide that information, is a “good thing” and the all too frequent reality that we cannot demonstrate a connection between IT investments and business results.